SECTION 2:

BREED DEVELOPMENT

2.8 – 1960 to 1969
Around the World
No doubt the baby boomers will remember the sixties for the musical revolution which evolved over the period. For those of
us who lived through them, it was a wonderful time in our lives. So many legends, the Beatles, The Rolling Stones, The
Big O(Roy Orbison), Cliff Richard, Peter Paul and Mary. In Australia we had Normie Rowe and The Seekers. And of
course there was the Twist and the Go-Go dancing.
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Memorable songs of the period included The Twist, Run Around Sue, Moon River, Crying, The Lion Sleeps Tonight,
I Want to Hold Your Hand, Oh Pretty Woman, Respect, Dock of the Bay, Stand by Your Man, Crazy, Strangers in the
Night, The Carnival is Over.
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Television really took off in a gigantic way. After school children tuned into shows such as Gilligan’s Island, Andy
Griffiths Show, Bewitched, The Addams Family, The Flintstones, Batman, I Dream of Jeannie, Lost in Space, The Man
from Uncle, The Dick Van Dyke Show, and Coronation Street. We met up with friends at the local cinema, rolled jaffas
down the aisles while watching movies such as Pollyanna, Swiss Family Robinson and The Parent Trap. Other family
movies which come to mind are The Sound of Music with Julie Andrews and My Fair Lady with Audrey Hepburn. The
drive-in movie (with our parents) was a real treat.At school the children would be given milk every morning before recess
and in several parts of the world they were still dipping pens in ink wells. All dark heavy wooden furniture gave way to
Retro furniture. The corner shop was important for ice-creams, milk shakes and bags of mixed lollies (sweets/candy).
We had swap cards, yo-yos, knucklebones(jacks) and marbles and in the schoolyard, we had hula hoops and played hop
scotch and elastics.
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No-one wore a helmet when riding a bike and there were certainly no seatbelts in cars. The mini skirt and bikinis became
the norm. Very few mothers went out to work. No shops opened on Sundays and the meals were very simple
(in OZ anyway) with meat and three vegetables for dinner each night. Everyone got dressed up to go into town, the ladies
always wearing hats and gloves in the trains. Gloves were even worn by ladies in the show ring, hats too! The young girls
enjoyed wearing knee high boots. They used pale lipstick, black eyeliner and false eyelashes to get “the look”.
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The Average Wage in the USA in the 1960s was USD $5315, the median house price $12700, the average price of a car
$2600 and the average price of bread was twenty two cents.

Literature Review

Breed History Accepted by the Kennel Club published in
the Crufts Catalogue in 1960.
As already discussed, UK’s famous Breed historian
Mrs Elma Stonex (Dorcas Golden Retrievers) was
instrumental in teasing out the details required to
come up with the following official description. This
description below has appeared in the Crufts Catalogue
since 1960. Copyright The Kennel Club, published
with permission.
The origin of the Golden Retriever is less obscure
than most of the Retriever varieties, as the Breed was
definitely started by the first Lord Tweedmouth last
century, as shown in his carefully kept private Stud-Book
and notes, first brought to light by his great nephew, the
Earl of Ilchester, in 1952. In 1868 Lord Tweedmouth
mated a yellow Wavy-Coated Retriever (Nous) he had
bought from a cobbler in Brighton (bred by Lord

Chichester) to a Tweed Water-Spaniel (Belle) from
Ladykirk on the Tweed. These Tweed Water-Spaniels,
rare except in the Border Country, are described
by authorities of the time as like a small Retriever,
liver-coloured and curly-coated. Lord Tweedmouth
methodically line-bred down from this mating between
1868 and 1890, using another Tweed Water-Spaniel,
and outcrosses of two black Retrievers, an Irish Setter
and a sandy-coloured Bloodhound. (It is now known
that one of the most influential Kennels in the first
part of the century which lies behind all present day
Golden Retrievers was founded on stock bred by Lord
Tweedmouth).
In 1964 The Golden Retriever Club of Scotland first
published an article by Mrs Stonex entitled “10 Years
Research into the History of the Golden Retriever”.
Some years later this article was published in the Golden
Retriever Club Year Book with added illustrations.
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On the Bench
Gladly, many of them are still involved in the dog
world and answers to their questions are included in
this chapter. It is hoped that these, together with the
provided tables, photographs and timeline, will give a
clear picture of Breed trends 50 years ago.

The 1960s was a time when breed Clubs began popping
up around the world, with at least eleven Golden
Retriever Clubs coming into being during this decade.
It was also a time when a number of our Breed
“big-guns” obtained their first Golden Retrievers.
TABLE 2.8.1
Gender

Title

Female

UK CRUFTS/GRC SPECIALTY CC WINNERS IN THE 1960s
Name of Dog

Breeder

Owner

Crufts

Specialty

Total/Gr Total

Anatas Golden Guinea

Mrs J Sweetenham

Mrs J Sweetenham

1

0

1

Eng Ch

Anbria Joriemour Marigold

Mrs M Clark

Mrs G Barron

0

1

1

Male

Eng Ch

Bellemount Contoul Commanche

Mr M Constable

Mr & Mrs F Hayton

1

0

1

Male

Eng Sh Ch

Broadwaters Camrose Tangay

Mrs A Welch

Mr & Mrs J F Norman

1

0

1

Male

Eng /Ir Ch

Cabus Cadet

S M Harding

Mrs Z Moriarty
(Morgan)

0

1

1

Female

Eng Ch

Camrose Jessica

Mrs J Tudor

Mrs J Tudor

1

0

1

Male

Eng Ch

Camrose Lucius

Mrs J Tudor

Mrs J Tudor

0

1

1

Male

Eng Ch

Camrose Nicolas of Westley

Mrs J Tudor

Miss J Gill

0

1

1

Female

Eng Ch

Camrose Wistura

Mrs J Tudor

Mrs J Tudor

0

1

1

Female

Eng Ch

Crouchers Bambina

Mrs E C Melville

Mrs E C Melville

0

1

1

Crowell Lake Lane Liz

Mrs E B Steele

Mrs E B Steele

0

1

1

Mr F Dadd

1

0

1

Mrs A Gittins

1

0

1

Eng Sh Ch

Danespark Angela

Mr F Dadd

Female

Eng Sh Ch

Dellackran Rose Bay

Mr & Mrs N Smales

Dollar of Rachenco
Eng Ch

Gainspa Florette of Shiremoor

Female

Eng Ch

Gavotte of Altarnun

Male

Eng Ch
Eng Sh Ch

Gladiator of Ulvin

ph
1

0

1

Mrs E J Metcalfe

Mr J Raymond

2

0

2

Miss J Chamberlain

Miss J Chamberlain

0

1

1

Mrs M T Askew

Mrs M T Askew

0

1

1

Mrs L Ulyatt

Glennessa Waterwisp of Stenbury Mrs E Minter
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Gaytime of Sladeham

Mrs S Cochrane
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Female

Mrs S Cochrane
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Female

Male
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Female
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Female

Mrs L Ulyatt

1

0

1

Wing Cmdr &
Mrs WAJ Iles

1

0

1

Female

Eng/Aust Ch Iris of Essendene

Mrs P T Woodbridge

Mrs M E Grant

0

1

1

Male

Eng Ch

Kasanova of Kuldana

Mrs G L Medhurst

Mrs G L Medhurst

1

0

1

Female

Eng Ch

Kenbara Castelnau Nonet

Miss M Baker

Miss M Baker

0

1

1

Male

Eng /Ir Ch

Mandingo Buidhe Colum

Miss L Ross

Mrs W Sawtell &
Mrs E Harkness

1

0

1

Female

Eng Ch

Miranda of Anbria

Mrs G Barron

Mrs G Barron

1

0

1

Male

Eng Ch

Nickodemus of Cleavers

Mr G Search

Mr & Mrs G Search

0

1

1

Female

Eng Sh Ch

Pippa of Westley

Miss J Gill

Miss J Gill

1

0

1 (2)

Male

Eng Ch

Samdor Nimble Nick

Mr F Bodiam

MRS J Hendley

0

1

1

Female

Eng Ch

Shadow of Rosecott

Miss R G Clark

Miss R G Clark

0

1

1

Male

Eng Ch

Sharland The Scot

Mrs J Munday

Mrs J Munday

0

2

2

Storm of Hellicliffe

Mrs C Gregory

Mrs C Gregory

1

0

1

Synspur Lunik

Mrs K Graham-White

Mrs K Graham-White

1

0

1

Tawny Gay Sabina

Mrs M Fairburn

Mrs J Hogg

0

1

1

Male
Male

Eng Ch

Female
Male

Eng Ch

Ulvin Vintage of Yelme

Mrs L Ulyatt

Mrs M K
Wentworth-Smith

1

3

4 (5)

Female

Eng Sh Ch

Watersonnet of Stenbury

Mrs E Minter

Mrs E Minter

1

0

1
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Eng Ch Pippa of Westley by Eng Ch Camrose Nicolas of Westley out of Echo
Of Westley, bred and owned by Mrs J Gill. May 67 GRC Mrs Winston. A
bitch I have always admired greatly. Most attractive. Photo by Michael Bull.
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Eng Ch Camrose Wistura by Eng Ch Camrose Tallyrand of Anbria out
of Eng Ch Camrose Loretta, bred and owned by Mrs JTudor. Critique Mrs Moriaty 1968. Well balanced and sound bitch, typical in head and
expression, good front and feet. Well ribbed. Short coupled body with good
topline and quarters, moved correctly. One who has always been there or
thereabouts and it was pleasing to give her her 3rd CC when she became a
worthy holder of her full title as she has already qualified. Photo by Fall.
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Eng Sh Ch Glennessa Waterwisp of Stenbury by Waterboy Of Stenbury out
of Eng Sh Ch Waterwitchery Of Stenbury, bred by Mrs E Minter owned by
Wing Cdr W A J Iles. BOB Crufts 1964. Photo courtesy of Mrs Iles.

Eng Ch Synspur Lunik by Eng Ch Camrose Lucius out of Synspur Bracken,
bred and owned by Mrs K Graham-White. RC Mrs Stonex 1967. Lovely
seven year old, with quality all through, delightful head and outlook good
neck and shoulders and depth. Very well presented. Free mover. Photo by Fall.

Eng & Ir Ch Mandingo Buidhe Colum by Alresford Nice Fella out of
Buidhe Dearg, bred by Miss L Ross owned by Mrs W H Sawtell and
Mrs E Harkness. Photo courtesy of Mrs Sawtell.

Eng Sh Ch Marcus of Hughenden by Glennessa Crofter Of Empshott out of
Legend Of Hughenden, bred by Mrs L Bacon owned by Mrs M Markham.
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Title

Alresford Purgold
Tartan

Anatas Gypsy
Dancer
Anbria Joriemour
Marigold

Alresford
Illustrious
Cabus Boltby
Combine

Mrs D Dawson

1966

Anbria Linkboy

Sonnblick Fantasy

Mrs
J Sweetenham

Mrs
J Sweetenham

1961

Sh Ch

Anbria Tantalus

Joriemour Lily
Marlene

Mrs M Clark

Mrs G Barron

1964

Male

Eng
Sh Ch

Anbria Laudable

Eng Ch

Camrose Lucius

Male

Eng Ch

Anbria Schumac

Sh Ch

Anbrial Tantalus

Anbria Tantalus

Eng Ch

Apollo of Milo

Eng Ch
Ir Ch

Female

Eng Ch

Male

Eng Ch

Male

Eng Ch

Male

Eng Ch

Female
Male

Brambletyne Boyd
Brambletyne
Carrock Fell of
Daryock
Briarford Briar of
Bessram
Bridie of
Shiremoor
Bryanstown Gale
Warning
Cabus Bolltby
Combine

Mrs G Barron

1967

Anbria Laurel

Mrs G Barron

Mrs G Barron

1961

Whamstead
Emerald

Cabus Caruso

Male

Eng Ch

Male

Eng Ch

Male

Eng/
Berm /
Can Ch

Female

Eng Ch

Female

Eng Ch

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Male

Eng Ch

Female

Eng Ch

Camrose Wistura

Eng Ch

Female

Eng Ch

Chiming Bells of
Cressex

Eng Ch

Cabus Janville
Defender
Camrose Cabus
Christopher

Camrose
Evenpatrol

Camrose Gay
Delight of
Sladeham
Camrose Pruella of
Davern
Camrose Psyche of
Vementry
Camrose Tallyrand
of Anbria

Me E Hellawell

1966

Miss A Baker

Miss A Baker

1960

Cabus Boltby
Combine

Contoul Cherokee

Mr M Constable

Mr F Hayton

1966

Boltby Sugar Bush

Mrs R Harrison

Mrs I Wragg

1962

Mr A Boyd
Gibbins

Mr F W Tripptree

1964

Mrs Ackroyd

Me F W Tripptree

1969

Mr A Gribbin &
Miss M Gregory

Mr A Gribbin &
Mrs M Gregory

1969

Mr J Raymond

Mr J Raymond

1960

Mr & Mrs
M Twist

Mrs C Twist

1967

Mrs R Harrison

Mrs Z Moriarty

1962

Mrs Z Moriarty

Mrs Z Moriarty

1966

Mrs J Harrison

Mrs Z Moriarty

1964

Mrs Z Moriarty

Mrs J Tudor

1967

Eng
Sh Ch

Nellie of
Westwood

Brambletyne
Castelnau
Brambletyne Scroll
Intermezzo
Camrose Tallyrand
Boltby Felicity of
Eng Ch
Eng Ch
of Anbria
Brierford
Craignair Golden
Drofserla Chancery
Lass
Bryanstown
Bryanstown
Ir Ch
Ir Ch
Shannon of Yeo
Camrose Gail
Eng Ch
Eng
Cabus Cadet
Boltby Sugar Bush
Ir Ch
Sh Ch
Camrose Tallyrand
Cabus Boltby
Eng Ch
of Anbria
Charmer
Eng
Ch Ir Ch Cabus Cadet
Janville Renown
Sh Ch
Camrose Tallyrand
Cabus Boltby
Eng Ch
of Anbria
Charmer

Eng Ch

Mrs D Dawson

Battanropie Jane

Brambletyne Twig

Male
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Mrs M Clark

Ringmaster of Yeo

Ch Ir Ch Cabus Cadet
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Male

Eng
Sh Ch
Eng/ Ir
Ch
Eng/ Ir
Ch

Ch Ir Ch

Camrose Tallyrand
of Anbria
Cabus Boltby
Eng
Combine
Sh Ch

1960

Joriemour Lily
Marlene

of

Eng Ch

Bellemount
Contoul
Commanche
Boltby Felicity of
Brierford

Eng Ch Miranda of Anbria

y

Male

Battanropie Rissa

Sh Ch

rt

Eng Ch

Year of
Birth

Mrs D Dawson

Eng Ch

Female

Owner

Whamstead
Emerald

Female

Male

Breeder

1962

Eng Ch

Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch

Dam

Mrs L Pilkington

Female

Male

Title

Broadweir Damask Mrs B Alford

Eng Ch
Ir Ch

Amber of Milo

Sire

et

Female

Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch

Acknowledgements
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Gender
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Eng Ch

Camrose Cabus
Christopher

Camrose Kertrude

Mrs J Tudor

Mr R A Johnson

1968

Eng Ch

Camrose Lucius

Kerry Jane of
Kuldana

Mr N Askew

Mrs J Tudor

1963

Ch Ir Ch Cabus Cadet

Camrose Wistansy

Mrs J Tudor

Mr & Mrs C Lowe

1965

Ch Ir Ch Cabus Cadet

Camrose Wistansy

Mrs J Tudor

Mrs J Hurt

1965

Mrs G Barron

Mrs J Tudor

1960

Mrs J Tudor

Mrs J Tudor

1961

Mrs M Burden

Mrs M Burden

1969

Eng Ch

Camrose Fantango Eng Ch Jane of Anbria
Camrose Tallyrand
Eng Ch Camrose Loretta
of Anbria
Gamebird
Camrose Nicolas
Donshella of
of Westley
Cressex
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Eng Sh Ch Cossack of Rachenco by Eng Ch Bellemount Contoul Commanche Eng Ch Cabus Janville Defender by Eng Irish Ch Cabus Cadet JW out of
JW out of Cheryl Of Rachenco, bred and owned by Mrs S M Cochrane.
Eng Sh Ch Janville Renown JW, bred by Mrs J E Harrison owned by
Photo by Pearce.
Mrs Z. M Moriarty.

Eng & Berm & Can Ch Camrose Evenpatrol by Eng Ch Camrose Cabus
Christopher out of Camrose Kertrude, bred by Mrs Tudor owned by
Mr R A Johnson. Photo by Pearce.
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Eng Ch Cabus Caruso by Eng Ch Camrose Tallyrand of Anbria out of
Cabus Boltby Charmer, bred and owned by Mrs Z M Moriarty. A full
brother to ‘Christopher’ but from an earlier mating. Photo by Fall.

Eng & Ir Ch Cabus Boltby Combine by Eng/Irish Ch. Cabus Cadet JW out
of Eng Sh Ch Boltby Sugar Bush, bred by Mrs R Harrison owned by Mrs Z M
Moriarty. Mrs Parsons Windsor July 1967. A favourite of mine, and a most
worthy CC, went BOB under me in Dublin and then Res BIS All Breeds.
Today he looked lovely as ever, just didn’t put the zest in his movement as
winner. (Janville Yorkist). May be the heat. Photo by Fall.

Eng Sh Ch Glennessa Leaderman by Glennessa Grigor out of Heatherdrift
Snowflake, bred and owned by Mrs M Iles. Mrs Minter Doncaster Oct 1971.
CC and BOB I cannot ever have given a first CC with more confidence, that
I did this one today, a great and glamorous future is all I can see for this
young dog . I shall watch his career with more than ordinary interest and
shall always be proud to have started him on what can only be a great career.

“Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day in your life.”
Confucius
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Acknowledgements

Title

Sire

Female

Eng Ch

Clarissa of
Westley

Male

Eng
Sh Ch

Contoul Robert

Male

Eng
Sh Ch

Cossack of
Rachenco

Male

Eng Ch

Crouchers Leo

Female

Eng Ch

Crouchers
Pinecrest Melissa

Eng Ch

Crouers Leo

Crystal of Yeo

Int Ch

Mandingo Buidhe
Colum

Danespark Dorinda Eng
of Fionafield
Sh Ch

Beauchasse Nous

Male

Eng
Sh Ch

Danespark Emile

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Danespark Estelle

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Female

Eng Ch

Male

Eng Ch
Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch

Male
Female
Female

Gainspa Fiona
Gainspa Florette of
Shiremoor
Gainspa Oonah

Eng Ch
Ir Ch
Eng Ch
Ir Ch
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Female

Deerflite Rainfall

Male

Female
Male

Eng
Sh Ch

Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch

Female

Eng Ch

Female

Eng Ch

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Male

Eng Ch

Female
Male
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Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch

Gamebird
Debonair of
Teecon
Glennessa Emma
of Fivewinds
Glennessa
Leaderman
Glennessa Sea
Shanta
Glennessa
Seasprite of
Stenbury
Glennessa
Waterwisp of
Stenbury
Greenwoods Latin
Boy of Kirkton
Guelder of
Rooftreetop
Halsham Hifi of
Yeo

Eng
Sh Ch

Eng Ch
Eng Ch
Am Ch

1968

Contoul Melody

Mr M Constable

Mr M Constable

1960

Cheryl of Rachenco

Mrs S M
Cochrane

Mrs S M Cochrane

1969

Mrs E C Melville

1967

Mes E C Melville

1969

Eng
Sh Ch

Elmcrest Melody

Mrs R Treasure

Mrs L D Canning

1968

Danespark Angela

Mr F Dadd

Mr J Carney

1962

Danespark Dawn

Mr F Dadd

Mr F Dadd

1968

Danespark Dawn

Mr F Dadd

Mr F Dadd

1968

Contoul Marilyn

Mr & Mrs
Earsdon

Mrs R Allen

1960

Mrs F E Borrow

Mrs W H Sawtell

1969

Mrs F E Borrow

Mrs F E Borrow

1960

Deerflite Highlight

Mrs F E Borrow

Mrs F E Borrow

1966

Gainspa Oonah

Mr E J Metcalfe

Mrs M Anderson

1968

Gainspa Oonah

Mr E J Metcalfe

Mr E J Metcalfe

1968

Drofserla Chancery

Gainspa Glamour

Mrs E J Metcalfe Mr J Raymond

1961

Gainspa Grenadier

Gainspa Daphne

Mr E J Metcalfe

Mr E J Metcalfe

1962

Mr J Tiranti &
Mrs P Holmes

1963

Mrs B J Jackson

Mrs M Iles

1968

Mrs M Iles

Mrs M Iles

1960

Mrs M Iles & Mrs
Mrs M Iles
E Minter

1965

Wellhouse Janitor
Ir Ch

Miss J Gill & Mrs
D Philpott

Crouchers
Mrs E C Melville
Camrose Elise
Pinecrest Serena of
Mrs M Balaam
Westley

Danespark
Waternewton of
Stenbury
Danespark
Waternewton of
Stenbury

Deerflite Headline Eng Ch

Gainspa Fanfare

Bellemount
Contoul
Commanche
Crouers Joriemour
Luckystar

Mandingo Beau
Geste of Yeo
Avondale Brandy

Eng
Deerflite Rainfall
Sh Ch
Eng Ch Deerflite Delilah

Raynesgold
Rainaway
Cabus Boltby
Combine
Cabus Boltby
Combine

Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch

rt

Female

Deeplyvale
Regency Cream
Deerflite
Endeavour of Yeo

Miss J Gill

Breeder

Eng Ch Pippa of Westley

Ringmaster of Yeo
Eng Ch

Year of
Birth

Dam

of

Female

Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch

Sansue Camrose
Phoenix

y

Female

Eng Ch

Owner

Title
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Name of Dog
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Gender
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Anbria Tantalus

Int Ch

Mermaid of Anbria Mrs S Blackburn
Annabell Lee of
Fivewinds
Heatherdrift
Snowflake
Waterminx of
Stenbury

Glennessa Grigor
Glennessa Grigor
Glennessa Crofter
of Empshott
Glennessa Crofter
of Empshott

Eng
Sh Ch

Watersonnet of
Stenbury

Mrs E Minter

Mrs M Iles

1963

Waterboy of
Stenbury

Eng
Sh Ch

Waterwitchery of
Stenbury

Mrs E Minter

Wing Cdr &
Mrs W A J Iles

1960

Greenwards Fiona

Mrs B P
Jenkinson

Mr A Simpson

1967

Gilly of Rooftreetop Mrs K Honess

Mrs K Honess

1969

Pandown Poppet
of Yeo

Mrs I Broomhall

1961

Greenwards Cabus
Celtic
Camrose Cabus
ChChristopher
Figaro of Yeo

Eng
Sh Ch

Mrs L Sawtell
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Name of Dog

Title

Sire

Title

Dam

Breeder

Owner

Year of
Birth

Eng
Sh Ch

Honygold of
Shiremoor

Axel of Shiremoor

Golden Katrina

Mrs D Seamon

Mrs E Thane

1963

Male

Eng Ch

Hughenden Cabus
Eng Ch
Columba

Camrose Tallyrand
of Anbria

Cabus Boltby
Charmer

Mrs Z Moriarty

Mrs L Bacon

1966

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Janville Renown

Alresford
Illustrious

Feroce of Janville

Mrs J Harrison

Mrs J Harrison

1961

Male

Eng
Sh Ch

Janville Yorkist

Janville Juan
Junior

Janville Cabus
Camellia

Mrs J Harrison

Mrs J Harrison

1962

Female

Eng Ch

Jenny of Aldercarr

Ringmaster of Yeo

Gold Crest of
Aldercarr

Mrs J F French

Mrs J F French

1962

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Lindiskhan
Suzanne

Boltby Sonja

Boltby Saara

Mrs J Hogg

Mrs J Burnett

1960

Female

Eng Ch

Lindys Olivia

Camrose Nicolas
of Westley

Lindys Linaria

Mrs W Anderson

Mrs W Anderson

1966

Male

Eng/ Ir
Sh Ch

Mandingo Beau
Legionnaire

Alresford Nice
Fella

Lucky Charm of Yeo Mrs E Harkness

Mr A Baker

1966

Male

Eng/ Ir
Ch

Mandingo Buidhe
Colum

Alresford Nice
Fella

Buidhe Dearg

Mrs W H Sawtell
& Mrs E Harkness

1963

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Mangrove Anthea

Boltby Syrian

Danespark Coral

Mr W C Agar

Mr W C Agar

1964

Male

Eng
Sh Ch

Marcus of
Hughenden

Glennessa Crofter
of Empshott

Legend of
Hughenden

Mrs L Bacon

Mrs M Markham

1962

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Oakwear Sally

Eng
Sh Ch

Boltby Syrian

Dellakeran Rose
Bay

Mr & Mrs
P Gittins

Mr & Mrs P Gittins

1963

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Peatling Stella of
Teecon

Eng Ch

Synspur Lunik

Tingel Mirage of
Peatling

Mrs Pickard

Mr J Tiranti &
Mrs P Holmes

1966

Male

Eng Ch

Pinecrest Topper

Eng Ch

Camrose Nicolas
of Westley

Broadwaters
Geraldine

Mr & Mrs
D Balaam

Mr & Mrs
D Balaam

1964

Female

Eng Ch

Pippa of Westley

Eng Ch

Camrose Nicolas
of Westley

Echo of Westley

Miss J Gill

Miss J Gill

1963

Male

Eng
Sh Ch

Raynesgold
Rifleman

Eng Ch
Ir Ch

Cabus Boltby
Combine

Raynesgold
Glennessa Etoile

Mrs R Rowe

Mrs R Rowe

1967

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Romside Raffeena
of Gyrima

Camrose Imatomas

Romside Raffaela

Mr & Mrs I Ferris Mrs M Timson

Female

Eng Ch

Royal Pal of
Catcombe

Mandingo Beau
Geste of Yeo

Patsy Adams

Mrs Pole

Mr & Mrs
D Andrews

1968

Male

Eng
Sh Ch

Samdor Stolford
Samarkand

Eng Ch

Samdor Nimble
Nick

Stolford Samantha

Mrs P Robertson

Mrs P Robertson

1960

Male

Eng Ch

Sansue Camrose
Phoenix

Eng Ch
Ir Ch

Cabus Cadet

Camrose Wistansy

Mrs J Tudor

Mrs V Birkin

1965

Male

Eng Ch

Sansue Saracen of
Eng Ch
Westley

Camrose Nicolas
of Westley

Sansue Latisha

Mrs V Birkin

Miss J Gill &
Mrs D Philpott

1968

Male

Eng Ch

Sharland the Scot

Nickodemus of
Cleavers

Sharland Skiffle

Mrs J Munday

Mrs J Munday

1960

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Sherrydan Wish
Me Luck

Silas of Rosecott

Sherrydan Psyche
Belle

Mrs D G Brown

Mrs N Blomfield

1963

Male

Eng Ch

Stolford Happy Lad

Stolford Playboy

Prystina of
Wymondham

Mr Ranger

Mrs P Robertson

1969

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Stolford Jasmine

Eng
Sh Ch

Samdor Stolford
Samarkand

Stolford Portia

Mrs P Robertson

Mrs P Robertson

1968

Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Stolford Samala

Eng Ch

Samdor Nimble
Nick

Stolford Samantha

Mrs P Robertson

Mrs P Robertson

1960

Male

Eng Ch

Stubblesdown
Eng Ch
Jester of Steddles

Sharland the Scot

Stubblesdown
Verbena

Mr W E Hickmott Mrs R Hodgson
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Eng Ch

ph
Miss L Ross

or

M

Eng
Sh Ch

Eng
Sh Ch

of

Eng Ch

et

Female

1966

1965
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Title

Title

Camrose Nicolas
of Westley
Charnwards Simon
of Stokeford

Female

Eng Ch

Styal Sibella

Male

Eng Ch

Sutton Rudy

Male

Eng Ch

Synspur Lunik

Eng Ch

Camrose Lucius

Male

Eng Ch

Teecon
Ambassador

Eng
Sh Ch

Gamebird
Debonair of
Teecon

Male

Eng Ch

Male
Female
Male
Female

Eng
Sh Ch

Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch

Toddytavern
Kummel of Yeo
Tranquillity Token
of Regina
Watersonnet of
Stenbury
Wenrad Crusader
of Milo

Eng Ch
Ir Ch

Synspur Stolford
Andriscus
Waterboy of
Stenbury
Cabus Boltby
Combine

Eng
Sh Ch

Whamstead
Emerald

Eng
Sh Ch

Whamstead
Cavalier

TABLE 2.8.3
Gender

Eng Ch

Sire

Ringmaster of Yeo

Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch

Dam

Name of Dog

Sire

Owner

Year of
Birth

Styal Camrose
Gilda

Mrs H Hinks

Mrs H Hinks

1965

Rawlstone Sherry

Mrs E Herbert

Mr & Mrs C Lowe

1962

Synspur Bracken

Mrs
K Graham-White

Mrs
K Graham-White

1960

Peatling Stella of
Teecon

Mr J Tiranti &
Mrs P Holmes

Mr J Tiranti &
Mrs P Holmes

1968

Miss Constant

Mrs W H Sawtell

1961

Toddytavern
Hennasy
Mytonvale Nell
Ganna
Waterwitchery of
Stenbury
Whamstead
Emerald
Whamstead
Lavender of
Janville

UK ALL BREEDS BIS WINNERS IN THE 1960s
Title

Breeder

et

Name of Dog

Miss P Furniss

Mr & Mrs
P A Nowell

1969

Mrs E Minter

Mrs E Minter

1960

Mrs D Dawson

Mr & Mrs
J Eastham

1968

Mrs D Gostyn

Mrs D Dawson

ph

Title

M

Gender

UK CHAMPIONS BORN IN THE 1960s

or

TABLE 2.8.2

Eng Ch

Camrose Cabus Christopher

Eng Ch Camrose Tallyrand of
Anbria

Female

Eng Ch

Camrose Pruella of Davern

Eng/Ir Ch Cabus Cadet JW

Male

Eng Sh Ch

Samdor Stolford Samarkand Eng Ch Samdor Nimble Nick

Breeder

Owner

Cabus Boltby
Charmer

Mrs Moriarty

Mrs J Tudor

of

Male

Dam

Camrose Wistansy

Year of
Birth
1967
1965
1960
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Stolford Samantha

Mr & Mrs
C Lowe
Mrs
Mrs P Robertson
P Robertson
Mrs J Tudor

1960

Eng Ch Camrose Pruella of Davern by Eng Irish Ch Cabus Cadet JW out of Camrose Wistansy, bred by Mrs J Tudor owned by Mr & Mrs C Lowe. Bath
1967 Mrs Muriel Iles – A beautiful bitch with lovely dark eye which enhances expression. Excellent mover sound front, good level topline and spring of rib in
good condition and well presented. Photo by Pearce.
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ph

Eng Ch Glennessa Seasprite of Stenbury by Glennessa Crofter Of Empshott
out of Eng Sh Ch Watersonnet Of Stenbury, bred by Mrs E Minter owned by
Mrs M Iles. Photo by Coppock.

Eng Ch Flax of Wham by Wyckwold Desperado out of Stubblesdown Greeba,
bred by Miss Loake owned by Mrs E Gostyn.
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M

Eng Ch Camrose Tallyrand of Anbria by Eng Ch Camrose Fantango out of
Eng Ch Jane of Anbria, bred by Mrs G W Barron owned by Mrs J Tudor.
Brenda Lowe (Kennel Gazette Oct 1991). He won 16CCs and was a sound
typical Golden, with a lovely head, kind expression, good bone and quarters
(sometimes lacking in today’s Goldens) and the best feet I have ever seen,
round and catlike. Not only did he win himself, but passed on his many
qualities to his children, and was the sire of 5 Champions and one show
champion. He was a good game finder and the sire of a field trial winner.
As a dog I knew well, he also possessed that wonderful temperament so
important to the Breed, one of my memories of him was seeing a TV Advert
of “Tally” celebrating his 12th birthday – he was and still is my “ideal”.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Tudor.

et
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or
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Eng Ch Pinecrest Topper by Eng Ch Camrose Nicolas of Westley out of
Broadwaters Geraldine, bred and owned by Mr & Mrs Balaam.
Photo by Fall.

Eng Sh Ch Camrose Psyche of Vementry by Eng & Ir Ch Cabus Cadet out of Eng Ch Styal Sibella by Eng Ch Nicolas of Westley out of Styal Camrose
Camrose Wistansy bred By Mrs J Tudor owned by Mrs J Hurt.
Gilda, bred and owned by Mrs H Hinks. Sibella was dam of famous sisters
Photo by Pearce.
Eng Ch Styal Susila and Eng Ch Styal Stefanie of Camrose.
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Acknowledgements

Eng Ch
Eng Ch

Eng Ch

Ir Ch
Eng Ch
Eng Ch

Unknown

2

1965

Danish Ch Anbria Laurel

Mrs G Barron

Mrs G Barron

3

1961

Mrs R Harrison

Mrs Z Moriarty

7

1962

Mrs R Harrison

Mrs Z Moriarty

2

1964

Cabus Boltby Charmer

Mrs Z Moriarty

Mrs J Tudor

27

1967

Eng Ch Jane of Anbria

Mrs G Barron

Mrs J Tudor

8

1960

Mr F Dadd

2

1964

Mr J Tiranti &
Mrs P Holmes

3

1963

Wing Cdr &
Mrs W A J Iles

3

1966

Mrs L Sawtell

Mrs L Sawtell

3

1966

Mrs J Tudor

Mrs V Birkin

4

1965

Eng Sh Ch Boltby Sugar
Bush
Eng Sh Ch Janville
Renown JW

Eng Sh Ch Waterwitchery
Mrs E Minter
of Stenbury
Ind Ch Mermaid of Anbria Mrs S Blackburn
Searose of Stenbury
Lucky Charm of Yeo
Camrose Wistansy

Wing Cdr &
Mrs W A J Iles

Mr Ranger

Mrs P Robertson

10

1969

Waterboy of Stenbury

Eng Ch Boltby Skylon

Bewitching of Stenbury

Mrs E Minter

Mrs E Minter

2

1960

No of
Chs

Year of
Birth

UK DAMS BORN IN THE 1960s BY NUMBER OF CHAMPIONS
Name of Dog

Sire

Dam

Cabus Boltby Charmer

Eng/Ir Ch Cabus Cadet

Danespark Dawn

Eng Sh Ch Beauchasse
Nous

Eng Sh Ch Boltby Sugar
Bush
Eng Sh Ch Danespark
Angela

Gainspa Grenadier

Gainspa Oonah

Joriemour Lily Marlene

Eng Ch

Mrs L Pilkington

Prystina of Wymondham

Camrose Wistansy

Eng
Sh Ch
Eng
Sh Ch

Year of
Birth

Stolford Playboy

Eng Ch Camrose
Tallyrand of Anbria
Eng Ch Camrose
Nicolas of Westley
Eng Sh Ch Whamstead
Cavalier
Eng/Ir Ch Cabus Boltby
Combine
Eng Ch Camrose
Nicolas of Westley
Eng Ch Camrose
Nicolas of Westley

Pr
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Eng
Sh Ch

No of
Chs

Stolford Happy Lad

TABLE 2.8.5
Title

Owner

Alresford Chiquita

of

Eng Ch

Eng Ch Camrose
Tallyrand of Anbria
Eng/ Ir Ch Cabus Cadet
Cabus Boltby Combine
JW
Eng/ Ir Ch Cabus Cadet
Cabus Janville Defender
JW
Eng Ch Camrose
Camrose Cabus Christopher
Tallyrand of Anbria
Eng Ch Camrose
Camrose Tallyrand of Anbria
Fantango
Danespark Waternewton of Waterwizard of
Stenbury
Stenbury
Gamebird Debonair of
Eng Sh Ch Anbria
Teecon
Tantalus
Glennessa
Glennessa Grigor
Waterwingshot of
Stenbury
Mandingo Beau Geste of
Alresford Nice Fella
Yeo
Eng/ Ir Ch Cabus Cadet
Sansue Camrose Phoenix
JW
Anbria Tantalus JW

Breeder

Whamstead Emerald

Amber of Milo
Styal Sibella

Styal Sonnet of Gyrima

Breeder

Owner

Mrs R Harrison

Mrs Z Moriarty

3

1964

Mrs F E Dodd

Mrs F E Dodd

2

1962

Gainspa Daphne

Mrs Metcalfe

Mr E J Metcalfe

2

1962

Eng Ch Camrose Loretta

Mrs J Tudor

Mrs J Tudor

3

1961

Joriemour Anbria Liana

Mrs M Clark

Mrs M Clark

2

1961

Mrs D Gostyn

Mrs D Dawson

3

1960

Mrs D Dawson

Mrs D Dawson

2

1966

Styal Camrose Gilda

Mrs Hazel Hinks

Mrs Hazel Hinks

2

1965

Styal Camrose Gilda

Mrs Hazel Hinks

Mrs M Tomson

3

1965

y

Eng Ch

Alresford Carlton Kim

rt

Eng
Sh Ch

Dam

et

Alresford Nice Fella

Sire

ph

Name of Dog

or

Title

UK SIRES BORN IN THE 1960s BY NUMBER OF CHAMPIONS

M

TABLE 2.8.4

Whamstead Lavender of
Janville
Eng Sh Ch Whamstead
Emerald

“On the debit side, movement still leaves a lot to be desired. I am not a
fanatic on this point, but it was incredible to watch some hind action going
one over one, and it seemed a miracle that they did not trip themselves up.”
Peggy Robertson (Stolford) Sanford-on Thames (1969)
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ph
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Eng Ch Camrose Cabus Christopher by Eng Ch Camrose Tallyrand of Anbria out of Cabus Boltby Charmer, bred by Mrs Z Moriarty owned by
Mrs J Tudor. Meriel Hathaway (Melfricka) Kennel Gazette October 1991. Christopher was a dog who, with his success in the show ring, and through his
outstanding progeny, is a legend in the Breed. Christopher’s overall construction was quite superb. He excelled in shoulder construction and placement, and
had the most beautifully balanced body. Standing, he epitomized perfection in the Breed; his gorgeous neck and head carriage, his level topline gave a look of
such quality, but when he moved, his soundness and style was so exceptional that to see him go round the ring was quite breathtaking. A great showman with
enormous charisma, he pleased Breed specialists and all rounders. He won 41 CCs two BIS All Breeds and eight Gundog Groups.
However in my opinion, his greatness was measured not only by his dominance in the show ring, but also by his dominance as a sire. He stamped so many
of his outstanding features on his numerous progeny. He produced 27 title holders – too many to mention individually, suffice to say many of today’s
outstanding Golden Retrievers trace their ancestry back to Christopher. Photo courtesy of Mrs Tudor.
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Can you tell us about what Figaro and Josephine were
like as family member please?
They were both perfect companions, friendly to
everyone, full of character and a pleasure to own.
What did Golden Retrievers mean to you and your
husband?
I had just persuaded my parents to let me have a dog – I
was 18 when I had my first GOLDEN, met my husband
soon after and they were a large part of our life together
for 57 years.
What year did you obtain your first Golden? Please tell
us something about it.

Joan Tudor (Camrose), Marigold Timson (Gyrima).
Ch Davern Figaro is one of the legends in the world of
Golden Retrievers. Can you tell us something about him
and his successes in the show ring and as a sire please.
He was just like his pet name Sunny – always happy,
ready to play and he especially loved puppies.
A wonderful companion, a perfect gentleman.
He sired 4 English Champions and many more abroad,
and passed on his super temperament to his puppies.
Please tell us about some of the other favourite dogs your
family has owned over the years.
We do not have favourites as they are all our very much
loved whether they show, work or are just our home
dogs. We are very proud of our Champions.
Ch Sutton Rudy,Ch Camrose Pruella of Davern,
Ch Davern Figaro, Sh Ch Davern Josephine (owned by
M Beck), Sh Ch Verdcayne Dandini of Davern,
Sh Ch Davern Rosabella. Rudy, Pruella and
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1962 Eng Ch Sutton Rudy bought as a pet. He was
a wonderful dog – was a field trial dog. He was my
husband’s shooting dog and became a Champion.

Who were your mentors in those early years?

et

Sharing our lives with them, holidays, walking and
swimming.

Ch Camrose Tallyrand of Anbria and Ch Camrose
Nicolas of Westley.

ph

Can you tell us a little about some of the many
wonderful experiences you and your late husband
shared with your Goldens please?

or

(Davern UK)

Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing?

M

Interview with Mrs Brenda Lowe

Eng Ch Davern Figaro by Eng Ch Camrose Tallyrand of Anbria out of Eng Ch Camrose Pruella Of Davern, bred and owned by Mr & Mrs C Lowe.
Mrs Catherine Zingg (Rayleas) – He was most aptly called Sunny - a truly delightful and extrovert character. I would describe him as my idea of a typical
Golden Retriever with the most lovely head and gentle expression. He was always immaculately presented and carried a profuse deep golden coat. He was
not extensively campaigned in the show ring, but won 3CCs and 4 Reserve CCs. Among his many winning progeny was Mrs Angela Beck’s outstanding
bitch Sh Ch Davern Josephine. Photo courtesy of Mrs Lowe.
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Camrose Flavella started our breeding programme and
are behind all our dogs.

Interview with Mr Fred Hayton

When do you consider to be the ideal time to choose a
puppy?

Our first Golden Retriever was obtained in 1963. Bred
by Mr and Mrs Constable (Contoul) her name was
Bellemount Katina (Tina). Like most people we only
wanted a pet but someone told us that she was nice and
that we should show her and that was how our lives
were changed forever- and now 45 wonderful years later
our show book is closing.

How do you feel about colour?
We have owned dark, mid-Gold and light Goldens, as long as they are within the Standard, it should not
be a problem although I know some breeders have a
preference, but to me as long as they are good examples
of the GOLDEN Retriever colour doesn’t matter.

et

We were used to the former and so it was the Northern
“Type” that we preferred. We used to think that
the type in Scotland was similar in many ways to
the Goldens of the Southern England but perhaps
a little darker and more like “Working Goldens”in
construction.

of

Do you feel that some dogs are trimmed excessively?

In those days (less than 20 years after the Second World
War), and before the road network was updated in
England, travel was difficult, cafes and accommodation
were scarce. It was not surprising that Golden Retriever
“Type” was not “Set in Stone”. There existed therefore
parochial Types with differences in coats (both colour
and volume.) The Northern Goldens were biggerchested and shorter-coupled, often with lighter coloured
more profuse coats, than their “Southern” counterparts.

ph

Puppies up to the age of 6 months just need short walks
and the occasional run in the field. After 6 months this
can be increased gradually. They do not need miles of
exercise until fully grown – too much can affect their
bones.

Earlier Goldens (as we saw them)

or

How much exercise do you believe a young puppy should
have?

M

It depends – Figaro puppies were best chosen at 5/6
weeks because after that their heads would alter. Others
you have to wait until 7/8 weeks. I have never chosen
a puppy when it was born, sometimes one would catch
my eye as they grew.

(Bellemount UK)

I do feel they should not be trimmed excessively –
Goldens are meant to have feathering and to see their
necks and pants shaved horrifies me.

Marigold Timson (Gyrima), Alan Norris (Sandusky).
However all have been dedicated to the Golden
Retrievers.

The dogs that we admired in those days were from
the local Boltby kennel of Mrs Harrison; dogs such as
Boltby Felicity owner Mrs Wrag,the beautiful Boltby
Sugarbush, also Cabus Boltby Combine owned by
Mrs Moriarty as was Cabus Cadet his sire. Mentors in
those days (and often in the ring “Tormentors”)
were Mrs Harrison (Boltby), Mrs Val Birkin (Sansue)
and Mrs Moriarty (Cabus).

Goldens are shown differently around the world. How
do you like to see a Golden handled?

Our bible was a hand book on Golden Retrievers by
Miss Joan Gill.

On a loose lead or stacked, whatever suits them. Ideally
a Golden standing wagging its tail is perfect but not all
will do this and you have to show them how they look
best. NEVER strung up like a terrier.

We consider “Temperament” to be the most important
attribute for a “Golden”.
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Are there some true friends and real personalities in the
Breed who are no longer involved or with us you would
like to acknowledge?

Are there any issues which you feel may be of concern for
our Breed in the future?

Goldens are renowned for their faithfulness, good
humour, common sense, gentleness and a total desire
to please, anything less and they wouldn’t be ‘Golden
Retrievers.’

Temperament must be considered first and participating
in health schemes is essential.

Of course conformation must play a full part in the
make up of a Golden this has tended to change slightly

“The first step in the acquisition of wisdom is silence, the second listening, the
third memory, the fourth practice, the fifth teaching others.”
Solomon Ibn Gabriol
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with time but needs to be monitored in case undesirable
traits or exaggerations should develop.

Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing?

The changes that we have witnessed over time have
been mostly for the better.

I always loved the Camrose type but the first stud dog I
used was Sh Ch Contoul Robert who was in the north
of England.

We think that Goldens have improved in conformation
and condition and so they are moving better in the ring.

y

of

M

or

Handling in the ring has shown great improvement.
Dogs are fitter too and coats gleam with health.

Obviously memorable are first CC & RCC wins which I
won in the late 60’s early 70’s with a home bred bitch
Colbar Carousel sired by a Rossbourne male. In 1973
I bought Trident from Lucille Sawtell, he injured his
forelegs at 7 months old and the vet said he would never
show but I worked hard on him and by 4 years old had
won 5 CCs 9 Res.CCs, 3 Gundog Groups and was Res.
Best in Show at the Scottish Kennel Club Championship
Show, he was top dog in the Breed 1976 and was
runner up Top Gundog in the country also in ‘76.
I then retired him as we were building a new business
but came back into the ring 5 years later with a new
bitch Barbarella, she was unbeaten in all her Golden
puppy classes, never out of the cards at all her shows.
She won her title, CCs and Res.CCs and was joint top
Golden bitch in 1985. She was a great character and
I am on her 7th generation progeny now and she has
produced winning progeny in many countries including
USA & Canada and through Europe, and of course,
Great Britain.

et

Handlers are fitter and more considerate to their
charges.

Can you please tell about some of your most memorable
wins and your Goldens who gained these wins please?

ph

It cannot be over emphasised that the introduction of
KC. Health Checks for Eye complaints, Hip and Elbow
construction together with the dental and scrotal checks
of dogs in the ring has improved immeasurably the
health and well being of our Breed.
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Eng Ch Bellemount Contoul Commanche by Eng Irish Ch Cabus Boltby
Combine out of Contoul Cherokee, bred by Mr M Constable owned by
Mr F & Mrs B Hayton. GRC Scotland – Mrs J Tudor July 1967. BIS
(Junior) Bellemount Contoul Commanche. First ever CC for owner and
dog. This is a fine young dog presented in just the right condition with
the correct amount of coat and weight in the right places and no excesses
of anything in the wrong places. I am usually dubious about giving top
honours to one so young and indeed this is the first time I have ever to one
so young. But in this instance I am sure it was justified, for he has all the
maturity needed to compete with his elders and all the sparkle of youth as
well, he could soon get another two CCs if he holds his present form.
Photo by Fall.

Interview with Mrs Keighley
(Colbar UK)

What year did you obtain your first Golden Retriever?
Please tell us something about it.
I bought my first Golden in 1965 and knowing nothing
about the Breed decided to buy a book – Joan Gill’s
book - which told me not just about rearing but about
breeding and about showing too. I went to a couple
of shows but soon realised that although she had a
Deerflite sire, her dam was from a working line and she
wasn’t show quality so my husband offered to buy me a
good show dog which I acquired from Joan Tudor in
1966, Camrose Oberon of Colbar.
216

Are there some true friends and real personalities in the
Breed who are no longer involved or with us you would
like to acknowledge?
Yes, Sylvia Cochrane of the Rachenco affix. A lovely
lady who everyone loves, she is now retired from the
show ring and judging but still maintains an interest in
the Breed and still loves to be taken to the occasional
show. Also Jean Burnett of the Rossbourne affix, unable
to show or judge now but still owns a youngster in
partnership to keep her interest alive.
Now to the current dogs. Do you consider some of the
heads too strong? If so, what is it specifically which makes
them appear blocky and coarse? How do you feel about
the expressions and eye colour, shape and pigment in
general?
You occasionally get a few strong heads in the ring
and also some fine heads but what I hate is ‘foreign’
expressions and misshaped eyes. The head is the first
thing you look at when judging and I look for a sweet
expression with correctly shaped, dark eyes with good
pigment round them.
Are the temperaments as solid as they used to be?
When you average 20-30 dogs in the ring together then
the temperament has to be good and we rarely see or
hear any problems. Personally I have good temperament
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in all my dogs and they all run together. I never keep
more than 6 adults at any one time and always try to use
dogs who are known to be the same.
Do you consider long backs, short legs and over
angulated hindquarters a concern at present?
I always look for correct balance when judging and I do
feel we have some, particularly bitches, who are short on
the leg. You will always get a few with over angulated
quarters or long backs but don’t see them as too much
of a problem

What do you consider to be the most important features
of a Golden Retriever?
The head, a balanced outline, level top line, depth,
correct tail set and very important to me, good neat
rounded feet.
What do Golden Retrievers mean to you?
They have been a big part of my life over the last
40 years, they are our friends, part of my hobby and
through that have helped me make friends, not just in
this country but in many parts of the world.

Interview with Mr Mervyn Philpott

Yes, fronts are pretty good now but quarters are often
too close on the move and this shows up more on finer
boned bitches

What year did you obtain your first Golden Retriever?
Please tell us something about it.

ph

or

Daphne and I had our first Golden Retriever in 1963.
We mated her and had a dreadful litter – several cases
on entropian and one very bad temperament. We kept
one puppy(who had entropian) but eventually parted
with mother and daughter to a pet home. Daphne saw
Joan Gill at a show with Mathias of Westley and liked
him. A week later Joan advertised him and we bought
him. We kept in touch and that led us to getting Ch
Clarissa of Westley and then Joan and Daphne going
into partnership. I was tagged on later.

of

Colour has never been a problem to me. I have owned
all shades of gold and cream and when judging I love
to see the range of colours in any class. Creams are
glamorous and the golden colour looks great with
cream feathering but not so good with body coloured
feathers.

(Westley and Standerwick UK)

M

Mrs Charlesworth also stated that all colour within
the acceptable range are correct. The perfect colour of
course being the happy mean. How do you feel about this
comment?

et

Do you feel that in general the movement of the present
day Goldens could be improved?

Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing?

Yes some people go over the top when trimming, the
idea is to tidy the dog not remove the coat though a
certain amount of trimming is needed on a dog with a
more profuse coat.

Ch Camrose Nicolas of Westley (sire of Mathias) and
Ch Sansue Camrose Phoenix – later Ch Camrose Cabus
Christopher.
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Do you feel that some dogs are trimmed excessively?
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Do you feel the Breed is better now than it was 20, 30 or
even 40 years ago?
Yes I do. We had lovely dogs all those years ago but they
stood out but because they were better than the rest.
Now we have so many quality animals as more people
breed carefully instead of to the dog down the road.

Who were your mentors?
Joan Gill.
Please tell us about some of the favourite dogs you and
your family have owned over the years.
Mathias – A real “character” – would bark silently when
instructed.

Eng Sh Ch Rachenco Barbarella of Colbar by Eng Ch Camrose Fabius
Eng Ch Clarissa of Westley by Eng Ch Sansue Camrose Phoenix out of
Tarquin out of Alexia Of Tillwood Rachenco, bred by Mrs S Cochrane owned Eng Sh Ch Pippa of Westley, bred by Miss J Gill owned by Miss J Gill &
by Mrs B Keighley. Photo by Dalton.
Mrs D Philpott. Photo by Sally Anne Thompson.
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Clarissa – an independent character – would become
“vicious” on command.

Have mouths been a problem over the years in the
Breed?

Victoria – such a good Mum – Breed record holder still
as dam of 8 UK Champions (+ 3 overseas).

Not generally

I would agree. The fire and dash is retained in the
majority of the working bred dogs but is absent in most
of the show bred dogs. There is such a wide variation in
expressions and quality of heads these days.
What is your opinion of linebreeding and inbreeding?

et

Poor fronts can be eliminated given time but breeders
must choose stud dogs carefully. Too often it is just the
current winning dog who is chosen without looking at
what he is producing and at what his own conformation
is like and what his forebears were like. Long experience
needed but cannot always be there.
On the whole do you feel there is large variation in bone
and substance?
Again we come down to working versus showing but
again show bred dogs do show some variation.
Do you consider long backs, short legs and overangulated hindquarters a concern at present?
This has been a contention of mine for some time.
Certainly many of the UK show dogs were unbalanced
– just look at some of the photos in the UK Year Books
Again this is caused by people going for dogs from a
winning kennel whose dogs happened to be rather short
on the leg.
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Line breeding is most important if the breeder wants to
continue with characteristics of a “family” line with an
occasional outcross to bring in new genes. Inbreeding
should not be the norm but with detailed knowledge
of what is likely to result is has been tried and found to
be helpful to establish a characteristic or strengthen an
aspect of conformation.

It is said that it is hard to eradicate poor fronts. From
your long experience in the Breed would you agree with
this statement?

ph

Mrs Charlesworth describes Mrs Carnegie’s Heydown
dogs as always true to type, keeping the wonderful
aristocratic appearance, that alas so many Goldens lack
today, with wonderful heads and true lovely Golden
expression and displaying that style, fire and dash that
is greatly to be desired, yet all too rare. Is this your idea
of what a Golden Retriever should be?

Not noticeable here.

or

Standerwick Corey – my present working dog – loves
everybody and works well when picking up.

M

Standerwick Franklyn – working bred but a real
companion and excellent at obedience and field work.

Long ears are something which are occasionally seen to
be creeping into the Breed. Do you see this as a problem
in the future?

Pr
op
e

Which other breeders dogs have you admired over the
years?
Joan Tudors Camrose lines. Val Birkin’s Sansues.
Wendy Andrew Catcombe for her efforts at keeping a
dual-purpose Golden.
Now to the current dogs. Do you consider some of the
heads too strong? If so, what is it specifically which makes
them appear blocky and coarse? How do you feel about
the expressions and eye colour, shape and pigment in
general?
A difficult question to answer – shorter muzzles, too big
a stop and really domed skulls spoil the head shape and
some today have really protruding eyes , often rounded,
which spoil head shape and expression.
Are temperaments as solid as they used to be?
Generally OK. I have only found three cases of poor
temperament in my judging since 1978. However, we
do hear of other cases outside the ring, but how often it
is due to poor treatment by owners is up to debate.
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Do you feel in general the movement of the present day
Goldens could be improved?’
Good conformation produces good movement!! In
some cases there is room for improvement.
Do you consider weak hocks to be a problem with the
modern Golden Retriever?
Not really.
Mrs Charlesworth also stated that all colours within
the acceptable range are correct. The perfect colour of
course being the happy mean. How do you feel about this
comment?
One should judge to the Standard – any colour from
cream to gold but not mahogany. People who won’t
place a cream or a dark dog simply because of a colour
prejudice should not be judging!!
Would you mind explaining the correct coat type? Is this
a current problem in the Breed?
Flat or way with good feathering , dense water repellent,
water resisiting undercoat. Ther is a good deal of
variation – more seem to have flat coats now than wavy.

SECTION 2:

BREED DEVELOPMENT

In some there is a lack of thick undercoat and some of
these are working bred but it doesn’t seem to affect
them in the field.
Do you feel that some dogs are trimmed excessively?
Most definitely- especially necks and fronts.
Mrs Charlesworth stated that a bitches should never be
bred twice a year and not even every year and if this
care is not exercised the stamina of the bitch is greatly
impaired and that of her progeny. Do you totally agree
with this statement?

How much exercise would you recommend for a young
puppy?
Definitely, no jumping or lots of steps and stairs, up to
about one year old. Allow the puppy free play.
Do you feel the Breed is better than it was 20, 30 or even
40 years ago?
No!
Has epilepsy been a problem in the Breed throughout the
years as far as you know?
There were some cases in the 1970s but I have not
heard of a case for some years now, although I suspect
epilepsy is still around.

What do you consider to be the ideal time to choose a
puppy?

Are there any issues which you feel may be of concern for
our Breed in the future?

The ideal time to select a puppy if it is intended to
be shown is at six weeks old- then I think it is as in
proportion and as it will be as an adult.

Generally it is the “short in leg”,” long in body” trend
which worries me the most. We must keep our Breed
balanced at all costs.

Pr
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y

of

M

or

ph

et

It was always the policy here to breed from a bitch every
two years. I would agree with her statement.

Eng Sh Ch Westley Munro of Nortonwood by Eng Ch Nortonwood Faunus
out of Eng Ch Westley Victoria, bred by Mr M Philpott owned by Mr & Mrs
F R Bradbury. Photo by Sally Anne Thompson.

Eng Sh Ch Westley Jacob by Eng Sh Ch Lacons Enterprise out of Eng Ch
Westley Mabella, bred by Mr M Philpott owned by Mr. & Mrs Philpott and
Miss J Gill. Photo by Sally Anne Thompson.

Mrs Daphne Philpott with Eng Ft Ch Abnalls Hilary of Standerwick by Eng
FT Ch Holway Corbiere out of Eng FT Ch Standerwick Roberta of Abnalls,
bred by R J Burns owned by Mrs D Philpott. Photo courtesy of Ms Vivienne
Muller.
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TABLE 2.8.6
Title

Acknowledgements

USA NATIONAL SPECIALTY WINNERS IN THE 1960s
Name of Dog

Sire

Dam

Breeder

Owner

No of
Sp

Cheyenne Golden's King
SDHF

Cheyenne Golden Boy CDX

Cheyenne Golden Queen
CD

Cheyenne
Golden Kennels

Cheyenne
Golden Kennels

1

Am Ch

Cheyenne Golden's King
John SDHF

Am Ch Cheyenne's Golden
King

Am Ch Cheyenne
Golden's Sweet Sue

Cheyenne
Golden Kennels

Cheyenne
Golden Kennels

1

Beckwith's Golden Blaze CD Veno's Vixon CD

Ludell Beckwith

R & L Beckwith

1

Am/Can/Bda/Mex Ch
Am/Can Ch Beckwith's
Beckwith's Copper Coin OS
Frolic of Yeo CDX OD
SDHF

C Gerstner &
R Beckwith

Marvin & Carole
Kvamme

1

Eng/Am Ch Figaro of Yeo (Imp UK)

Ringmaster of Yeo

Alresford Badminton

Miss B Cocks

Am Ch

Lorelei's Fez-ti Za Za OD

Am Ch Golden Pine's High
Farms Fez WC OS

Am Ch Lorelei's Happy
Ti-Ji-Gee OD

Am Ch

Prince Royal of Los Altos
SDHF

Am Ch Jason of Golden
Alno Nuevo UD

Princess Pat of Los Altos

Am/Can Ch

Sprucewood's Chore Boy
SDHF DDHF

Am/Can Ch Golden Knolls
King Alphonzo

Am/Can Ch Chee Chee of
Mr & Mrs M Zwang
Sprucewood SDHF OD

Am/Can Ch

Sun Dance's Vagabond Lover Am Ch Sun Dance's Bronze
CDX OS SDHF
CD OS

Am Ch

Sun Dance's Bronze CD OS

Am Ch Indian Knoll's Roc
Cloud UD OS OBHF

1

R Bischoff

Bischoff

1

J & M Railton

O & J Wilhelm

1

Mrs H D Barbour

1

ph

Mrs W H Sawtell
then
Mrs C Engelhard

or

M

Beckwith's Malagold Flash
Am/Can UDT WC OS SDHF

Am Ch Sprucewood's
Glamour Girl UD OD

V F Topmiller

V F Topmiller

1

Sidram's Kapering Korky
CD OD

A & W Worley

O Horton

1

Pr
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Am/Can

of

Am/Can/
Beckwith's Copper Coin OS
Bda & Mex
SDHF
Ch

et

Am Ch

Left Am Ch Sun Dance’s Sayonnara CD by Am Can Ch Sprucewood’s Chocki OS SDHF out of Sun Dance’s Gold Lightening UD, bred by J & C Scheil
owned by Wa & I Petty, and right BOB Am Ch Prince Royal of Los Altos SDHF by Am Ch Jason Of Golden Anno Nuevo UD out of Princess Pat Of Los
Altos OD, bred by J S & M D Railton owned by O & J Wilhelm. Photo courtesy of GRCA.
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Am & Can Bmd Mex Col Ch Beckwith’s Copper Coin by Beckwith’s Golden
Blaze CD out of Veno’s Vixen CD, bred by L L Beckwith owned by R E & L
L Beckwith.

rt

y

of

M

or

Eng & Am Ch Figaro of Yeo (Imp UK) SDHF by Ringmaster of Yeo out of
Alresford Badminton, bred by Miss B Cocks owned by Mrs W H Sawtell then
Mrs C W Engelhard. Photo courtesy of GRCA.

et

BREED DEVELOPMENT

ph

SECTION 2:

Am Ch Cheyenne Golden’s King John SDHF by Am Ch Cheyenne Golden’s
King SDHF out of Am Ch Cheyenne Golden’s Sweet Sue, bred and owned by
Cheyenne Golden Kennels. Photo courtesy of GRCA.
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Am Ch Sundance’s Bronze CD OS by Am Ch Indian Knoll’s Roc-Cloud
UD OS OBHF out of Sidram’s Kapering Korky CD OD, bred A & W
Worley owned by O Horton. Photo courtesy of GRCA.

Am & Can Ch Sun Dance’s Vagabond Lover CDX by Am Ch Sun Dance’s
Bronze CD OS out of Am Ch Sprucewood’s Glamour Girl UD OD, bred
and owned by V F Topmiller. Photo courtesy of GRCA.

Am & Can Ch Beckwith’s Malagold Flash by Am & Can Mex Ch
Beckwith’s Copper Ingot OS out of Am & Can Ch. Beckwith’s Frolic of Yeo
Am & Can CDX OD, bred C Gerstner and R E Beckwith owned by M & C
Kvamme. Photo courtesy of GRCA.
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Acknowledgements

Gender

USA ALL BREEEDS BIS WINNERS BORN IN THE 1960s
Title

Name of dog

Sire

Dam

Am/Can Mex Ch
Beckwith Malagold Flash
Beckwith's Copper
UDT WC OS SDHF
Ingot OS
Am/Can/Bda/ Beckwith's Copper Coin
Beckwith's Golden
Col/Mex Ch OS SDHF
Blaze CD
Am/Can/Bda/Mex/
Beckwith's Emblem of
Col Ch Beckwith's
Am/Can Ch
Gold
Copper Coin OS
SDHF
Am/Can Ch

male

Am Ch

male

Am/Can Ch

Male

Am/Can Ch

Male

Am Ch

Male

Am Ch

Female

Am Ch

Male

Am Ch

Male

Am/Can Ch

Male

Am/Can Ch

Male

Am Ch

Male

Am/Can Ch

Male

Am Ch

Male

Am Ch

Ludell Beckwith

R&L
Beckwith

5

1960

Alice J
Kinnnunen

1

1963

14

1961

1

1969

5

1962

1

1967

1

1960

1

1963

1

1965

1

1963

1

1966

1

1966

1

1965

1

1963

1

1962

1

1962

2

1960

Am/Can Ch Star
RE&LL
Spray Maria's Gloria
Beckwith
OD

Cheyenne
Cheyenne Golden
Golden
Kennels
Kennels
Cheyenne
Cheyenne Goldens Son of Am Ch Cheyenne
Glenraven's Morning
Joan R Woodhull Golden
James
Golden's King James Mist
Kennels
Am/Can Ch
Cragmount's Hi -Lo OS
Am Ch Golden Pine's
Jane
Cragmount's Tiny
Jane Engelhard
SDHF
Easy Ace
Engelhard
Cloud OD
Am Ch King Chocki
Doris E
Duck Pass Shore Breaker
Pam's Khaki
Joyce Barbour
of Hilltop
Deschene
Golden Knoll's Duke of
Am Ch Golden
Golden Knoll's
Pat & Ollie
Gerald L Grant
Hammett CD
Knoll's Town Talk CD Morning Star
Click
Am Ch Featherquest Am Ch Star Spray's
Mr & Mrs
Goldenloe's Blaze of Glory
James C Enloe
Jay's Blond Tom OS Enid's Glorieta OD
A E Hower
Goldenloe's Tanfastic
Am Ch Featherquest Am Ch Star Spray's
James C
James C Enloe
CDX SDHF OS
Jay's Blond Tom OS Enid's Glorieta OD
Enloe
Am Ch Golden Pine's
Am Ch Lorelei's
Lorelei's Fez Ti Za-Za OD High Farms Fez WC
R M Bischoff
R M Bischoff
Happy Ti-Ji-Gee OD
OS
Am/Can/Bda/Mex/
Malagold Beckwith Big
Col Ch Beckwith's
Beckwith's ChrysRE&LL
Connie
Buff CD OS SDHF
Copper Coin OS
Haefen Belinda OD Beckwith
Gerstner
SDHF
Sailor's Copper King CD Am Ch Blucreek Red
Mrs Phillip &
Lucy Kay
Karl Randels
SDHF
Sails CD
James Kulig
Seneca's Riparian Chief Am Ch Betaberk's
John & Sandra
John &
Prudent Penelope
CD TD WC OS SDHF
Rockcrest Apache
Kelly
Sandra Kelly
Shadowbrook's Gold
Am Ch Duncan Dell's Am Ch Shadowbrook
Susanne R
Jane D Cooney
Feather CDX
Drummond CD DDHF Souvenir
Urban
Sun Dance's Vagabond
Am Ch Sun Dance's Am Ch Sprucewood's
Violet F
Violet F Topmiller
Lover CDX SDHF OS
Bronze CD OS
Glamour Girl UD OD
Topmiller
Am/Can Ch
Am Ch Sprucewood's
Tumbleweed of
Donna Kay
Donna Kay Gatlin
Sprucewood's Chocki Harvest Sugar CD
Sprucewood SDHF
Gatlin
OS SDHF
OD
Doris
Deschene
Am Ch Yorkhill's
Veno's Tidal Wave SDHF
Vickersby Astra OD Franklin J Veno
&MM
Dollar Down
Hubenette
Cheyenne Goldens King
John

Am Ch Cheyenne
Golden's King SDHF

Am Ch Cheyenne
Golden's Sweet Sue

ph

Am Ch

Veno's Vixen CD

or

male

1968

M

Am Ch

1

Pr
op
e

Male

Year of
Birth

M&C
Kvamme

of

Male

No
BIS

C Gerstner &
R Beckwith

y

Male

Owner

Am/Can Ch
Beckwith's Frolic of
Yeo CDX OD

rt

Male

Breeder

et

TABLE 2.8.7

“I am however perturbed at the incidence of expressions that are foreign
and fronts that are Queen Anne not necessarily out at the elbow,
but bow legs with pasterns that stand at 10 to 3.”
Peggy Robertson (Stolford)Birmingham Nov 1967
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Sire

Beckwith's Malagold Flash
Am/Can UDT WC OS SDHF

Am Ch
Am Ch
Am Ch
Am Ch
Am Ch
Am/Can Ch
Am Ch
Am/Can Ch

Bundocks Bowman Of
Eldomac CD OS SDHF
Buster Ballyhoo Of Inverness
SDHF
Cheyenne Golden's King
John SDHF
Cheyenne Golden's Son Of
James SDHF
Cragmount's Hi-Lo OS SDHF
Duck Pass Shore Breaker
SDHF
Duckdown's Spannew CD
OS SDHF
Duckdown's Unpredictable
CD WC OS SDHF

Eastgate's Golden Charger
OS SDHF
Golden Knoll's Duke Of
Am/Can Ch
Hammett CD SDHF
Goldenloe's Tanfastic CDX
Am Ch
OS SDHF
High Farms Sutter's Gold
Am Ch
SDHF

Am Ch

Hunt's Copperfield Daemon
CD TD WC OS SDHF

Am Ch

Lorelei's Zajac Archer SDHF

Pr
op
e

rt

Am Ch

Am/Can Ch Beckwith;s
Am/Can/Mex Ch
Frolic of Yeo Am/Can
Beckwith's Copper Ingot OS
CDX OD
Am Ch Lorelei's Zajac
Am Ch Aldercrest
Archer SDHF
Cinnabar Sand OD
Celloyd's Ginger of
Golden Inverness Dusty
Inverness OD
Am Ch Cheyenne Golden's Am Ch Cheyenne
King SDHF
Golden's Sweet Sue
Am Ch Cheyenne Golden's
Glenraven's Morning Mist
King James
Am Ch Golden Pine's Aces Am/Can Ch Cragmount's
High
tiny Cloud OD
Am Ch King Chocki of
Pam's Khaki
Hilltop
Am Ch Sun Dance's Bronze Am Ch Sprucewood's
CD OS
Harvest Sugar CD OD
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Am Ch Sprucewood's
Moonlight Gambler CDX
Harvest Sugar CD OD
WC OS SDHF
Am/Can Ch Eastgate's
Am Ch Eastgate's Golden
Golden Nugget
Genie OD
Am Ch Golden Knoll's Town Golden Knoll's Morning
Talk CD SDHF
Star
Am Ch Featherquest Jay's Am Ch Star Spray Enid's
Blond Tom OS
Glorieta OD
Am/Can Ch High Farms
High Frams Golden
Brassy Gold Braid OS
Satinwood
Am/Can Ch Hunt's
Am/Can Ch Kyrie Daemon
Annabelle of Vegas CDX
CDX WC OS
TD WC OD
Am Ch Lorelei's Fez-Ti
Am Ch Lorelei's Jari Jack
Za-Za OD
Am/Can/Bda/Mex/Col Ch
Beckwith's Chrys-Haefen
Beckwith's Copper Coin OS
Belinda OD
SDHF
Am Ch Sunset's Happy
Amber Lady of Tercor
Duke OS
Farm
Am Ch Blucreek's Red Sails
Lucy Kay
CD
Am Ch Betaberk's Rockcrest
Prudent Penelope
Apache
Am/Can Ch Seneca's
Am Ch Candy of Sleepy
Riparian Chief CD TD WC
Hollow
OS SDHF
Am Ch Featherquest Jay's Am Ch Star Spray Enid's
Blond Tom OS
Maria OD
Am Ch Sun Dance's Yankee
Am Ch Sun Dance's Gulie
Dollar
Am Ch Sun Dance's Sir
Sun Dance's Gold Ingot
Ivan CDX
CD OD
Am Ch Sun Dance's Bronze Am Ch Sprucewood's
CD OS
Glamour Girl UD OD
Am Ch Sun Dance's Bronze Am Ch Sprucewood's
CD OS
Glamour Girl UD OD

Am Ch

Malagold Beckwith Big Buff
CD OS SDHF

Misty Morn's Sunset CD TD
WC OS SDHF
Sailor's Copper King CD
Am/Can Ch
SDHF
Seneca's Riparian Chief CD
Am/Can Ch
TD WC OS SDHF

Am Ch

Am Ch

Am/Can/
Bda Ch

Seneca's Tuckernuck Gold
CD WC OS SDHF

Star Spray Maria's Rayo Del
Sol WC OS SDHF
Sun Dance's Esquire CD OS
Am Ch
SDHF
Sun Dance's Moonlight
Am Ch
Gambler CDX WC OS SDHF
Sun Dance's Vagabond Lover
Am/Can Ch
CDX OS SDHF
Sun Dance's Vegas Dealer
Am Ch
CDX WC SDHF

Breeder

Owner

Year of
Birth

Ludell L Beckwith

R E & L L Beckwith

1960

Connie Gerstner &
R Beckwith

Marvin & Carol
Kvamme

1968

Joyce & Richard
Arnold

Dr & Mrs
A McDowell

1968

Katharine G Weed

Katharine G Weed

1964

Cheyenne Golden
Kennels

Cheyenne Golden
Kennels
Cheyenne Golden
Kennels

Joan R Woodhull

1961
1969

Jane Engelhard

Jane Engelhard

1962

Joyce Barbour

Doris E Deschene

1967

M Henderson &
J Overley

J E & J A Waggoner

1965

M Henderson &
J Overley

Laura Ellis

1967

Wm E Bedingfield
Jnr & J E Valerius

Wm E Bedingfield
Jnr

1966

Gerald L Grant

Pat & Ollie Click

1960

James L Enloe

James C Enloe

1965

Mrs R C Worrest
(High Farms)

Lester A Browne

1965

A Roberts Dismukes
Jnr

A Roberts Dismukes
Jnr

1969

Reinhard M Bischoff Reinhard M Bischoff

1965

R E & L L Beckwith

Connie Gerstner

1966

Virginia S Hunter

Peter Lewesky

1966

Karl Randels

Mrs Philip &
J James Kulig

1966

or

Am/Can Ch

Beckwith's Golden Blaze CD Veno's Vixen CD

M

Beckwith's Copper Coin OS
SDHF

of

Am/Can/
Bda/Mex/
Col Ch

Dam

et

Name of Dog

y

Title

USA SDHF FOR DOGS BORN IN THE 1960s

ph

TABLE 2.8.8

BREED DEVELOPMENT

John & Sandra Kelly John & Sandra Kelly

1965

Barbara J Buck

John & Sandra Kelly

1969

Pauline T King

Pauline T King

1962

HG&MR
Henderson

Shirley &
W M Worley
HG&MR
Henderson

Violet F Topmiller

Violet F Topmiller

1962

Violet F Topmiller

James &
Viva Jean Watson

1962

Joan M DuBois

1966
1963
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Title
Am Ch
Am Ch
Am Ch

Name of Dog

Sire

Tumbleweed Of Sprucewood Am/Can Ch Sprucewood's
SDHF
Chocki OS SDHF
Am/Can Ch Sun Dance's
Vagabond's Cougar Bill CD
Vagabond Lover CDX SDHF
OS SDHF
OS
Am Ch Yorkhill's Dollar
Veno's Tidal Wave SDHF
Down

TABLE 2.8.9

Dam

Breeder

Year of
Birth

Owner

Am Ch Sprucewood's
Harvest Sugar CD OD

Donna Kay Gatlin

Donna Kay Gatlin

1962

Am Ch Sun Dance's
Dandy Doll

Sue Shriver

Wm H Zimmer &
Laura Ellis Kling

1966

Vickersby Astra OD

Franklin J Veno

Doris Deschene &
M M Hubenette

1960

USA SIRES BORN IN THE 1960s BY NUMBER OF CHAMPIONS
Name of Dog

Sire

Dam

Breeder

Owner

No of
Chs

Year of
Birth

Mr & Mrs
R & L Beckwith

15

1960

Am/Can/
Beckwith's Copper Coin
Bed/Mex Ch OS SDHF

Beckwith's Golden Blaze

Am/Can/
Mex Ch

Beckwith's Copper Ingot
OS

Am/Can/Bmd/Mex Ch
Beckwith's
Beckwith's Copper Coin OS Gayhaven Fancy
SDHF
OD

Mr & Mrs
R & L Beckwith

Mr & Mrs
R & L Beckwith

24

1966

Am/Can Ch

Beckwith's Malagold
Flash UD TD WC SDHF

Am/Can Ch
Am/Can/Mex Ch
Beckwith's Frolic
Beckwith's Copper Ingot OS of Yeo (Imp UK)
Am/Can CDX OD

C Gerstner &
R Beckwith

M & C Kvamme

22

1968

Am Ch

Bundocks Bowman of
Eldomac CD OS SDHF

Am Ch Lorelei's Zajac
Archer SDHF

Am Ch Aldercrest
J & R Arnold
Cinnabar Sand OD

Dr A & K McDowell

13

1968

Am Ch

Cragmount's Hi-Lo OS
SDHF

Am Ch Golden Pine's Aces
Hi

Am/Can Ch
Cragmount's Tiny
Cloud OD

Jane Engelhard

Jane Engelhard

15

1962

Am/Can Ch

Duckdown's
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Unpredictable CD WC OS Moonlight Gambler CDX
SDHF
WC OS SDHF

Marcia Henderson
& Jackie Overley

Laura Ellis

16

1967

Am Ch

Footprint of Yeo (Imp UK) Eng/Ir Ch Mandingo Buidhe
Jessica of Yeo
CD OS
Colum

Mr & Mrs Saul

B & H Hoggard III
then C Vogel

17

1968

Am Ch

Hunt's Copperfield
Daemon CD TD WC OS
SDHF

rt

Title

Acknowledgements

USA SDHF FOR DOGS BORN IN THE 1960s
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Am/Can Ch Hunt's
Annabelle of
A Roberts Dismukes A Roberts Dismukes
Vegas CDX TD
Jnr
Jnr
WC OD

20

1969

Am /Can Ch

Kyrie Daemon CDX WC
OS

Des Lacs Delaware

Am Ch Gayhaven
Harmony CDX OD

Am Ch

Major Gregory of High
Farms OS

Am/Can Ch High Farms
High Farms Scots
Golden Liddell Am/Can/Bda
Ann Gregory
CDX OS

Am Ch

Malagold Beckwith Big
Buff CD OS SDHF

Am/Can/Bmd/Mex Ch
Beckwith CrysBeckwith's Copper Coin OS
R&L Beckwith
Haefen Belinda OD
SDHF

Am Ch

Am/Can Ch
Malagold Beckwith Om K Am/Can/Mex Ch
Beckwith's Frolic
Ivan CD OS
Beckwith's Copper Ingot OS of Yeo (Imp UK)
Am/Can CDX OD

Am Ch

Misty Morn's Sunset CD
TD WC OS SDHF

Am Ch Sunset's Happy
Duke OS

Am Ch

Rockgold Chug's Ric O
Shay OS

Am Ch
Am/Can/
Bda Ch

or

ph

Mrs L L Beckwith

M

of

y

Am/Can Ch Kyrie Daemon
CDX WC OS

Pr
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Veno's Vixen CD

Am Ch
Sprucewood's
Harvest Sugar
CD OD

Marcia R Schlehr

Joan & Patricia
Nazark

13

1961

Ruth E Worrest

Ruth E &
Ralph N Worrest

23

1965

C Gerstner

10

1966

C Gerstner &
R Beckwith

Dr Bruce &
Marilyn Hartman

13

1968

Amber Lady of
Tercor Farm

Virginia Hunter

Peter Lewesky

119

1966

Rockgold's Chug O'Lug

Tenaurum's Holka

R O Prochaska

Rockgold Kennels

21

1966

Sidram Simon OS

Brett of Westley CDX OS

Sidram Simonette

James R Mardis

J R Mardis
G & G Abbott

10

1960

Star Spray Maria's Rayo
Del Sol OS SDHF

Am Ch Featherquest Jay's
Blond Tom OS

Am Ch Star Spray's
Pauline T Ring
Enid's Maria OD

Pauline T Ring

11

1962

SECTION 2:
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USA SIRES BORN IN THE 1960s BY NUMBER OF CHAMPIONS
Name of Dog

Sire

Dam

Breeder

Owner

No of
Chs

Year of
Birth

Sun Dance's Esquire CD
OS SDHF

Am Ch Sun Dance's Yankee Am Ch Sun
Dollar
Dance's Gulie

Joan M DuBois

Shirley &
W M Worley

16

1966

Am Ch

Sun Dance's Moonlight
Gambler CDX WC OS
SDHF

Am Ch Sun Dance's Sir
Ivan CDX

Sun Dance's Gold
Ingot CD OD

H & M Henderson

H & M Henderson

12

1963

Am Ch

Sunset's Happy Duke OS

12

1964

Vagabond's Cougar Bill
CD OS SDHF

Wm Zimmer &
Laura Ellis Kling

10

1966

Am Ch

Wochica's Okeechobee
Jake OS SDHF

Glen Willow Happy
C A Cronheim
Talk OD
Am Ch Sun
Dance's Dandy
Sue Shriver
Doll
Little Dawn of
Janet Bounce
Chickasaw

C A Cronheim

Am/Can Ch

Am Ch Cragmount's Peter
OS SDHF
Am/Can Ch Sun Dance's
Vagabond Lover CDX SDHF
OS
Am Ch Misty Morn's Sunset
CD TD WC OS SDHF

et

Am Ch

70

1969

Pr
op
e
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y

of

M

or

ph

Susan Taylor

Am & Can Ch Kyrie Daemon CDX WC OS by Des Lacs Delaware out of Am Ch Gayhaven Harmony CDX OD, bred by M Schlehr owned by
J & P Nazark. Photo courtesy of M Schlehr.
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Dam

Am/Can
Ch

Beckwith's Chickasaw Jingle Am Ch Golden Band of
OD
High Farms WC OS
Beckwith's Frolic of Yeo Am/
Am Ch Orlando of Yeo
Can CDX OD

Am/Can
Ch

Beckwith's Malagold Cherub
Am UDT Can CDX OD

Am Ch

Beckwith's Malagold
Starfarm OD

Am Ch

Brittby's Golden Sunset OD

Am/Can/
Bda Ch

Brynmar's Millicent Am CD
OD

Am Ch

Callipan's Semper Fidelis OD

Am Ch

Copper Kettle's Cinnamon
Glory CD WC OD

Am Ch

Cramount's Auster CD OD

Am/Can
Ch

Cumming's Golden Princess
OD

Am Ch

Dealer's Donation to
Duckdown CD OD

Am Ch

Duckdown's Veronica Laker
CD OD

Am Ch

Duckdown's Vesper
Challenge

Am Ch

Am Ch
Am Ch

Am Ch

Am Ch

Am Ch

Am Ch
Am/Can
Ch
Am Ch
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Jessica of Yeo

Am/Can Ch
Beckwith's Frolic of
Yeo Am/Can CDX OD
Beckwith;s
Am Ch Malagold
Beckwith Big Buff CD OS Chickasaw Jingle OD
Am Ch Cragmount's Peter Glen Willow's Talk
OD
OS SDHF
Am/Can/Bda/Mex/Col Ch
Am Ch Maple Leaf's
Beckwith's Copper Coin
Princess Pat OD
OS SDHF
Am Ch Casseopeia of
Sudden Sammy
Nerrissida OD
Royal Honey

Cindy VIII

Am Ch Cragmount's Hi-Lo
OS SDHF
Am/Can Ch Cragmount's
Double Eagle
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Vegas Dealer CDX WC
SDHF
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Moonlight Gambler CDX
WC OS SDHF
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Moonlight Gambler CDX
WC OS SDHF
Am Ch Young Clyde of
Golden Veil

Golden Pine's Twink
OD
Cragmount's Easy
Lady OD
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Sprig of Holly CDX
OD

Kathy &
Larry Liebler
RE&LL
Mr & Mrs F E M Saul
Beckwith

No
Chs

Year of
Birth

5

1966

12

1964

Connie Gerstner &
R E Beckwith

L L Beckwith &
Jane Libberton

8

1969

Connie Gerstner &
R E Beckwith

Carol T Vogel &
Betty B Hoggard

9

1968

Charles A Cronheim

Rita B Simpson

5

1964

Clarence & Irene
Gingerich
Margaret O Scott

Rachel H Pehr

Margaret O & J
Wallace Scott Jnr
Louis & Suzanne
Grasso

5

1968

5

1966

10

1966

Jane Engelhard

Betty B Hoggard

5

1968

Arnold Veekamp

Lynn H Cummings

8

1964

Jack & Jacqueline
Waggoner

6

1965

Am Ch Sprucewood's M Henderson &
Harvest Sugar CD OD J Overley

Laura E Kling

6

1968

Am Ch Sprucewood's M Henderson &
Harvest Sugar CD OD J Overley

Jack Waggoner

5

1968

Nancy G Lawson

Wm E Bedlingfield
& J E Valerius

6

1964

Frances Hargrave

Frances Hargrave

5

1963

Dr Irene Kraft

Frances S
Hargrave

5

1961

Mary Louise Semans

Mary Louise
Semans

8

1969

Alice A Burhans

Mary Louise
Semans

9

1966

James E Enloe

James E Enloe

6

1967

James E Enloe

Anne S Couttet

5

1967

Ruth E Worrest
(High Farms)

Violet F Topmiller

8

1965

J H & V J Watson

R Ann & Ekdahl

7

1966

A Roberts Dismukes

A Roberts
Dismukes

6

1967

Pender L Jennings Jr

Ronald W Akers
(Ronakers Kennel)

8

1962

J H & V J Watson

of

y

Owner

unknown

Joan Haeger

Am Ch Satinway
Buckmarstan Amber
Am Ch Finderne
Am Ch Nerrissida's
Finderne Folly's Jubilee CD
Gypsy of Nerrissida
Finderne Folly II OS SDHF
OD
OD
Finderne Gypsy of Nerrissida Am Ch Tawny Toro of Los Elizabeth of
Nerrissida
Altos CDX SDHF
OD
Am Ch Misty Morn's
Am Ch Golden Pines
Sunset CD TD WC OS
Golden Pine Glorybe OD
Punkin Pi CD OD
SDHF
Am/Can Ch Golden Pine's Am ch Tigathoe's
Golden Pine's Punkin Pi CD
Gold Digger CD OD
Easy Ace WC OS SDHF
OD
Am Ch Star Spray's
Goldenloe's Junior Miss OD Lorelei's Zajac Andrew
Enid' s Glorieta OD
Am Ch Star Spray's
Goldenloe's Tawny Tiger UD
Lorelei's Zajac Andrew
Enid' s Glorieta OD
WC OD
Am ch High Farms
Am/Can Ch High Farms
High Farms Mary Poppins OD Golden Liddell Am/Can/ Band's Glockenspiel
OD
Bda CDX OS
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Honor Coed WC OD
Am Ch Sidram Simon OS Sprig of Holly CDX
OD
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Hunt's Golden
Hunt's Annabelle of Vegas
Vegas Dealer CDX WC
Tangerine CDX
CDX TD WC OD
SDHF
Am Ch J's Teeko of
FC-AFC Nickolas of
J's Kate OD
Tigathoe
Logan's End FDHF
Eastgate's Golden Genie OD
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Am Ch

Ch Chickasaw's
Mischief Maker WC

Am Ch Malagold
Beckwith Big Buff CD OS
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Am Ch

Breeder

et

Sire

ph

Name of Dog

or

Title

USA DAMS BORN IN THE 1960s BY NUMBER OF CHAMPIONS

M

TABLE 2.8.10

SECTION 2:

Name of Dog

Sire

Kami's Kama Shetani
Malaika OD
Am Ch

Kelley'sTribulation OD

Am Ch

Lorelei's Fez-Ti-Za Za OD
Malagold Beckwith Bootes
OD

Dam

Am Ch Ironstreams Sir
Lancelot WC

Bel-Air's Trade Last
CD

Am Ch Des Lacs Bart
Foster
Am Ch Golden Pine's High
Farms Fez WC OS
Am Ch Malagold
Beckwith Big Buff CD OS

Am Ch Kelley's
Round N' Round OD
Am Ch Lorelei's
Happy Ti-Ji-Gee OD
Beckwith's
Chickasaw Jingle OD
Hilltop's Gold Dust
OD
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Vivacious Sock OD

Am Ch

Maple Leaf's Princess Pat OD Indian Knoll's Weetomp

Am Ch

Milaur's Aurora OD

Am Ch

Rockgold's Wild Honey OD

Am Ch

Spannen's Harmony OD

Connie Gerstner &
R E Beckwith
Barbara &
R E Sherman
Geo & Gretchen
Abbott

H Hershberger &
Connie Gerstner
Clarence &
Irene Gingerich

rt
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Am Ch Misty Morn's
Wochica's Sand Piper WC OD Sunset CD TD WC OS
SDHF

Mr & Mrs
Robert D Bunce

11

1968

5

1962

19

1960

7

1961

7

1960

11

1969

5

1967

6

1962

8

1969

7

1967

8

1968

ph

or

Champagne Lady of
Wochica OD

1963

1968

Am Ch Goldenloe's
Bronze Lustre

Square Shadows Hot
Walter A Kirchen
Burgundy

5

5

Am Ch Rockgold Chug's
Ric O'Shay OS
Am Ch Michael of
Lafayette

1960

1965

Valentine Torch of Topbrass
WC OD
Walkir Lafayette Burgundy
Am CD WC OD

5

5

Sun Dance's Taffeta Doll
CDX OD
Sun Dance's Vivacious Sock
OD

Jacqueline Mertens

1969

Eleanor H
Starkeson

James C Enloe

Violet F Topmiller

9

1964

Pauline T Ring

Alice & William
Worley
Shirley & W M
Worley
Shirley & W M
Worley

Year of
Birth

5

Jack & Jacqueline
Waggoner
M Henderson and
J Overley

Sprucewood's Harvest Sugar
CD OD
Star Spray Enid's Glorietta
OD

No
Chs

Charles H Barlow

Jack & Jacqueline
Waggoner
Mr & Mrs
M C Zwang

Sun Dance's Contessa OD

Am Ch

R M Bischoff

Am Ch Duckdown's
Tiffany Tomboy OD
Am/Can Ch
Sprucewood's Chinki
Am Ch Golden Girl
Enid OD
Hetherington Jeane
CD OD
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Taffeta Doll CDX OD
Sun Dance's Fancy
Pants
Am Ch Sprucewood's
Glamour Girl UD OD

Am Ch

Am Ch

R M Bischoff

Mr & Mrs
James F Lee

Sun Dance's Athena CD OD

Am Ch

Ruth E Kelley

Margaret H
& Stephen R
Scheele
Mr & Mrs
Wm V Kelley

Am Ch Rockgold's
Frolicking Gypsy

Am Ch

Am Ch

Arthur L &
Caroline G Jarvis

Owner

Am/Can/Gda Ch Star
Spray Maria's Rayo Del
Sol OS SDHF
Am Ch Trigger's Royal
Diamond CDX OS
Am Ch Furore Harvest
Gold SDHF
Am/Can Ch Golden Pine's
Easy Ace WC OS SDHF
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Bronze CD OS
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Esquire CD OS SDHF
Am Ch Sun Dance's Sand
Piper CDX
Am Ch Sun Dance's
Bronze CD OS

of

Am Ch

Am Ch Sidram Simon OS

y

Am Ch

Breeder

M

Title

USA DAMS BORN IN THE 1960s BY NUMBER OF CHAMPIONS

et

TABLE 2.8.10
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Lisa & Shirley
Klein
Lisa (Schultz)
Halcomb
Shirley &
W M Worley
George & Gretchn
Abbott
Joseph &
Jacqueline
Mertens
Anne M &
Herman Plusch
Jnr
Janet Bunce

Am & Can Ch Beckwith’s Frolic of Yeo (Imp UK) Can & Am CDX OD by Malagold Beckwith Bootes OD by Am Ch Malagold Beckwith Big Buff CD
OS SDHF out of Beckwith’s Chickasaw Jingle OD, bred by C Gerstner &
Am Ch Orlando of Yeo out of Jessica of Yeo, bred by Mr & Mrs F E M Saul
R E Beckwith owned by G H Hershberger & C Gerstner.
owned by R E & L L Beckwith. Photo courtesy of Mrs Gay.
Photo courtesy of Mrs C Gerstner-Miller.
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Which dogs belonging to others did you particularly
admire when you first began showing?
I feel that there are some very significant dogs in the
history of the Golden Retriever.
The English import, Ch Appollo of Yeo (Sean), bred by
Mrs. J. F. French and owned by Mrs Mary Strange, was
born July 30, 1968, and was a beautiful example of the
traditional English type and style. Sean was a dog that
I pulled into my breeding program at an early stage.
Proving to be a wonderful choice, Sean bred to Bootes
produced 6 show champions, firming up the type and
look of the Malagold Golden.

y

of

After I had divorced, I built a boarding kennel and
training facility, and continued with the breeding of
both Malamutes and Golden Retrievers. But I quickly
decided that I wanted to devote my time, effort and
energy in the Golden Retriever Breed. I have always
felt that my breeding commitment was best served by
devoting my efforts to one breed, and that breed for me
is the Golden Retriever.

et

Growing up on a farm in Wisconsin, I had been
involved with and around animals since I was a young
girl, participating in our local 4-H club. 4-H is an
organization in the USA for young people, which allows
them to participate in a variety of programs that would
be of interest to them. I chose to work in the animal
programs and began by showing sheep, cattle, pigs and
quarter horses. While in high school, I began working
my German Shepherd mixed breed dog in the 4-H dog
obedience program, which led to an increased interest
in more advanced obedience competition. After my
years in 4-H, I began working with Alaskan Malamutes
and became involved in the conformation aspect of the
dog show world. When I met my first husband, he
brought the Golden Retriever into my life, and in 1964,
the combination of the two breeds formed “Malagold”
kennel name.

ph

When did you begin in the Breed?

or

(Malagold USA)

Show Dog Hall of Fame and to be designated an
Outstanding Sire by the GRCA. But more importantly,
Buff was influential in the direction that I took in my
breeding program at Malagold. Buff sired one of the
more influential bitches in even today’s pedigrees,
Malagold Beckwith Bootes. Bootes was born on August
20, 1968, and became the foundation bitch for what
was to become the look and style of the Malagold
Golden Retriever today. Bootes was designated an
“Outstanding Dam” by the GRCA, and the producer
of eleven show champions, including Ch Malagold
Svea, an outstanding producer in her own right. To see
a Malagold Golden Retriever in the show ring today
is to hark back to these two most significant dogs of
yesterday, as their influence continues through in the
current generations of Malagold Golden Retrievers.
This is truly what I have worked towards in my breeding
program throughout the years.

M

Interview with
Connie Gerstner Miller
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Concentration on the breeding of quality Golden
Retrievers has become the primary drive for me, and
that has continued through the current tenure at
Malagold. A true family of Golden Retrievers exists
at Malagold due to the focused effort in breeding a
consistently high quality dog that properly conforms to
the long-established Standard of the Breed. That has
always been, and remains to this day, my primary goal.
What was your first dog? Can you tell us something
about him or her please?
The foundation dog for Malagold was a beautiful male
that I co-bred with one of my early mentors, Richard
and Ludell Beckwith (Beckwith Golden Retrievers).
Born on December 5, 1966, he was just the right dog
at just the right time for me. This was BIS BISS Ch.
Malagold Beckwith Big Buff, CD, OS, SDHF. He was
everything I could ask for, and more. Together, Buff
and I went on to earn three Best In Show wins, more
than one hundred Group wins and placements, and
we were honored to be awarded Best of Breed at the
Golden Retriever Club of America National Specialty
of 1970 was the first dog carrying the Malagold kennel
name to enter the Golden Retriever Club of America
228

A linebred half-brother to Sean was another English
dog imported into the United States, Ch Footprint of
Yeo (Printy). Printy was born March 15, 1968. Both
Sean and Printy were sired by English and Irish Ch
Mandingo Buidhe Colum OS, owned by Mrs Sawtell,
and both go back to Ringmaster of Yeo, also owned by
Mrs Sawtell. These pedigrees were wonderfully thought
out and produced beautiful quality and type. Ch
Cragmount’s Peter, OS, SDHF, born August 16, 1959,
bred and owned by Jane Engelhard. He exemplified the
standard of the Golden Retriever Breed.
Ch Rockgold Chug’s Ric O’Shay, OS (Ric), born April
17, 1966, was bred and owned by Jim and Connie
Lee of Rockgold Kennels in Illinois. This is another
dog that figures prominently in the building block
of the foundation pedigrees of the Malagold Golden
Retrievers. Ric was a beautiful example of the quality
dogs bred in the Midwestern United States early on.
Ch Belgold Doxology (Dover), born April, 8, 1986,
was co-bred and co-owned by Nancy Talbott, was a
beautifully put together dog.Other significant Golden
Retrievers include Mrs. Morgan’s English and Irish Ch
Cabus Cadet (Paddy), born December 1, 1959. Paddy

BREED DEVELOPMENT

Who were your mentors in the early years?

For me, a few of the more significant dogs in the
Malagold history would include:
BISS BIS Malagold Beckwith Big Buff, CD, OS, SDHF
(Buff). Malagold foundation dog.
Malagold Beckwith Bootes, OD (Bootes)Malagold
foundation bitch - producer of 11 show Champions, see
above information on first dog
Ch Malagold Svea,OD (Svea), she was daughter of
Bootes and producer of 6 show champions including
the full brother team of BISS BIS Ch Malagold Summer
Encore, OS, SDHF (Bravo) and BISS CH Malagold
Summer Chant, OS, SDHF (Chant). Both Bravo and
Chant were multiple Specialty Best of Breed winners,
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I was fortunate to come into the Breed when the
Golden Retriever numbers were smaller than today,
and there were many very established and experienced
people willing to share their knowledge of the Golden
Retriever Breed. People such as Richard and Ludell
Beckwith (Beckwith Golden Retrievers), Rachel Page
“Pagey” Elliot (Featherquest Golden Retrievers),
Betty Gay (Gayhaven Golden Retrievers) and Marcia
Schlehr (Kyrie Golden Retrievers) were always available
to provide guidance regarding the Breed. Some of these
long time supporters of the Breed, along with me and a
few other students of the Breed continue to work today
in the education and mentoring those willing to listen

You have owned and bred some outstanding Goldens
over the years. Can you tell us a little about them please?

et

Ch. Shargleam Ferryman, OS (Matt), another English
import, born May 20, 1978, was owned by Barbara
Dismukes, a stunning example of English quality and
type.

and learn from the experiences of those who have “been
there”. I feel that the mentoring process is so important
and those just starting out in this Breed, or any breed,
should certainly take advantage of any opportunity to
formulate and participate in a mentoring relationship.

ph

was a significant sire in the English Golden Retriever
pedigrees and produced some beautiful and structurally
sound Goldens during his time.

or

SECTION 2:

Am Ch Malagold Disco Duck SDHF by Am Ch Libra Malagold Coriander OS SDHF out of Malagold Winter Melody CD, bred by C Gerstner owned by
D & J Pabst. Photo courtesy of Mrs C Gerstner-Miller.
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with Bravo adding multiple Best in Show wins to his
resume as well.

– a first big win such as this is something I will always
remember.

BISS BIS CH Libra Malagold Corainder, OS, SDHF
(Corey) CH Libra Malagold Clover, OD (Clover).

The unexpected winning of Best of Breed and then
earning a Sporting Group 1 at the AKC Centennial
Show in 1984 with Corey was one of the most
memorable days for me. I was so honored to have
Corey recognized on that day.

Ch Rising Star My Guy (Big Guy)

Ch Malagold Asti Spumante, OD (Asti)

rt

y

A Clover daughter, Asti is the producer of five show
champions and has left her mark in the pedigrees of
many of the current Goldens at Malagold.
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BISS BIS CAN/AM CH Malagold Storm Warning, OS,
SDHF (Stormy)
To me, Stormy was everything a breeder could hope to
achieve – an Asti son, Clover grandson, Chant greatgrandson. Stormy was continuation of the Malagold
tradition of breeding what I had pictured the Golden
Retriever to be. This was Stormy to me.
I currently have puppies on the ground from litters bred
using frozen semen collected and stored years ago from
both Coriander and Stormy, so I have been working
hard to bring the past back into the present and
continue to build a solid Malagold line for the future.
Can you describe some of your most memorable wins
please?
I feel fortunate to have had quite a number of successes
and wins throughout the years with some wonderful
dogs, but there are a few that stand out to this day. I
can still feel the excitement of those moments.
The first Best of Breed win at the Golden Retriever
Club of America National Specialty, in 1970, with Buff
230
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But a significant highlight for Malagold was Stormy’s
Best of Breed win at Westminster in 1998, as I watched
Geri and Stormy make the final cut in the Sporting
Group that evening. What an honor for me, Geri and
Stormy!

of

A Corey son, Big Guy is singularly important in the
Malagold history, as he can be found in the backgound
of many of our current Malagold family of dogs seen
in the show ring today. You can see Big Guy in his
son Trader, Ch Malagold's Trade Secret, the beautiful
reflection of a "Big Guy" of the Malagold past.

Stormy provided his share of excitement as well.
Handled by my daughter, Geri Gerstner Hart, Stormy
accumulated multiple Best in Specialty Show wins along
with multiple Best in Show honors as well. In 1996,
Stormy was also shown to a big win as Show Dog of
the Year at the Golden Retriever Review Top Twenty
competition.

or

Corey is today known as an influential sire, having left
his mark for style, structure and type, producing many
generations of high quality champion show dogs. I am
sincerely very proud of the legacy these two leave for the
Golden Retriever Breed.

And then taking Corey to the Golden Retriever Club
of America National Specialty in 1988, and winning
Best of Breed at the age of nine, from the Veteran’s
class! What a thrill. To top that off, four Corey kids
were awarded Judges Awards of Merit and his daughter,
Ch Carlin’s Happy Holidays was Best of Opposite Sex
to her dad! We cannot forget Corey’s sister, Clover,
who also was in the ribbons, having won the Veteran
Bitch Class as well. It was certainly a proud moment for
Malagold!

M

The brother/sister team of Corey and Clover (sired by
Chant) are two of the dogs that I am most proud of.
Both of these are significant not just to the Malagold
pedigrees of today, but both have turned out to be
significant to many other breeders pedigrees and lines
as well. Clover was the producer of 5 show champions
and grand-dam of many subsequently important
Golden Retrievers of the current generation of Goldens,
including BISS BIS Am/Can Ch Malagold Storm
Warning, OS, SDHF.

What is your idea of a true Golden Retriever? What
do you consider to be the most important features of
the Breed? Are temperaments in the Golden Retriever
today as solid and consistent as they used to be in this
Breed?
A Golden Retriever should have a good strong topline,
and angles which match front and rear. The dog should
have a proper coat of moderate length, with correct
texture for a true working retriever. The true character
of the Golden Retriever is that of a “gentleman’s
hunting dog” and the outgoing and friendly
temperament of the Breed should be readily obvious to
those around him. The Breed should be wise and calm,
with a thinking nature.
The Golden Retriever is a moderate dog in every
way. When I was young I had some very good advice
about our Breed. “If you see anything to the extreme,
it should be ignored and should not be rewarded.”
Golden Retrievers are moderate in all aspects of the
Breed – coat, size and temperament. They were not
bred to compete against a Labrador in the field. They
were not bred to compete with Border Collies in agility
and obedience. Judges often expect their ears up like

BREED DEVELOPMENT

Can you comment on the differences, if any, that you
see between the Golden Retriever in other countries that
you have judged at or been to?
I believe there are a lot of really wonderful Golden
Retrievers around the world. The dogs in the USA
generally move well, although some are inclined to
move around the ring much too fast. There is a need
for improvement in “Breed type”, which I feel is
superior in the Goldens found in the UK. The ideal,
obviously, is to have both true Breed type, along with
strong and balanced movement.
I have not been to Australia, so I cannot comment on
the dogs there. I am looking forward to seeing the
Goldens in Sweden for the first during an upcoming trip
to Europe. This will certainly be exciting for me.

of

Nowadays, many judges fall for the “generic” show
dog rather than what is correct for the Breed based
on the standard. Judges often see the pretty dogs
with glamorous coats doing a lot of winning and are
sometimes afraid to put up what is actually correct.
It is quite easy to breed a pretty dog. It is much
more difficult to breed a pretty dog with the right
temperament, health clearances and one that resembles
the Standard the Breed was originally based on.

et

Most definitely the Breed has changed. Often the
increasing popularity of a Breed is its downfall. An
unscrupulous breeder will often breed solely for profit
with no consideration for the unique qualities inherent
in the Breed.

I feel that many of today’s Golden Retrievers have
coats which are far too long and soft, thereby lacking
true water resistance. What we are after, again based
on the Breed Standard, is quality and not quantity.
Because the coats are abundant there is often a need
for over trimming. That goes hand in hand. In the
USA, there is a high usage of hairdryers to puff out the
coat, creating an “open coat”. This is not correct and
certainly not desired in a hunting dog.

ph

Do you consider that the Breed itself has changed a lot
over the years?

How do you feel about the grooming standard of today’s
Golden Retriever? Is excessive grooming and trimming
a large issue?

or

that of a German Shepherd Dog, and up until recent
years judges did not care about this type of presentation
in the show ring. But this is now the norm. One now
hears horrific stories of boarding kennels that do not
like taking in Goldens because they are too fired up and
uncontrollable. On occasion there have been reports
that a Golden Retriever has even bitten its owner. This
is not the direction that I want to see a Breed such as
the Golden Retriever take.

M

SECTION 2:
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We are starting to see a definite split in the type of
judging that is going on – that of general “all around,
all breed judges” that put up the generic, pretty showy
Golden Retriever versus the “specialty or breeder
judges” who judge the Golden Retriever based on their
interpretation of the Breed Standard. The Golden
Retriever Club of America is doing a great job in
promoting education of all conformation judges in the
long standing history of the Golden Retriever Breed and
the importance in the knowledge and understanding of
the Breed Standard.

Am Ch Malagold Asti Spumante OD by Am Ch Famous of Classic
CD out of Am Ch Libra Malagold Clover OC, bred by C Gerstner and
owned by G Hart, C Gerstner and T Kocher.

Are there other breeders around the world over the years
you would like to acknowledge?
That is a sweeping question as I have not seen a
number of the top breeders’ dogs around the world.
Mrs. Sawtell of Yeo Kennels has had, over many years,
some outstanding specimens of the Breed. Henric
Fryckstrand, Kennel Dewmist in Sweden, is very
conscientious about his dogs and mindful of the health
issues. When Marcia Schlehr and Betty Gay were

Am Ch Malagold Class of Eighty-Five CD by Am Ch Malagold Summer
Encore OS SDHF out of Am Ch Libra Malagold Clover OD.
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What do Golden Retrievers mean to you?
Dogs in general, specifically Golden Retrievers have
been my passion and will continue to be my part of my
heart and my soul right throughout my lifetime. My
love for dogs has shaped my career path and my life - to
running a large boarding kennel, becoming an all breed
professional handler and then an AKC licensed judge,
while being able to share this fantastic journey with my
wonderful daughter, Geri. All of this was born from
the love of the Golden Retriever Breed. More so than
ever, since the death of my husband a few years ago, my
Goldens have provided great friendship, companionship
and love in return.

of

Each one of these people bred outstanding dogs, and
did it through their education and understanding of the
Breed Standard, knowing what direction they wanted
their breeding program to take, and researching and
detailing the pedigrees that would help them accomplish
their goals. And each made their own individual
contribution to the Golden Retriever Breed, for which
today’s breeders will be eternally grateful.

ph

There are a few people who, early on, had an impact on
how I decided to go about my own breeding program.
Jane Engelhard, of Cragmount Golden Retrievers, was
certainly a great example of someone being able to
continually produce great dogs based on solid pedigrees.
Jim and Connie Lee, of Rockgold Kennels in Illinois,
did a remarkable job on a smaller scale, through the use
of pedigree study and breeding of proper type. Ludell
and Richard Beckwith also emphasized the importance
of the pedigree and breeding type in their breeding
program.

Today, I am regularly referred to as a “fossil” but
if Golden enthusiasts really care about the Breed
they should find a mentor, listen carefully and learn
extensively. They should know and understand the
Breed Standard and what it really means to the Golden
Retriever Breed and its history. They should learn how
to really research and understand the pedigrees of their
dogs, as this is where there dogs came from and how
they, as breeders, will get to where they want to go with
the Golden Retriever Breed in the future.

or

Are there Golden Retriever breeders of the past that
have been influential in how you thought about your
own breeding program at Malagold?

without any assistance or guidance from anyone. I
recall Ludell not even “allowing” me to officially breed
my first litter of Golden Retriever puppies until I had
won a Specialty and gotten the experience under my
belt. Education is so important and I feel that it is quite
overlooked by many in the dog world.

M

actively breeding, they really studied the Breed, cared
deeply about what was being produced and bred some
very lovely dogs. We are very fortunate that these
two wonderful ladies are still heavily involved in the
educational aspect of our Breed. We need them!

y

And what about breeders of today who have had successes
while breeding on a smaller scale?

They are my life.
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There area number of breeders today that have had
some remarkable successes. For example, Linda Willard,
of Highmark Goldens, who had mentored under me,
has bred and owned multiple Group winning and
Specialty winning Goldens. Ken Matthews and Wayne
Miller, of Chuckanut Golden Retrievers, have also been
very successful in their breeding program, with a Best of
Breed win and Group 1 award at the 2006 Westminster
Kennel Club Dog Show. Additional Westminster
Kennel Club Best of Breed wins can be claimed in
recent years by the Toasty Goldens of Pamela and Jerry
Oxenberg.
All of these breeders have been very conscientious in
the study of the pedigrees of the dogs in their breeding
program, and their hard work shows in the successes
of the dogs owned and/or bred by each of them that
are campaigned in the show ring – generation after
generation.
Are there any words of advice you would like to give
people coming into the Breed?
I feel I was most fortunate to have had mentors such
as Ludell Beckwith and Pagey Elliott. These days,
breeders often feel that they can do it all straight away,
232

Famous American Golden Retriever Specialist Ludell Beckwith judging
Aust Gr Ch Coombehill Brae Roshen BIS at the Golden Retriever Club
of Qld (Australia) Specialty. Roshen was handled by the wife of Club
President Margaret McKittrick. Sadly both Ludell and Margaret passed
away too young.

“If music be the food of love,
then play on.”
William Shakespeare

BREED DEVELOPMENT

I’ve had a love affair with Golden Retrievers since I was
a small girl. I told my husband when we got married
that I wanted a whole bunch of Golden Retrievers.
Happily, that dream came true.
I was born and raised in Northern England in the
county of Yorkshire, near the world famous Boltby
Golden Retriever kennel. When kennel owner, Mrs.
Harrison, went to register the kennel name, it was
intended to be Holtby with an H which was the name
of the village where they were located. The name was
misread as starting with the letter B, and became known
as Boltby.
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My husband John was Canadian. We married there
in 1957, and then moved to the US in 1963. We
bought our first house and then it was finally time to
get a Golden. The ones I saw were actually nothing
like what I had grown up with, so we decided to look
into importing a male pup. In 1965, we saw an ad in

Not realizing the cards were stacked against us with a
British import, we decided to show him. He did quite
well and finished his championship under a well known
English judge, Percy Roberts. Then, we needed a bitch.
So, with my brother’s help in England; we luckily
contacted Elizabeth (Liz) Borrow, of Deerflite Kennels,
who owned our dog’s sire. I told her we wanted a bitch
that was strong enough to build a breeding program on.
She sent us Bracken, who became Ch Deerflite Sunset
CDX. I remember Liz said “If you don’t think she’s
good enough, you don’t have to pay for her.” Liz was

et

(Beaumaris USA)

Dogworld magazine from a Golden Retriever breeder
in Ireland, so I contacted her. She had a litter of ten,
seven of them males. We were to get the pick male. His
flight here was delayed as there was an airline strike on.
He arrived in a homemade crate at age 3 months. This
dog became Ch Leygore Munster Monarch UD. He
was a great dog and my husband’s constant companion
and hunting dog. He was good looking as well as an
excellent bird dog.

ph

Interview with Mrs Anne Bissett

or

SECTION 2:

Bellemount Formula by Boltby Nimble out of Contoul Cherokee, bred by Mr F Hayton and owned by Mr & Mrs Bissette. Photo courtesy of Mrs A Bissette.
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always there to help and guide us and her friendship has
been very important to me over the years.
While visiting the Windsor show in 1969, I fell in
love with Ch Bellemount Contoul Commanche and
introduced myself to his owner, Fred Hayton. The
following spring, he sent us a very special puppy,
Bellemount Formula. In those days, imports could
only be shown at AKC events in the Open class. We
entered him at his first show in May of 1971. He had

this dog who was so different to the American Goldens?

Bellemount Formula (Imp UK) and Deerflite Sunset CDX by
Raynesgold Rainaway out of Deerflite Highlight, bred by F E Borrow
owned by Mr & Mrs J Bissette.

ph

perfect, but what would an American judge make of

et

just turned a year old. We knew his structure was near

Luck was with us, as the judge was was Mrs Wm Harvey
the daughter of Theadore Rehm of Beverly Farms,

imported from England. We also entered our Deerflite
bitch. The judge, Mrs. Harvey, was very surprised to
find these two Goldens obviously imports from England

of

in Colorado. She said she loved the bitch but that she

M

Mr Rehm had various breeds, including Goldens

or

Massachusetts.

had to go with the young male as he was superb. We
didn’t know that her husband was also judging the

y

sporting group. He astounded us when he gave this

young male, a born showman – the Sporting Group!

Am Ch Beaumaris Miramichi Duran OS by Am Ch Beaulieu’s Line
Drive CDX OS out of Am Ch Beaumaris Aspen Hill Tessa OD, bred by
Mrs A Bissette owned by D Koopman.

rt

The buzz went around the show building – a Golden
Retriever, aged one year, at his very first AKC show,
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had won the Sporting Group! This same judge was
also the Best in Show judge. Our young superstar came
within a whisker of getting Best in Show, but the Kerry
Blue Terrier who had just won the Terrier Group at the
prestigious Westminster show took the honours. Sadly
the dog was only bred once and never received the final
single point that would have made him a Champion.
This was our start in breeding quality Golden Retrievers.
Over the years, Beaumaris Goldens produced more
than 20 champions, some becoming both American
and Canadian champions. Sadly, my husband died in
1990 and I moved back to the city from our home in
the mountains. This was the end of twenty years of
Beaumaris Goldens. I currently enjoy the company
of Surrey, aged 9, and Wren, aged 10, both English
imports.
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Am Ch Beaumaris Aspen Hill Tessa OD by Beaumaris Knightcap CD
out of Gold Coast Golden Sandstorm CD, bred by J D McCrimmon
owned by Mrs A Bissette.

BREED DEVELOPMENT

(Birnam Wood USA)

Some of the early dogs I admired were only from
photographs in GRCA Yearbooks. They were long
gone by the time I saw their photos, but there was a
general type to them: Ch Gilder’s Wingra Beau, Can Ch
Jack O’Pinebrook Farms, Eng Ch Deremar Rosemary
- pretty heads, good proportions, deep bodies, lovely
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My journey into Golden Retrievers began in 1966,
when I purchased a female from a newspaper ad.
After receiving some nice scores obtaining her Novice
obedience title, I began to seriously study her pedigree
and contacted Howard and Marcia Henderson of
Duckdown fame to breed to one of their stars. What a
lucky break that was. I ended up buying a young male
that became my first Champion and the sire of my first
litter. More importantly, a friendship developed from
this relationship that cemented my early beliefs about
the Breed. The Hendersons were tremendous mentors
because they encouraged me to think outside the box,
set my goals high and consider only the best dogs for
breeding/showing.

I also feel I was fortunate to meet and later marry
Bill Feeney because he brought those same values
to our dogs and breeding program. Over the years
Bill and I have made friendships with so many other
breeders across the U.S. and I feel the mentoring
process and exchange of information between us has
been invaluable. I would also mention Laura Ellis
Kling (Laurell), Rhonda Hovan (Faera), Beth Johnson
(Summit), Berna Welch (Pebwin), etc., as breeders like
ourselves who have developed a distinguishable line of
Goldens that have been very successful in the ring.

et

Interview with
Sylvia Donahey-Feeney

ph

SECTION 2:

Am Ch Asterling’s Buster Keaton OS by Am Ch Birnam Wood’s Mountin’ Ash OS out of BISS BIS Am Can Ch Amberac’s Asterling Aruba OD SDHF,
bred by M Burke owned by W J Feeney & daughter Ch Kindred Sun River Esprit OD by Am Ch Asterling’s Buster Keaton OS out of Ch Kachina’s Top
Secret GRCA OD, bred by J Lystra & B Splittgerber owned by S Donahey & W Feeney. Photo courtesy of Mrs S Donahey-Feeney.
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We have been extremely fortunate in the show ring
over the years. One of my most favorite Best in Shows
had to be the Houston Kennel Club in 1984 with
Brooke. At the time it was the largest indoor dog show
in the country (over 3,000) and all the top ranked dogs
were in competition. That win came from the great
judge Derek Rayne and it meant a lot to me that he
found Brooke worthy that day. Brooke was BOB at
the National in 1983 and the #1 Golden in the US in
1984. She also won BOB and Group 2 at Westminster.
Her entire specials career was done on a shoestring and
entirely owner handled. Blue was the #2 Golden in
1992 and won several JAMs at National Specialties.
We won WD and WB at the 1994 National Specialty
with a litter brother and sister out of Ace. Gibson won
WD/BOW at the 2006 National from the Bred-By
class that was an exciting and emotional win. Gibson
was ranked the #1 male for 2008. Jeeves followed up
Gibson’s National win in 2007 at the National Specialty
in Seattle going WD/BOW from Bred-By Exhibitor.

or

There have been so many favorite Goldens over the
years that we have owned; each one was special and is
remembered with great fondness: DJ, Ace, Brooke,
Blue, Esprit, Maggie, Frankie, Allie, Toad, Ruby, Ruler,
Haley, Gibson - there are too many to name.

written by Bev Brown (Lochinvar). The article explained
what an “English” Golden is and why Goldens look
so different in various parts of the world. It featured
many photos of early Goldens (both English, American,
European and Canadian). In looking at those photos I
couldn’t help but notice that today’s American Golden
more closely resembles the very early Goldens that
Dudley Marjoribanks was developing in overall shape
and outline than do the current day UK/European
Goldens pictured. In general, I feel the American
dogs resemble more closely the beginning type of
Marjoribanks more athletic-looking dogs. Oh sure, one
might argue that the Americans have gone overboard
on grooming, but that still doesn’t change what’s
underneath the hair.

M

neck blend into topline - they all had that in common.
Later in the flesh I was especially fond of some of the
Misty Morn Sunset get and especially Ch Autumn
Lodge’s Mister Zap CD** and his get. We’ve based
our breeding program weaving in and out of those
bloodlines. It was always exciting to go to National
Specialties back then and see dogs like Charlie, Sammy,
True Bear and the Kachina dogs in competition.

Am Ch Birnam Wood’s Toad You So OD by Lovejoy’s Catch Me if you
Cancan SDHF Am & Can OS out of Am Ch Goodtimes Raining
Comets OD, bred by S Donahey and W Feeney owned by S Donahey and
J Chaffin.
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Of course, the Breed has changed in the U.S. since I
first began participating - and for the better I might add.
When I began, Breed type was all over the scale. There
were a lot of very tall, red dogs, rears were a problem
more than fronts (imagine that!), there was too much
slope to the croup, heads with longer muzzles that
tapered, foot shape and tightness varied, and on and on.
Today the Breed is more uniform with better balanced
dogs, better toplines, softer expressions (I rarely see a
lighter eye in the Breed ring, whereas years ago I did).
When you see a Golden today, there is no question it
is a Golden Retriever, whereas years ago because of the
size and deep red colour, many were initially mistaken
for Setters. Part of that could be the Breed’s popularity,
but to my eye Goldens today typically look more alike
than they did 40 years ago.
There was an interesting comparison of the Breed
from the early years to modern-day English, European,
Canadian and American Goldens in a recent article,
“What Exactly Is An ‘English’ Golden Retriever?”
published in the GRNews, March-April 2009, and
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Am Ch Birnam Wood’s Daring Greatly by Am & Can Ch Karagold
Kruz’ n Coast T’Coast OS SDHF out of Am Ch Birnam Wood’s
Expedia.com OD, bred by S Donahey & W Feeney owned by S Leese &
S Donahey.

BREED DEVELOPMENT

Interview with Mr Jeffrey Pepper
(Pepperhill USA)
What do you feel is of greatest importance in our Breed?
Of greatest importance is a well balanced dog which
carries all the attributes spelled out in the Breed having
no specific emphasis on any one area at the expense
of another. In the USA there is a tendency to focus
more on movement at the expense of Breed type. In a
nutshell maintain type.

et

What year did you obtain your first Golden? Can you
tell us something about how this came about and what
your first Golden was like please?

or

ph

In 1968 I was seeing a lady (who turned out to be
my wife) who had a Golden Retriever and I decided
that I had to have one. My first Golden was obtained
through a vet who is no longer with us named Irene
Kraft. She referred me to a litter and I purchased a
puppy for $150. Luckily for me, this dog was well bred
from a champion sire and a well bred bitch. I started in
obedience because I wanted a dog that paid attention.
For practice I entered a Sanction show and someone saw
my Golden doing obedience and mentioned to me that
he was pretty and as it was only $1 to enter, I should
enter him in the conformation show at the same time.
My dog took Best in Trial and Best in Show and I was
hooked. My first point show was the National Specialty
in 1972. This dog’s name was Am Ch Sir Richard of
Fleetwood.

of

I appreciate this question about acknowledging
Golden enthusiasts who are no longer with us. As an
editor, I would love to have a few hours to interview
so many breeders of the past - starting with Dudley
Marjoribanks. I have read many articles where the
author opines as fact Marjoribanks’ intentions when
he began to develop the Breed - among other topics
I’d ask him exactly what he was after, what he was
willing to sacrifice and if he thought he had achieved
his goals. Authors refer to the loving, family-dog type
of temperament Marjoribanks intended to breed, but
I’ve never read anything that confirmed this. I suspect
he was after a biddable gun dog and the loving, family
dog was a lucky bonus. I’d be very interested in hearing
his thoughts about modern-day Goldens and it would
be fascinating to attend a Field Trial or Hunt Test and
hear what he thinks about the working ability of our
Goldens. OK, that would take more than a few hours.
As an aside to this question, I purchased several dogrelated books from a bookstore in Glasgow, Scotland.
They were from the library at Guisachan. One was
inscribed as a gift from Edward Marjoribanks in 1861;
both books bear the green and gold foil seal of Dudley
C. Marjoribanks on the inside cover. In one was a page
bookmarked with a scrap of paper on “blisters.” Blisters
were a poultice that was applied to wounds, open sores
and even tumors. It is remarkable to hold a book in
my hands that was once used as a reference tool by the
Breed’s founder.

M

SECTION 2:
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I’d enjoy talking with Ralph and Ben Boalt along with
Reinhard Bischoff to hear their perspective on the Breed
today. I always enjoyed talking with Anne Rogers Clark
about dogs, and especially loved it when she would
find a good Golden in some other part of the world
and share her “find.” She was passionate about all dogs
and when she found a great one, she reveled in sharing
the information. The incomparable Pagey Elliott was
another enthusiast who brought so much to the table
when she spoke about dogs, or anything else for that
matter. I always felt I could soak up information just
sitting in the same room with her. I would be remiss not
to mention Tamie Thomas (Windance Goldens) who
was tragically killed in a car accident a few years back.
Tamie lived in Alaska and we mostly enjoyed a long
distance telephone relationship. She was so enthusiastic
about the Breed and wanted to learn as much as
anyone was willing to share with her. Tamie always saw
the positive in dogs and was a unique individual. She
travelled around the country visiting many breeders and
their dogs. She was instrumental in several high profile
breedings for which she never received credit. I highly
valued her opinion and miss her very much.

Nothing new in the advice department: work hard, learn
everything possible, keep an open mind, set goals and
regroup as needed.

Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing? And more recently?
I particularly admired Ch Sunset’s Happy Duke. He
was the sire of Ch Misty Morn’s Sunset and Cummings’
Gold-Rush Charlie. At that stage, Charlie had not got
his title but I was so impressed with him that I went to
his breeder and bought a bitch, a full sister to Charlie.
She was my foundation bitch and her name was
Ch Cummings Dame Pepperhill.
Dogs I have admired in recent years are Am Ch Sassafras
Battry’s Not Incld (Ready) Am & Can Ch Rush Hills
Haagen Dazs CDX (Kirby) and Am & Can Ch OTCH
Highmark Mirasol Once A Knight (Yogi).
Who were your mentors in the early years?
Rachel Page Elliott, Edward (Ted) Cider and
Lynn H Cummings.
You have consistently bred many beautiful dogs over
the years. Can you please tell us something about your
beautiful Goldens?
Ch Pepperhill East Point Airily: She was beautifully put
together, typey, pretty, an outstanding mover and just
loved to show Ch Pepperhill Yankee O’Goldmark: - had
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The older breeders have experience in areas such as
which lines don’t work with others. The great breeders
over the years have maintained a stability of style which
is identifiable as coming from their kennel. They do not
just use the current winning dog. It is interesting that
when you speak to the big (top) breeders they often
all have similar opinions on many issues. And this is
without any collusion.

I have judged throughout Asia, South America, USA
and Canada, being approved to judge all Gundogs
nearly all the Hounds plus Cavaliar King Charles
Spaniels.

of

Are there some breeders and friends in the Breed who
are no longer with us or involved who you would like to
acknowledge?

et

What are scarce are people who have been in the Breed
for a long time. Nowadays there are less people with a
lot of experience around the Dog World.

I have been President of the Dog Judge’s Association
for 5 or 6 years and on the Board for over 20 years. I’ve
been heavily involved with education. I have been Vice
President of the Eastern Regional GRC of America, was
on the Board for two years and have been the Gazette
correspondent for ten years. I am also a Founder and
treasurer of Take the Lead, whose members have a
life threatening or terminal illness. We raise funds
from donations, raffles and through events conducted
throughout the country. Money goes towards paying
hospital and insurance bills for members. In excess of
one and a half million has been distributed to members
which remains completely confidential. Breed Clubs and
Dog Food companies have offered strong support, in
particular Pedigree and the Westminster Kennel Club.

ph

I have admired Henric Fryckstand’s Goldens. There are
also many breeders in the UK but I would prefer not to
name them just in case I miss someone out which would
be upsetting. So I shall leave it at that.

or

Which others breeders dogs around the world do you
admire?

The book you wrote on the Breed is extremely well
known having been reprinted five times to date. Besides
being an author, you also been heavily involved in
the administrative and judging side of the dog world
over the years. Can you tell us something about your
involvement please?

M

a stunning head piece, was very well put together and
also threw well. He is from a line of 13 consecutive
outstanding sires.

Travelling the world I see two separate models. The
first is the English type which generally encompasses
UK, Europe, Australia and New Zealand. The second
type is what we are seeing increasingly more of and that
is the American type which can be found in America,
Canada, and the Asian countries. The Breed appears
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Obviously the first would be Pagey-Elliott with
Featherquest. In addition Marilu Seamons of Golden
Pines, Reinhard Bischoff of Lorelei Kennels and
George Flinn Jnr from Tigathoe Kennels who was
involved with both field and showing

Stud - GRCA National 1984. Am & Can Ch Pepperhill’s Basically Bear OS by BISS Am & Can Ch Gold-Rush’s Great Teddy Bear OS SDHF out of
Am Ch Cummings Dame Pepperhill OD, bred and owned by B & J Pepper, Am & Can Pepperhill Yankee O’Goldtrak OS by Am & Can Ch Pepperhill’s
Basically Bear OS out of Goldtrak Charlie’s L’L Angel CD and Am & Can Ch Pepperhill Travelin Bear CDX Can CD by Am & Can Ch Pepperhill’s
Basically Bear OS out of Am & Can Ch Russo’s Pepperhill Poppy SDHF OD, bred by Mr & Mrs J Pepper and owned by P Platoff and Mr & Mrs Pepper.
Photo courtesy of Mr J Pepper.
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SECTION 2:

Am & Can Ch Pepperhill Yankee O'Goldtrak (1981) by Am & Can Ch Pepperhill’s Basically Bear (OS) out of Goldtrak Charlie’s L’L Angel CD bred by
S L Hall owned by J & B Pepper & A T Hall. Photo courtesy of Mr J Pepper.
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to be mushrooming in Japan, Hong Kong, Thailand,
Malaysia, Singapore and even India.

Do you feel our Goldens are currently being trimmed
and groomed excessively?

Do you feel All Breed judges and Breed Specialists judge
differently?

It is interesting in that in the UK they tend to trim
more and in the USA they tend to groom more. It is
impossible to be able to gauge the correct coat texture
if the coat is full of product and has been blow dried
producing a soft open coat.

et

What needs attention, but no more now than in the
past, are fronts.

or

ph

Often heads are an issue, with many lacking in back
skull, having small and incorrectly shaped eyes and
finer heads like those of flat coats. They can tend to
be short in muzzle (ie. length as opposed to width)
thereby giving a cute but less than functional foreface.
Increasingly, shorter legged dogs are being shown in the
USA.
Can you give some advice for enthusiasts coming into
the Breed in the future?
The most important advice I can give is to find a
mentor. Someone who has a deep knowledge and
understanding of the Breed, not just someone who
has a winning dog at the time.

of

Do you believe that the history of the Golden which states
there is no evidence to suspect that there is any Russian
Retriever blood is strictly correct?

Are there features of our Breed in the USA which you
feel need particular attention at present?

M

It is of utmost importance that when judging the
Golden, a generic yellow showdog is not glorified,
thereby showing no consideration for Breed type and
structure. In the USA at the present time there is an
overemphasis on winning with sometimes a complete
disregard for the Golden’s correct make and shape.
One can see a similar trend in the Asian countries. We
are finding more and more generic dogs which are
flashy but are not of good type. They often have flat,
triangular shaped heads with little back-skull and big
ears. Dogs which are big winners in the annual points
tally often are unable to win under a Breed Specialist
(although some Breed Specialists do actually judge
like All Breed judges.) I recall one year I was judging
a Specialty Show which was followed by an All Breed
Show the next day. A particular dog did not enter the
Specialty Show under me because the owner knew he
would not be able to win. However, the next day under
a poodle judge he took BOB and Best Exhibit in Group.

13 GENERATIONS OF OS
Title

Yes, however the whole story may probably never be
accurately known. To complicate matters further, some
dog breeds in the 18th Century were often called by
different names than they are today.

y
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Culham Brass (1904)
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The Breed Standard is not a blueprint. It is an
architect’s concept of what the Breed should look like.
An architect is not a draftsman. There should be no
rulers.

Title

Nero

Do you feel the Breed has changed for the better in the
USA over the years?
No, I don’t feel the Breed is better now. There are
several different venues of competition which are
causing splits in the Breed. In agility more of the border
collie type is required. To compete in the field against
the Labrador breeders are looking for more speed. In
obedience something different again is required. And in
the showring a glamorous coat and bulk and an atypical
gundog movement is often strived for. I feel that what is
happening is a great shame. We are starting to lose the
essence of the Golden Retriever and creating a mongrel.
Taking away the uniqueness of our Breed is deplorable.
One must always be able to look at a dog and know
immediately that the dog is a Golden. If I am sitting in
my car and I can only see its head and no colour because
of whatever reason I must still know the Breed.

Name of Dog

Culham Copper (1908)
Culham Tip (1913)
Eng Dual Ch

Balcombe Boy (1919)

Can Ch

Foxbury Peter
Speedwell Nimrod (1925)
Speedwell Reuben (1927)

FC

Rip FDHF (1935)

OS

Michael of Woodend (1939)

OS

Am Dual Ch

Stilrovin Rip's Pride (1941)

OS

Am Ch

Lorelei's Golden Rip (1946)

OS

Am Ch

Lorelei's Marshgrass Rebel DDHF (1947)

OS

Am Ch

Nerrissida's Finderne Folly II SDHF (1953)

OS

Am Ch

Finderne's Gold Cloud of Kent SDHF (1957)

OS

Am Ch

Cramount's Peter SDHF (1959)

OS

Am Ch

Sunset's Happy Duke (1964)

OS

Am/Can/Bda
Ch

Cummings' Gold-Rush Charlie SDHF (1970)

OS

Am/Can Ch

Gold-Rush's Great Teddy Bear SDHF (1974)

OS

Am/Can

Pepperhill's Basically Bear (1976)

OS

Am/Can

Pepperhill's Yankee O'Goldtrak (1981)

OS
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AUSTRALIAN ROYAL/SPECIALTY
WINNERS IN THE 1960S

Name of Dog

TABLE 2.8.11

Royal

Specialty

Total/
Gr Total

Title

AUSTRALIAN ROYAL/SPECIALTY
WINNERS IN THE 1960S

Name of Dog

Royal

Specialty

Total/
Gr Total

Leoline Golden
Cheri-Rani

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Leoline Golden Cleo

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Leoline Golden Leonie

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Leoline Golden Mark

2

0

2

Aust Ch

Leoline Golden Rajah

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Molyneux Golden Casia

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Oak Pride

Aust Ch

Pyton Viking Lad

2 (3)

Aust Ch

Rowangold MacGregor

1

3

Aust Ch

3

0

3

Aust Ch

Edmay Day Dawn

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Edmay Donna

4

0

Aust Ch

Elmridge Hugo

1

Aust Ch

Fairholm Jewel (imp NZ)

5

Aust Ch

Alresford Major (Imp UK)

2

0

2

Aust Ch

Alys Waterwitch

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Anbria Sands (Imp UK)

1

1

2

Aust Ch

Bindarra Golden Duke

2

0

2

Aust Ch

Bonnie Annabelle

2

0

2 (4)

Aust Ch

Bonspiel Rajah

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Brackendale Troon

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Broadmire Muffin
(Imp UK)

2

0

Aust Ch

Castiewood Suzyanna

2

Aust Ch

Edmay Brandy

Aust Ch

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

Santamaria Rossgold

1

0

1

Santamaria Therese

2

0

2 (4)

ph
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4

Santamaria Zita

0

1

1

4

Aust Ch

Storm of Sundials
(Imp UK)

1

0

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Strelyna Sun Ranger

1

0

1

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Sundials Aquila

0

1

1

Aust Ch

Glennessa Seahawk of
Stenbury (Imp UK)

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Sundials Cinnamon

2

0

2

Goldenheath Madonna
CDX

Aust Ch

Sundials Epigram CDX

1

0

1

Aust Ch

2

1

Aust Ch

Sweetwater Courage

0

1

1 (2)

Aust Ch

Gunwalloe Patricia

1

0

Aust Ch

2

0

2

Aust Ch

Gunwalloe Woodruff CD

0

1

1

Taumac Golden
Marksman

Aust Ch

Taumac Golden Nectar

5

1

6

Aust Ch

Iris of Essendene (Imp
UK)

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Tick Tock Reddy

2

1

3 (4)

Aust Ch

Jannani Glengold

1

1

Aust Ch

Tyndrum Golden Yarra

1

0

1

of

Aust Ch

M

Alinig Golden Luke

et

Aust Ch

Aust Ch

3 (9)
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1

0

Karadoc Challenge

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Wai-iti Maori Rangitata

2

0

2

Aust Ch

Karadoc Christopher

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Wai-iti Sugar Candy

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Karadoc Gaiety Girl

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Whyt House Rip

5

0

5

***

There are 7 Royals in the 1960s where results are not
available

Pr
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Aust Ch

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Bobbie

2

0

2

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Cameron

0

1

1

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Caprice

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Charming CD

1

1

2

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Fair Sky

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Karrara

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Kyva

2

1

3

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Sallie

1

0

1

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Skipper UD

5

0

5

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Sweet Corn
CDX

0

1

1

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Twinkle

2

0

2 (3)

Aust Ch

Lantana Honey Flower

2

0

2

Aust Ch Alinig Golden Luke by Aust Ch Kyvalley Kyva out of Malann
Lassie, bred by Mrs Onions owned by Mr & Mrs Marshall.
Photo courtesy of Mr & Mrs Marshall.
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TABLE 2.8.12
Gender

Title

AAUSTRALIAN ALL BREEDS BIS WINNERS IN THE 1960s
Name of Dog

Sire

Dam

Breeder

Owner

Aust Ch

Bindarra Golden
Czar

Ledora Golden Flare

Ibex Golden Kym

Mrs S J Holmes

H George

Male

Aust Ch

Everglow Royal
Purdy

Aust Ch Glennessa
Seahawk of Stenbury
(Imp UK)

Ch Kyvalley Miss
Muffet

Mrs B Burton

Mrs B Stewart

Female

Aust Ch

Goldenheath
Madonna CDX

Ch Kyvalley Kyva

Madonna of Yeo (Imp
UK)

Mr & Mrs C Hughes

K Bright & B Westbury

Male

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Bobbie

Ch Kyvalley Kyva

Ch Bonspiel Goldlint

Mr R Philp

Mr A Pickering

Male

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Cameron

Ch Kyvalley Kyva

Ch Kyvalley Fairsky

Mr R Philp

Mr & Mrs K Webber

Female

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Charming
CD

Ch Kyvalley Kyva

Ch Leoline Golden
Leonie

Mr R Philp

Mr & Mrs F Hession

Male

Aust Ch

Kyvalley
Watergleam

Aust Ch Glennessa
Seahawk of Stenbury
(Imp UK)

Ch Bonspiel Goldlint

Mr R Philp

Female

Aust Ch

Oak Pride

Ch Kyvalley Skipper AOC

Male

Aust Ch

Wildheart Wenan
UD

Ch Kyvalley Kyva

Male

Aust Ch

Pebbleridge Dusty
Gold

Aust Ch Glennessa
Seahawk of Stenbury
(Imp UK)

ph

Miss J O'Dea

Mrs S Hartley

Mr K Petersen

Mrs A E Bridgford

Mr & Mrs R R Bridgford

Pr
op
e
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M

Taumac Gold Flicka

Mr & Mrs E H Phillipson

Mr Brian Nelson

or

Ch Whyte House Rip
AOC
Ch Kyvalley Sweet
Corn CDX

et

Male

Aust Ch Storm of Sundials (Imp UK) by Hawk Of Essendene out of Susan of Oakengrove, bred by Mrs R Smith owned by Mr G M & Mrs K Ledingham.

“Sonny boy, if it slopes it ain’t a Golden” Mr Fred Parsons (Torrdale UK)
to Mr Roger Bridgford (Taumac Australia) at Australia’s first
Golden Retriever Specialty in NSW in 1964.”
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TABLE 2.8.13
Title
Aust Ch

BREED DEVELOPMENT

AUSTRALIAN SIRES BORN IN THE 1960s BY NUMBER OF CHAMPIONS
Name of dog

Sire

Dam

Breeder

Owner

No of
Chs

Year of
Birth

Broadmire Muffin (Imp UK)

Styxland Toreador

Butterwyck Western
Salute

Unknown

Mrs C Smith

11

1963

Byxfield Lindys Golden
Gleam (Imp UK)

Eng Ch Synspur Lunik
JW

Eng Ch Lindys Olivia

Mrs
R Anderson

Mr & Mrs
R Marshall

15

1969

Camrose Cabus Christopher Ch Camrose Tallyrand of
Cabus Boltby Charmer
(by AI)*
Anbria

Mrs Z Moriarty Mrs J Tudor

10

1967

Aust Ch

Glennessa Seahawk of
Stenbury (Imp UK)

Glennessa Crofter of
Empshott

Waterminx of Stenbury

Mrs E Minter

Mrs A Spanswick

12

1964

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Jason

Ch Glennessa Seahawk
of Stenbury (Imp UK)

Glennessa Waterwillow
of Stenbury

Mr R Philp

Mrs D Hutcheson

16

1968

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Watergleam

Ch Glennessa Seahawk
of Stenbury (Imp UK)

Ch Bonspiel of Goldglint

Mr R Philp

Mr & Mrs EJ &
HA Phillipson

Aust Ch

Wildheart Wenan UD

Ch Kyvaley Kyva

Ch Kyvalley Sweet Corn
CDX

Mrs S Hartley

Aust Ch

Gunwalloe Woodruff CD

Ch Bonspiel Rajah

Kyvalley Woodbine

Mrs
M E Seaman

et

Eng Ch

1967

K Petersen

17

1966

Capt & Mrs
NWJ Sullivan

10

1962

y

of

M

or

ph

12
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Aust Ch Everglow Royal Purdy by Aust Ch Glennessa Seahawk Of Stenbury
out of Aust Ch Kyvalley Miss Muffet, bred by Mrs B Burton owned by
Mrs B Stewart. Photo courtesy of Mrs J Chaplin.

Aust Ch Tick Tock Reddy by Aust Ch Gunwalloe Woodruff CD out of
Aust Ch Bonspiel Joy, bred by Mrs G Tickell owned by Capt & Mrs Sullivan.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Sullivan.

Byxfield Lindys Golden Gleam (Imp UK) by Eng Ch Synspur Lunik JW
out of Eng Ch Lindys Olivia, bred by Mrs R Anderson owned by Mr & Mrs
R Marshall. Photo by Trafford.

“Feet I feel need attention, quite a few seem to be thin padded and spreading
rather than tight, round and high knuckled to give shock absorbing
and staying resilience.”
Mrs Stonex (Dorcas UK) Bournemouth September 1968
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TABLE 2.8.14
Sire

AUSTRALIAN DAMS BORN IN THE 1960s BY NUMBER OF CHAMPIONS
Name of Dog

Sire

Dame

Breeder

Owner

No Chs

Year of
Birth

Aust Ch

Leoline Golden Leonie

Ch Kyvalley Kyva

Aust Ch Debutante of
Silver Peaks

Mrs V Reid

Mrs V Reid

11

1962

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Golden Ellana

Ch Kyvalley Kyva

Ch Leonie Golden Leonie

Mr R Philp

Mr & Mrs
J Wilson

7

1968

Aust Ch

Stmalo Brandy Mei Ling

Ch Kyvalley Cameron

Rowjangri Princess

Mr C & Miss
K Dawkings

Mr & Mrs Brown

6

1969

J&J Shanks

Mrs N Bolton

6

1968

Mrs E Minter

R & S Macindoe

5

1964

Aust Ch
Aust Ch

Ch Golden Nicholas of
Yeo (Imp UK)

Ch Kapriconian Dhailene
CDX
Glennessa Waterwillow of
Waterlaughter of
Waterwizard of Stenbury
Stenbury (Imp UK)
Stenbury
Palkorra Queen CDX

Gunwalloe Patricia

Kyvalley Prince

Kyvalley Woodbine

Mrs M E
Seaman

Mrs R Feast then
Mrs S & Miss
D Lee

5

1963

Aust Ch

Kyvalley Sweet Corn CDX

Ch Kyvalley Kyva

Ch Bonspiel Goldglint

Mr R Philp

Mrs S Hartley

5

1964

Aust Ch

Oaklodge Daydream

Ch Alinig Golden Duke

Everglow Merrie Mandy

Mr & Mrs
R Marshall

5

1969

Rowjangri Princess

Ch Elmridge Hugo

Ch Rowangold Cindy

Mr & Mrs
R Marshall
Mr & Mrs
Karl Webber

Mr C Dawkings

5

1966

Santamaria Zita

Ch Gunwalloe Woodruff
CD

Ch Gunwalloe Patricia

5

1966

ph

or
Mrs R Feast

Mrs R Feast then
Mrs S & Miss
D Lee
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M

Aust Ch

et

Aust Ch

Aust Ch Gunwalloe Woodruff CD by Aust Ch Bonspiel Rajah out of
Kyvalley Woodbine, bred by Mrs M E Seaman owned by N W J &
Mrs S Sullivan.

Aust Ch Palkorra Queen CDX by Aust Ch Golden Nicholas of Yeo Aust CD
out of Aust Ch Kapricornian Dhailene Aust CDX, bred by J & J Shanks
owned by Mrs N Bolton.

Aust Ch Kyvalley Watergleam by Aust Ch Glennessa Seahawk Of Stenbury
Kyvalley Golden Ellana by Aust Ch Kyvalley Kyva out Aust Ch Leoline
(Imp UK) out of Aust Ch Bonspeil Gold Glint, bred by Mr R Philp owned by Golden Leonie, bred by Mr R Philp owned by J & B Wilson.
E J & H A Phillipson.
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Although we had intended to buy a dog puppy, this selfpossessed little female caught our eyes and came home
with us, and we settled on “Shani” as her pet name.
She was our much loved companion at home and on
holidays for many years.

During the early sixties Goldens were still few and far
between, so choice of dogs I admired was somewhat
limited. Obviously “ Ch Alresford Major” was top of
my list at that time. I liked his “Englishness” and as
temperament was always most important to me he
would have to be mentioned. Alan Robertson’s
“Ch Castiewood Suzyanna” was another to be admired.
She was a showy bitch and always appeared to be in

rt

y

of

When circumstances turned my husband’s thoughts
to the future and a possible re-settling overseas, my
immediate concern was for Shani. Horror stories of
neglect on ships carrying pets to foreign shores were
published in the daily newspapers. Air transport for pets
had not yet begun and the ship on which the family was
to travel had ruled out pets, so what could we do? Who
knows what may have happened had it not been for the
request from a dear friend who had known and loved
Shani for many years, who asked whether we would
agree to her sharing her home with our lass and giving
her the love and care that she required. Well, what more
could we ask for, so plans were made and in due course
we set sail for Australia. I must add, after an extremely
tearful farewell to our Golden lass, on the maiden
voyage of the TV “Fairstar” in late May 1964.

et

Our first Golden Retriever was bred by Mrs Withall
of Kingfishereach Kennels in the County of Sussex
in Southern England. Her name was “ Kingfisher
Claire.” Her sire was “Battenropie Kim” and her
dam “Kingfishereach Tea Rose”. Behind them were
the names of famous kennels of the time – “Dorcas”
“Stenbury”, “ Rosecott” and “Westley”. Her date of
birth was 30th August 1956.

ph

(Strelyn, Australia)

Her name was “Jannani Jedda” and she was born on
30 December 1963. Her sire was “Whythouse Comet”
owned by Mr L Pithie, her dam “ Taumac Golden
Trilby”, bred by Taumac kennels. Needless to say, our
introduction to the show ring at the Royal was not a
success and our daughter came out of the showring
vowing never to show a dog again. Well, it had been
the first time for dog and handler, so what else could
you expect? We were met at ringside by Mr Pithie who,
having given the once over to our pup, encouraged us
to try again at competitions to gain the much-needed
experience of handling for the show ring. So taking his
advise I became a handler and gradually enjoyed some
success and by January 1967 “ Shanda” had become our
first Australian Champion.

or

Interview with Mrs Rose Odell

M
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After weeks of luxurious idleness and some trauma on
the high seas it was back to basics and the need to find
accommodation and jobs, and trying to settle in the new
country. We were certainly not in an enjoyable situation.
We wanted a proper home where we could spread out
and I needed a dog. I had no incentive to walk along
empty streets feeling self-conscious and lonely, but it
seemed that Golden Retrievers were not easy to come
by. Phone calls did not achieve results and letters were
rarely replied to. Then just as I was about to give up on
finding another Golden a reply came from a breeder in
that area who had a six month old bitch pup she wanted
to place. However, our joy was somewhat dimmed
when told that this pup had been entered at the Royal
Melbourne Show 1964, and we could only have her
if we promise to “show” her. We discovered that the
Show was just a few weeks away and had not a clue on
what was expected of us. What to do? Well, we badly
wanted this pup so had to find out in quick time, so our
promised was made and in due course she was collected
on arrival at Spencer Street Station and training began
for us and our new pup.

Wahgunyah Chippie by Chelsea True Range out of Manyung Bonnie
bred by Mrs Barrett owned by Mr Powles. Photo courtesy of GRCV.
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With each passing year the list of breeders of Goldens
grows longer and one wonders how many know the
names of the few personalities who were familiar with
our Breed before the formation of the Club. Mr Lee
Pithie has already been named. John Tombs and wife
Greta were great supporters of anyone or anything that
would help promote the Breed. Bill and Glad Mitchell,
Alan and Lorraine Robertson – Alan was the Club’s
First Secretary. Mrs Norma Johnson and daughters,
Coralea and Marilynn, Len Broom and wife Yvonne –
always ready to lend a hand. I could go on but many
of those early breeders are not now with us. The KCC
gave official recognition of the formation of the Golden
Retriever Club of Victoria in early 1967.

Pr
op
e
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It would be easy to say that all the Goldens we bred
were favourites, because they were “family” but I had
a particular soft spot for “Ch Strelyna Sun Ranger”,
who gained his first Challenge at the Adelaide Royal
Show in 1968, a few days before his first birthday. Sired
by Major (Ch Alresford Major) and out of our Shanda
(Ch Jannani Jedda) he was a true Golden in colouring
and temperament, and in the show ring would stand
as he had been set up, to allow the judge to pass his
hands over him without a twitch. In time, husband
Reg took over his ring handling and saw him gain
more challenges to his title. A later litter produced
Ch Strelyna Sea Witch” – pet name “Suva” – her sire
being “Tantalus St John”, an English dog who arrived
with owners Ivan and Maureen Filsell to settle in this
country. He was not shown a great deal but with Anbria
and Camrose behind him he was a welcome addition
to the stud dog pool. Suva was lighter in colour than
half brother Ranger, with a temperament no-one could
fault. She produced another favourite by Ch Calrossie
of Westley (Imp UK) in our “Ch Strelyna Spring
Rebel”. Seamus was quite a character with a wonderful

With the formation of the Golden Retriever Club of
Victoria and the increase of Golden owners, new names
appeared in Show catalogues with overseas breeding
lines. I have already mentioned “Ch Calrossie of
Westley”, who had introduced new English names into
our pedigrees.” Ch Lawnwoods Love a Lot”,
“Ch Noravon Otto Goldtreve”, “Ch Tasvane Charles
Henry”, a few others names of established English
breeding behind them, and then along came Strathraer
Nordic Star imported in whelp from Finland and a
mixture of English and Scandinavian blood lines behind
him, I liked him a lot. He was a good type, but used
selectively at stud.

or

There was so much to learn about with regards to the
show ring and handling and, at that time, the only
available books covering aspects of the Golden Retriever
were by English authors, so help and advice offered by
Mr Pithie and Alan Robertson was much appreciated.
There were other Golden owners of course whose
friendship was treasured, as was their knowledge of ring
procedure.

personality and thought everyone was his friend. I could
fill the page with the names of favourites, for it was
usual to retain at least one pup from each litter, who
stayed with us as long as they lived.

M

excellent coat and was to produce a quality type in her
pups. “Calrossie of Westley” from the UK, became the
centre of attention as time passed, lighter in colour
but an upright lad and certainly a dog to draw one’s
attention. This is not to say that I didn’t admire my own
dogs which were equal to any others that were being
shown.

Aust Ch Alresford Major(Imp UK) by Alresford Illustrious out of Wakefield
Girl, bred by Mrs Pilkington owned by Mr L Pithie.
Photo courtesy of GRCV.
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Thirty years prior to that date in early 1937 the first
Golden Retriever to land in this country arrived - at
least that was the earliest date to be found in records
discovered in the archives of the Kennel Control
Council of Victoria. These documents were the
pedigrees of the two Golden Retrievers that had
arrived in this country during that year. They were a
male named “Grakle of Tone” bred by Miss NewtonDeakin of Dorset England whelped 1 April 1937 and

Sandra Patterson handling Woodbuff at Melbourne.
Photo courtesy of Mrs S Sullivan.
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It is difficult to determine the year in which Golden
Retrievers were first introduced to Australia as no record
of registration can be found prior to 1937; however,
it has been written that a dog and bitch were brought
back from England by a returning land owner in 1894.
This pair were said to be trained Field Trial workers
and were used for this purpose in their new country;
puppies were produced but were given to friends of the
family and no records were kept. This information is in a
book written in 1975 by the great grandson of the first
Winter-Irving settler, Jock Winter, who arrived from
Scotland in 1852. The book is titled “Further Out”,
and was written by
W A Winter-Irving. It is a family history and a letter sent
to the Golden breeder in Queensland a few years ago by
an elderly member of the family confirms this story. Mrs
Winter-Irving wrote that it was her father who brought
the Goldens to this country, but could not give details
of names or dates, or to whom the puppies were given,
so it must be assumed that this line eventually died out.
The first documented information is the Registration
of Grakle of Tone, bred by Miss F Newton-Deakin of
Dorset, England, whelped in April 1937, and registered
in Victoria, 17th November of that year. His owner
was Miss E Grice, at that time a prominent breeder of
Cairn Terriers, under the “Rahween” prefix, who lived
at “Girrawheen”, Mt Macedon – this property was
destroyed in the bush fire that swept Mt Macedon in
1983. The sire of the dog was Noranby General,
(Ch Heydown Grip –Ch Noranby Diana), bred by
Mrs Charlesworth, who wrote the first book on Golden
Retrievers. His dam was Silence of Tone (Noranby
Mica- Noranby Black-eyed Susan) owned by
Miss Newton-Deakin.

of

So it would appear that once air travel was established
for our canine friends, breeders were quick to take
advantage of this opportunity to import new blood
lines – not just from the UK but wherever Goldens
were being bred truly to conform with all aspects
of the Breed in outline, coat and most importantly
temperament, for poor temperament in a Golden is just
not acceptable.

Originally published in 1984: Golden Retrievers
in Australia: A Glimpse of the Past

ph

Their first litter arrived on 28th September 1938 (unless
the documents can be proved false) comprising two
dogs and two bitches. One of the litter was later sent to
New Zealand, thus beginning the exchange of Golden
lines that has continued to this present time. There is
no evidence of more litters by the dog and it is said
that he died of Distemper during the early war years.
Information about the bitch is equally sparing though
she is thought to have had a litter by “Golden Bill” but
as little was known of his background the puppies were
distributed among the family.

History of Goldens courtesy Mrs Rose Odell

or

subsequently registered in Victoria on 17 November
of that year. His sire was “Noranby General” his dam
“Silence of Tone”. His new owner was Miss E Grice of
Girrahween, Mount Macedon. Arriving with this dog
was the female “Temeraire” (Stubbings Golden Hidalgo
x Stubbings Golden Calypso) bred by Mr Marsh.
She was to become the first Golden Retriever KCC
Champion, the dog gaining his title soon after.

M
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The number of registered Golden Retrievers in all States
of Australia is beyond me but I will say the number is
considerable.

Ch Strelyna Sun Ranger by Aust Ch Alresford Major out of
Aust Ch Jannani Jedda, bred and owned by Mr & Mrs R W Odell.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Odell.

Arriving with Grakle of Tone for Miss Grice was
the bitch Temaraire, (Stubbings Golden Hidalgo –
Stubbings Golden Calypso) bred by Mr Mash. This
bitch was to become the first Golden Retriever K.C.C.
Champion, the dog gaining his title soon after.
On 28th September 1938, Miss Grice bred her first
litter from these imports, two dogs and two bitches
were registered on 26th December of that year. The
colour range of these puppies being from light golden
shade to deep bright shade, and one of the dogs was
described as being light golden with slightly curly coat.
Gipsy of Rahween from this litter was sent to
Miss D Hueston, of New Zealand, thus stamping
the names of Grakle of Tone and Temaraire on many
pedigrees of Goldens in that country.
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1953 saw J T Howatt’s Jeanette, bred by
Mrs H Koncius from Manyung Master Piece –
Manyung Concerto, found the “Goldmillan’ kennels.
Mrs Barratt (Wahgunyah) used Chelsea True Range
(NZ) on her Manyung Bonnie, the notable result of
this mating was Wahgunyah Bronze Belle whelped
7th March 1955, owned by Mr and Mrs Davis who
were to form the Edmay kennels , in fact, they also
had Wahgunyah Golden Girl from the same litter,
whilst Wahgunyah Chippie went to Mr H Powles
who founded the Quietwater kennels from which in
later years Mr and Mrs Broom were to found their
Castiewood kennels. These three puppies were entered
in the 1955 Royal, there was one class for dogs one for
bitches, the Open class. Three other bitches were in
the class, Swakelys Golden Cassandra, KCC Champion
Swakeleys Golden Calypso and Halsham Hazel
(Imp UK) owned by Mrs I L Spencer. Two dogs only,
Elliott’s Chelsea Golden Echo, (NZ) and Mrs Spencer’s
Boltby Comet (Imp UK).

Pr
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During 1947 Golden Bill was mated to KCC Ch
Temaraire and from that litter came Rahween Calypso,
who was to be the foundation of ‘Manyung” kennels,
owned by another member of the Grice family, Mrs JRB
Grice, who lived on the Mornington Peninsula. Also
in the late 1940’s the “Yellowstones’ kennels of Setters
and Labradors, owned by Mrs Francis Wheelwright
of Riddell, (who was formerly a Winter-Irving from
Sydney) imported Goldens from New Zealand, the dog
was Hunting Mack of Kaikora and the bitches, Fairholm
Jewel and Gold Jewel of Waikaia, the latter whelped 3rd
June 1944, sire, Gisborne Robert (Hambledown Robert
– Gipsy of Rahween (Imp Aust) dam, Gold Silk of
Waikaia (Borris – Mavis Royal), of light gold colouring
and bred by W Hunting of Invercargill. Mack and Jewel
were the first Goldens to be entered in the Melbourne
Royal since the early imports of 1938.

At about the same time in Adelaide, South Australia,
there arrived two imports from England for Mrs
Armfield, Alexander of Arbrook (Stubbings Golden
Dandylyon – Honeyflower of Arbrook) from
Mrs M Wills and Kristina of Kuldana (Ch Dorcas
Glorious of Slat –Ch Katrina of Kuldana) from Mrs.
Medhurst, both were to become Australian Champions.
They produced under the “Swakeleys” prefix, Swakeleys
Golden Calypso – C.A. Fisher, Swakeleys Golden
Cassandra – C.A. Elliott, Swakeleys Golden Candida –
Woburn Kennels, all came to Victoria and Calypso was
to gain her KCC Championship title.

or

There is no evidence of any further litters from KCC Ch
Grakle of Tone and in the early war years he is said to
have died of Distemper.

UK) – NZ Ch Roundwood Charm(Imp UK)) and
Chelsea Golden Echo (NZ Ch Chelsea Battue – NZ
Ch Chelsea Sovereign Lady, for Mr C A Elliott of
Dandenong. This dog was shown extensively for his
title, and Mr Elliott registered the “Palana” prefix.

M

From New Zealand in 1939 came a bitch from
Miss Grice, Kay of Gisborne, whelped 4th May 1939,
bred by Miss Hueston and registered with the NZKC
and subsequently re-registered with the KCC. Light
gold in colour her sire was Gerald Royal (Bronze RoyalFair gipsy of Nutwood (Imp UK) her dam, Kemp Royal
(Golden Beau – Jill (Imp). Kay was mated in 1943
to Golden Bill, his breeder was unknown as were his
sire and dam. However, his dam’s sire was registered
as KCC Ch Grakle of Tone, Imp his owner a Mr Don
Shelford, of Croydon.
Puppies from this match were born on 3rd October,
of which Promise, Promotion (dogs) and Providence
of Rahween were registered. Miss Grice kept Promise
(light gold) and Providence (deep gold) and Promotion
went to Mrs AA Hurley of Brighton, the colour of the
last named described as “very pale gold with some white
on feet’.

Hunting Mack of Kaikora and Gold Jewel of Waikaia
were to produce puppies that were to be the foundation
of several kennels, and one, Yellowstones Derry was
later mated to Rahween Calypso, the only Golden in the
1951 Royal. From this litter came Manyung Goldgleam,
foundation bitch of “Woburn’ kennels, Dromana and
“Manyung Bonnie”, foundation of Mrs O M Barrett’s
“Wahgunyah” kennels. These two kennels were to be
the backbone of the Golden Retrievers in the early
1950’s and the foundation of many subsequent leading
kennels. Mrs Wheelwright went to Queensland soon
after and was thought to have finally settled in New
South Wales.
Two more imports arrived from New Zealand in the
early 1950’s from the kennels of Mr and Mrs Brewner,
Chelsea True Range (NZ Ch Alresford Standard (Imp
248

Boltby Comet (Eng Ch Boltby Skylon-Goldawn
Brandy) whelped 21st March 1953 and Halsham Hazel,
(Major of Elsiville – Halsham Merrie Maid whelped
11th October 1952, Comet bred by Mrs D Adamson,
Hazel by Mrs I Broomhall, had been imported from
the UK by Mr and Mrs I Spencer of Harkaway in 1954,
and founded the “Bonspiel” kennels. These two were
bred extensively by the Spencers and were later owned
by Mr and Mrs W Davis after the death of Mr Spencer,
and were again bred from but under the “Edmay”
Prefix. Many of the puppies bearing the “Bonspiel” or
“Edmay” prefix were to be seen in the show ring and
subsequently attained their Championship titles.
It is interesting to note that at this stage that the Davis
Bonnie Annabella was whelped from the first litter of
Comet and Hazel and was shown regularly to gain her
title, yet the remainder of the litter carried the Bonspiel

SECTION 2:
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Swakeleys Golden Calypso, for C A Fisher. No prefix
to be found for either litter, and Ch Woburn Noral and
Swakeleys Golden Candida, for Woburn kennels who
had then moved from Dromana to Woodend.

In 1955 Mrs N Blythe purchased a dog, Woburn Noral
(Chelsea True Range NZ- Manyung Goldgleam)
from Woburn Kennels, exhibited him for his title and
mated him to Bonspiel Pauline (Comet-Hazel) a later
acquisition, founded her “Yuonga” kennel.Yuonga
Dusty and Yuonga Murray Belle were two of their
progeny who were to attain their titles.

The “Edmays” were to produce a number of
Champions besides those already mentioned, to name
a couple more, Ch Edmay Brandy, whelped 13th
May 1958 (KCC Ch Boltby Comet- KCC Ch Bonnie
Annabella) owned by Miss L Purves, and KCC Ch
Edmay Princess Bonnie, owned by M W Atkinson.
Before the 1959 Royal, Edmay Donna was firmly
established with Mr L E Pithie and had gained her
title, at the Sydney Royal the following year with an
entry of 20 Goldens; Donna was Best Exhibit and Best
CC winning bitch at the Show. Mr Pithie imported
Alresford Major in 1961 at the age of 8 months to join
his “Whyt House” kennel, (formerly Dachshunds).
Major (Alresford Illustrious – Wokefield Girl) bred
by Major J E Coxhall, was a sound, compact dog but
possessed an unruly coat, no doubt inherited from
his famous grandsire, Eng Ch Alresford Adverrtiser,
however although his coat dismayed some judges he
could not be ingnored and won his way to his title
picking up challenges at Melourne and Sydney Royals
on the way.
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From a mating between Major and Donna in 1962
three puppies were to be seen in the show ring, Whyt
House Madonna who went to Mr K Johnston and
also gained her title, Whyt House Comet went to Mr
and Mrs P J Glennen to join Taumac Golden Trilby in
establishing their kennel under the “Jannani” prefix at
Warrnambool. Whyt House Rip went to Mr B Nelson
in South Australia and not only gained the Ch Title but
became an Obedience Champion also. Of these three
Comet became the most prolific producer and with the
help of Trilby a great many puppies bearing the Jannani
prefix were born, one bitch from their late 1963 litter
became the foundation for Mr and Mrs R W Odell
under the “Strelyna” prefix. Jannani Jedda was to gain
her title and produce puppies who in turn also became
Champions.
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By 1958 the entry for Goldens for Melbourne Royal
had increased to 16 of which 6 had their titles, three
of these belonged tot the Davis’s, Comet Annabella
and Bonspiel Bambi, the two bitch puppies they had
entered, Edmay Donna and Edmay Jedda with their
dam Halsham Hazel were to attain their titles at a later
date.

M

Mrs Armfield of South Australia moved to Victoria in
1956 and took up residence in North Balwyn with her
two imports Ch Alexander of Arbrook and Kristina of
Kuldana. Mr Powles (Quietwater) used Alexander over
Wahunyah Chippie at this time to produce Quietwater
Lone Ranger, he also owned Bonspiel Crustie who had
a litter by Ranger in 1957, whilst a year later he put
Ch Bonspiel Bambi over Chippie, and from this or a
later mating came Quietwater Golden Lady who went
to Broom’s Castiewood Kennels, and when mated to
Ranger in 1963 produced Castiewood Suzyanna who
was to be the foundation bitch for Mr and Mrs
A Robertson’s successful Lantana Kennels.
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prefix. Stud records were not commenced with the KCC
until January 1959 so it can be assumed that “Bonnie
Annabella” was purchased prior to the registration of
the “Bonspiel” prefix.
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The other Champions were Mr R W Philp’s Ch (NSW)
Bonspiel Goldgleam. He also had Bonspiel Goldglint
entered, Powles KCC Ch Quietwater Lone Ranger and
Trainor’s KCC CH Yuonga Dusty.
This year also saw “Taumac”, Mrs A E Bridgford, add
a Golden Retriever to their kennel of Gundogs and
Corgis. Kyvalley Honey Bun, whelped 7th June 1958
and was their foundation and she set the pace for the
success in Goldens that was to be associated with the
Taumac prefix over the years. Bred by Bob Philp NSW,
from Ch Boltby Comet and Ch Bonspiel Goldglint,
Honey Bun was to have her title before the 1959 Royal
and was the first of many Goldens from this kennel
to gain their titles, her daughter by Comet, Taumac
Golden Nectar whelped 31st December 1958, and son
by Ch Kyvalley Kyva(N) Taumac Golden Marksman
whelped 14th july 1960, were two of the early
Champions.
Three other matings that could have left their mark on
the Goldens of today were Ch Alexander of Arbrook
(Imp) and Woburn Gold Bronze producd a litter from
A M Dowie of Keilor, Ch Boltby Comet Imp and

Miss P Hiskins at one time had three Edmay bitches
from Boltby Comet and Halsham Hazel one of which
later went to Miss Jan House. Ch Edmay Jedda
produced puppies from a mating with Ch Taumac
Golden Marksman in 1961 and her Jadona prefix was
registered.
Registrations of Golden Retrievers increased
rapidly throughout the 1960s and new kennels
were established, one being, Mr and Mrs D Hands,
“Sweetwater”, which besides that of the Robertson’s,
“Lantana” was to be one of the few to have dogs in
Field and Retrieveing Trials as well as the Show Ring.
With more Goldens being exhibited it was inevitable
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Having once owned a Golden and naturally wanting
another to replace the one he had given away,
Mr Martlew imported a male puppy from NZ in 1955
which unfortunately died at the age of 4 months of
Hepatitis, so he had to wait till the following year for
a puppy from a repeat mating, and his patience was
rewarded as Gold Flash of Chatswood, NZ, or Butch
as he was fondly named was a brilliant retriever and
worked well to the gun. A litter brother to Butch was
imported by Mrs Jones, his name Sovereign Gold of
Chatswood NZ. It was unfortunate that the names of
sire and dam were not given yet the Chatswood prefix
was to appear on pedigrees in the following years. Mr
and Mrs Hession’s (Goldtreve) first Golden came from a
daughter of Gold Flash of Chatswood.

of

It was mainly through the efforts of Mrs Dodd that the
Canine Control Council of Queensland eventually listed
Golden Retrievers as a separate Breed, that was in 1954.
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Although Victoria led the field in the introduction
of the Golden Retriever to Australia, it would appear
that Queensland closely followed South Australia with
imports from England in 1953 when Mrs E Dodd
brought in Regency Roger, whelped 1st January
1949, sire: Stubbings Golden Dandylyon (Stubbings
Golden Jacobite –Linkcor Dawn) dam: Beauty’s
Rhona (Noranby Ranter – Goldglint of Kentpark) and
Molyneux Gina Edwina, whelped 15th June 1951 sire,
Patrick of Woodchurch (Jamie of Credenhill – Pat of
Wallaw) dam: Landican Marigold (Stubbings Golden
Garry – Stubbings Golden Kitty).

ph

Bitches: - Castiewood Suzyanna, Lantana Honeyflower,
Taumac Golden Wheat, Jannani Jedda, Whyt House
Madonna, Taumac Golden Nectar, Taumac Golden
Spinner and Taumac Reeva.

or

Dogs: - Jadonna Troy, Lantana Sun Storm, Alresford
Major (Imp UK), Kyvalley Teton (N), Nelg Sanders,
Edmay Brandy, Taumac Folden Marksman, Alys Alan A
Dale and Pebbleridge Dust Gold.

Before leaving the Knockshinnan’s yet going ahead to
the 1937 Sydney Royal catalogue where the sire of the
only Golden Retriever bitch entry was given as Prince of
Knockshinnan (Imp), suggesting that this was the dog
Mr Pebbles was said to have brought from Scotland,
whilst the dam could have been the bitch brought from
Mrs Marriott, by name Yelme Charm (Imp). The sole
entry in the Open Bitch class was Knockshinnan Jeannie
whelped 17th August 1955 and owned by
Mrs Jones. The only Golden dog entry was Ch Woburn
Gold Patrick (V) (Chelsea True Range (NZ) – Manyung
Goldgleam) whelped 24th March 1955 and owned by
Mrs R A Coward.
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that more would be made up to their titles so here is a
list of those that gained their Championship during this
time in Victoria.
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Mr Martlew remembers seeing a pair of Goldens
benched at Sydney Royal but it is not sure whether
this is pre or post war, there is some doubt about their
owner but it was thought to be Sir Anthony Horden.
However it might be best not to dwell on them for too
long as they were apparently so savage that their handler
would not let anyone near them, what became of the
judge is not known. Mrs E Jones also remembered
seeing these dogs but again could not put a date on the
occasion. In the late forties or early fifties Mr Martlew
went to see two Golden bitches at Cabramatta brought
from England by Mrs Marriott, to his knowledge they
were the first Goldens to start the Breed in NSW.
Mrs Marriott, prefix “Yelme” imported a dog from
NZ, (no details) and mated him to one of her bitches,
from this litter a bitch puppy went to Mr John
Pebbles “Knockshinnan” or “Knockskinnan”, and was
subsequently mated to his dog Knockshinnan Prince,
Mr Martlew took the only dog from the resulting
litter, his first Golden. Mr Eunice Jones (Pennsyne
Labradors) had since re-married and purchased on of
the bitches. The litter was shown at the Gundog Show
where Knockshinnan Sandy, Mr Martlew’s pup took
out Best Golden Retriever Puppy. Both Sandy and his
litter sister were worked in the field but whilst the dog
showed great promise in retrieving he proved to be
gun shy so was given as a pet to a dentist in Parramatta.
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Mr and Mrs Shanks (Palkorra) had a son of Gold Flash,
possibly their first Golden, and Mrs and Mrs Philipson
(Ferngold) had their introduction to this lovely Breed
when they obtained Palkorra Brandy, a grandson of
Butch. (Gold Flash of Chatswood).
At the Sydney Royal of 1958, Mr Bob Philp, founder
of the Golden Retriever Club exhibited his Ch Bonspiel
Goldglint and Gold Gleam, their sire, KCC Ch Boltby
Comet(Imp UK) took the Dog CC, the bitch CC
going to KCC Ch Bonnie Annabella, the judge was
Mr P Roberts USA ; the Golden entry was 4 dogs and
7 bitches. 1959 saw the entry increase to 12 with the
challenge results as for the previous year and it was the
following year that KCC Ch Edmay Donna(V) took the
Group.
A dog that was to have a great influence on the Breed
was Benedict of Golconda(Imp UK) bred by Miss F
Gallop owned by Mr Edwards, sire Dorcas Quicksilver
dam Jyntee of Gollcconda. When mated to Ch Bonspiel
Goldglint the puppy dog that caught the eye of Mr
Philp was Kyvalley Kyva who became a Champion,
had an excellent show career and in turn sired many
champion progeny. Though Benedict was not long
in Australia the stock he produced was to have him
remembered for many a day while his son Kyva and the

BREED DEVELOPMENT

et

A later import who was to be remembered for his
success in the show ring and for the stock he produced
was Aust Ch Broadmire Muffin (Imp UK), born in
1963 and brought to WA at nearly 5 years of age by
Mr and Mrs C Smith “Dancingate”. He died in 1979 at
nearly 17 years old, truly a grand old fellow. A grandson
of Eng Ch Dai of Yarlaw, great grandson of Eng Dual
Ch David of Westley, he had a spectacular show career
and could number 15 champions among his offspring,
one Dual Champion and many Obedience Champions.
The Golden Retriever Club was formed in 1948 in NZ
but went into recession due to lack of interest. It was
not until Margaret Evans of Vanrose Golden Retrievers
emigrated from the UK that the interest in a Club was
rekindled and from then on the Breed flourished in that
country.
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Goldens were probably introduced into Western
Australia in 1961 when Mrs M E Grant imported a
Field Trial winning bitch from Mrs P T Woodbridge,
she was Eng Ch Iris of Essendene, whelped 24th May
1957 (Eng Ch Nickodemus of Cleavers – Eng Ch Folly
of Essendeen) who was to gain her Australian title
before appearing at the 1962 Melbourne Royal, she also
continued her successes in Field Trials. A dog was also
imported by Mrs Grant, Holway Mandolin, from Mrs
J Atkinson. He also became a notable winner at Trials.
Prefix of this kennel was “Karadoc”.

ph

Little is known of the early Goldens in South Australia
apart from Mrs Armfield’s pair who later came to
Victoria, as has been previously stated Mr B Nelson,
who was chief trainer at the Adelaide Obedience Club
obtained Whyt House Rip from Mr L Pithie, a Golden
that was to attain both her Championship title and
the title of Obedience Champion, His other dog at
that time also held both titles Ch and Ob Ch Kyvalley
Skipper and Ch and Ob Ch Sundials Alchemist;
Rip was to produce some excellent puppies under the
“Oak” prefix. Other kennels were being established at
this time, one that was to have an influence was in this
State and later to spread this prefix farther afield was
the Cambronze kennel of Mr and Mrs J Whittall, who
started with Cruxsby Briar Ramble and in the early
1970s imported Tristar of Yeo (Ch Concord of Yeo –
Sweet Klarin) and Flair of Yeo (Ch Brackengold MaxCaravelle of Yeo) from the kennels of Mrs W H Sawtell.
Both attained their Australian championships.

About this time , 1961, Mr and Mrs Ledingham
arrived in Perth from England with their two Goldens,
Storm of Sundials, whelped 8th April 1960, bred by
Mrs R Smith from Hawk of Essendene – Susan of
Oakengrove, and bitch Sonia of Winchendon, whelped
15th February 1961, bred by G Collins from Capaul
Phillip – Barpoint Lana. Storm was soon to gain his
title and proved to be an excellent worker and a good
sire. Puppies were subsequently produced under the
Sundials Prefix. During the next three years these two
kennels were to combine their blood lines to produce a
great many dual purpose dogs and firmly established the
Breed in that state. In 1965 the Ledinghams returned
to England taking some of their dogs with them but by
then the Sundials prefix was to be seen in other states
also, with the progeny of Storm and Susan capable of
producing puppies that enjoyed success in the ring and
the field.

or

bitches from Kyvalley were to spread the Kyvalley prefix
to all parts of the country.

M

SECTION 2:

This beautiful Golden lives in a “room with a view” in the village of Riomaggiore in the Cinque Terra Italy. Thousands of people walk by him every day.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Christina-Maria McCarthy.
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Josephine Eatts

A number of other Goldens were to be seen in the
showring during this period, and there were some top
honours awarded to them, including Miss J O’Dea’s
Oak Pride (bred by Brian Nelson) which was awarded
in 1967 Best Exhibit in Show at the McLaren Flat
Agricultural & Horticultural Society’s All Breeds
Championship Show, and as far as can be ascertained,
he was the first Golden Retriever in South Australia
to achieve this honour. He became an Australian
Champion in 1968.
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Having always had an interest in showing dogs, starting
with Cocker Spaniels in 1972, after a few years without
dogs Josie and her husband decided that they would
try to find a Golden Retriever that they could show
and possibly breed. Their first Golden Retriever was
Salbronze Lantana (Bonny), born 1988, and joined
the GRC of SA in 1989. Bonny wasn’t the show girl
they had hoped for, so they welcomed into our home
Tahmero Khalah’s Dandy (Angas). Their Golden family
increased over the years to 6 and they bred two litters,
one of which produced their wonderful Cloud – Grand
Champion Buidhe Loveon Cloudnyn.

et

Little did she know when she joined the Golden
Retriever Club of SA in 1973 that it would become
such a large part of her life. She joined the committee
in 1977 and has served as Treasurer, Vice President,
and Secretary, and has been awarded Life Membership.
While she is now retired from committee duties she
still assists the Club as Puppy and Breed Liaison person,
and organizes the annual eye clinic. She was the first
Secretary of the National Golden Retriever Breed
Council. It has all been an enriching and rewarding
experience.

During the 1960s, as Goldens became more popular,
shows were frequented by Mr A R Trowse with his
Ch Bindarra Golden Duke and Dual Ch (R) Nutmeg
Golden Gem, the latter being involved in Retrieving
and Obedience as well as conformation. Other Goldens
in this period included Mrs Gwen Deckert’s Ch
Kyvalley Skipper CD CDX UD (handled by Brian
Nelson) and Ch Whythouse Rip CD CDX, owned by
Brian Nelson, the latter achieving a Best in Show Award
at the Labrador & Retriever Club of SA Champ Show in
1964. In 1961 Mr H Kinloch’s Ch Tyndrum Golden
Yarra was awarded, as a puppy, Opposite Sex at the
Labrador & Retriever Club of SA Champ Show, and his
Tyndrum Gold Digger went Best in Group at the Port
Adelaide Kennel Club Championship Show on 4th June
1962.
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Irene fulfilled a long held dream when she bought
her first Golden Retriever, Sweetwater Samarkand
in February 1973 followed in the next five years by
Sweetwater Colombine, Ch Sweetwater Valiant Lad
and Ch Sweetwater Samarra, the latter two being the
foundation dogs for my own kennel, Sambindor.

or

Irene Nicholl

Mr and Mrs S F Armfield arrived in Adelaide early 1950,
bringing with them two Goldens, including Alexander
of Arbrook, which was the first Golden to achieve its
Championship title in South Australia. The first South
Australian bred Golden to achieve its title was Mr Colin
Emmerton’s Swakeleys Golden Annette, followed
in the next 10 years by three more from Armfield’s
Swakeleys and Emmerton’s Glocolvin breeding.
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A Summary Of Goldens In The Show Scene In
South Australia ….
By Josephine Eatts and Irene Nicholl

In 1990 Josie became a committee member of the
GRC of SA, and over the years held the positions of
Vice President and President. In 1992 Josie encouraged
the Club to become involved in the visiting of dogs
in residential aged care facilities under the Federal
Government’s Community Visitors Scheme, and set
up and administered for 13 years the Caring Canine
Companions volunteering project for the Club. In
addition she was also Secretary of the National
Golden Retriever Breed Council for a time. Josie feels
honoured to have been awarded Life Membership of the
Club.
The first official record of the presence of a Golden
Retriever in the showring in South Australia is in the
Adelaide Royal Show Catalogue – Dog Section –
for 1949. Two Goldens, domiciled in Victoria and
imported from New Zealand, competed in that year.
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The 1970s saw a large increase of Goldens in the
showring and it was during this time the Golden
Retriever Club of South Australia was formed, with
breeders like Joe and Gladys Whittall (Cambronze),
Hope George (Ahdor), John and Barbara Moore
(Tiptree), Angela and Tony Jenkins (Sovanna) Peter
and Jenny Andrews (Goldenfire), Bob and Brenda
Morris (Chantesuta), Dick and Cis Betteridge
(Semperidem), and many others producing Goldens
capable of achieving top awards in both the showring
and working disciplines. Competition was strong during
this period, and examples of these top winners were Best
in Show all breeds achievers Ch Bindarra Golden Czar
(Hope George), Ch Tristar of Yeo (Imp UK) (Joe
& Gladys Whittall). Between 1970 and 1979, twenty
two Golden Retrievers achieved the status of Australian
Champion.

SECTION 2:

BREED DEVELOPMENT

Breeds In Show and In Group awards. The first Golden
bitch to achieve a Best In Show award in South Australia
was Grand Ch Savaneta Hearts On Fire (bred and
owned by S Rammell and P Goodall) at the Riverland
Kennel Club in October 2004. Grand Ch Buidhe
Loveon Cloudnyn (bred and owned by E. Eatts)
went Best In Show at the Southern Districts Kennel &
Obedience Club Open Show in May 2005. During this
period Ch Savaneta Fire N Ice, Gr Ch Brackendell
River Song, Gr Ch Beaucroft Intruder and Gr Ch
Goldog Alpine Jaimie have all achieved Runner up to
Best Exhibit in Show – All Breeds.

During the early 1990’s, the Golden show scene was
dominated by Ch Ahdor Capella, bred and owned
by Hope George, and shown to perfection by her son
Russell. He was a multi In Group and In Show winner,
and top winning Gundog for three years. During
these years, “Cappy” as he was known, was impossible
to beat at breed level, and consequently exhibit
numbers started to drop until there would be maybe
as few as five entered at an All Breeds Championship
Show. However, as time went by Cappy was retired
and numbers began to slowly increase. Up to this
time Goldens, generally, had not featured very highly
in Group and Show awards, although a few were
consistently placed, one being Ch Sovanna Aradin
(bred by Tony and Angela Jenkins and owned by Lynne
Stapylton and Stephen Miller) that was awarded Best in
Show All Breeds.

More detailed information of the history of Golden
Retrievers in South Australia can be found in the two
Year Books published with the South Australian Golden
Retriever National Year Books in 1996 and 2008.
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During the period 1980-1989, the popularity of the
Breed continued to rise, and shows would see numbers
exhibited increasing significantly. Goldens during this
period tended to excel in their working ability more
than in the show ring, and a fine example of this was
the Golden Ch Sambindor Water Wizard CD CDX
UD TD bred by Stan and Irene Nicholl and owned
by George and Opal Biggs. Ch Tiptree Tobermory
CD CDX and his litter sister Ch Tiptree Trushka CD
CDX (bred and owned by John and Barbara Moore)
are further examples of the successful conformation and
working achievement ability during this time. Another
star during this period was Ch Landithy Penzance,
bred by Mr and Mrs C Michell and owned by Karen
Williams, who was awarded Best in Show, and was a
consistent Best in Group winner.
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Since the conformation show title of Grand Champion
was introduced in 1998, eight Golden Retrievers in
South Australia have achieved that honour.

The first Golden Retriever National Championship
Show and Congress was held in South Australia 1996,
drawing 211 entries. This event stimulated the Golden
conformation show scene here, and exhibit numbers
increased significantly, with entries of 20-30 at most
All Breeds Championship Shows. 2008 saw the second
Golden Retriever National Championship Show to be
held in South Australia. Three hundred and forty one
Goldens were entered.

Aust & Ob Ch Ch Kyvalley Skipper UD by Aust Ch Kyvalley Kyva out of
Aust Ch Edmay Day Dawn, bred by Mr R Philp and owned by
Mr B Nelson. Photo courtesy of GRC of SA.

As the1990’s drew to a close, we were seeing less of the
earlier breeders’ Goldens, with a number of enthusiastic
new breeders entering the conformation show scene
with their dogs. Some have been consistently awarded
at Breed and Group level, and continue to do so in the
current time. Exhibit numbers remain mostly between
20 and 30. International judges will always pull more
entries.
From 2000 onwards there has been a consistent
representation of Golden Retrievers featuring in All

Aust Ch Oak Pride by Aust Ch & Ob Ch Kyvalley Skipper out of Aust
Ch Whyt House Rip CDX, bred and owned by Mr B Nelson.
Photo courtesy of GRC of SA.
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Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing?

Who were your mentors in those early years?

y

Mr R Philp, Breeder and All Breeds Judge was “Mr
Golden Retriever” and knew more about the Breed than
anyone in New South Wales. I learnt a lot from him.

rt

Please tell us about some of the favourite dogs you have
owned over the years.
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I have had quite a few favourites. Goldtreve’s
foundation bitch Ch Kyvalley Charming CD and her
daughter Ch Goldtreve Charmer were both Specialty
and All Breeds Best in Show winners. Ch Gaewynd
Tapestry, apart from being a Best in Show and
Specialty winner, was the dam of our first AI Litter by
Christopher. Cameron was retained at Goldtreve, and
apart from being a top winner was also a great sire. Ch
Goldtreve Tosca, sired by Ch Noravon Otto Goldtreve
(Imp UK) was another favourite, starting her show
career by winning Puppy in Group at the Brisbane
Royal and the Reserve CC at 6½ months of age.
Gamekeeper, a producer of 24 champions, 3 of them
Grand Champions, was also a great favourite, he sired
our top winning All Breeds Best in Show winner, Grand
Champion Goldtreve Wild N Wicked. Then came our
wonderful Grand Champion Goldtreve Camrose Tess,
daughter of Christopher. She is a multi All Breeds Best
in Show and Specialty winner.
To us, all our dogs are favoutites.
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What is your opinion on inbreeding and linebreeding?
Inbreeding is a type of programme employed to obtain
improvements or fix physical characteristics through
the mating of close relatives such as brother and sister,
mother, son etc. Whereas linebreeding is based upon
the mating of more distantly related animals such
as cousins, nephews, nieces, aunts, uncles instead of
brothers, sisters etc. I believe in linebreeding using
linebred outcrosses when necessary.
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Mr R Philp’s Ch Kyvalley Kyva and his son Ch Kyvalley
Bobbie owned by Mr A Pickering were two lovely dogs
in the early 1960s. It was not until the early 1970s
that I first saw a photo of Mrs Joan Tudor’s Eng Ch
Camrose Cabus Christopher and that was the dog that
I wanted to emulate. I brought out from the U.K.
Bournehouse Enchanter who had Christopher in his
pedigree, he became an Australian Champion. Semen
from Christopher was later imported on two occasions.
The first two attempts were unsuccessful but success
followed later and Goldtreve have continued to line
breed back to him over the years.

Yes, I like the words Mrs Charlesworth used to describe
Mrs Carnegie’s dogs. Obviously she was very proud of
her type. Aristocratic, although not used in the Golden
Retriever Standard, does mean “the best of its kind or
superior”, so I can accept that, but what I don’t like is
“fire and dash being greatly desired”. This is not what
I expect in a Golden. When working in the field he is a
methodical worker and a proud achiever, not a racehorse
or greyhound. In my opinion I do not think “fire and
dash” is a good description for the Golden Retriever.
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In 1962 Goldtreve purchased its first Golden Retriever.
Having won a ribbon at a Puppy Picnic Day, this dark
little bundle of fluff went on to become Ch Carwoola
Sherry Lee

ph

What year did you obtain your first Golden Retriever?
Please tell us something about it.

or

(Goldtreve Australia)

Mrs Charlesworth talks of Mrs Carnegie, Heydown, as
having one of the most celebrated kennels in the world:
describing her dogs as always true to type, keeping the
wonderful aristocratic appearance, that alas so many
Goldens lack today, with wonderful heads and true
lovely Golden expression and displaying that style, fire
and dash that is greatly to be desired, yet all too rare. Is
this your idea of what a true Golden Retriever should
be?

M

Interview with Mrs Hession

Which other breeders dogs have you admired over the
years?
Although not always the same style as Goldtreve,
Ch & OC Queenlee Debonair was a great representative
as a show and working dog.
Ch & NZ Ch Brygolden Oatly Tyrone and Ch Buffalo
Kingpin were dogs to be admired. The two Alubyc
bitches Ch Autumn Arwen and Gr Ch Alybuc Georgia
were both lovely representatives of the Breed.
Now to the current dogs. Do you feel that many of the
dogs today are unbalanced?
Definitely, most noticeable is the shortness of leg, giving
the impression of the dog looking long and low and
unbalanced, with over-angulation in the rear.
Do you consider some of the heads too strong? If so, what
is it specifically which makes them appear blocky and
coarse? How do you feel about the expressions and eye
colour, shape and pigment in general?
Undoubtedly, there is a variation in head types, some
are too narrow in skull making them look too refined,
as well as some heads are too coarse and strong. The
Standard asks for a broad skull but not coarse. With
coarseness you get cheekiness. Expression has a lot to

BREED DEVELOPMENT

Are the temperaments as solid as they used to be?
In the years gone by temperament has been solid, but
we are finding some nervousness creeping into the
Breed with dogs backing away from the judge, perhaps
this could be attributed to lack of early socialisation. On
the whole the Golden temperament is being retained.
Have mouths been a problem over the years in the
Breed?

Long ears are something which are occasionally seen to
be creeping into our Breed. Do you see this as a problem
in the future?
They do crop up occasionally and give a houndy
expression, but the majority of our dogs have moderate
size ears that blend in with the head. Providing
breeders are aware of this, I don’t see this as a big
problem for the Breed in the future.
It is said that it is hard to eradicate poor fronts. From
your long experience with the Breed would you agree
with this statement?
Yes I agree with this statement. It is no use using a
stud that has a poor front assembly as this problem will
certainly come through. Breeders must persevere by
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Mouths do not pose a great problem. Sure, over the
years we have had the odd incorrect bite and they still

do crop up every now and again; we also get dropped
bottom teeth, but I don’t see bad mouths as a real
worry for the Breed
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do with the eye shape and colour. A light eye gives
a hard expression, not the lovely kindly, soft “teddy
bear” look that we expect to see in a Golden. The head
should be well balanced with correctly constructed
chiselling beneath the eyes. Most Goldens have good
black pigment, some do carry a winter nose (brown not
flesh coloured) but the colour usually returns. Overall,
pigment is not a problem.
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SECTION 2:

Aust Ch Goldtreve Cameron (AI) (1979) by Eng Ch Camrose Cabus Christopher and of Aust Ch Gaewynd Tapestry, bred and owned by Mr & Mrs
Hession. Sire of 28 Champions in Australia, USA/Canada, New Zealand, Sri Lanka and Japan. Photo by Trafford.
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Yes this is a concern, as this fault has crept into
the Breed without our notice and we are getting
unbalanced Goldens with legs too short for their long
backs, and weak over-angulated rear ends. We must
remember the Standard states “symmetrical, balanced”.
I’m afraid short legs, long loin, over-angulated
hindquarters do not constitute symmetry and balance.
Do you feel that in general the movement of the present
day Goldens could be improved?

Over the years I have bred my bitches on successive
seasons. Of course, they would have to be in tip top
condition before making this decision. If the bitch
is properly nourished and cared for and the puppies
in good condition and well reared, I see stamina not
posing a problem.
What do you consider to be the ideal time to choose a
puppy?
I look at the puppies when they are about 4-5 weeks old
and make my final decision when they are 8 weeks old.
This is usually the best age and indicates most likely
what they will be like as adults. I try always to place
emphasis on fronts, toplines and attitude. Movement
is also paramount. A balanced package is what I am
looking for.
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Yes, there is definitely room for improvement. Correct
movement requires correct structure and conformation.
Poor shoulder and upper arm angulation contribute to
poor front movement and weakness in hocks especially
when moving, is another very negative point.
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Do you consider long backs, short legs and over
angulated hindquarters a concern at present?

Mrs Charlesworth stated that bitches should never be
bred twice a year and not even every year and if this
care is not exercised the stamina of the bitch is greatly
impaired and that of her progeny. Do you agree totally
with this statement?

ph

Yes. Rarely do we see a dog with too much bone and
substance, but we do see bone too fine and slab-sided
bodies without substance. Remember he is a dog that is
expected to be able to work all day in the field, he needs
good substantial bone without being clumsy.

Definitely. Coats should look as natural as possible.
Neck, tail and feet can be tidied up and still give the dog
that natural look. Far too many exhibits are actually
shaved around the neck. This is something that has
crept in over the past couple of years taking away that
lovely unexaggerated look from the dog.
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On the whole do you feel there is a large variation in
bone and substance?

Do you feel that some dogs are trimmed excessively?

M

continually breeding from dogs with good sound fronts
to eradicate the problem.

y

It appears that Mrs Charlesworth above all else had a
distinct dislike for weak hocks. Do you consider this to be
a problem with the modern Golden Retriever?
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This is something that I also dislike and which is
still present in the Breed today, but perhaps to a
lesser degree. I believe exaggerated rear angulation
contributes to weak hocks that turn in, or are too close.
Mrs Charlesworth also stated that all colours within
the acceptable range are correct. The perfect colour of
course being the happy mean. How do you feel about this
comment?
I agree with Mrs Charlesworth that all colours within
the range are correct, however there is not one colour
more perfect than another. Preference to colour should
not be taken into account when judging.
Would you mind explaining the correct coat type? Is this
a current problem in the Breed?
Correct coat should be exactly what the Standard
says, however you find many coats too silky without
undercoat, more like a Setter. Perhaps these coats look
glamorous but they are incorrect. Very rarely do you
find coats that are too hard and dense. The lovely wavy
coats with thick undercoat are very rarely seen today
and the straight coat, probably because it is easier for
presentation, seems to be more popular.
256

Mrs Charlesworth also stated in her book that she had
heard it said that exercise, beyond that which he may
take in amusing himself is bad for a puppy, it makes
him grow long in the leg…. Such opinion is beyond
the help of prayer! How much exercise would you
recommend for a young puppy?
This theory that exercise can make a puppy grow long
in the leg is hard to believe. In my opinion gentle
exercise such as playing with siblings is enough exercise
for a young puppy. As a puppy grows, a little retrieve
with a toy is sufficient until he is old enough at about 3
months of age, to participate in a short walk.
Do you feel the Breed is better now than it was 20, 30 or
even 40 years ago?
Perhaps the Breed was better years ago, but today
presentation and clever handling is far better and major
construction faults are being hidden. Taking this into
consideration the Golden Retriever is an attractive dog
with a good temperament and a joy to live with.
Being on the threshold of the genome revolution do
you believe there has been an over reaction about
radiographing? Would it have been more appropriate to
look at those dogs which were symptomatic?
No, I don’t believe there has been an over reaction to
radiographing. To date, that has been the only positive
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Am & Can Ch Goldtreve Campaigner OS (Imp Aust) by Aust Ch Goldtreve Cameron (AI) out of Goldtreve Golden Jazz, bred by Mr & Mrs Hession and
owned by Cherie Berger. Photo courtesy of Mrs Hession.

Am & Can Ch Goldtreve Sydney Traveler (Imp Aust) by Aust Gr Ch Goldtreve Camrose Kyva out of Goldtreve Wild Chilipepa bred by Mr & Mrs Hession
and owned by Linda Schultz. Photo courtesy of Mrs Hession.
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way for diagnosis of problems in the Breed (i.e. HD,
OCD). If we relied on symptoms we could be breeding
from affected animals and thus increasing problems
associated with our Breed.
Mrs Charlesworth talks of epilepsy as being common in
her book of 60 years ago. Has this been a problem in the

Are there some true friends and real personalities in the
Breed who are no longer involved or with us you would
like to acknowledge?
Mr Robert Philp was a great friend and one of the
personalities of the dog world, I really missed him when
he passed away. It is a pity his knowledge was not
documented.
Charles Bright OAM started fundraising for worthwhile
causes in the 1960s with the help of his Goldens. He
raised over a quarter of a million dollars for Dalwood
Childrens Home. He was a Life Patron of The Golden
Retriever Club NSW and accepted this honour as a
privilege. For his dedication and charity work, Charles
received the Order of Australia in 1989.

Breed throughout the years that you know?
Yes, I believe epilepsy has been and still is present in
the Breed; as to how common I cannot answer. To
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my knowledge there has been no documentation to
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ph

substantiate this one way or another.

Aust Gr Ch Goldtreve Camrose Tess(AI) and Aust Gr Ch Alubyc Georgia owned by Mr & Mrs Hession and Mr & Mrs O’Sheehy respectively.
Judge Mr G Spagnolo. Photo courtesy of Mrs B Hession.

Success on any major scale requires you to accept responsibility... in the final
analysis, the one quality that all successful people have... is the ability
to take on responsibility.
Michael Korda
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My Golden Retriever journey began in 1962 when my
husband went out to buy a Labrador and came back
with a Golden Retriever with instructions to enter him
in the show ring. It was the beginning of something
that would continue to dominate my life for decades.

ph

Shirley, you have been involved with Golden Retrievers
for a large part of your life, obtaining your first Golden
in 1962. History tells us you attended the first meeting
of the first GRC in Australia and have achieved huge
success over the years with your outstanding dogs and
your outstanding handling. In addition, you are
currently Patroness of the Golden Retriever Club of
Queensland and are known for your great ability to
fund raise. It has often been said that your home is
full of everything Golden Retriever. Guests are often
surprised to find when opening cupboards in your home,
framed Golden Retriever pictures, amongst clothes and
inside cupboard doors. You are very often sought out
after Golden Retriever judging, because for years you
have sat ringside and critiqued the dogs, class by class,
in your catalogue. For many years, within the Golden
Retriever family, right around the globe, you have been
known affectionately as “Auntie Shirley”. Can you tell
us a little about your Golden life over the past 45 years
please?

later Sandra authored the very well sought after book
on Australian Golden Retrievers entitled “Australia’s
Golden Heritage”. But I digress. Now, back to the
story. Woodbuff had a wonderful show career winning
GRC Specialties in Several States and multiple Royal
Challenges and All Breeds Best in Shows. However, he
will remain etched in the record books forever, as having
produced the most memorable litters to Mrs Violet
Reid’s Ch Andalee Lady Celeste. This combination
alone produced fourteen champions. In the first litter
were five Champions, three of which were All Breeds
Best In Show winners. I was most fortunate to be able
to care for the puppies from the litter at my home,
although they were always formally under the Leoline
prefix. From this litter, I kept at home with me,
(I never had any kennels) Ch Leoline Golden Ruffy.
Bill adored this dog and he insisted he be registered in
his name. He was the most beautiful Golden who we
both loved very much but he was an absolute escape
artist and we were unable to keep him in. So Ruffy went
down to live with and be shown (very successfully )
by Sandra. In the second litter, another superstar was
born. His name was Ch Leoline Golden Comet. Comet,
owned by Peter and Moira Thornton was a Royal Show
Multi CC winner as well as Brisbane Royal Gundog
Group winner. He gained many Specialty CC’s and I
recall him taking out the coveted Best in Show prize
under the late great Miss Joan Gill in Queensland in
1979.

or

Interview with Shirley Sullivan

M
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Our first dog’s name was Ch Gunwalloe Woodruff
CD. He was the first of five generations of Goldens
that we owned. As many can attest, it is very difficult
to be able to only have one Golden. Within a couple
of years of Ruffy arriving, his son Ch Tick Tock Reddy
joined us, making up the second half of the “Ruff and
Reddy” combination. My late husband Bill was a pilot
and, wherever he stopped around the world, he would
tell stories about his beloved Goldens. So whenever he
returned to these destinations, people would always ask
after “Ruff and Reddy”. A pilot friend of Bill’s, John
Wilson, had a Golden Retriever bitch and before long
Reddy and his bitch were married.
Little did we know that in that litter would be one
of Australia’s most famous Goldens. His name was
Ch Buffalo Woodbuff CD owned by ourselves in
partnership with Sandra Patterson. I had met Sandra
in 1968 when, as a teenager, she was involved with
obedience, and obtained a Woodruff son. His name
was Ch Santamaria Caesar UD. Sandra used to come
and visit us at our home in Lurline Bay in Sydney.
Bill’s father, Poppy Sullivan, lived with us at the time.
Poppy spent his working life at the Sydney Morning
Herald. He was always taken with Sandra’s ability to
write wonderful letters. When he was in his late 80’s
and Sandra was still very young Poppy said to her.
“You will write a book someday”. Those words turned
out to be quite prophetic because many many years

Shirley Sullivan with Ruff and Reddy. Photo courtesy of Mrs Sullivan.
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I just walked Woodruff around the ring. When I came
out Mrs Tickell, who owned Tick Tock Kennels said to
me “You will never win anything by showing like that!”
However, over the years my expertise in handling grew
and one of the highlights was winning Lady Handlers at
the Pal International in Sydney.
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It was always important to me to pay strict attention
to detail when handling. I always wore clothes which
would compliment the dog. My skills as a hairdresser
didn’t do any harm in terms of presenting my dogs in
full bloom and perfectly trimmed and I always tried
to ensure that the Goldens did not have a hair out of
place when going into the ring, always spending hours
brushing them dry the day before a show. Despite
the fact that there is always room for improvement in
handling expertise there have been many good handlers
in Goldens over the years. With the risk of leaving some
out, the following immediately come to mind.; Noelene
Bolton, Jody Foulds, Jackie Morrison, Janelle Dulke,
Kim Handley, Jeannie Chaplin (Stephens) Melissa
Andrews, Dianne Lee, Jill and Wayne Pearson, Brenda
Kent, Melanie Rennie, Sandra and Mike Patterson, The
late Mike Ramsey, Coralea Johnson, Sherri Downs,
Caroline Ryan, Mick O’Sheehy, Deb Turner, Alice
Easton, Felicity Dyer, Penny Heslop and Lorraine
Harrowfield.

of

The fifth generation which I owned was named Ch
Tinto Golden Scout. Once again, this dog had a stellar
show career winning BIS at the GRC of NSW Specialty,
a Royal CC and multiple All Breed’s Best in Shows.
Other dogs I owned in partnership were imports. I
feel most privileged to have owned Ch Camrose Oh’s
Buffalo (Imp UK), again in partnership with long time
friend Sandra. He was such a gentle soul, so willing to
please. It was a special day indeed when Toff took out
Best In Show All Breeds at Western Suburbs Show in
Brisbane. Another Camrose dog I had in partnership
with Marilynn Morphet and Jackie Morrison. His
name was Camrose Ilex Layanda(Imp UK) and whilst
he took a Best Exhibit in Group as a youngster family
circumstances prevented him from being campaigned
to his title. Ilex was a most wonderful companion and
it was truly a sad day for many people when he passed
away. The last Golden I was privileged to own was in
partnership with Jackie. His name was Styal Scottish
Standard(Imp UK). Stan lived with Jackie and her
husband and their three little children. One of her little
children was intrigued to see him doing his party trick
of balancing on a table. One day he came rushing up to
his mother and said “ Mummy, I know why our dog’s
name is Stan.” His mother said “Oh why is that ?’ and
he said “ cause he stans on the table!” In addition to his
circus tricks Stan was also very handsome and took out
BIS at the GRC Specialty in Tasmania.
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I recall my first experience in the ring. I had decided I
certainly wasn’t going to run around and make a fool
of myself like the others who had gone in before me, so

I can well remember attending the first meeting of the
Golden Retriever Club in NSW in 1964. This meeting
was held at the Public Service Association Building, 201
Castlereagh Street Sydney. Those attending included
Bob Philp, Mr and Mrs Pickering, Mr and Mrs Fred

Bill and Shirley with pals.
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Photo courtesy of Mrs S Sullivan.
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There were many highs in the ring with my Goldens
over the years but if I had to choose I would say the
most memorable wins were when Ch Gunwalloe
Woodruff CD took out Best in Show at the Golden
Retriever Club Show in NSW under Mr Billy Dorr of
Queensland. The other great win was when Ch Buffalo
Woodbuff CD took out Best in Show at the Golden
Retriever Club of Queensland Championship Show
under the late Margaret Evans of Vanrose Kennels in
New Zealand.
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Bob Philp’s (Kyvalley) knowledge of Goldens was
incredible. What Bob thought was very important to
people. He was very much a head person and did not
like cheekiness in puppies. I can see him now with his
hands on a baby puppy’s head indicating squareness and
balance. He was well known as “Mr Golden Retriever”.
Beryl Hession (Goldtreve) has always had an eye for a
good dog and was outstanding in choosing pick of the
litter. Del Marshall (Oaklodge) just loved the Goldens.
Del held the position of Secretary of the Club for many
years. Charlie Bright (Brygolden) and his lovely wife
Kath and daughter Barbara Westbury were the owners
of a most magnificent bitch named Ch Goldenheath
Madonna CDX. Charlie raised an enormous amount
of money for Dalwood Children’s Home by standing
at railway stations and shopping centres with his dogs
most weekends.( Incidentally, I also did my fair share
of fundraising standing with my Goldens outside

David Jones in Sydney raising funds for the RSPCA).
Barbara and Barry Eadie loved showing as did Barbara’s
father. One of their dogs, Fred, was sired by my Ch
Gunwalloe Woodruff CD. I recall Barbara’s mother
often making beautiful vanilla turnovers for the NSW
Golden Retriever lunches. Rose Feast of the well known
Santamaria prefix also truly loved the Goldens We
were in partnership with an outstanding blond bitch
named Ch Santamaria Theresa. Tess took out Bitch
CC and Opposite Sex in Group at Sydney Royal more
than 30 years ago. Karl and Linden Webber were great
competitors to me in my early days of showing with
their Ch Kyvalley Cameron.

or

Hession, Mrs and Mrs John Shanks and Mr and Mrs
Robert Fords and a young girl. There may have been
a few others but I cannot recall. Mr Alan Pickering
was very well respected in the community, a perfect
gentleman as I remember. He was a very good choice to
become the Patron of the Club.

M
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Aust Ch Leoline Golden Coronet by Aust Ch Buffalo Woodbuff CD out of
Aust Ch Andalee Lady Celeste, owned by Mrs C Hughes.

Miss Gill & Mrs Philpott at Shirley’s. Photo courtesy of Mrs S Sullivan.

Aust Ch Leoline Golden Brough by Aust Ch Buffalo Woodbuff CD out of
Aust Ch Andalee Lady Celeste owned by V & P Thompson.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Thompson.

Styal Scottish Standard (Imp UK) by Eng Sh Ch Kulawand Celtic Sun out
of Styal Superscotia JW, bred by Mrs H Hinks owned by Mrs J Morrison &
Mrs S Sullivan. Photo courtesy of Mrs S Sullivan.
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My lifelong interest in Golden Retrievers has allowed
me to meet and stay with many wonderful people
right around the world but, as importantly, the dogs
themselves have given me such a constant source of
pleasure. Unfortunately I am no longer able to have
a Golden Retriever beside me at home but remain
passionately interested in watching others enjoy the
same pleasure I had, right throughout a major part of
my most fortunate life.
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When I first visited the UK around the late 60s it was
obvious the English handlers did not top and tail their
dogs. As a matter of fact it was almost frowned upon in
those days. Also the dog did not have much trimming
such as around their neck – although that has changed a
lot now. Moving around the ring was at a much slower
pace. Colour in the UK is quite varied, whereas in the
USA most dogs are a beautiful rich gold colour and to
see a class of gold coloured dogs with the sun gleaming
on their coats is just a sight to behold. Don’t get me
wrong, I still admire a good Golden with a pale coat provided there is a little contrast of gold.

Joan Gill and Joan Tudor were names I only knew by
reading books that they had written. This of course was
in the early sixties never dreaming that I would ever be
associated with them in years to come. This gave me
such a great deal of pleasure. To meet the late Joan Gill
and to have her stay with us in Queensland was just
wonderful. Also visiting her in England and being with
her at Crufts was such a super experience.

ph

There is also one American dog which I saw when I was
at their National in the nineties who I must mention.
I found him to be an absolutely outstanding specimen
of the Breed. This dog’s name was Am and Can Ch
Rush Hills Haegen Dazs SDHF OS.

In the early days before my time I believe there
were some dogs with temperaments that left a lot
to be desired. I feel these days most have very good
temperaments and just live to please.
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Ch Camrose Cabus Christopher, Ch Goldenheath
Madonna CDX, Ch Kyvalley Charming CD,
Ch Buffalo Kingpin,Ch Buffalo Woodbuff CD,
Ch Leoline Golden Comet, Ch Queenlee Lady Lion,
Ch Ferngold Commodore, Ch Widheart Wenan UD,
Ch Coombehill Brae Roshen, Ch Tahmero Lotty’s
Sundancer.

There are lots of dogs over trimmed today in the ring.
However, there are also dogs which can do with a little
more. The aim is to enhance your Golden mainly on
the neck, feet and tail. The American dogs don’t appear
to have a lot of trimming on their hocks and have long
hair on their fronts. That is fine as long as the dog looks
balanced.

M

Looking back over the years, there were a few dogs
which immediately spring to mind that I consider to be
absolutely outstanding. These dogs names are
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The American handlers are inclined to move their dogs
rather fast around the ring which the Judges seem to
like.

A young Camrose Ilex Layanda (Imp UK) by Eng Ch Paudell Easter Plantagenet at Kerrien out of Camrose Unatamsin with
Shutan, bred by Mrs J Tudor owned by Mrs M Morphet & Mrs S Sullivan. Photo by RJM.
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We purchased Ch Castiewood Suzyanna at six months
of age for six pounds. Her owners found her difficult to
manage. We understood why as we began to educate her
to a life of family dog, show dog and working retriever.
Suzy loved to be in the field, to restrain her exuberance
and instill the required obedience was a challenge.
Suzy was bred by Yvonne and Len Broom (Castiewood
Kennels), Sire Ch Quietwater Lone Ranger,Dam
Quietwater Golden Lady born 18/05/1963.
Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing?
Ch Edmay Brandy, Ch Taumac Golden Nectar,
Aust Ch Alresford Major (Imp UK).
Lee Pithie, Bill Mitchell and John Tombs were members
of the same Golden Retriever committee in the early
years of the GRC of Victoria. Can you tell us something
about these highly respected gentlemen please?

Who were your mentors in the early years?
Lee Pithie was the person who gave me the sense of
pride and enjoyment to participate within the activities
associated with being an enthusiast of the Golden
Retriever Breed.
Please tell us about some of the favourite dogs your
family has enjoyed over the years.
Ch Castiewood Suzyanna: CC Melbourne Royal ,
CC Adelaide Royal, Best Exhibit at the First Golden
Rretriever Championship Show.
Ch Lanatana Sun Storm CC BOB Victorian Gundog
Show at 8 years. Retrieving trial winner Ch Lantana
wood Nymph CC Melbourne Royal, Ch Lantana Lavine
CC Adelaide Royal (Ch Title at 13 months) and
Ch Lantana Country Boy.
Which other dogs have you admired over the years?
Ch Queenlee Debonair AOC, Ch Goldtreve Charmer,
Ch Goldenheath Madonna CDX.
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Lee Pithie inspired and encouraged all people who were
fortunate to have the pleasure of knowing him. He was
very influential in the development of the Breed and the
Golden Retriever Club of Victoria.

Bill Mitchell was very helpful in the Club’s
establishment, and he also boosted the lineage of
Golden Retrievers with many imports from the
United Kingdom.

et

What year did you obtain your first Golden Retriever?
Please tell us something about it.

ph

(Lantana Australia)

John Tombs was another very respected person who
ensured the stability of the Golden Retriever Club of
Victoria during the early years of development.

or

Interview with Mr Alan Robertson

M
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Ch Castiewood Suzyanna by Aust Ch Quietwater Lone Ranger out of Quietwater Golden Lady, bred by Mrs L Broom owned by Mr & Mrs A Robertson.
Photo courtesy of Mr A Robertson.
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Rose Odell - Always there for the Club and enjoyed her
dog showing.
David Hands - Excellent Field Trials competitor, bred
and handled first Field Trial Ch and Dual Champion
Golden Retriever in Australia.
What is your opinion of inbreeding and line breeding?
Inbreeding may give a quick fix to a required situation
but there could be problems for future planning.
Line breeding gives more scope in planning.

Pigment and some noses lack solid black. This can vary
at times. Eye rims dark generally good. The expressions
are variable not always soft enough.
Are the temperaments as solid as they used to be?
Seem to be much the same

Have mouths been a problem over the years in the
Breed?
Sometimes a bad mouth does appear - being misaligned
or undershot but generally fairly good.
Long ears are something which are occasionally seen to
be creeping into the Breed. Do you see this as a problem
in the future?

rt

Seems to be a great ideal.
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Mrs Charlesworth talks of Mrs Carnegie, Heydown as
having one of the most celebrated kennels in the world:
describing her dogs as always true to type, keeping the
wonderful aristocratic appearance, that alas so may
Goldens lack today, with wonderful heads and truly
Golden expression and displaying that fire and dash
which is greatly to be desired, yet all too rare. Is this
your idea of what a true Golden Retriever should be?

Eyes- Brown to dark brown, almond shape, not round
or slit. Generally eyes are fairly good.

et

Reg Odell - Always a great contributor to the Golden
Retriever Club of Victoria and the Breed.

Heads – I do consider many heads are too strong and
coarse. Skulls too broad, some domed with excessive
stop. Heavy muzzles and short foreface.

ph

Bert Kewish -Very prominent exhibitor and breeder
over many years

Now to the current dogs. Do you consider some of the
heads too strong? If so, what is it specifically which makes
them appear blocky and coarse? How do you feel about
the expressions and eye colour, shape and pigment in
general?

or

Are there some true friends and real personalities in the
Breed who are no longer involved or with us you would
like to acknowledge?

under angulated quarters generate problems in these
requirements.

M

Ch Begala Beau Brummel, Dual Ch Sweetwater
Courage, Aust Ch Tristar of Yeo (Imp UK) and
Aust Ch Lindys Custodian (Imp UK).
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It is said that it is hard to eradicate poor fronts. From
your long experience with the Breed would you agree
with this statement?
As with any obvious structural fault steps taken in
breeding selection must be paramount.
On the whole do you feel there is a large variation in
bone and substance?
Yes

Do you consider long back, short legs and over
angulated hindquarters a concern at present?
It is always a concern if this tendency is apparent as is
shortness in rib cage, straight shoulders and stifles.
Do you feel that in general the movement of the present
day Goldens could be improved?
Yes. Exaggeration in any part of a Golden’s
conformation lends itself to a fall off in the required
movement, i.e. primarily it is the break down in
proportion and balance overall which results in lack of
reach, drive and power. Consequently level movement
suffers. Balance overall is the key, over angulation and
264

It should not be a problem with careful selection.
It appears that Mrs Charlesworth above all else had a
distinct dislike for weak hocks, Do you consider this to be
a problem with the modern Golden Retriever?
It is present but hopefully it will not be made a problem
for future generations.
Mrs Charlesworth also stated that all colours within
the acceptable range are correct. The perfect colour of
course being the happy mean. How do you feel about this
comment? Do you feel there is a trend towards too many
blond dogs in the ring?
Yes. This trend overall gives an incorrect indicator of the
Breed colour. Many people have a picture of Goldens as
a very pale, near white dogs, such comments are quite
often heard these days when a mid range gold dog is in
the line up – nice dog but a bit too dark.
Do you feel that some dogs these days are trimmed
excessively?
Heavy trimming is not required. Light tidy up only.
What to consider to be the ideal time to choose a puppy?
I consider selection over three time frames
1. At birth
2. 4-6 weeks
3. 12 weeks

BREED DEVELOPMENT

Breeds do vary this way and that slightly over time. I
still see lovely Goldens and people are striving for their
goals in the Breed. Whilst balance, type and soundness
is foremost, quality will prevail.
Being on the threshold of the genome revolution do
you believe there has been an over reaction about
radiographing? Would it have been more appropriate to
look at those dogs which were symptomatic?
Eradicating faults which appear in breeding and
development of Goldens require careful selection.

of

Use of any scientific evaluations and being aware of the
overall outcome of radical processes.

et

Do you feel the Breed is better now than it was say 20, 30
or even 40 years ago?

A couple of years later, one evening, we had a phone
call from Mr Alan Pickering, then Clerk of the House
at Parliament House in Sydney, but better known as
the owner of Kyvalley Bobbie – multiple winner of the
Sunday Telegraph Dog of the Year award – my hero!
He was ringing to invite me to a meeting of enthusiasts
wanting to start a Golden Retriever Club.
I was the sort of enthusiast who had spent the whole of
my first paypacket from my school holiday job to buy
Joan Tudor’s newly released book, so I was delighted
to be offered a lift into the city by Mr Pickering – a
very charming gentleman.Early meetings of the Club
were held at Sydney University, then at the Institution
of Engineers Building, right under Sydney Harbour
Bridge. A few years later the meetings moved “out
west”, and I remember getting there at night by public

ph

What ever the puppy enjoys doing. It will indicate
when enough is enough. A puppy loves to be active at
play - forced activity at young development stage is not
a reality, when more mature, exercise can gradually be
introduced.

regaled us with amazing tales of heroism and altruism
of these wonderful dogs. Mrs Tickell was a fascinating
woman to a youngster – she had albino colouring, and
was very kind and friendly and absolutely dedicated to
advancing the Breed so often referred to as “long-haired
Labradors”. We went home with a new family member –
Tick Tock Talisman (Jeannie). Jeannie proved to be the
ideal companion for me – a lonely, only child – and daily
walks proved a great way to make friends and educate
people about the Breed.
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Mrs Charlesworth also stated in her book that she heard
it said that exercise, beyond that which he may take
in amusing himself is bad for a puppy. It makes him
grow long in the leg. Such opinion is beyond the help of
prayer! How much exercise would you recommend for a
young puppy?

M
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Are there any issues which you feel may be of concern for
our Breed for the future?
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Size - I feel it is important to have quality within the
scope of the Standard. Oversize appears to be more
prevalent that undersize, type and quality within the size
range is essential.

Is Dog Showing Hereditary?
Donna Lance
(Countrylife Australia)

“I will hear three speakers for the motion and three
against, and allow just two minutes for each speaker,
with a bell at one minute.” “The amendment, on being
put, was lost, so the motion is now put to the meeting.”
This was how I remember the early meetings of
the NSW Golden Retriever Club – a great lesson in
procedure for a young girl, but no wonder my Dad
preferred to slip across the hall to the meetings of the
Inventors’ Club! Around 1962, having lost my 11
month old white German Shepherd after a lifelong
battle with Demodectic Mange, I did some heavy
research into dog breeds. With no internet back then, I
resorted to the local library, and came to the conclusion
that the very best Breed for me was the “rare Breed”
to Australia – the Golden Retriever. My Dad took
me out to see Mrs Stella Tickell, west of Sydney, who

Aust Ch Kyvalley Bobbie, Skipper UD and Kyva near the Yum Yum tree
at Sydney Royal in the early 1960s.

Bill Sullivan the gentleman.

Photo courtesy of Mrs S Sullivan.
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As our five children were born and our professional
careers developed, we no longer went to dog shows,
but still occasionally bred from quality bloodlines, and
when our daughter Vivien was about eight and decided
she wanted to be a Vet, she also decided she wanted
to show the dogs, so our enthusiasm was rekindled
and she was a very successful Junior Handler, making
several of our dogs champions, and winning Best of
Breed at the 2003 Sydney Royal Easter Show. Now
in her final year of Veterinary Science, she still enjoys
shows and acknowledges the learning gained from her
experience.I had always wondered why, in those early
days of the GRC, my mother had been so negative,
almost disapproving of this somewhat innocuous activity
(compared to some of the things teenaged girls can get
up to!). Many years later I discovered that her father, my
grandfather, who had been “disgraced” (divorced) and
was never mentioned, had shown and bred Airedales
in South Australia in the 1920s and 1930s. So it is that
I ponder the thought: Can it be that Dog Showing is
hereditary?
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I remember well the two beautiful dogs mentioned
by Marilynn, Shirley Sullivan’s Ruff and Reddy.
People seemed to have less sophisticated equipment
at dog shows in those days – a folding picnic table
with integrated seating, topped by a beach umbrella
was all the go! Mr Sullivan soon discovered that it
was less then ideal as a grooming table when he,
Ruff, Reddy, the umbrella and the upside down table
became a sort of Chinese Puzzle one day at Castle Hill
Showground. One didn’t swear in those days in front
of ladies or children, and he didn’t! Being one of very
few Foundation Junior Members of the Club and the
only one without an involved parent, I was relatively
unaware of any undercurrents of gossip or factions – the
“cattiness” that traditionally plagues the dog fancy – but
of course I noticed people who were particularly kind

or

My puppy lost a baby tooth in the water retrieve. A
huge Golden Pheasant was released and disappeared
in the distance over hill after hill, with the Golden
Retriever in hot pursuit. The group of observers had
moved away to the water retrieves when the dog
returned with the huge bird…..to find everyone gone!
He simply opened the cage, put the pheasant in, and lay
down for a well-earned rest.

and helpful to a youngster. I particularly remember
Beryl and Fred Hession who were always ready to take
on Club responsibilities and plain hard work. I am
constantly amazed how little they have changed over the
years – both have judged at our small local Agricultural
Show at Comboyne, and to me they seem just the same
as 40+ years ago – unlike myself! In 1964 I wrote a
letter (as one did) to Mr Burns, on the Committee
of the English GRC, who must also have been a kind
and generous man, as he wrote back and sent me their
annual Year Books, without ever asking for a fee or
membership. These old books are among my treasured
possessions. In 1974 Ray and I married – he got a great
bargain…me, dog, cat and budgies! For a while in the
1980s we had a small boarding kennel in outer Sydney,
and observing intimately the characteristics of many dog
breeds, were able to confirm our belief that Goldens
are the best – our dogs helped out, reassuring nervous
dogs, palling up with them and encouraging them to
socialise

M

transport was rather a challenge for a teenaged girl.
To establish our credentials as a Club we had to hold a
prescribed number of events before being able to hold
a Championship Show, and it was always “all hands on
deck” to help out. I quickly learned how to cardwrite,
steward etc. At the 1965 Parade, Jeannie won Best
Intermediate – Opposite Sex (I still have the felt sash) –
and I was hooked on dog showing! My Dad was fairly
supportive, and he had some rare 8mm movie footage
of Alan Pickering at the Parade – being bowled over,
feet in the air, by Kyvalley Bobbie. Alan was a short,
cuddly sort of man who absolutely adored Bobbie. The
“Long Drop” in the Obedience section was upset by an
explosion at the barbecue – all those trained gundogs
leaping into action! An early retrieving training day was
held where I was surprised to learn you could buy dead
pigeons by the pound (pre-metric).

“This soldier, I realised, must have had friends at home and in his regiment,
yet he lay there deserted by all but his dog. I looked on unmoved, at battles,
which decided the future of nations. Tearless, I had given orders which
brought death to thousands. Yet, here I was, stirred, profoundly stirred,
to tears. And by what? By the grief of one dog.”
Napolean Bonaparte, on finding a dog beside the body of his dead master, licking his face and howling, on a moonlit field
after a battle. Napolean was haunted by this scene until his own death.
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In 1964 I purchased a Golden Retriever as a gift for
Delma. This was the beginning of our association with
Ch Alinig Golden Luke. As Luke was pedigreed and
registered with the then NSW Canine Council we
decided to exhibit. Luke became a top dog of his era,
having to his credit four Royal Challenges (one Sydney
Royal and three consecutive Brisbane Royals) and many
other prestigious awards. He became a prominent sire
producing many Goldens of note.
Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing?
We admired no particular dogs but noted all the dogs
of the time taking the interest to analyse the various
qualities both virtuous and otherwise.
Who were your mentors in the early years?

What is your opinion on inbreeding and line breeding?
Inbreeding and line breeding are virtually the same.
The closer breeding of related dogs is referred to as
inbreeding, while the slightly more remote matings are
generally referred to as line breeding.
Both forms of breeding can enhance the qualities of the
parents by consolidating the gene pool. This, of course,
tends to establish certain traits or characteristics both
good and bad. For this reason careful thought and a
thorough knowledge of the background of breeding
stock should be considered before deciding on a
particular mating.
How would you explain the ideal Golden Retriever?
The ideal Golden Retriever must, of course, conform
to the Breed Standard. The Standard is fairly explicit
and requires symmetry of form, balance, activity and
soundness of mind and limb with a kindly expression.
Goldens not only express themselves in their eyes but
with their whole being. Their whole mien manifests
their kindly attitude and is certainly one of the many
delights of the Breed. Quality is inferred within the
Standard and can be defined as that intangible aura of
excellence and nobility that surrounds a true Golden
Retriever.

of

We had no particular mentors but listened carefully and
retained worthwhile information. We, of course, studied
all aspects of the Breed paying special attention to the
Breed Standard.

Bob Philp of the famous Kyvalley Kennel was a pioneer
of Golden Retrievers in Australia. His Ch Kyvalley
Kyva was a particularly influential sire and appears in
most of the pedigrees of Goldens in NSW. We are,
indeed fortunate to have such an impressive dog as the
foundation of many of our kennels.
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What year did you obtain your first Golden Retriever?
Please tell us something about it.

ph

(Oaklodge Australia)

Which other breeders’ dogs have you admired over the
years?

or

Interview with Mr and Mrs Marshall

M

SECTION 2:

Please tell us about some of the favourite dogs your
family has owned over the years.

y

Ch Alinig Golden Luke as mentioned above.
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Ch Oaklodge Springtime the only bitch awarded a
Challenge by the late Joan Gill in Australia. Springtime
performed outstandingly at all levels in Specialist as well
as All Breed Championship shows.
Ch Oaklodge Daydream. Another leader in her day
performing well at all levels.
Ch Oaklodge Fiddler and Ch Oaklodge Copperfield are
two other dogs of which we are particularly proud.
Ch Oaklodge Golden Guy and Ch Oaklodge Harvester
both won Best in Show awards at The Golden Retriever
Club Championship Shows.
Byxfield Lindys Golden Gleam (Giggs) was a welcome
addition at Oaklodge, having arrived in 1972 from
the United Kingdom, bred by Lindy Anderson and
purchased from Elsie Henbest. Sire Eng Ch Synspur
Lunik, Dam the beautiful Eng Ch Lindys Olivia. He was
a quality sire and had a beneficial influence on the Breed
both here in the United Kingdom.
During our exhibiting days we at Oaklodge had ten
home bred Champions living with us at one time.

Now to the current dogs. Do you consider some of the
heads too strong? If so, what is it specifically which makes
them appear blocky and coarse? How do you feel about
the expressions and eye colour, shape and pigment in
general?
Any deviation from the Breed Standard is incorrect.
The head should be balanced, not only in itself but in
relationship with the dog as a whole. A blocky or coarse
head lacks the refinement and proportions that are the
requirements of the Breed. As mentioned previously
correct kindly expression is essential and an important
characteristic of the Breed. Dark brown is the correct
eye colour, light eyes create a piercing impression, while
black eyes are expressionless. The eye shape is generally
considered to be somewhat oval in shape. Pigment is
often a problem. I believe the Standard is too permissive
in stating the nose “preferably black”, the previous
Standard stated “should be black” which is more in tune
with reality. Lips and eye rims should be black.
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Long ears are occasionally seen to be creeping into the
Breed. Do you see this as a problem in the future?
Long ears create a foreign, “houndish” appearance and
should be avoided.
It is said that it is hard to eradicate poor fronts. From
your long experience with the Breed would you agree
with this statement?

Do you feel that some dogs are trimmed excessively?

of

Poor fronts covers a multitude, however, any structural
faults should be avoided. In breeding, “like tends to
beget like” and the best way of avoiding faults is to
breed from stock which is free from those particular
faults. The problem will be surely persist if we continue
to breed from affected stock.

All permissible colours are of equal value and personal
preference should not affect a judge’s opinion. Over
the years there have been cyclical trends, sometimes
a predominance of dark dogs sometimes lighter
specimens. I can’t see a problem so long as they are
within the Breed Standard. However, there have been
incidents of the appearance of very light colours which
could not be called cream but closer to white. This
trend should be discouraged. It should be kept in mind
that the variation in colour is one of the highlights of
the Breed and should be appreciated. The Standard
states that the required colour is “any shade of gold”
also “cream.” An exhibitor who has to wear white
clothing to contrast the dogs colour is only showing
that the colour is not pure white but not necessarily
cream.

et

I feel that mouths have not been a huge problem in
the past. However, conditions such as, under and
overshot mouths, wry mouths and missing teeth are
all too common in recent times. Narrow jaws lead to
cramped and misplaced teeth and lack of width between
the canines. All these problems could be resolved with
careful breeding.

ph

Have mouths been a problem over the years?

Mrs Charlesworth also stated that all colours within
the acceptable range are correct. The perfect colour of
course being the happy mean. How do you feel about this
comment? Do you feel there is a trend towards too many
blonde dogs in the ring?

or

I don’t believe that temperaments are as they should
be. There are many examples of poor temperaments to
be seen. This is a blight on the Breed and should be
ruthlessly discouraged. This is the penalty we pay or the
popularity of the Breed and commercial breeding.

hind action required for typical Golden Retriever
movement. Excessive length of the rear pastern would
also have an affect on typical movement.

M

Are the temperaments as solid as they used to be?

Yes

rt
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On the whole do you feel there is a large variation in
bone and substance?
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Do you consider long backs, short legs and over
angulated hindquarters are common at present?

Any deviation from the normal is always a concern.
Long backs, short legs and over angulated hindquarters
must surely impede the working ability of the dog and
should be avoided. These problems are commonly seen
and therefore a concern.
Do you feel that in general the movement of the present
day Goldens could be improved?
Movement can always be improved. I believe that
over the years there has been a gradual improvement
in movement, particularly hind movement. This is,
no doubt, a result of various schemes that have been
implemented to minimise a number of abnormalities.
It appears that Mrs Charlesworth above all else had a
distinct dislike for weak hocks. Do you consider this to be
a problem with the modern Golden Retriever?
The hock is a joint, equivalent to the heel in humans.
Any weakness in this joint would affect the powerful
268

Excessive trimming is quite common and should be
ruthlessly condemned. Severe neck trimming is all too
often seen and is not in keeping with the character of
the Breed. Golden Retrievers only require a tidying up
and should be done in a way that is not obvious.
What do you consider to be the ideal time to choose a
puppy?
As close to twelve months as possible. As this is seldom
possible it would be wise to leave the selection as late as
one is able. It is advisable to see the parents and as many
close relatives as possible before selection.
How much exercise would you recommend for a young
puppy?
Common sense should prevail. While young bones are
forming the puppy is growing and developing, exercise
should be gentle and the puppy should not be pushed
in this regard. Otherwise serious damage could result.
As the pup matures more demands could be gradually
made.
Do you feel the Breed is better now than it was 20, 30 or
even 40 years ago?
It is difficult to say whether the Breed has improved
over the years. The Breed is certainly more popular
than it was 40 years ago and, therefore there more to
choose from. I believe that all generations have had
their worthwhile specimens. However, I feel that with
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Photo by Trafford.
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The Marshall Children.

Aust Ch Oaklodge Vagabond by Byxfield Lindys Golden Gleam(Imp UK) out of Aust Ch Oaklodge Daydream bred and owned by Mr &Mrs Marshall.
Photo by Trafford.
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Being on the threshold of the genome revolution do
you believe there has been an over reaction about
radiographing. Would it have been more appropriate to
look at those dogs which were symptomatic?
Radiographing and other techniques are essential to
eliminate, as far as possible, undesirable characteristics.
As new techniques become available, no doubt, they
will be adopted. Inherited problems are not always
symptomatic as the inheritance mechanism is often of a
complex nature. Dominant characteristics do not always
have complete penetrance and are often linked with
other genes, while recessive traits may lie dormant for
many generations. Dogs are not generally bred for the
purpose for which they were originally developed, in
which case many could not perform the functions that
would be once have required of them. If the selection
for breeding was strictly based on performance in the
field, the unsound and inept specimens would soon be
eliminated, which could make testing redundant.

Are there any issues which you feel may be of concern for
our Breed in the future?
The popularity of the Breed is of some concern, as
with popularity comes the commercial breeding where
profit is the main concern rather than careful and
knowledgeable breeding practice. The lack of dedicated
and serious breeders is also concerning.
Thank you Mr and Mrs Marshall very much for all
you have done for the Golden Retriever and its Club
members over many years.

Profile of Mr John Tombs by Mrs Rose Odell

et

the present popularity, the Breed has not progressed
as one would have expected. This is probably due
to commercial breeding and too few devoted and
knowledgeable breeders.

Styles of Goldens do vary from place to place. Even
various kennels produce their own distinctive styles. By
observation one is often able to tell the breeding and
origin of a particular dog. As Goldens developed from
the same gene pool the problems would be substantially
similar from country to country, although there could
be difference in emphasis due to countries pursuing
their lineage.

Following discussion and meetings between John and
fellow Golden owners on the possibility of forming
a Golden Retriever Club, an idea came to reality.
A further meeting was held for enthusiasts of the
Breed following which an application for Affiliation
was submitted to the Kennel Control Council(now
VCA) with a copy of the proposed constitution. This
application for Affiliation was rejected but persistence
and the help from notable persons paid off and a
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Can you tell us please about the differences, if any, in
the Goldens you have judged in various countries? Do
different countries have different problems?

The name that heads the list of Life Members in the
Golden Retriever Club of Victoria Australia, Mr John
Tombs, might leave newer members wondering who
he is and what had he done to earn his life membership
of the Club. So, we must go back in time to the early
60s when Mr John Tombs and his wife Greta acquired
their first Golden Retriever named Alys Alan a Dale.
They enjoyed showing him and he was soon to attain his
Championship title. At that time Goldens were few and
far between so entries at shows were often little more
than a handful but the friendliness between exhibitors
was unrivalled. All shared the grief of John and Greta
when their beautiful Dale succumbed to an infection
whilst still so young. By now completely under the
spell of this lovely Breed, they purchased a bitch puppy,
Lantana Honey Flower and the foundation of their
Chadsun kennel.

On the left Greta Tombs, a little pensive (with the author in the 1970s).
Photo by RJM.
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Aust Ch Nordlys Gretchengold bred by Mr & Mrs W F Mitchell and owned
by Mr & Mrs J Tombs. Photo courtesy of GRCV.
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What year did you obtain your first Golden Retriever?
Please tell us something about it.

et

My first Golden was purchased in 1965. I had grown
up with Cocker Spaniels, and my intention was to
bring one into our family for our children. However,
by chance, I saw on the cover of a dog Encyclopedia
obtained from the library, a head study of a most
beautiful dog – Glennessa Crofter of Empshott – and
I confess I was immediately attracted to the Breed.
I was then determined to attempt to find a Golden
Retriever, which I found to be not an easy task as, in
comparison to today’s numbers were there was relatively
few Goldens available. I eventually brought a puppy,
Palkorra Brandy, from Jean Shanks. He demonstrated
the lovely attributes of the Breed with his wonderful
temperament and intelligence so much that when I
learned of an impending little sired by Ch Glennessa
Seahawk of Stenbury (son of Crofter) and bred by Bob
Philip, I arranged to have my choice of the puppies. The
puppy I eventually chose became known as Ch Kyvalley
Watergleam, who in time had a huge influence on the
Breed, particularly in Queensland.
Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing?
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The following year John stood down from the position
of President but continued to serve on committee while
campaigning his Goldens accompanied by Greta, who
was always ready to lend a hand to a friend or anyone
who had a Golden in tow. Long established members
have fond memories of these happy occasions when they
opened their home for fund raising and they and other
Club members cooked and supplied a variety of tasty
dishes which they happily paid to enjoy. Any thoughts of
dieting went straight out of the door. What happy days
they were. At the AGM in 1980 members applauded
the granting of Life Membership to Greta for her service
to the Club, the members and her goodwill to everyone.

(Ferngold Australia)

ph

Members respected him and supported him in his
efforts to make the Club a success. So it was no surprise
in 1973 when members unanimously supported the
decision to grant Life Membership to both John and
Lee Pithie for their valuable service in getting the Club
off the ground, an honour which they accepted with
great pleasure.

Interview with Mrs Phillipson

or

meeting was held on the 10th May 1967 for the
election of office bearers and committee. Mr Lee
Pithie was elected as the first President and Mr John
Tombs a Vice President and Mr Alan Robertson the
secretary. The other office bearers and committee came
from the Golden owners who had taken part in earlier
discussions. With the Club firmly established Lee Pithie
stood down from office after serving for two years
and John was elected President at the 1969 AGM. He
conducted the Club affairs in a business like manner,
firmly but friendly.

M

SECTION 2:

John continued to actively support the Club and
our lovely Breed until the sudden death of Greta
in July 1983 when for him and their many friends
much of the pleasure went out of dog showing. He
gradually withdrew from the weekly get together and
in retirement lived alone with Christian (Santamaria
Christian bred by Shirley and Dianne Lee), tending his
garden and always welcoming visitors until persuaded by
his family to move closer to them.
He still keeps in touch with the Club through the
newsletter and will be happy to know that members still
remember him.
We wish him well and thank him for the good times.
Originally published in the Guns N Sashes Newsletter
November 1999 and published with kind permission from
Mrs Rose Odell Patroness GRC of Victoria Australia.

Commenting on Australian Goldens, although I only
saw Ch Kyvalley Kyva the once, I certainly came to
admire his prowess as a stud dog. He was behind many
of the Golden’s being shown, and had a great influence
on the Breed. Seahawk followed him, and most of the
Golden’s I remember and admired in those early days
were sired by Kyva or Seahawk. Among them were
Ch Wildheart Wenan UD, Ch Goldenheath Madonna
CDX, Ch Kyvalley Charming CD and Ch. Everglow
Royal Purdy. Ch. Queenlee Debonair OC and
Ch Balandra Deltra Darius were also some more of
my favourites. In Queensland, Diana Beal had a lovely
bitch, Ch Kyvalley Simba, and others who followed were
Ch Leoline Golden Comet, Ch Santamaria Gonzales
and Ch Doncari Josiah UD.
Who were your mentors in the early years?
My mentor was my sister Barbara Hill, who was also a
very well known and successful Miniature Dachshund
breeder. It was Barbara who first persuaded me to enter
the show ring with Watergleam. She was very generous
with her knowledge and I learned much about breeding,
from her. Later on Frank Martlew was very informative.
Frank worked his gundogs, so understood the purpose
of the Standard requirements very clearly, particularly
helpful information to have when breeding Goldens.
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under the rules at that time, and continued on through
her adulthood.

Although we were very involved in the show world,
our Goldens were first and foremost very much part
of our family life. They were such characters and with
their wonderful temperaments they shared our every
moment, giving us so much love and enjoyment.
Our lives have been enriched by them. Beginning
with Brandy, then Ben (Watergleam), Melody (Ch
Nayr Melodymaker), Sovereign (Ch Ferngold Glen
Sovereign), his sister Elizabeth (Ch Ferngold Gay
Elizabeth), Birdie (Ch Ferngold Gay Skybelle), Tina
(Ferngold Chrystina AI), Casey (Miaura De Baucher),
Joanna (Ch Ferngold Joanna), Lisa (Ferngold
Enchanting), Fern (Amadeus Flavia Fern), Sunny
(Strelyn Sunrise Songsta) and Becky (Tweedsmuir
Bayna). Those, and others, gave us their love, fun and
devotion over those forty plus years. With the joys they
brought, of course there were the great sorrows in
losing them. Ben lived to a great age, we lost him just
before his 17th birthday and his progeny also had long
lives with us. I must mention a cast of English Setters,
who “thought” they were Golden Retrievers who also
shared in our lives. Today we have just two Golden’s,
Molly and Adam, whom we love.

Melody, a daughter of Watergleam, produced Australia’s
first Golden frozen semen AI litter, using semen from
Ch Camrose Cabus Christopher which had been
imported from England in partnership with Mrs. B.
Hession. Dr. Harry Spira was the Veterinarian involved
in the procedure. It was known as the miracle litter as
only one other such litter had been born overseas using
a surgical method. Dr. Spira was unaware that surgery
had been involved in the event overseas, So Melody
was inseminated without surgery – hence the “miracle”
label. It was a case of celebration in the dog world
when the babies arrived, as it marked a turning point in
breeding dogs. One puppy from that litter, Chrystina,
was invaluable in that she produced several lovely
Goldens, among whom Ch. Ferngold Commodore –
sired by Ch Glennessa Ingot (Imp UK), who had such
an impact on the show world in Victoria.

or
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Please tell us about some of the favourite dogs you and
your family have owned over the years.
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Mrs Charlesworth talks of Mrs Carnegie Heydown, as
having one of the most celebrated kennels in the world.
Describing her dogs as always true to type, keeping the
wonderful aristocratic appearance, that has alas so
many Goldens lack today. With wonderful heads, and
true lovely Golden expression and displaying that style,
fire and dash that is greatly to be desired, yet all too
rare. Is this your idea of what a true Golden Retriever
should be?
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Perhaps I might comment also on some of the special
achievements made by our Goldens in those early
years. In addition to his show career, including the
first Queensland bred Golden to win the award of Best
In Show, Sovereign was a wonderfully dominant sire.
Elizabeth was also an outstanding winner, including the
first ever Golden to win the prestigious CCC Guineas
at a Queensland Royal Show. Bridie’s wins over a
long period enabled her at the age of 8½ months to
accumulate enough points to become a Champion

Aust Ch Ferngold Gay Skybelle by Aust Ch Ferngold Glen Sovereign out of
Cambronze Caldora, bred and owned Mr & Mrs E J Phillipson.
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Yes, indeed, I would have to agree with that description
of a Golden Retriever. I look for a well balanced dog of
substance having “quality”, an indefinable element that
gives the aristocratic appearance that a Golden should
exhibit. In discussing the head, we often hear it said ‘the
head is the index of the Breed’, none more so than the
Golden head as it must show the beautiful expression
that immediately announces the Golden heritage.

Aust Ch Ferngold Christopher (AI) by Eng Ch Camrose Cabus Christopher
out of Aust Ch Nayr Melodymaker, bred by Mr & Mrs E J Phillipson owned
by Mrs C Clubb and Mr & Mrs Phillipson.

SECTION 2:

BREED DEVELOPMENT

Type, balance, style, soundness, temperament and
quality, these in total should be the make up of Golden
Retrievers.
What is your opinion on inbreeding and line breeding?

Now to the current dogs. Do you consider some of the
heads too strong? If so, what is it specifically which
makes them appear blocky and coarse? How do you feel
about the expression and eye colour, shape and pigment
in general?

the introduction of many lines through the importation

Are the temperaments as solid as they used to be?

sound, free of defects so I was immensely pleased with
the result. However, in those days the gene pool was
relatively small and therefore it was much easier to check
on the ancestors.

of numbers of Goldens from overseas. Although
resulting breeding can be very good indeed, the possible
introduction of undesirable genes may be of concern.
Which other breeders dogs have you admired?
Among the many breeders whose dogs I have admired
through earlier years, I would include Bob Philip
(Kyvalley), Pam Collman (Goldog), Noelene Bolton

Overall, I believe temperaments have remained steady
as should be so as it is of paramount importance to
the Breed. I would hope that these days it would be
rare indeed to meet an ill tempered Golden. I do recall
seeing dogs with very bad temperaments indeed in very
early days, but thankfully they disappeared in time.
Have mouths been a problem over the years in the
Breed?

of

(Queenlee), Joe Whittell (Cambronze), Sandra

ph

stressed the parents were beautifully bred, of quality,
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daughter mating with spectacular success. As must be

M

successful method, but on one occasion used a father/
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Nowadays the gene pool is vastly widened because of

At times there have been disappointing changes in the
Golden head, it is so important to keep true character,
readily recognizable. It should have a clean cut
appearance, strong but not coarse, nor blocky. If the
Standard is followed with emphasis on balance, it should
be possible to avoid selecting for anything other than
a typical good head, which as we all know typifies the
Breed. It follows that eye colour (mid to dark brown),
shape, and that lovely intelligent and friendly expression
are extremely important. Strict attention to the Standard
is not a bad thing.

I have always believed in line breeding as being the most

Patterson (Buffalo), Roger Bridgford (Taumac),

Wendy Dalton (Miaura) and Jann Trout (Karrell).
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In England, Lucille Sawtell (Of Yeo), Joan Tudor

rt

(Camrose), Mrs Borrow (Deerflite), Muriel Iles

(Glennessa), Mrs Minter (Stenbury), Brenda Lowe
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(Davern), Joan Gill (Westley), Mrs Harrison (Boltby)
and Mrs. Pilkington (Alresford). The list there could be
long indeed.

Are there some true friends and real personalities in the
Breed who are no longer involved or with us that you
would like to acknowledge?

Frank Martlew was certainly someone I could never
forget. He was not only very knowledgeable about dogs
but could entertain for hours with his stories about
dogs, dog owners and some of the tricks the very early
breeders would be involved with. His was a wonderful
personality. Bonnie Stewart is another friend who has
great wisdom in regard to dogs. Audrey Rennison, a
lovely lady no longer with us today, who held strong
beliefs in honesty and integrity. She also had a great
scientific mind which she applied with enthusiasm to
breeding Goldens. Diana Beale, who contributed greatly
to helping in the establishment of the Queensland Club.

I don’t think that bad mouths have been a real problem
in the Breed through the years, though of course there
has been the occasional undesirable mouth. But I think
overall breeders are aware of the necessity for a good
mouth in a Golden.
Long ears are something which are occasionally seen to
be creeping into our Breed. Do you see this as a problem
in the future?
If, again, breeders keep studying the Standard, they
will look to breed dogs with the correct ear shape, well
set on and level with the eye and of the correct size i.e.
when the tips, if pulled forward, do not extend much
further than the inner edge of the eye. Long ‘hound’
ears are not acceptable and should be avoided.
It is said that it is hard to eradicate poor fronts. From
your long experience with the Breed would you agree
with this statement?
It is my belief, and again I must refer to the Standard
(it was my Bible), that following the Standard then
‘selection’ is criteria for breeding good dogs, and if poor
fronts or indeed faults appear and are bred from, then of
course those problems will be perpetuated. Conversely,
if breeders select for overall good quality free of faultsgood fronts, good layback of shoulder and so on, than
any problem can in time be overcome. I have noticed
through the years that certain ‘undesirable’ features can
be traced back to a popular sire chosen for his success
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I believe in recent years the short legs and over
angulated hind quarters ‘were’ obvious, with the
resulting bad movement, short paced, ‘choppy’
movement. I’m sure there has been improvement there.
Long backs, a bad fault, it all comes back to balance.
Do you feel that in general the movement of the present
day Golden’s could be improved?

Would you mind explaining the correct coat type?
Is this a current problem?
The coat can be flat or wavy the latter is not seen
as much but can be quite beautiful when groomed
correctly. There should be good feathering, and the coat
should be dense, with a water resisting undercoat. It
shouldn’t be a problem in the Breed to have required
coats.
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Good movement is always essential, how otherwise
would a dog be able to work in the field or indeed in
any area requiring stamina? It is wonderful to see a truly
good ‘mover’ with an effortless level stride. We do see
poor movement more often than we should so it should
always be taken into consideration.

Colour? Well I must confess my preference is for the
true golden colour. However I would never choose on
colour alone. I have had a full range of colours – light,
mid, rich gold, cream – and I would agree that provided
the colour is in that range, any of these colours are
acceptable. I have had phone calls asking for a ‘White
Golden Retriever’ sad to say, not perhaps a good
indication of future times but hopefully white will be
avoided.

et

Do you consider long backs, short legs and over
angulated hind quarters a concern at present?

Mrs. Charlesworth also stated that all colours within
the acceptable range are correct. The perfect colour of
course being the happy mean. How do you feel about this
comment?

ph

Yes, there is a variation, but perhaps seen more in
Goldens not being shown. Which follows that litters
may not be of overall quality.

The longer hock seems to be more prevalent today,
which is a pity. I like the short strong hock and good
angulation, but not over angulated.

or

On the whole, do you feel there is a large variation in
bone and substance?

It appears that Mrs. Charlesworth above all else had a
distinct dislike for weak hocks. Do you consider this to be
a problem with the modern Golden Retriever?

M

in the show ring and who may not have the most
potential for producing well. I should also mention the
importance of the bitch, it can’t be emphasized enough
that without a good bitch it is impossible to breed the
quality needed in a litter of Goldens.

Do you feel that some dogs are trimmed excessively?
I dislike seeing any dogs that are over trimmed. It
shouldn’t be necessary and does spoil the appearance of
the dog. Light trimming is all that is required.
Mrs. Charlesworth stated that bitches should never be
bred twice a year and not even every year and if this
care is not exercised the stamina of the bitch is greatly
impaired and that of her progeny. Do you agree totally
with this statement?
I strongly agree. Rearing a litter is very demanding
and bitches should be allowed to recover well. In fact
my bitches were restricted to only three litters in their
lifetime as a maximum, with plenty of time between
those litters. It is sad indeed to see or hear of any bitch
who is ‘over used’.
What do you consider to be the ideal time to choose a
puppy?

Aust Ch Kyvalley Watergleam by Aust Ch Glennessa Seahawk of
Stenbury (Imp UK) out of Aust Ch Bonspiel Goldglint, bred by
Mr R Philp owned by Mr & Mrs E J Phillipson.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Phillipson.
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When breeding I watched puppies as they grew from
birth. First for structure, heads, and then for all the
other features such as temperament, movement and
so on. Though an outstanding puppy would be fairly
obvious, the final selection should be made as late as
possible, perhaps eight weeks to begin with but if it is
possible 3 months and even longer. This is not always
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Famous AI litter by Eng Ch Camrose Cabus Christopher out of Aust Ch Nayr Melodymaker. One of the puppies is the dam of the cover dog.Photo by Kelly.
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Overall from those very early times of course the Breed
had improved. I would not be truthful however, if I did
not say that I believe there was a tremendous quality
in Golden’s seen in the 70s to the 90s (with not such
variance in type) which seems to be missing in today’s
Goldens. There were also fewer defects and none of the
lethal genes for which breeders must now be alert. The
dominance of the Golden in the show ring today is not
so prominent. There were times when it was rare indeed
for the Golden not to be awarded top honors in shows
with very large entries. This does not appear to be
prevalent today, though of course there are exceptions.
So yes, the Breed has come so far, but there is a need to
be aware of certain aspects.

Having personally encountered problems in Goldens
I purchased during recent years, and which have had a
devastating effect on me, I do think of the families who
might meet with similar unwanted defects. I therefore
believe it is very important for breeders to be aware of
any defects, particularly those which to my knowledge
have appeared during the past decade or so, such as
SAS. If these and any other problems are recognized
and dealt with and sympathetic understanding ensues
between all involved, then I am sure with those good
breeding practices the Breed will be in good hands in
the future.

et

Do you feel the Breed is better now than it was 20, 30 or
even 40 years ago?

Are there any issues which you feel may be of concern for
our Breed in the future?

ph

Puppies should never be over exercised, moderation
is always the key. Long walks can be taken later, when
several months of age, prior to that a very gradual build
up is necessary.

My vet and others have informed me that epilepsy is
one of the problems in the Breed and had been for
several years, though I have not personally come into
contact with the owners of any afflicted dogs. There are
also other defects which are now with us and will need
careful watching.

or

Mrs. Charlesworth also stated in her book that she
had heard it said that exercise, beyond that which he
may take in as amusing himself is bad for a puppy,
it makes him grow long in the leg. Such opinion is
beyond the help of prayer. How much exercise would you
recommend for a young puppy?

Mrs. Charlesworth talks of epilepsy as being common in
her book of 60 years ago. Has this been a problem in the
Breed throughout the years that you know?

M

possible of course, but advisable. Mistakes can most
certainly be made in choosing that special puppy.
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Being on the threshold of the genome revolution do
you believe there has been an over reaction about
radiographing? Would it have been more appropriate to
look at those dogs which were symptomatic?
My thoughts on radio-graphing have always been
mixed. Although I x-rayed my dogs in accordance with
the necessity for hip scoring, I believe now that in two
or three cases I excluded Goldens for breeding because
of their resulting hip scores and I now feel that it was a
mistake to do so as they might have contributed well to
the Breed. I don’t believe the problem of hip dysplasia
is always due to hereditary, other factors are involved.
Today, though I am no longer involved with breeding
(to my sorrow), I look with the dismay at the desire
for the very low hip score which seems to be the prime
consideration for selection in choosing dogs. Perhaps
this emphasis on scores might be a factor in that lack
of the many outstanding dogs of earlier times who,
had that special quality I mentioned. Though I hasten
to add there are many lovely top quality Golden’s of
today, who have wonderful show records. I certainly
hope though, that an arbitrary cut off score will not
be set, that could have disastrous results. The genome
revolution may well alter the situation.
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I have noticed considerable change in the Breed since
1967 and as a Breed becomes very popular the changes
are not always for the betterment of the Breed. I do feel
heads, fronts and movement need improvement.

et
Briden Unique (AI) by Glennessa Playboy out of Ch Briden Te Amie.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Hutcheson.
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I was very fortunate when I started out to meet and
become almost family with the late Mr. Bob Philp who
became my mentor. It was Bob and Sally Macindoe
who imported Glennessa Waterwillow of Stenbury
and Len De Groen who imported Glennessa Seahawk
of Stenbury and it was from this mating I purchased
Kyvalley Jason. Jason brought me so much pleasure
and enjoyment. (He is actually the same breeding as
Nomis Pickwick in the UK). As you know he went
on to produce many champions in both the show and
obedience rings with many UD, CDX and CD titled
progeny. He also sired so many BIS winners all breeds
and Specialty Show level, namely Ch Santamaria Te
Amo (bred by Rose Feast of NSW) Ch Sandvalley
Rufantuf , Ch Beckenglad Khan, a famous St Malo litter
and many more including Ch Santamaria Gonzales and
Ch Briden Leola (Kyvalley Willwin x Jason)
Ch Briden Leola produced 10 puppies 4 of which
became champions. Ch Kyvalley Willwin was a Kyva/
Leonie daughter.

Finally, one of the highlights of my career in the Dog
World was in showing Wisp and winning and thinking
how proud Bob would have been of his “Wisp”
particularly winning BIS at 13 years and 3 months and
also winning the Southern Gundog Society Bob Philp
Memorial Show on several occasions. I recall him saying
when Wisp came to me shortly before he passed away.
“With Wisp goes my heart”.

ph

I first started in Goldens in 1967 with my first Golden
Castlecrag Contessa (Kyvalley Ondine x Ch Glennessa
Seahawk of Stenbury (Imp UK)) which I owned jointly
with Beryl Hession. This was followed closely in 1968
by my beloved Kyvalley Jason (Glennessa Waterwillow
of Stenbury x Ch Glennessa Seahawk of Stenbury).
My ideal of a Golden Retriever was an English dog
Glennessa Crofter of Empshott - I think to be successful
everyone must have something to aspire to and to this
end I set out to try to breed an even better Crofter of
Empshott. This dog was featured on the cover of the
English magazine a Country Life and had a beautiful
typical Golden head.

or

(Briden Australia)

M

Interview with
Mrs Denece Hutcheson

When Bob Philp became ill in the 1970s his beloved
bitch Ch.Goldtreve Waterwisp UD came to stay
with me. After Bob’s death Wisp was brought out
of retirement with great success. She later went on
to produce Ch Briden Te Amie CD who became the
mother of the first line bred frozen semen litter in
Australia and the grandmother of the second generation
litter. After Ch Glennessa Ingot came into the country
I imported Ch Glennessa Poste Haste and Glennessa
Outrider with Ann Smith. Later I also imported frozen
semen from Glennessa Escapade, Halliard and Playboy
which has now been stored for around 28 years. In fact
Mr & Mrs Bridgford have had 2 litters by Playboy one
of which produced 13 puppies. Our sincere thanks
must go to Dr Ray Ferguson of the Monash Veterinary
Hospital in Melbourne and to Muriel Iles for breeding
these outstanding dogs.

Ch Briden Te Amie by Ch Santamaria Te Amo out of Ch Goldtreve
Waterwisp UD, bred and owned by Mrs D M Hutcheson.

Aust Ch Briden Step N Style by Glennessa Outrider (Imp UK) out of
Aust Ch Goldilox Belle Lola bred by Mrs D Hutcheson and owned by
Mrs C & Miss J Foulds. Judge Mr L DeGroen.
Photo courtesy Mrs C Foulds.
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When did you come out to Australia? What dogs did
you bring out with you?
We boarded a ship with two Golden Retrievers in 1967.
The Dogs names were Broadmire Muffin (Imp UK) and
Jupiter Golden Honey. Tragically, Honey, or Startime
as we called her died off the coast of Spain and it broke
our hearts to have her burial at sea. After that we were
given permission for Rowan (Muffin) to stay with us in
the cabin.
What was Dancingate’s foundation bitch?
Our foundation bitches in Australia were Ch Kyvalley
Lorelei from Bob Philp in NSW and Ch Tangueny
Vesper (Imp NZ) from Mrs Hill-Smith.

Can you tell us about Mrs Leddingham of Sundials ?
Mrs Leddingham was only in Australia for about three
years and returned to the UK just before we arrived
in 1967 so we never actually met. However, she did
breed quite a bit ,so I did see a number of the Sundials
dogs. Pat Thomas of Branksome Golden Retrievers
and Labradors owned the well known Ch Sundials
Cinnamon.

et

(Dancingate Australia)

Yes I did attend shows in the UK. I remember seeing
Ch Camrose Cabus Christopher at some stage and he
would have to be my all time favourite dog although
there were so many beautiful dogs over there in those
days. They had so much substance without being coarse
with really beautiful heads. The dogs and bitches were
quite distinguishable.

ph

Interview with Mrs Joy Smith

And the Branksome kennels?

or

Pat Thomas and Jill Alexandra who had the Branksome
kennels met in the army in the UK. Jill was Pat’s
commanding officer. They only had a couple of Goldens
as their first love was the yellow Labrador. It was a long
time before they acquired any black labs. Their greatest
interest was in the working gundog.
How often did fresh blood come over from the East in the
60s?
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Ch Broadmire Muffin (Imp UK) Rowan was the most
wonderful showman and won 42 Challenges straight
out. Bob Philp told us he was wonderful and said that
after Kyva he was the best Golden he had seen. Away
from the ring he would just lean against a fence with his
eyes half closed and people would say. “Oh! is that Ch
Broadmire Muffin!”. But once he got near the ring he
would hold himself so beautifully with his head erect,
standing four square with his tail gently wagging.
People used to ask us how we trained him but we never
did train him. We had a number of winning dogs over
the years but Rowan was a once in a lifetime dog.
I always say people would give 10 years of their life to
have a dog like that.

M

Can you tell us a little your early Goldens please?
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Another of our early winners was Ch Bronze Silver
Maple, who won 18 straight CCs, had a litter and then
won another 8 challenges straight.
Who were the foundation President and Secretary in
WA?
The first President was Dennis Walker and I was the first
Secretary of the GRC of Western Australia
Did you show your Goldens in the UK? What was your
favourite Golden over there?

Up until the 1970s very little blood came over from the
East. From memory, prior to that time it was only Bob
Philp’s Kyvalley. I do recall seeing a Westhyde dog from
the UK many years ago but it was from the working
lines and was never shown as far as I can recall.
Do you feel the Goldens have changed over the years? If
so in what ways?
In my day the very pale, almost white ones were a
definite no no. They had to have tinges of gold. Rowan
was more of a champagne colour. Sundials had mostly
dark working lines. The Ledinghams and Bob Philp
exchanged puppies at one stage and both were a little
disappointed with the colour of their new puppies.
Mrs Leddingham said. “What is this pale puppy?”
And Bob said “What is this very dark puppy?”

“ Use what talents you have; the forests would have little music if no birds
sang their song, except those which sang best.”
Rev O G Wilson
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1968. He was Ch Santamaria Caesar UD – bred by
George and Rose Feast of Blaxland NSW. Sired by
Ch Gunwalloe Woodruff CD, his dam was Gunwalloe
Patricia. Caesar was my very much longed for pedigree
dog, after training my “brought home stray”, cross
Border Collie, to UD obedience level. Caesar enabled
me to compete in Obedience Trials and later the show
ring and this commenced my life long association with
the Breed.
Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing?
Ch Gunwalloe Golden Cloud CDX – the first Golden
I ever saw at Sydney All Breeds Dog Training Club.
I remember thinking what a beautiful dog he was.
Another at SABDTC was Palkorra Chris-Ann, the
second Golden Retriever I ever saw. I recall her happy
nature and gentle smile and these two dogs greatly
attracted me to the Breed which until then, I never
knew existed.

y

Who were your mentors in those early years?

Ch Leoline Golden Ruffy: – Another dog with which
I experienced some top moments. Ruffy had the most
unflappable temperament and I never saw him display a
cross word to any dog or human. However he would
never come when he was called!!! Best of Breed at the
Sydney Royal Show on my birthday and Best in Show at
the Golden Retriever Club of NSW, were highlights of
our times together.
Ch Buffalo Kingpin: – Milo like his grandsire, Ruffy,
had an unflappable nature. He too was a true gentleman
in every way. Our “once in a lifetime show dog”,
Milo achieved it all. He and Michael had a wonderful
partnership in the show ring and made a great team and
the three of us shared moments in the show ring, some
just dream of.
Ch Lawnwoods Rustic Rian UD (Imp UK): – Rian
is very dear to me. Again, a true gentleman. A good
looking dog, he has a fabulous will to please which
made training him so enjoyable. Because of his happy
nature and biddability, Rian gave me the incentive
to return to the obedience ring after an absence of
more than 20 years. This I found very rewarding
and challenging and together we managed his UD
Obedience Title. Rian is the first UD import to gain a
Championship in the show ring as well as his UD title
and he has always been a consistent top performer in the
breed ring.

of

When I commenced showing, two dogs I recall
admiring are: Ch Santamaria Theresa and Ch Wildheart
Wenan UD

I also enjoyed a wonderful friendship with Shirley
Sullivan and I have some great memories of our
journeys to and from the shows, be it via road or air, as
well as the holidays I used to have at her Kawana Waters
home.

et

What year did you obtain your first Golden Retriever?
Please tell us something about it.

ph

(Buffalo Australia)

ring fairly early, which probably gave me the “bug” to
continue there to this day.

or

Interview with Sandra Patterson

M

SECTION 2:
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Shirley Sullivan. Shirley owned Caesar’s father,
Woodruff, and so our friendship developed. Woodruff
was seven and a half years of age when I commenced
training him and gained his CD title.
Please tell us about some of the favourite dogs you have
owned over the years.
Ch Santamaria Caesar UD: – Had I known then,
what I know now about training dogs, I would have
realised what a very special and wonderful dog Caesar
was. Trained by the “old” way of training (i.e. more
negative reinforcement than the positive style that is
encouraged these days - as well as an impatient young
owner) somehow, Caesar still managed to gain his
Obedience Titles and regularly win, place and qualify in
trials. Caesar just “did it” regardless of all the setbacks
I provided for him, so he really was a very special and
talented dog.
Ch Buffalo Woodbuff CD: – Buffy introduced me
to the show ring in the biggest way. Being such a
successful show dog, we experienced many great
moments together – All Breeds and Specialty Best in
Shows and also Royal CC’s. Because of Woodbuff,
I was lucky to experience the “high’s” of the show

He has also provided us with many great “show”
moments with multiple Specialty wins as well as some
outstanding “All Breed “achievements.
Mrs Charlesworth talks of Mrs Carnegie, Heydown, as
having one of the most celebrated kennels in the world:
describing her dogs as always true to type, keeping the
wonderful aristocratic appearance, that alas so many
Goldens lack today, with wonderful heads and true
lovely Golden expression and displaying that style, fire
and dash that is greatly to be desired, yet all too rare. Is
this your idea of what a true Golden Retriever should
be?
A good Golden Retriever has a “quality” about
them that draws your eye to them. Maybe this is the
“aristocratic appearance” she speaks of. Head and
expression is one of the most important features of a
Golden and something which is being lost in today’s
Goldens as they are becoming very “generic” in this
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Ch Buffalo Woodbuff CD, Ch Leoline Golden Ruffy,Ch
Buffalo Kingpin,Ch Lawnwoods Rustic Rian UD (Imp
UK), as talked about in an earlier question
Which other breeders dogs have you admired over the
years?
In Australia: In the early years – and owned/bred by
others and dogs I have seen:
Ch Queenlee Lady Lion, Ch Wildheart Wenan UD,Ch
Alubyc Autumn Arwen.

Definitely – they do not have the correct shape for the
Breed and are becoming too long and low. Correct
body shape for the Breed is important. Balance
and symmetry are mentioned often in the Standard.
Unfortunately, long, low and over angulated dogs are
continually being awarded, thus encouraging them to
be bred with. There are many long low dogs being
exhibited and the more correct ones with length of leg
and correct proportions look “wrong” to many judges.
Few All Breed judges are familiar with our Breed and
can recognise correct shape, head and expression.
Do you consider some of the heads too strong? If so, what
is it specifically which makes them appear blocky and
coarse?
Speaking of Australian dogs. I think there are not
many heads that are too strong here. Heads in
Australia have improved in the past two decades. In
the early years of our Breed I think our heads were

of

Ch Goldtreve Cameron and brother, Ch Goldtreve
Camrossie . More recently.

Now to the current dogs. Do you feel that many of the
dogs today are unbalanced?

et

Please tell us about some of the favourite dogs you have
owned over the years.

Bert Kewish of Tahmero Kennels. Someone I miss
dearly.

ph

I think it can be a valuable tool provided you know what
you are doing and you know all about the animals you
are line breeding to. You can learn a lot by moving close
into a pedigree – the good and the bad – and you have
to be prepared to take what comes and to learn from
whatever it produces.

Are there some true friends and real personalities in the
Breed who are no longer involved or with us you would
like to acknowledge?

or

What is your opinion on inbreeding and line breeding?

Stenbury Waterwingon, Perrimay Fadilla, Styal
Symmetra and Styal Superscotia.

M

feature. Goldens with their happy exuberant ready to
please nature (but never “over the top”!), is also part of
the Breed.
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Ch Fantango Romancn The Stone, Grand Ch Chaleur
Claim to Fame and Overseas.

Aust Ch Buffalo Woodbuff CD owned by Sullivan and Bottomley (Patterson). Best of Opposite Sex Aust Ch Sweetwater Spirit bred and owned by
Mr & Mrs D Hands. Puppy in Show Gaewynd Korinne, bred and owned by Mrs J Drake. Photo courtesy of Mrs S Sullivan.
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Eye colour – I think that there are a few more light eyes
creeping into the Breed in Australia. I have noticed
visiting judges mentioning eye colour on a number
of occasions in their critiques and this is more so than
in past years. The dark brown eye colour, gives the
expression, and so it is important to keep this in mind.

Have mouths been a problem over the years in the
Breed?
I have not encountered any reason to think so, be it
when judging or breeding. That doesn’t mean we can
afford to relax and not be mindful of mouths.
Long ears are something which are occasionally seen to
be creeping into our Breed. Do you see this as a problem
in the future?
No. Breeders should be mindful of the requirements
of the Breed and any feature which appears too often
should be addressed before it becomes a majority
problem in the Breed. If you address it early, it won’t
manifest itself to an extent where it is impossible to
eradicate.
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Pigment – pigment has improved over the years. It is
important as it enhances the expression. Whilst winter
nose is acceptable, we need to remember that a black
nose is “preferable” and therefore should be aimed for.
There is winter nose and there is lack of pigment and

No. I am not sure whether this is because of a change
of lifestyle and people don’t have the time to spend
with their dogs that they had in the past, or it has more
a genetic base. I feel environment can play a very
important part and so it is important not to slam a dog
for poor temperament when in fact it could be caused
by outside factors.

et

The typical Golden expression was lacking in the
Breed’s early years in Australia. Today, there are more
dogs around which display a good expression but
unfortunately because we have to deal with all rounder
judges who are not aware of what the correct Golden
expression should be, or how important it is to the
Breed, continue to award blank generic expressions.
This “ordinary” look can be found on any dog in the
street. Expression, is very much a Breed hallmark.

Are the temperaments as solid as they used to be?

ph

How do you feel about the expressions and eye colour,
shape and pigment in general?

we need to be careful that we are mindful of pigment so
that we don’t turn a winter nose into a lack of pigment.

or

considered very “foreign” by visiting UK specialists.
There was no uniformity and they definitely lacked
that gorgeous melting expression you saw so much of
in the UK. These days we have improved with better
balanced heads and more dogs with that lovely melting
expression. However we are a long way from the
uniformity in expression that you find in the UK.

M

SECTION 2:

It is said that it is hard to eradicate poor fronts. From
your long experience with the Breed would you agree
with this statement?
Yes I do agree. Today good fronts are few and far
between and I feel that the ideal shoulder angulation
described in the Standard will be extremely hard to
cement into the Breed again. A more open angle is
becoming common as is the short upper arm.
On the whole do you feel there is large variation in bone
and substance?
No. We went through a period years back where we had
the dogs that were verging on being overdone for the
Breed but I think it has evened out more these days and
I think that the bone these days is more in balance with
the dogs
Do you consider long backs, short legs and over
angulated hindquarters a concern at present?
MOST DEFINITELY !! This is the scourge of our
Breed. They may look good but they don’t fall into the
“medium sized dog without exaggeration” and do not
exhibit the correct balance for a Golden Retriever.
Do you feel that in general the movement of the present
day Goldens could be improved?

Aust Ch Buffalo Portrait of Gold: So well named! by Aust Ch Buffalo
Kingpin out of Aust Ch Azzigold Maid for Buffalo, bred and owned by
Buffalo Kennels. Photo courtesy of Mrs S Patterson.

Yes definitely. This is where the Breed is falling down
in the show ring when it comes to competing against
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Mrs Charlesworth also stated that all colours within
the acceptable range are correct. The perfect colour of
course being the happy mean. How do you feel about this
comment?

et

7 weeks

Mrs Charlesworth also stated in her book that she had
heard it said that exercise, beyond that which he may
take in amusing himself is bad for a puppy, it makes
him grow long in the leg…. Such opinion is beyond
the help of prayer! How much exercise would you
recommend for a young puppy?
Depends on what age you are calling a “young puppy”.
I don’t think a puppy up to 16 weeks of age needs a lot
of exercise at all. General “playing” and a short walk,
together with everyday family activity and training will
suffice. Walks can be increased as the puppy gets older.
The puppy’s general condition and his behaviour will
tell you whether or not you are giving him enough
exercise.

of

I don’t think there is any “perfect colour”. providing
the dog falls within the boundaries of the Breed
Standard i.e. “any shade of gold or cream but neither
red nor mahogany”, then it doesn’t matter which end of
the scale his colour falls on.

What do you consider to be the ideal time to choose a
puppy?

ph

Yes. Hindquarters aren’t as balanced as they once were.
There is a tendency to be over angulated which looks
flashy but is not correct and a dog over angulated in
hindquarters cannot have strong hocks and move with
drive.

I disagree. I don’t think it is detrimental to breed
a bitch on consecutive seasons (but rest her on the
next one) and I don’t think that it would make any
difference to the stamina of the bitch nor her progeny.
We are fortunate to be a lot more advanced in veterinary
techniques today than in Mrs Charlesworth’s days and
the dogs can really benefit from progress in veterinary
medicine.

or

It appears that Mrs Charlesworth above all else had a
distinct dislike for weak hocks. Do you consider this to be
a problem with the modern Golden Retriever?

Mrs Charlesworth stated that bitches should never be
bred twice a year and not even every year and if this
care is not exercised the stamina of the bitch is greatly
impaired and that of her progeny. Do you agree totally
with this statement?

M

other breeds. We need to remember that a Golden
Retriever is a very fluent smooth effortless mover and
strive to improve this feature, but at the same time
retain/improve breed type and hallmarks. Fast flashy
movement is not correct for a Golden Retriever and
judges also need to be educated not to expect a Golden
to move like a Setter or the Utility Breeds.

Would you mind explaining the correct coat type? Is this
a current problem in the Breed?
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I can see it creeping in unless it is addressed. Australia
is currently being “threatened” by the flash and dash of
the “dog show” and we see many breeds dressed up to
impress. This could encourage longer, finer but flashier
coats.
The correct coat should enhance the dog’s outline,
not hide it. It should not be overdone and quality of
coat is more important than quantity. It should be of
a medium harshness and have a good dense undercoat.
this correct coat protects the dog enabling him to carry
out his work on land or in the water. It should not be
soft and silky like a setter.
Do you feel that some dogs are trimmed excessively?
Definitely. The idea of trimming the dog is to tidy
him up and enhance his good features without making
it look obvious that he has been trimmed. There is a
tendency in OZ of late to shave the necks like a setter,
leaving a lot of hair in the front to give the illusion that
the dog has some forechest. Little do the advocates
of this method realise that this is the best way to draw
a judge’s attention to this area and that once they put
their hands on the dog and find out that there is “air”
and not dog underneath the coat………
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Do you feel the Breed is better now than it was 20, 30 or
even 40 years ago?
In Australia – I think the Breed has improved in head,
expression, pigment, feet, and bone. We have more
uniformity now, but we still have a long way to go and
have a continual battle to avoid the Breed becoming
generic because Breed hallmarks are not a priority to
some.
I think temperament and movement need to be
addressed and that breeders should try to breed away
from the long low exaggerated dog.
Being on the threshold of the genome revolution do
you believe there has been an over reaction about
radiographing? Would it have been more appropriate to
look at those dogs which were symptomatic?
In the beginning there was an over reaction re x-raying.
At that time this was mainly brought about by a lack of
knowledge and information available to the breeders.
This wasn’t generally the fault of the veterinary
profession as there wasn’t a lot to hand out.
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a pedigree, he couldn’t trial. I was devastated. So when
I obtained my first pedigree dog (after much haggling
with my parents) I was over the moon.

We have the opportunity to use the information
available to us to breed the best Golden we can, AND
do our best to ensure he is as sound as he can be in so
far as inherited problems are concerned.

My first Golden Ch Santa Maria Caesar UD was bred by
George and Rose Feast. They were the original owners
of the Santamaria prefix. Upon their return to the
UK in the 1970s, the prefix was transferred to the Lee
Family in Victoria. I still recall the joy I had in my heart
when I brought home my much longed for Golden.
He was the only male in the litter and the family and
I (including grandmother) went to see him when he
was just four weeks of age. The drive from Five Dock
to Blaxland, required a stop for lunch at Parramatta!!!
Rose Feast showed me this four week old puppy and
of course he took my heart. In all it took about five
minutes and we were on my way home again. Just a few
more weeks until he could come home and I counted
every sleep!

ph
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I think that Epilepsy is still in the Breed and will
always be in the Breed. Because it is of a supposed
recessive inheritance, dogs can be “carriers” throughout
generations. A dog may be unlucky enough to meet
as a mate another carrier and he may be lucky enough
never to meet a carrier, but the condition can still be
carried on, consequently for many generations it still
remains “dormant” in the Breed and can “crop up” at
any time.

I didn’t know a lot about breed shows in those days
– my world was one of obedience. I recall Caesar
and I did many obedience demonstrations. We were
regulars at the Sydney Royal Easter Show obedience
demonstration in the main arena each year and our club
was often called upon to give obedience demonstrations
at show societies, local shopping malls and school fetes.
One such calling was to Orange Show Society show.
As I was not old enough to drive and it was just simply
beyond my parents sanity to go “that far”. My good
friends Gwen and Peter Brooks took me, so we all
piled into a mid 1960s Holden station wagon - Gwen,
Peter, their two children, me, Golden Retrievers and
kelpies. No dog trailers in those days. The back of the
wagon was a bed for the kids, so everything else was on
the back seat with me – dogs and luggage included!!
Somehow, we managed. On the way home, at midnight
descending the mountain, we celebrated my 17th
birthday!

or

Mrs Charlesworth talks of epilepsy as being common in
her book of 60 years ago. Has this been a problem in the
Breed throughout the years that you know?

M

I think everybody needs to look at the overall picture
and not go overboard on any one thing. The aim of
every breeder is to breed happy, healthy Goldens that
are sound in body and mind. It doesn’t mean they
HAVE to have a 0/0 hip score. Dogs with scores much
higher have lived long and happy incident free lives. So
I think you have to look at the quality of the dog, its
temperament and its health records and choose the one
that is best across the board.

et

Over the years we have been able to obtain more
information and thanks to the internet and technology
this is readily available.

y

Are there any other issues which you feel may be of
concern for our Breed in the future?
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I think I have covered most of the things that I consider
to be of concern for the future of the Breed: long, low,
short legs; bad temperament; judges who do not know
to look for Breed hallmarks and continue to award
generic dogs; and the Breed’s popularity with the public
will lead to many inexperienced and unethical breeders,
breeding to “cash in” on the popularity.

Memories

I still remember the first Golden Retriever I saw – mid
1960s – Ch Gunwalloe Golden Cloud CDX – aka
“Paddy” owned by Miss Bev King. He was strongly
from Bonspiel lines. He was a regular at Sydney All
Breeds Dog Training Club , and I thought he was just
beautiful. ‘He” gave me Joan Gill’s handbook (1965
edition) on the Golden Retriever with the inscription
“To Sandra, wishing you every success with “Caesar”
and may he be a joy to you as long as he lives. From
your second favourite Golden Retriever “Paddy”.
I still have that book.
I got hooked on obedience by training my “stray” cross
bred border collie at the local dog training club.
I trained him to the highest standard, but as he was not

I was very fortunate to have many “adults’ looking
after me before I got my driver’s licence. I think my
parents were relieved as it meant they didn’t have to
drive me everywhere each weekend and they could
play their Bowls. I would travel with these friends to
obedience fixtures and demonstrations around Sydney
and sometimes further afield. Breed shows were later
included. As our family only went to Kiama once a
year for our annual holidays, any trip out of the Sydney
Metropolitan area was a big deal to them.
Caesar was really such a reliable dog. He gained his
first Obedience Title at just over 6 months of age and
competed in many trials. One memory was when he
won the UD obedience at the Sydney Royal show. I
think back now and considering he had the liability of
a very novice trainer and an old fashioned method of
training, he really was quite a remarkable dog. He just
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Another time was the Golden Retriever Club of
Victoria. Once again, Buffy would fly to the venue.
Shirley had sent a note on his crate to say “he lost all
his coat in the bath”. I thought great !! Thankfully,
it wasn’t as bad as I envisaged and we went on to win
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George and Rose Feast had a daughter, Marie. She was
my age and I recall spending a couple of my holidays “in
the country” at Blaxland. I really loved it up there. This
city girl, in the Blue Mountains. Not only that, but to
be in “Golden Retriever heaven” as they had a number
of Goldens. George would talk to me about Goldens
and I was spellbound. I don’t think I understood exactly
what he was really saying, but oh my, how I wanted to
learn and what a great knowledge he had. Marie and I
would walk the Goldens each day down the mountain
back road towards Penrith – a very steep descent, and
consequently return ascent, with many hair pin bends
to negotiate. At the next Sydney Royal, Santamaria won
BOB. Marie and I took credit for the dogs’ fitness !!

Shirley’s husband, Bill, was a Captain with Qantas
and this enabled dogs to be flown interstate at very
reasonable rates. One such occasion, Buffy was entered
in Adelaide Royal. I was living in Albury (border of
NSW and Victoria) and Shirley in Queensland. It
was arranged that if I could get to Adelaide, Buffy
would be flown there for me to show at the Royal.
We arranged my travel Melbourne to Adelaide with
Bev and Peter Watson (Kyrama Kennels). Bev was an
inspiration. Stricken with polio at an early age and
wheel chair bound, nothing was impossible to her. A
truly remarkable person. We arrived in Adelaide and on
the day of the show, Buffy arrived. Buffy and I won
Best of Breed that year. I think it made it seven Royal
CC’s for Buffy.

ph

My first breed show was at Ladies Kennel Association
in 1968. It was held in the cattle rings at the old
Sydney Showground. Weimaraners were a rare breed
and I recall, only one was entered. It was here that I
met Shirley Sullivan who owned Caesar’s father – Ch
Gunwalloe Woodruff CD. This would lead to a very
long and close friendship over many years.

Shirley and I would attend many shows with Buffy.
On one such occasion we entered a “country” show
at Campbelltown. Then it was a two lane road from
Sydney – today it is a city of its own with a major
freeway to Sydney. Buffy had won the Breed, but we
felt he didn’t look his best – so we found a tap and we
bathed him then and there for the group !! I think he
won it – just as well !!

or

My first encounter with the show ring was at Garden
Island Kennel Club – late 1960s. My obedience friend
and I decided to have a look at the breed ring. Being
obedience people, we couldn’t believe the lack of
precision between dogs and handlers as we expected to
see dogs heeling to perfection, just like the Obedience
Trials. Instead it was very haphazard with dogs lagging
and not paying a lot of attention to their handlers. I
recall going home and “sounding off” to my parents
about the “slackness”. I then learned that obedience
and showing in the breed ring were two different things.

How embarrassing – but that was Buffy. Buffy did what
Buffy wanted to do, when he wanted to do it – and that
included the show ring. You would never know if he
would perform until you stepped off. If he wanted to –
he won the lot – if he didn’t – you felt a fool.

M

did it and reliably. Temperaments in those days (in my
opinion) were much better than they are today. We very
rarely saw a timid Golden – probably something which
drew me to the Breed in the first place.

Shirley and I would often go to shows together.
I trained Woodruff to his CD title at 7 years of age.
Shirley also showed Ch Santamaria Therese for the Feast
family at the major shows. Being a Hairdresser by trade,
I recall her putting hairclips down Therese’s back to
place her beautiful wavy coat (and what a coat she had)
to perfection. She always looked a picture. Therese won
the breed at Brisbane and Sydney Royals. Shirley always
looked a picture when she showed the Goldens and was
a renowned Lady Handler. I can still see her showing
the Goldens, white gloves and all.
Then along came Buffy – Ch Buffalo Woodbuff CD.
I also trained Buffy to his CD title. I always remember
that he had a mind of his own and when maneuvering
the figure of eight in one Trial he decided to go and
say hello to the judge and jump up and give him a
“kiss”, leaving me still walking the figure of eight!!.
284

Aust Ch Buffalo Kingpin by Aust Ch Leegolden Valley King out of
Stonebow Partita, bred and owned by Buffalo Kennels. Photo by Cabal.
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I recall another trip to the Melbourne Royal with a
Golden friend. She picked me up after work at about
7 pm – we left Five Dock (7kms from the Sydney
CBD), but didn’t arrive in Albury until about 4 am in
the morning. Such was the Hume Highway in those
days. Next day we continued to Melbourne where we
stayed with the Norma and Neil Johnson and her family.
Norma was Bill Sullivan’s sister. Norma and Neil’s
children were Neilly, Marilynn, Coralea and Greg. I
recall their lovely home in Brighton and sleeping under
the stairs in Greg’s room, surrounded by pictures of
past Melbourne Cup winners. I think his love of race
horses is still with him today. Marilynn is now our own
Marilynn Morphet - proving that once Goldens are in
your heart, they never leave!! I do recall Marilynn and
Coralea always exhibiting in the gorgeous outfits sewn
by their mother – a truly talented lady.

Then there was the “yum yum” tree at Sydney Royal.
At the old showgrounds this tree was in the ring and
you had to negotiate it when exhibiting. Sometimes
judges would use it to direct exhibitors to either side
of the ring. One such year it was rumoured that a
particular dog was going to win. The judge on the
day separated his dogs – some to this side and some to
“under the yum yum tree”. Nobody knew which was
the good line or the bad line. That was until “the dog”
went “under the yum yum tree”. Oh, thought the
others, we are on the bad list. But wait, the yum yum
tree dogs were asked to leave the ring. I can still see
the faces on those in the other line to this day – mine
included! Suddenly we pulled out all stops and did our
very best.

ph

Another time Shirley and Buffy came to visit me in
Albury. Shirley arrived by train and I was there to meet
her. Where is Buffy, I asked – he was in the “dog box”
under the train – an area assigned to animals. I was a
little horrified, but Buffy came out tail wagging and very
pleased to see us. Of course we attended a dog show
together and Buffy went Best in Show.

was a team of Queenlee dogs and handlers crossing that
wide busy road near the entrance to the showground.
It required some skill to negotiate traffic and trams in
the busy morning peak hour, but there was Bob and
Noelene Bolton calmly walking across the road with
a dozen Goldens walking just as calmly by their side.
Such were the Queenlee Goldens. Noelene had a “gift”
with the dogs and they always showed for her and did
their best. Ch Queenlee Debonair AOC held the record
for the most Best in Shows for decades. He was one of
the very successful progeny of Ch Wildheart Wenan UD
and had inherited the same “look at me” attitude for the
show ring.

or

Best in Show under Joe Cartledge of the UK. I think
it was one of the most memorable wins of my time in
Goldens. Buffy and I just performed as one and I knew
I “had him” from the moment we first stepped out into
the ring. What a show he put on. Joe’s critique very
aptly described him as “my star of the day”. To top
it off, we were presented with trophies by Dame Joan
Hammond. We put Buffy on the plane to Brisbane
with a note to Shirley “tell you how he went when we
get back to Albury”. Needless to say the trip to Albury
was harrowing as it had been raining heavily and the
highway was flooded in many places. We were lucky to
get back that night !! Shirley had to wait even longer
for any news (no mobile phones in those days).

M
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The Royals were a regular event. Sydney, Melbourne
and Brisbane, seemed to be “must do’s”. One year I
travelled from Corowa to Brisbane. What a trip back
then!! Leaving Corowa after work, I remember driving
into Moree as the sun rose, accompanied by about
a dozen Kangaroos jumping along in the paddock,
next to the road. This city girl didn’t realize just how
dangerous that could have been!! Luckily they stayed
in the paddock. I think we took about eight Goldens
to Brisbane in a Ford Station Wagon, one was a bitch
in season. Somehow we managed. I don’t think the
results were very spectacular that year but as it has left
me with the memories I recall today, it was certainly
worthwhile.
One memory of Melbourne Royal was when we were
waiting for the gates to open. I looked up and there

The Pal International was another large show held at
the Sydney Showgrounds. This particular show was
held in the huge main arena and it was quite a spectacle.
I watched Ch Wildheart Wenan UD win the Gundog
Group there. Wenan was owned by Kay Petersen and
was a very successful show, trial dog and sire. I recall
“Casper” would stamp his feet at the entrance to the
ring as if to say “come on, get on with it”. Casper also
won the Group at a Sydney Royal amongst other top
awards.
In the mid 80s, we purchased a bitch from Bert and
Phyl Kewish of Tahmero Kennels in Victoria. This
started another long and rewarding friendship. We
would stay with them when we attended Melbourne
Golden shows and Bert and I would sit up chatting
until the early hours of the morning. I can still see
him slumped comfortably in his leather chair telling his
stories. A very honest and straightforward person, he
called a spade a spade and had a wealth of knowledge
about dogs. Together we would discuss the Breed and
solve all the problems in the dog world!. They were
great times. Bert and Phyl’s dogs were always of good
substance with fabulous coats and Bert had a gift of
picking a puppy with a good front. Consequently, the
Tahmero dogs all had very good fronts and overall
285
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I am still learning and will never stop. To those that
follow- - if you are fortunate and tough enough to
weather the storms and hardships that come with
breeding dogs and are still in the game decades after
you start, remember to always listen objectively, whether
you agree or not, as there is always something to learn
and you will never know it all.
Sandra Patterson - Buffalo Kennels 2010
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Breeding holds a mountain of education and learning.
I look back on decades with this glorious Breed. In
our kennel, we have been fortunate to have had many
great dogs share our lives. I have also been lucky to

More recently, perhaps a memory that will be with me
forever is judging at The Golden Retriever Club (UK)
in 2009. A fantastic day and what an honour to have so
many beautiful dogs exhibited.

or

For over more than four decades, I have been fortunate
to have witnessed many of our great Golden Retrievers
and seen many transitions in the Breed. I do feel that
the strongest era was that of the 1970-1990. So many
of Australia’s well known top dogs reigned during
this time. Goldens were often Best in Group and
Best in Show all breeds and the top dogs competed
against other top dogs at all shows – all breeds and
Specialty. No win was an easy one. Entries were often
in the 60-100 mark, so Best of Breed was well earnt.
People didn’t travel to the smaller country shows then,
although attendances interstate at Royals and Breed
Championship shows were common. We didn’t have
the number of shows that we now enjoy, so you could
not “avoid” the competition like many can today.
Goldens were the largest entry at the Sydney Royal
for many years. I recall an entry of 180 plus one year.
Today, it is half that.

have seen many of this country’s top Golden Retrievers.
More recently the Breed has been fortunate to gain
from imported bloodlines via dogs imported to
Australia and frozen semen techniques. The results have
improved the Breed with some lovely progeny being
produced. I do hope that there is not a split between
the specialty style Golden and the all rounder style
Golden and that breeders remember there is just the
one Golden Retriever which should be able to do all the
jobs it was originally bred for.

M

construction. They made up many Grand Champions
after the award was introduced.

Sandra and her beloved Rian Aust Ch Lawnwoods Rustic Rian UD (Imp UK) by Rossbourne Just Jamie out of Lawnwoods Remember Me, bred by
M Sattherwaite owned by Buffalo Kennels. Photo courtesy of Mrs S Patterson.
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Victoria’s first Championship Show was not until the
1968 the year after our visit to the Royal and by then we
had a Golden puppy of our own. She was a full sister to
Lindy by Aunty Shirley’s Ch Gunwalloe Woodruff CD
out of Ch Gunwalloe Patricia. Her name was Santamaria
Sandgold (here after known as Chiqui). Chiqui’s litter
brother was Ch Santamaria Caesar UD who belonged
to Sandra Patterson.
Incidentally Santamaria changed hands in the 1970s
when Shirley Lee and her young daughter Dianne
relinquished their own Sandquadra Kennels. This
was shortly after they obtained their Ch Santamaria
Pedro from Rose Feast. Of the early Club members
Bill Mitchell was the General Manager of Flemington
Racecourse(home of the Melbourne Cup) when the
Club was formed. Mr Mitchell generously organized
to have benches erected for Goldens at the racecourse
especially for these shows. Bill and Glad were just the
loveliest couple. They were both retired by the time our
family joined the Club but had only just been married.
I think it was actually on their honeymoon that they
went to England and brought back (Ch) Calrossie of
Westley, Koala of Kuldana, (Ch) Anbria Sands, and
(Ch) Camrose Antanya. They also brought back another
Golden for John and Greta Tombs but something
happened to it on the ship and sadly for them it did not
survive the journey. Mr and Mrs Mitchell, as we always
called them, were very kind to our family. Dad always
used to tell the story to others that, as important as
he was, Bill would go to the stables and collect horse
manure with his bare hands for Dad’s garden.
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Melbourne Royal had vetting in the 1960s, so, once we
arrived at the showgrounds we all had to wait in line. I
can remember being behind two of the most beautiful
dogs I had ever set eyes on. Their coats absolutely shone
in the sunshine. These Goldens were Pat and Roger
Bridgford’s Ch Taumac Golden Wheat and Ch Taumac
Golden Corn. The memory of the impact this pair had
on me will last for as long as I live. That day Lindy won
the junior bitch class, just pipping Mr and Mrs John
Tombs Ch Lantana Honey Flower and Aunty Shirley
was delighted to be taking a blue ribbon back to Delma.

et

In those days my Dad was always up first and, thinking
he was doing the right thing, let Lindy out into the
garden. Unfortunately for Aunty Shirley, she managed
to find a whole pile of cinders to roll around in. It was
not a good start to the day but as Aunty Shirley was a
hairdresser she was able to resurrect her in no time.

ph

On Wednesday 27th September 1967 my aunt, Shirley
Sullivan arrived by plane from Sydney with a young
Golden Retriever named Santamaria Sungold (here after
named Lindy). Lindy belonged to Delma Bown (later
to be known as Mrs Delma Marshall). Aunty Shirley was
going to stay with us that night so she and Lindy could
compete at Melbourne Royal the next day. Our family
had never been to a dog show before and as luck would
have it, the Goldens were being judged on Show Day
so our mother, Norma Johnson, my sister Coralea and
myself were able to go with Lindy and Aunty Shirley to
the Show.

was arguably the country’s greatest Golden Retriever
combination. In their first litter alone 5 champions were
produced including 3 All Breeds Best in Show winners.
From this combination a number of outstanding sires
and dams were produced. These included Ch Leoline
Golden Comet, Ch Leoline Golden Sequin CD, Aust/
NZ Ch Leoline Golden Ruffles CD, the first bitch
to gain both an Aust and a NZ title and Ch Leoline
Golden Ruffy who was the grandsire Ch Buffalo
Kingpin. Kingpin also had a stellar show career and
was a top sire. Just for the record the first dog to gain
the title of Australian and NZ champion was Aust/
NZ Ch Buffalo Woodchester and, just like Ruffles, also
belonged to Sandra Patterson of Buffalo Kennels fame.

or

The Author’s Golden Memories

M
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Many of the Goldens entered at the Royal that day went
back to Mr Spencer’s imports Ch Boltby Comet (Imp
UK) and Ch Halsham Hazel (Imp UK). Comet sired
at least 12 Champions and Hazel at least 7 Champions.
From this combination Ch Bonspiel Goldglint and Ch
Edmay Day Dawn were born. Day Dawn produced
5 Champions and Goldglint produced 10 champions
including the country’s greatest sire of all time in our
country Ch Kyvalley Kyva (1959) bred and owned by
“Mr Golden Retriever”, Bob Philp. Amongst Kyva’s
many champion offspring, Ch Wildheart Wenan
UD (1966), a great showdog who himself sired
17 Champions including the famous Ch Queenlee
Debonair AOC (1973) bred and owned by Noelene
Bolton. Debonair (call name “Flash”) in turn sired at
least 22 Champions. Around this time in Australia the
gene pool was small. As a result Kyva was put to another
of his daughters Ch Leoline Golden Leonie bred by Mrs
Violet Reid. From this mating came a number of top
producing bitches, including the Hession’s Ch Kyvalley
Keristar who produced 5 Champions and Ch Kyvalley
Golden Ellana dam of 11 Champions including the
legendary Ch Buffalo Woodbuff CD. When Woodbuff
was mated to Mrs Reid’s Ch Andalee Lady Celeste it

We were often invited to their lovely home in Berwick
for afternoon tea. Everything was very civilized and,
as I remember, we were always served asparagus rolls
and a piece of homemade cake with a cup of tea in their
beautiful lounge room which contained the loveliest
antique furniture. I particularly remember a most
stunning old chaise lounge at one end of the sitting
room. Mr Mitchell had what Mrs Mitchell called his
“butterfly drawer” beside his armchair. This is where all
his Golden information was stored and was always at
287
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A number of other imports which have had a highly
significant impact in terms of number of Champions
produced over time include, Ch Broadmire Muffin,
Byxfield Lindys Golden Gleam, Ch Tristar of Yeo,
Ch Lawnwoods Love a Lot, Ch Deremar Duke,
Ch Noravon Otto Goldtreve, Rueberry Figero,
Eng Sh Ch/Aust Ch Tasvane Charles Henry,
Tasvane Indiana Eng/Aust Ch Stanroph Shogun JW,
Aust Ch Stanroph School Boy and Ch Standfast Dream
Ticket from Kerrien all from the UK, Ch Sandusky
Klammer from Sweden and Arnell of Rustledene from
New Zealand. Ch Noravon Otto Goldtreve sired
Ch Goldtreve Bracken and Ch Alubyc SS Enterprise,
both top showdogs and outstanding sires in their
own right. SS Enterprise (Harry) sired Hession’s
Goldtreve Gamekeeper who sired at least 28 Australian
Champions including four Grand Champions. Gr Ch
Tulzean Autumn Tango, a son of Shogun has recently
sired his 29th champion and 5th grand champion.
Interestingly Otto’s full brother Noravon Lucius sired
the famous Canadian sire Ch Mjaerumhogda’s Kyon
Flying Surprise. These full brothers were sired by Eng
Ch Camrose Cabus Christopher’s son Eng Ch Camrose
Fabius Tarquin who also sired Aust Ch Camrose Oh’s
Buffalo and a top sire in New Zealand Gaylon Celtic
Prince. Oh’s Buffalo was mated to English import
bitch Sansue Zena. A puppy from this mating was
Ch Carlsden Sansoo Bobby who sired as many as 18
Australian Champions.
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his fingertips. I recall the picture of his beloved Rossie
always being on the mantelpiece above the fireplace.
Bill was really very much ahead of his time. He was a
member of all the UK Clubs and had all the magazines
so was always up to the minute with what was going
on over there He was such a very talented man; a first
class rifle shooter as well as a wonderful photographer.
His garden was spectacular and he grew all his own
vegetables, fruit and herbs. The dogs had the most
wonderful set up and he was absolutely fanatical that
anyone entering an area where there were puppies had
to walk in disinfectant beforehand. Nothing could or
would ever stand in his way. I remember one time,
when he must have been about 80, he wanted to enter
a photographic competition so had planned to go to
Death Valley to take the photographs. A few weeks
before he was due to leave he was knocked over by a
tram in the city of Melbourne and ended up in hospital.
Despite this, he still ended up going to Death Valley to
take the pictures. I remember old Mrs Mitchell being
cross because he had ruined his good trousers in the
accident. It was from Bill’s butterfly drawer that I first
saw pictures of the famous English Goldens. This was
the time of Ch Sansue Camrose Phoenix.and Ch Pippa
of Westley. Bill taught us about Ch Boltby Skylon, Ch
Camrose Tallyrand of Anbria and Int Ch Cabus Cadet.
It was he who organized for my parents to join the
Golden Retriever Club in the UK. Those year books
which contained the Dorcas, Anbria, Janville, Cabus,
Camrose, Westley, Glennessa and Stenbury pictures just
took my breath away. Around the same time I first saw
a few books which came from the USA and although
different altogether, I loved the pictures of Ch Misty
Morn’s Sunset and Ch Cragmount’s Hi Lo.
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The early years were wonderful. Through a youngster’s
eyes there were people of whom I was totally in awe.
The first President was Lee Pithie. Mr Pithie originally
had had Dachshunds, but when he moved into
Goldens in the 1950s, he enjoyed particular success. Ch
Edmay Donna did extremely well at Sydney Royal. He
imported Ch Alresford Major from the UK and people
often talked about his uncharacteristically curly coat.
This didn’t stop him taking out a Royal Challenge or
two though. Mr Pithie lived in the most gracious home
in one of the leafy suburbs of Melbourne. The ceilings
were very very high and there was a beautiful formal
dining room. Mr Pithie was a real gentleman.
A very well respected All Breeds Judge from NSW,
Mr Lenny De Groen, brought in Ch Glennessa Seahawk
of Stenbury from Wing Cdr and Mrs Iles during the
mid 1960s. A top sire in his own right, Seahawk also
sired two top sires Ch Kyvalley Jason owned by Denece
Hutcheson and Ch Kyvalley Watergleam owned by Phil
and Hope Phillipson.
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Everyone knew that the Bridgfords (Taumac/
Pebbleridge) were always a force to be reckoned with.
They had been in dogs forever. They had Labradors,
Pointers, Setters and Corgis before obtaining their
foundation bitch Ch Kyvalley Honey Bun by Ch Boltby
Comet (Imp UK) and Ch Bonspiel Goldglint in 1958.
By the time we arrived on the scene Roger was already
an All Breeds judge just like both of his famous parents
before him. Roger’s mother, affectionately known
to our family as, old Mrs B, was a real personality in
the Dog World. She was extremely knowledgeable
and could spot a good dog a mile away. She held the

Ch Castiewood Suzyanna at Melbourne Royal 1967 owned by Mr & Mrs
Robertson. Photo by Mrs N Johnson.
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My big sister Coralea always used to show Chiqui.
Mr and Mrs Mitchell must have felt sorry for me
because they often entered Ch Kyvalley Teton, who was
about 8 or 9 at the time, just for me to show. Mum was
a beautiful seamstress and she made us lovely clothes
in which to handle. People were always kind and said
how nice we looked so, at that time, it didn’t really
matter that Teton never ever beat another dog during
the time I was handling him. My sister always beat me
in the handlers class. She won the Child Handlers’ at
Melbourne Royal as have a number of other Golden
Retriever junior handlers since. In 1970 she was the
Golden Retriever Club’s entrant in the Miss Dog World
quest. Pat and Roger Bridgford were most generous
in hosting a Wine and Cheese fundraiser at their home
which went a long way towards helping her take out
Miss Charity Queen. There were a large number of
KCC councillors in attendance at the function and the
family felt very honoured to be mixing with the Dog
World elite. Later that year Chiqui had a litter to Ch
Kyvalley Jason It was from that litter that patience paid
off and I finally got my own dog to show. I had a lot of
fun showing Ruffy and I have no doubt that it was at
this time that my life’s path was determined.
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John Tombs was another of the group of professional
men involved with Goldens in Victoria, in the early
years. John took over as President after Lee Pithie
resigned. His wife Greta was a great worker and
excellent with catering and hospitality. We had some fun
times at their home. Everyone was very fond of Greta
because she was kind of like “chocolate pudding’ very
sweet, and she never said a bad word against anyone.
Unfortunately she died of a massive stroke way too early.
Other real workers in the early years were Reg and Rose
Odell. Rose has been very good in documenting the
early history of Goldens in Victoria and Reg, as well as
being President of the Club for a time was instrumental
in the early years in printing Club ribbons and coasters
and anything else which was needed at the time.

Alan Robertson was Secretary for many years. He was
always very polite, quietly spoken and businesslike.
Each meeting he used to wear this lovely emerald green
corduroy jacket. Funny what one remembers. His
bitch, Ch Castiewood Suzyanna won Best of Breed at
the Royal the day Lindy won the Junior bitch class,
the family’s first dog show. There is a photograph of
Suzy on the bench which was taken on that same day at
Melbourne Royal .

or

position as President of the prestigious LKA in Victoria
for decades. Roger’s father had passed away by the
time we came onto the scene but apparently he was
qualified to judge in the field, in obedience and in the
show ring just like the legendary Bob Philp of Kyvalley
fame mentioned earlier. Bob Philp actually lived with
his family during the war years. Roger’s wife Pat was
an extremely good handler and their dogs were always
presented fit, in full bloom and never had a hair out of
place. Even as this is being written, Roger Bridgford
holds the position of President of the National Golden
Retriever Council in Australia.

M

SECTION 2:

Santamaria Sandgold by Aust Ch Gunwalloe Woodruff CD out of
Aust Ch Gunwalloe Patricia bred by Mrs R Feast owned by Mrs N G &
Miss C Johnson. Photo courtesy of Mrs L Osmond.

Besides those already mentioned, there were so
many memorable dogs in the early years. I recall
going to Sydney and seeing Ch Santamaria Theresa,
Ch Goldenheath Madonna CDX and Ch Kyvalley
Charming CD. Around that time Ch Wildheart Wenan
was also on the scene and a great winner. He was an
extremely workmanlike dog who moved like a dream.
At the end of Wenan’s reign came the legendary
Ch Buffalo Woodbuff CD mentioned above. Buffy is far
too well known to have to explain how good he was as a
show dog and as a sire. Then it was in the early seventies
that the Queenlee dynasty began. In my opinion
Noelene Bolton, the lady behind Queenlee Goldens is
as good a handler as anyone I have ever seen. Her dogs
never put a foot wrong and she had a real affinity with
them all. Her Ch Queenlee Debonair AOC QC is a
legend in this country.
For us the highlights of the Dog Calendar in the early
years were the Melbourne and Sydney Royals and the
Golden Retriever Club of Victoria Championship Show.
For weeks before these shows I would conscientiously
exercise the dogs both before and after school. All of
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beautiful picture she made on Royal Specials day when
she took out Best Puppy in the Gundog Group. The
Goldens didn’t come across from Western Australia
to the Specialties and Royals in those days. It was
considered just far too far away and way too expensive.
The first picture I ever saw of a Golden in the West was
in a dog magazine I was reading in the train coming
home from work. The dog was an import from the UK
and his name was Ch Rebas Aramis owned by Griffiths
family of Wanntree Kennels in WA. The photograph of
this young imported dog was just stunning.

M
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Our Mum would always come to the shows but she
never watched the judging. It was just far too nervewracking for her. She used to just sit on the dog’s
bench and wait for the places to be called over the loud
speaker. If I had done well she would be crying by the
time I got back to the benches. When we eventually got
home at the end of the day we were always absolutely
exhausted, both physically and emotionally. This is
where our Dad was worth his weight in gold. By the
time we had got cleaned up Dad would always have the
heater on, and be all ready to serve us all tea and toast
in our cozy armchairs. It was just the prefect way to end
the day.
One of the highlights in the late 1970s was to go to the
UK and attend Windsor Championship Show. The late
great Mrs Stonex was judging and amongst the Goldens
in attendance that day were the legendary Ch Davern
Figaro, Ch Davern Josephine and Ch Styal Stefanie of
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these shows were a real sense of occasion. Visitors from
other states would meet up again. We would have guests
stay and would talk about dogs till the early hours of
the morning. The guest list at home sometimes even
included “Mr Golden Retriever” Bob Philp. Thinking
back at all the dogs benched at the Royals, first to
come to mind is dear Pam Collman’s and her beautiful
Goldog dogs from Jindabyne. They all had such lovely
bone and magnificent coats. Our family always thought
there must have been something in the soil up on the
mountain where Pam lived to make them like that.
Pam, a softly spoken modest lady and over the years
bred almost 100 champions, mostly for other people.
In addition she bred the Best in Show winner at
Australia’s first National Show, Gr Ch Goldog Alpine
Highland, four grand champions and Australia’s only
Dual/Grand Champion Goldog Alpine Snowyriver.
Three of her bitches in the 1970s Ch Gunarryn Anthia,
Ch Sonagur Tawny Topaz and Ch Ricava Gold Emma
produced eleven, nine and eight Champions respectively
Noelene Bolton’s Queenlee dogs were almost always
there too. They were all so well trained. She was able to
cross the busy road out the front of the Showgrounds
with about ten dogs and all their leads were held just
in one hand. It was very a rare occasion indeed if her
Goldens were not well up in the placings. A number
of enthusiasts usually came over from South Australia
as well. Joe Whittall had some very lovely Goldens. I
remember Cambronze Early Bird in particular. Even
as a puppy, she was trained to perfection and what a

Bill Mitchell handling Ch Aust Ch Calrossie of Westley (Imp UK) by Eng Ch Sansue Camrose Phoenix out of Eng Sh Ch Pippa of Westley at Sydney Royal
1970. Rossie was a litter brother to Eng Ch Clarissa of Westley. Photo courtesy of Mrs Mitchell.
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Just prior to Comet’s domination in the ring in
Queensland was another beautiful Golden by the name
of Ch Santamaria Gonzales. “Speedy” owned by John
and Grace Ferguson and beautifully handled by Flip
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Also in the 1970s, history was made in our Breed
in this country when two litters were produced in
different states of Australia from the frozen semen of
England’s most famous sire Eng Ch Camrose Cabus
Christopher. At least one puppy from each bitch, Mr
and Mrs Phillipson’s Ch Nayr Melodymaker and Mr
and Mrs Hession’s Ch Gaewynd Tapestry bred by Judy
Drake of Victoria, were Specialty winners. These were
Ch Ferngold Christopher (AI), Ch Goldtreve Cameron
(AI) himself a super sire of 21 Champions and Ch
Goldtreve Camrossie (AI). Stolford Sherriff (Imp UK)
came across from NZ for a time under the care of Jan
Trout of Karell Kennels. He was mated to a bitch bred
in South Australia by Joe Whittall of Yeo blood. This
combination produced Jan’s famous Ch Balandra Delta
Darius UD bred by Joan Bridges of NSW. Darius will
always remain in the record books as the first Golden
Retriever to take out Best in Show at the Sydney Royal.
Darius in turn sired at least 19 Champions. Arguably the
most famous of his children was Ch Brygolden Oatly
Tyrone bred by the Brights and their daughter Barbara
Westbury. Tyrone holds the record for winning the
highest number of CCs at both Specialty and Royals
and sired 13 Champions in the 1980s and 1990s. More
recently Gr Ch Dykinta Cause F’Applause has been
outstanding at Royals and has at least equalled Ty’s
number of CCs specifically under “All rounders”.

in the Gundog Group at Brisbane Royal. Comet was
a truly magnificent Golden. My move to Queensland
meant I had the privilege of knowing the lady behind
the famous Leoline Goldens, Mrs Violet Reid. Mrs Reid
had a very strong personality and loved all of her many
Goldens unconditionally. She was quite elderly when I
met her and wasn’t a very wealthy lady. I recall someone
anonymously dropping off a large amount of dry dog
food for her dogs in a bid to discretely help her out but
she was so convinced someone was trying to poison her
dogs she threw it all away. I recall that shortly before
Mrs Reid passed away The Golden Retriever fraternity
in Queensland gave her a wonderful surprise birthday
party. So many felt they owed her a great deal as she
had bred so many hugely successful Champions for
them.
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Camrose. There was also another beautiful dog I recall
seeing. His name was Westernholme Casino Royale. It
was on that same visit that we had the privilege to go
to the homes of Mrs Tudor and Wing Commander and
Mrs Muriel Iles. It was so very exciting that a Glennessa
puppy by Glennessa Escapade was ordered to join our
family back home. In the late 1970s quarantine was
three months for all dogs arriving from the UK. It was
very hard on my little puppy and he never really got
over it. His litter sister was sent over to Barbara Kearney
Brown in New Zealand. Both these pups left their mark
in their respective new countries, though perhaps more
so as producers than superstars in the show ring.

M

SECTION 2:

Marilynn with Mrs Sawtell in 1978 at the GRC of Victoria
Championship Show.

Arguably one of the best Golden Retrievers I have ever
seen was Ch Leoline Golden Comet.
Comet had a great deal of Kyvalley behind him. He was
bred by Mrs Violet Reid who had already made a name
for herself producing a number of beautiful Goldens and
as mentioned above, Comet was from a repeat mating
of the famous Ch Andalee Lady Celeste/Ch Buffalo
Woodbuff CD combination.
At the end of 1979, my husband Rob and I had moved
to Queensland with my Goldens, just a couple of
months after Miss Joan Gill judged Comet Best in Show
at the Qld Golden Retriever Specialty. From the time
I arrived I never saw him beaten in the ring, his record
in Queensland, standing at four Specialty CCs and four
Royal CCs. He was retired the day he took Best Exhibit

Aust Ch Leoline Golden Comet by Aust Ch Buffalo Woodbuff CD out of
Aust Ch Andalee Lady Celeste bred by Mrs V Reid owned by Mr & Mrs
P Thornton. Mrs Reid is on the left and judge Miss Joan Gill (UK) is on
the right. Photo by RJM.
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We hadn’t been in Queensland long before our three
daughters came along in quick succession. This almost
brought my showing to a standstill. However, once
the little girls Kate, Hayley and Allison, were settled
in the evenings, I was given a leave pass to attend
judge’s training lectures and over the years memorable
judging appointments followed. None of my dogs
could go down in the record books as being real
superstars but, on reflection, probably the highlights
for me were, firstly, when my puppy Queenlee Young
Yogi took out Queensland’s All Breeds Puppy of the
Year and secondly when Mrs Lucille Sawtell, of the
famous Yeo kennel, came to judge the GRC of Victoria
Championship Show. In 1978 she awarded my beloved
“Beau Brummel” Best Exhibit In Show and after that
it took days to come back down to earth. Readers will
no doubt understand that feeling very well. A highlight
in the Dog World, but of a different nature, was when
Ludell and Dick Beckwith whose Beckwith Kennel was
famous in the USA, came to stay with my family whilst
on a judging appointment in Australia. Without doubt,
Ludell was one of the kindest and most knowledgeable
ladies I have come across in my years in the Dog World.
She passed away at a young age some years ago now and
whilst I was privileged to meet her only the once, I still
think of her often.

was buried. A few days after our arrival in London
we decided we would seek out Lord Tweedmouth’s
grave. Unfortunately neither my husband Rob nor
myself could remember the name of the cemetery. Rob
thought it may jolt his memory if we looked up all the
London cemetries on the internet. After browsing
through them all he was pretty confident it was Kensal
Green which was only a few stops from Paddington
station. So off we went. We were pretty convinced
that, because of DCM’s stature in society, his grave
would be rather substantial. However, after wandering
around for an hour and a half we had had no luck. We
then chanced upon a worker who suggested we ask
at the little office at one of the entrances. Luckily one
of the owners was in there. He mentioned that there
was a list of a couple of hundred names of well known
people who were buried at the cemetery, but Lord
Tweedmouth’s name did not appear. He then said that
if we knew the year of death, it may take a little while,
but he could search through the old records and be able
to locate his grave that way if he was in fact buried at
Kensal Green. I said I was sure it was 1894 so he went
away to look. Within a relatively short time he returned
with the book which indicated that DCM and his father
had purchased two vaults under the little church located
in the grounds of the cemetery in 1859. It must have
been very important to them because they paid over
380 pounds for the vaults, 100 times more than the
average cost of a single plot at that time.

M

Dyer picked up several Royal and Specialty Challenges
in Queensland as well as taking Best Opposite Sex in
Group Brisbane and Sydney Royals. Flip and her sister
Penny were affectionately known as “the girls”. They
were both outstanding handlers, had a keen eye for a
good dog and presented their Goldens and themselves
immaculately. As others who were around at the time
can attest, both were very hard to get past in the show
ring.

Collecting information for this publication took us
to the UK. The fourth and final trip was the real
highlight. A number of books which had been added
to our home library included one on the life of the 2nd
Lord Tweedmouth. In that book mention was made
of the cemetery in which the 1st Lord Tweedmouth

Although the church was no longer used for services
and the vaults were not open to the public he most
generously offered to take us down. It was there we
were able to see the coffin of DCM ,his wife, his
parents, a number of his siblings and a few of his
children.
The 1980s and 1990s saw a number of younger
breeders beginning to take top honors in the ring in
Australia. It was a breath of fresh air as these breeders
were very enthusiastic and eager to learn and have since
made a significant contribution to Golden Retrievers in
this country. Dianne Lee (Santamaria), Karen Vowell

Cover dog Aust Ch Ferngold Commodore by Aust Ch Glennessa Ingot (Imp My three little girls Kate, Hayley and Allison, now in their late twenties, who
UK) out of Aust Ch Ferngold Chrystina (AI) at 8 weeks, bred by Mr & Mrs have never known not having a Golden Retrievers in their lives.
Photo by RJM.
E J Phillipson and owned by Beaucroft Kennels. Photo by RJM.
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Within a very short time of Jean passing away,
Queensland lost another devoted Golden enthusiast
Sandra MacKenzie of Shogold kennels. Sandra had also
been involved since the 1970s and was devoted to her
Golden Retrievers. Her “Dom Perignon”, a Specialty
CC winner in numerous states, was the love of her life
and it was fitting for her daughter Sherry to place his
lead in the church at her funeral. In a similar way, I
found a need to bury with my mother, the Royal CC
sash I returned to the benches with, one day when she
cried.
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Sadly, by the time the 1990s had arrived, we had
started to lose quite a few Golden enthusiasts of long
standing. Greta Tombs, Bill Mitchell, Lee Pithie had
passed away as had Noelene’s husband Bob Bolton.
Other wonderful enthusiasts included Charlie and Kath
Bright from Sydney (breeders of Tyrone), They were
both the most generous people, “salt of the earth”.
They owned, together with their daughter Barbara,
the truly magnificent Ch Goldenheath Madonna CDX
who has been mentioned earlier. For many years Charlie
and his beautiful Ch Golden Nicholas of Yeo collected
thousands of dollars for the Dalwood Children’s
Home in Sydney. Kath was one of the nicest people
one could meet, always willing to help new exhibitors
at all the shows she attended. More recently, the

Golden Retriever family has also lost Mike Ramsey of
Ramgold, one of the big guns in the Golden Retriever
world. Mike, wearing his trademark mint green jacket,
handled his beautiful “Rhyme N Reason” to Bitch CC
and RUBIS at Australia’s First National in 1996. Past
President of the Golden Retriever Club of Queensland
Dave McKittrick’s wife, Margaret whose bitch,
Ch Coombehill Annabelle, took out the Reserve CC
at the same show, has also passed on. Margaret was
almost like a mother figure to many of the young ones
in Queensland and they all cared about her very much.
Jean Stephens (Matana) in Queensland was another
amazing lady who passed away way too young. She
obtained her first Golden in the mid 1970s and, for an
unbroken period of approximately thirty years, single
handedly looked after the recovery service, selflessly
helping homeless Goldens. The Golden Retriever Club
in Queensland will find it very difficult to replace her.
Gladly Jean’s husband Graeme and pretty daughters
Jeannie and Karen are still involved and it is a pleasure
to see them around the Gundog ring.

or

(Alubyc), Jill and Wayne Pearson (Beaucroft),
Janelle Salvestrin (Fantango), Kim Handley (Giltedge),
Ruth Thompson (Chaleur), Jane Fall (Fernfall),
Liz Molnar (Dobro) and more recently Emma Clark
(Naragold) spring to mind. The NSW Perrecca dogs
of Kath Perry and the WA Ralun dogs of Robyn Pierce
have made a significant impact in the last 20 years or
so particularly in NSW and WA. Heather Morrison’s
(Kaparla) partnership with Margaret Hean (Arangold) in
New Zealand and Anne Smith’s (Goldfleece) association
with Ann Woodcock (Stanroph) in the UK ensured the
infusion of high quality blood from other countries.
Wendy Atkins extremely sound Dykinta Goldens have
dominated the Royals around the country over the past
10 years or so.

M

SECTION 2:

My mother, Senior Vice President of the GRC of Victoria and my dad
who served us tea and toast after the dog shows. A clever pianist and
seamstress, mum is seen here in the outfit and hat she made for their visit
to a Garden Party at Buckingham Palace in 1962.

Like many thousands of others around the world, I have
a deep love for Golden Retrievers and feel it is right and
proper to acknowledge those dogs, owners and breeders
which have made the Breed what it is today. This is what
this book is about.

Queenlee Young Yogi by Aust Ch Queenlee Wisdom CD out of Koobor
Golden Queen bred by Mrs N Bolton owned by Mrs R Morphet.
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1969 Queenie(Ch Palkorra Queen CDX) was born in
November 1968 I had trained a crossbred at Werriwa
ABDTC through to the trialling class and in those days
I could not trial her, so I was after something “with
papers” to trial. I thought of a Labrador and John
Shanks said “ What is wrong with a Golden Retriever”.
So we went to see this last pup in the litter, paid out $40
and the rest is history
Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing?
Definitely Ch Wildheart Wenan UD, I don’t think I ever
saw him put a foot wrong in the ring and I remember
going to see him at 15 years and I took a video of him
moving still as sound as ever
Who were your mentors in those early years?

I always admired Wenan but not many people would
use him as he was so in bred and most people had
exactly the same bloodlines, but my Queenie was by
and English Import (Golden Nicholas of Yeo) and her
mother was by a NZ import (Goldflash of Chatswood)
so perhaps it was the combination of three different
bloodlines from three countries that gave me my
superdog.

of

I would visit Jean Shanks and talk Goldens for hours

Flash was a born showman and just loved every aspect
of the grooming and showing. He was always booked
up for junior handlers. He had BIS wins with three
different handlers. My daughter started off showing
him and then I took over and one day I let Bob take
him in a Challenge line up when I had another dog in.
Then he took him in for BOB, BIG and BIS. He had
21 BIS awards He was so eager to please that it was easy
to teach him anything. He won a NS Retrieving Trial
beginners Test at six months of age and was a natural
in the field but with his showing career taking up most
of his time he couldn’t fit many retrieving trials in.He
earned his two tracking titles at around 8 years of age
then returned to the obedience ring for his UD title and
AOC at nine and a half.

et

Please tell us something about it.

ph

What year did you obtain your first Golden Retriever?

or

Queenlee Golden Retrievers Australia

Your Ch Queenlee Debonair AOC is a legend in
Australia. Can you tell us about him, some of his
outstanding achievements and what you feel it was
about the dog which set him apart from all the others of
the time? Can you also tell us about his forebears?

M

Interview with Noelene Bolton

and Bob and Delma Marshall were a great help to me
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with my first litter to their Ch Alinig Golden Luke.

Members of the ‘Queenlee Dynasty’.
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Photo courtesy of Mrs N Bolton.
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Another outstanding Golden with the Queenlee prefix
was Ch Queenlee Lady Lion. Can you tell us about her?
Also, something about her ancestors?

What do you consider to be the ideal time to choose a
puppy?

I fell in love with Ch Leoline Golden Comet the first
time I saw him in the ring at a Royal and when the
opportunity came I put my Cassius daughter Tekoa
Tiara to him. Lady was another one just born to show as
Mick O’Sheehy can attest when he took her to the Qld
GRC Show for me and came home with BIS.

Mrs Charlesworth also stated in her book that she had
heard it said that exercise, beyond that which he may
take in amusing himself is bad for a puppy, it makes
him grow long in the leg…. Such opinion is beyond
the help of prayer! How much exercise would you
recommend for a young puppy?

What were some of the other favourite dogs you and your
family owned during the years that the Queenlee dogs
dominated the showring?

Let them play and formal training won’t hurt as long as
it is FUN and not WORK.
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If I started to name all the friends that we used to show
with especially those camping weekends, and ROYAL
get togethers I would be sure to miss somebody, but
I would have to mention Sandra Henry (Patterson)
for her devotion to the Breed from her teenage years
and the work Beryl and Fred Hession did for the Club
during my time.

Interview with Robyn Brown
(Piarki Australia)
Robyn’s kennel name was Piarki. Her sister’s name was
Barbara Collins of Gayvalley Kennels. Her brother had
the Nargarsh prefix. Her other brother, Charles Dawkins
had had a serious accident leaving him a quadriplegic.
Charlie had the St Malo prefix. Sadly a few years after
his accident his wife died leaving their three small
children so Robyn’s mother, who had her own Goldens,
moved in to help Charlie with the Goldens. As he was
unable to sign his own name, the official owners of his
dogs included his daughter Miss K Dawkings.
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Mrs Charlesworth talks of Mrs Carnegie, Heydown, as
having one of the most celebrated kennels in the world:
describing her dogs as always true to type, keeping the
wonderful aristocratic appearance, that alas so many
Goldens lack today, with wonderful heads and true
lovely Golden expression and displaying that style, fire
and dash that is greatly to be desired, yet all too rare.Is
this your idea of what a true Golden Retriever should
be?

Are there some true friends and real personalities in the
Breed who you would like to acknowledge?

M

Ch Queenlee Cassius CDX will always be “the greatest”.
He was from our first litter and put us on the map, his
sister Ch Queenlee Coronet CDX was a great obedience
performer and won a Goldstein Medallion
for breed and obedience at the Sydney Royal and
Ch Queenlee Peleus CDX was a quite achiever.
I remember him winning a N S Retrieving Trial one
Saturday, A BIS All Breeds the next Sat, and 1st in Open
Obedience and Winner of Winners at an Obedience
Trial on the Sunday.

Not before 6 weeks probably 6/8 weeks.
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Because I was more interested in working when I
started off SOUNDNESS and TEMPERAMENT were
more important to me and that was what I strived for.
Mrs Charlesworth also stated that all colours within
the acceptable range are correct. The perfect colour of
course being the happy mean. How do you feel about this
comment?
I have never seen a Golden the wrong colour and I
didn’t have any preference. If the best pup in the litter
was cream that was the one I would keep.It was just that
my first bitch was dark gold so I virtually had everything
down from her with colour.
Mrs Charlesworth stated that bitches should never be
bred twice a year and not even every year.
Well I can’t see anything genetic being changed but I
never had any bitches come in season twice a year most
were 10/12 month cycles, but I have had lazy bitches
that would not stay fit and once in two years was too
much for them

Robyn, Can you tell us a little about your life in
Goldens please?
Oh dear, the memories………….
The following photographs are of myself and my eldest
daughter Jo-anne, taken in 1969, when Jo was two years
old.
The dog is the future Champion Stmalo Brandy Mei
Ling (Ch Kyvalley Cameron x Rowjangri Princess)
whelped 21/03/1969, the foundation of Piarki kennels.
Brandy was cream like her mother, cream was not a
popular shade in the show ring back then.
She would have been about 9-10 months (I was
pregnant here with No 2 child, who arrived in February
1970 and this photo was taken to be sent to the hubby
who was in Vietnam) for Christmas 1969.
Brandy inherited her Chinese name as we had just
done a 3 year tour of Singapore and Brandy was named
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He was so proud he sent her a telegram, which was
addressed to Stmalo Brandy Mei Ling, and not to me!
We could only send a scripted telegram which had
numbers that when translated meant sentences, and we
could only use 3 numbers - so it meant 3 sentences that
may not have correlated into anything sensible......

et

The two Bobs did get up to lots of mischief over the
years at shows and meetings.
I also take pleasure in the fact that I nominated
Beryl Hession for Life Membership of the NSW GRC.
Something that over the years she has certainly proven
to be very worthy of. Our President was Bob Philp, a
tower of knowledge.
We were very lucky having the advantage of living in
different locations, so Piarki Goldens travelled from
Sydney to Townsville to Brisbane, then to Hobart,
Wodonga/Albury, onto PNG and finally back to
Sydney.
One memory was driving from Brisbane down to
Lismore for a weekend of shows and Obedience Trials
held on 15th May, 1977. We went all that way, as we
were trialling and showing, and there was the added
bonus of a Veteran Class.

of

The telegram he sent read “CONGRATULATIONS
ON YOUR DECORATION, GOOD SHOW KEEP
IT, MY THOUGHTS ARE WITH YOU. ROBERT”

The Club held a few social events including dancing
one night and I can see now Bob Bolton (Queenlee)
choosing to dance with a well built, tall lady, and of
course Bob wasn’t very tall so enjoyed a nice cushioned
dance.

ph

I also have memories of Brandy winning her first
Challenge award and this happened when Bob was in
Vietnam.

Attending NSW GRC meetings back in the early 1970s
were fun. Sometimes fiery also!

or

I remember going to Luddenham dog show (NSW) by
myself with 3 dogs that I showed that day on the 7th
February 1970, a boiling hot day and the day that my
second child was due to be born. Thankfully she held
off to the following weekend, and she attended her first
show at two weeks of age, which was at Parramatta.

Results from the Junior bitch class: 1st St Malo Brandy
Mei Ling 2nd Kyvalley Korry 3rd Camberwarra
Karneyval.

M

Mei Ling after a little girl we knew there. Brandy was
purchased from my late brother’s St Malo kennels. As
my brother, Charlie Dawkings, was confined to a wheel
chair I showed all his dogs for him till my then husband
Bob came back from Vietnam, when he helped with our
dogs and Charlies dogs. It was an exciting day when
Charlie’s dog Ch Stmalo Bel So won his first, and my
first BIS All Breeds Award as a handler.
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This CC was won at the Horsley Show Society on
18th April 1970. Judge: Mrs E Westbrook.

Brandy with Jo-anne (3 years old).

Blaxland Glenbrook RSL & Citizens KC Show 29/6/69.
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The obedience dogs bombed out as they didn’t
appreciate the wet weather. We arrived late to the show
and hubby was furious that he had missed entering
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I have fond memories of landing at the airport with
the dogs, four in 2 crates and the admiring glances all
around.
It was wonderful going back to support Tasmania on
the occasion of holding their Breed National.
I have included a photograph take at the Blaxland
Glenbrook RSL & Citizens KC show, held on
29th June, 1969.

I believe you remember Bob Philp very well Robyn.
Can you tell us a little about the man they called
“Mr Golden Retriever” please Robyn?

of

This was the first time any of us had exhibited Goldens,
the line up starts with Rose Easton ( Montego) with
Kyvalley Korry, Robyn Brown (Piarki) with Stmalo
Brandy Mei Ling, my brother in law, Jack Collins
(Gayvalley) with St Malo Natasha Gold, the fourth
unnamed person had St Malo Lu Lu.

Today Piarki currently owns THREE UK IMPORTS
Camrose Niterider Westrova (John the Pom) born
21st July 2006, Trewater Distant Dreams (Janet) born
17th March, 2003, Willowlawn Cool Yule (Noel)
born 25th December, 2009 and looking forward to
incorporating these English lines to our existing ones
for the show ring. I have been joined by my daughters
Jo-anne & Yasmin in sharing the Piarki prefix . We
have now a combination of some of the best lines the
world has to offer especially with our new younger
stock and we do hope Piarki continues on for a good
many more years to come. As I enter my 40th Year with
this wonderful Breed I am thrilled to say that my four
children and now my seven Grandchildren all have their
own Golden Retrievers.

et

This is where I qualified as a Group 3 Championship
Show judge, after having All Breeds at Open Level in
Queensland.

ph

Our 12 month stint in Hobart in 1979 was very
rewarding and we saw the birth of the Breed really take
off, with people that are still in the Breed today just
starting off then.

produced one live puppy, so I had to wait another
two years for her to produce my boy, Willowlawn The
Entertainer (Imp UK) “Joel”. Joel came to Australia
in 1998 and readily lived up to his Entertainer name what a character he was and still is as he approaches his
11th Birthday. Joel has been a wonderful Breed asset
with his progeny winning many top awards at Speciality
level including BIS. His progeny have also been
exported and done very well in other countries.

or

Ch Piarki Perfect in Veteran Sweepstakes...... all was
forgiven and we still laugh to this day as the boy walked
away with the Best in Show Award – this was his final
BIS All Breeds and as I remember about his 8th BIS.

M
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My family have enjoyed a wonderful life with dogs,
we have travelled to some interesting show venues
and have met some fantastic people who have become
life-long friends. The highlight of my time with
Goldens was being nominated to judge at the UK GRC
Championship show in 2008 officiation at the Joan
Gill Memorial Sweepstakes and the wonderful Sire and
Progeny Class.

I would be remiss not to mention our Aunty Shirley
Sullivan and her late husband Bill, whom we spent
many a social occasion with over a lot of years. Family
friends were made in NSW of, Sandra Patterson, Rose
Easton, Beryl Hession, Maurie Stubbs, in the early
days and are all still exhibiting. Bonnie Stewart and
Frank Martlew always offered their help and advice
and were great ambassadors for the Breed. I was very
fortunate to purchase in 1979 Goldtreve Camrossie
AI (later to become Champion and Multi BIS winner)
Camrossie was sired by the late great Ch Camrose
Cabus Christopher and bred by Fred and Beryl Hession
from frozen semen. Camrossie was my son’s dog and a
great out fielder for Daniel on his cricket team, he was
a wonderful looking dog with a superb temperament.
Looking further a field in 1996 I approached Christine
Ashton from Willowlawn Kennels in the UK about
the possibilty of importing from her stunning bitch
Cracksavon Most Sincere of Willowlawn, ‘Emily’

Mr R H (Bob) Philp was certainly considered to be
the driving force behind the increasing numbers of
Goldens being shown and bred in NSW in the 1960s.
Bob purchased two bitches from Mr Spencer (Bonspiel)
Champions Bonspiel Goldglint and Bonspiel Goldgleam
and later Ch Edmay Day Dawn from Mr Davis. All
three were from Boltby Comet x Halsham Hazel
matings.From these he founded his influential Kyvalley
Kennel, using UK import Benedict of Golconda over
Goldglint to produce his famous show winner and stud
dog Ch Kyvalley Kyva, born 26th August 1959.
When the NSW club formed in 1964 Bob was the first
President. The first NSW Championship Club Show
was held on 17th October 1964 a Kyva son Cameron,
taking BIS honours.and if one goes back to check
records for the following 10 years or more either CC
winner had Kyva prominently in their pedigree.
Kyva himself going BIS in 1965.
Kyva was said to have produced more then 70
Champions and increasingly introduced some now
famous NSW prefixes to the Golden Retriever of those
kennels still actively breeding our Goldens are sought
after around the world. The Bob Philp I remember was
a stout, stocky figure always with Jacket and tweed hat
on, and always willing to nod a hello or stop for a chat
at any show or function he attended.
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et

When choosing a stud dog if I am not going to use one
of my own boys, I do not place a great deal of emphasis
on Show wins. Showing is such a fickle side of the
dog world, you can be a peacock one day and a feather
duster the next. I look to the dog’s construction,
movement and temperament, and make my decision
based on my feeling that the dog will produce well.
Over the years I have seen a lot of ‘big winning dogs’
but they have not gone on to produce anything of note.
The biggest thrill for me is in breeding stock for other
people to show, to become involved within the Breed,
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Well as they say the rest is history, we kept two puppies,
a male and female, Ch Montego Honeypot and
Ch Montego Mesqual who proved a good stud dog
producing Ch Gaewynd Tapestry who was inseminated
with frozen semen from the World famous Eng Ch

I was well and truly bitten with the showing and
breeding bug by this time and continued on my journey
with this gorgeous Breed. I have been very lucky over
the years to have produced a line of great producing
bitches. The old adage is that the strength of a kennels
is in their bitches and I can say that I am very proud of
“my girls”. Although bitches tend not to win the big
awards in the showring, that doesn’t matter to me, it
is what they do in the whelping box that is the most
important quality for me.

ph

Montego Kennels was founded in 1969 with the
purchase of Ch. Kyvalley Korry, from the worldrenowned “Kyvalley” kennels. When I went to purchase
her there was no choice, she was the only girl. I fell
immediately in love with her and we took her home.
My mum who was breeding English Springers and
Cocker Spaniels, of course said to me “ Oh she must
have a litter”, so after some limited success in the
showring we went back to her breeder Mr Bob Philp
who suggested using Vanrose Gay Gordon (Imp
NZ) who he had recently imported from the Vanrose
Kennels in NZ. As fate would have it I ended up owning
“Gordon” some years later, and he proved a great stud
dog producing many champions and a dual champion in
SA (field and conformation).

or

(Montego Australia, Mrs Rose Easton)

Camrose Cabus Christopher, producing six healthy
puppies.

M

The Long And Winding Road

Aust Ch Skyebelle Maurice by Aust Ch Montego Phantom Opera out of Aust Ch Montego Ring My Belle, bred by Mrs C Holmes and owned by
Mrs R Easton. ©Copyright Lynn Kipps: lynn@kipps.co.uk.
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and start their own journey. This is most important to
me. Where is the future of the Breed if the new people
are not helped and supported into the “Golden World’
which can be quite a tough place to break into?
“Montego” dogs are in all states of Australia and across
the Tasman in New Zealand, Hawaii, and mainland
USA, with many old and new kennels carrying Montego
bloodlines, too many to list here. I have imported two
dogs, one from the UK and one from NZ, who have
been consistent producers.

et

ph
or

Aust Ch Kyvalley Korry by Aust
Ch Kyvalley Kyva out of Aust Ch
Leoline Golden Leonie, bred by Mr
R Philp owned by Mrs R Easton.

Aust Ch Montego Mesqual by
Vanrose Gay Gordon (Imp NZ) out
of Aust Ch Kyvalley Korry, bred
and owned by Mrs R Easton.

of

My journey has taken me to quite a few overseas
countries to judge and view the Golden Retriever. The
highlight being judging at the UK GRC. I have made
life long friendships with many people in all parts of the
world who share the love and joy that this Breed brings
to everyone who comes into contact with it.

Vanrose Gay Gordon (Imp NZ) by NZ CH Chieftain of Greatropers
(Imp UK) QC out of NZ Ch Vanrose Vanity-Fayre, bred by Mrs M
Evans owned by Mrs R Easton.

M

“Montego” Goldens have won Best in Show All Breeds,
Best in Show Specialties, Runner Up Best in Shows
Specialties in Australia and New Zealand, having two
Montego New Zealand champions. Consistent winners
at Specialty level and National Shows. Royal Best of
Breeds and Group Placing. Over 40 Champions have
either been bred, owned or exhibited by my kennels.
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Who would have thought all of this would happen from
that day so many years ago when I purchased my lovely
“Korry”. My daughter Alice and husband Colin have
supported me over the years in this all-encompassing
passion that is the “Golden Retriever”.

Aust Ch Montego Christobelle by Aust Ch Nieghan New Adventure CD
(Imp UK) out of Aust Ch Goldtreve Camrose Belle, bred by
Mrs R Easton owned by Mrs A Kumar.

Montego Maid in Heaven by Aust Ch Goldtreve Peppacorn out of Jonesh
High Regard, bred and owned by Mrs R Easton.

Montego Allusive Lover by Montego Phantom Opera out of Aust
Ch Montego Maid in Heaven, bred by Mrs R Easton owned by Mrs
Tomlinson. “Montie” took out RUBIG at Sydney Royal in 1997.
Photo by Cabal.
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to the growing popularity of the Breed and novice
breeders that fail to do the right thing by it.

Interview with Mr Bob Morris
(Chantesuta Australia)

No longer do we see the majority of dogs conforming
to the English standard, we now see dogs and bitches
of the same height, fine heads, fine bone, questionable
temperament and what I call Heinz varieties. I am
referring here to SA, in my opinion, having judged all
states, except Queensland, they are not so bad, even
New Zealand.

When did you first start in the Breed?
I first started in the Breed in 1968.
What were your favourite dogs when you first began
showing?
My favourite dogs when I began showing were Buffalo
Love Me Lots, Crondal Cavalier, Ch Calrossie of
Westley, Ch Camrose Antanya, Ch Anbria Sands,
Gyrima Oliver, Gyrima Yvette, Chantesuta Arabella,
Chantesuta Adonis.

et

What do you consider of greatest importance in the
Breed?
The greatest importance in our Breed, in my opinion
can be defined in three ways.

My mentors in the early years and up to the time that he
passed away was Bill Mitchell and also during this time
Marigold Timson.

Type: which would be to recognize the Breed at first
looks and to know what it is originally bred for.

ph

Who were your mentors in the early years?

Temperament: To the gentle happy, friendly and loyal
qualities, that are the hallmark of the Breed.

or

All of the dogs that I have mentioned were very typical
of the Breed, and had the quality look about them,
which made them stand out from the lesser quality
dogs.

M

Soundness: Meaning conformation of the dog being in
balance and each part complementing the other.

What were some of your memorable wins?

Are there any particular areas you would like breeders
to focus on in the future?
My opinion of improvement would be different to many
other enthusiasts. However, I am of the opinion that
general all round conformation, bone structure and
density, and temperament need urgent attention by all
breeders, be they real enthusiasts or puppy farmers.

of

Five consecutive challenges with Ch Sunbronze
Charlton. A group win with Cambronze Arbrook CD.
Do you feel the Breed has changed over the years?
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To my disappointment and dismay the Breed has
changed and the general standard of the Breed has
declined over the past three decades. This is due mainly

Aust Ch Chantesuta Adonis By Aust Ch Anbria Sands (Imp UK) out of
Nordlys Abeline, bred by Mr R Morris owned by Mr Lanzendorfer. Photo
courtesy of Mr Morris.

Aust Ch Chantesuta Arabella (1973) by Aust Ch Anbria Sands (Imp UK)
out of Nordlys Abeline, bred by R G Morris. Photo courtesy of Mr Morris.

“Don’t dismiss a good idea simply because you don’t like the source.”
Unknown
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My family’s first Golden was born in 1969. Her name
was Rowangold Contessa, a daughter of Pat and Roger
Bridgford’s famous dog Ch Pebbleridge Dusty Gold.
I have a vague recollection, as a very little girl, picking
up our second Golden Nordlys Campanella from the
home of Bill and Glad Mitchell.
Who were your mentors in the early years?
I learnt much from my parents and when my father’s
career as an Anglican Bishop led us to Western
Australia, I met Robyn Pierce of Ralun Golden
Retrievers. Robyn’s standards are very high in terms of
temperament, inherited diseases and quality, and she is
ever mindful of the hallmarks of the Breed.
Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
started showing?

Stop N Stare and Born Free had the same attributes.
They always gave 100%, really loved the ring and were
very easy to live with. Quizmaster was a slow maturer,
gaining his grand championship at nearly ten years
of age. He is a dog that is happy to go with anyone.
Unforgetable I thought, just absolutely beautiful, always
moved and showed with such style and still enjoys an
outing at 9 years of age. Valentino is also happy to go
with anyone, and always enjoys going to shows.
My young boy Craftsman by Ch Dewmist Silkventure is
like Kruger in that he is definitely my dog. He has that
special sparkle in his eye, and complete dedication to
you that just gets under your skin.
What do you feel are the most important features of the
Breed?
Definitely temperament. In addition, I feel when one
walks up to a Golden the typical soft melting expression
should be immediately evident. Movement is also a
very important feature of the Breed, the powerful level
mover is such an important part of the Breed Standard.

of

I thought Ch Ralun Phoenix to be a beautiful dog, the
epitome of what a Golden Retriever should be. He had
the most beautiful head and expression, and was full of
personality.

You have bred and owned some other beautiful Goldens
over the years. Can you tell us about some of the others
please?

et

When did you obtain your first Golden ? Can you tell
us something about it please?

ph

(Chaleur Australia)

home, and I can distinctly recall how relieved I was
that I liked them so much.

or

Interview with Ruth Thompson

M

SECTION 2:

What did Kruger mean to you? Can you tell us a little
of his history please?
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Kruger (Gr Ch Chaleur Acclaim to Fame) was the
centre of my world. He could read me like a book, and
was truly a best friend. At shows he sometimes appeared
over the top but at home he was not like that. He would
lie with his head on my lap when we watched TV. He
would keep a watchful eye on Georgia, from the time
she was a small baby. If I was out putting washing on
the line and Georgie became unsettled Kruger would
come out to me and bark, and let me know something
was a miss. He and Stop and Stare (Ellie) were both
there for me when my marriage broke down. Like all
Goldens he did have a mischievous side also.

You have judged Goldens in Australia and
New Zealand. Are there any areas you feel could be
improved in general?
Heads could be improved as I feel that there is
too much variation with a number having foreign
expressions. Some will say a dog doesn’t turn on its
head, however I do believe that it does identify the
Breed, and it is a vital part to establishing Breed type.

How did it come about that you used Kruger’s father
Eng Sh Ch and Aust Ch Tasvane Charles Henry?
Ellie (Stop and Stare) was tightly bred back to Ch
Barcasia Dayton, so I felt it was necessary to look for an
outcross for her. I heard that there was a new English
Champion coming into the country. I saw a photo of
Charles Henry and thought he was exactly what Ellie
needed. My daughter Georgia was only six months at
the time, but we all got onto a plane for the trip from
Perth to Melbourne. It was such a big thing to do with
a little baby and it was a great relief when I saw 10
Goldens coming running up to the gate at Viv Sterrett’s

Aust Gr Ch Chaleur Acclaim to Fame by Aust & Eng Sh Ch Tasvane
Charles Hanry (Imp UK) out of Aust Gr Ch Ralun Stop N Stare, bred
and owned by Mrs R Thompson. Photo courtesy of Mrs Thompson.
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What advice would you give newcomers coming into the
ring?

I definitely feel the Breed has improved over the years
in terms of the attention which is now paid to inherited
diseases in our Breed. New Zealand appeared to have
more consistency in Breed type, when I have judged
there, than here in Australia. I feel there can be a
tendency for breeders in Australia, to use the most
successful showdog or the latest import, and even if a
dog is an outcross to their bitch, are they putting type
to type?

I think new comers need to be very thick skinned and
should always remember that they are always taking the
best dog home. It is advisable, in the early years, to find
a mentor. Understand that people who win a lot are
winning for a reason, there are so many variables, be it
the way they present their dogs, their handling, their
eye for quality. I believe handlers are born not made to
a degree. Some people may have only been in the Breed
for a couple of years and are very good whilst others can
be in the ring for a lifetime and never become a good
handler or have a keen eye for a dog.

How do you go about choosing a stud dog or your
bitches?

ph

Probably the most significant thing I can say to
someone coming into the Breed is to start out with
the best foundation bitch you can get your hands on.
Breeders who can consistently keep producing quality
Goldens, generation after generation, will be able to tell
you where their success came from.

of

I like to put type to type, whether they are related or
not , being mindful of the weaknesses of the bitch and
choose a stud dog irrespective of his success in the show
ring.

If a Golden is not winning as a puppy, it does not
mean that it won’t win as a mature dog. It may just be
that you have wait for it to mature a little and pulling
it out for a while may be an option. Some States do
not allow dogs on the grounds if they are not entered
but for those that do, it may pay to just take your pup
along with others for the ride so he can experience the
environment.

or

I definitely do not like to see stringing up. My
preference is for the dog to be carrying himself rather
than being carried by the handler, that is, with no
tension on the lead. I like to see the Goldens stacked
with the lead over the shoulders although not all
Goldens can be shown that way. But whatever way is
chosen, as I mentioned before, definitely no stringing
up, and as little interference as possible.

M

How do you like to see a Golden handled?

et

Do you feel the Breed has changed over the years you
have been involved? If so, in what ways?

y

How do you go about preparing your Golden for the
ring?
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If I take one dog to a show, I hydrobath, blow dry, and
trim and it will usually take me around one and a half
hours per dog. Taking four dogs to a show will take
virtually all day to prepare them the way I am happy
with.
How much exercise do they get?

We are fortunate to live on acreage where the Goldens
can swim in the dam (weather and snakes permitting)
and the dogs have free running all day. I also allow
puppies to do the same. I do run my adults and puppies
separately, but I certainly don’t wrap them in cotton
wool. Dogs should be dogs.
What do you feed your Goldens?
I feed Purina Pro Plan with no supplements until they
get older then I add glucosamine and fish oil.

Is there anything else you would like to add Ruth?
I think breeders in Australia should be commended for
what they have achieved. Over the years they would
have invested millions of dollars importing dogs and
semen from the other side of the world which, from
time to time, has resulted in heartache. They are very
good at acknowledging others in our Breed and I feel
the breeders in our country are very special.
I believe that many visitors who come to visit our dogs
here now, are often surprised at the quality in soundness
and movement of the dogs here in Australia. I believe
in the more recent years that breeders in other parts
of the world are beginning to realise that the Golden
Retrievers here in Australia, now truly have something
to offer the rest of the world.

“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared
to what lies within us.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson
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SECTION 2:

Mrs Ruth Thompson with Aust Gr Ch Chaleur Unforgetable by Aust Gr Ch Chaleur Accliam to Fame out of Aust Ch Kaparla Loch Isle, bred and owned
by Mrs Ruth Thompson. Photo by Rebecca Newton.
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She went on to become Aust Champ Ormesby Karexon,
and was the dam of my first homebred champion Australian Ch Kaparla Malita Gold.

I was first attracted to the Breed by a beautiful male
called Rex - Australian Champion Sandleigh Romulus
- who belonged to the elder sister of a girl I did ballet
with. I would see him sitting proudly in his owner’s car
every week and I adored his long, honey coloured coat.
I began attending a few shows with them and started
handling Rex myself to help out; completing his
Aust Champ title with a Best in Group at the Huon
Agricultural Show.

I consider that my greatest achievements in the dog
world have occurred over the last twenty five years,
particularly in relation to my show success, as I have
bred no fewer than 35 Golden Retrievers carrying
the Kaparla prefix who have won IN SHOW and
OPPOSITE SEX IN SHOW awards at SPECIALTY
GOLDEN RETRIEVER SHOWS in every state of
Australia, and on both islands of New Zealand.
(Not bad for a one man band.)
Some of those dogs are:

Aust Grand Ch Kaparla Star Prospect (Tas), Aust/NZ
Ch Kaparla Aran Moonmyth (Tas & NZ), Aust Ch
Kaparla Loch Isle (Tas) and Aust/NZ Ch Kaparla Loch
Invar (NZ) and Kaparla Loch Lorne (NZ), Aust Ch
Kaparla None But the Brave (Tas, Qld, NSW, Vic) &
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Rex was duly mated to a bitch, bred by Roger Bridgford
of Taumac Kennels in Victoria - Taumac Saffron. She
produced a litter of 7 puppies and my parents finally
relented and let me have a puppy.

The name “Kaparla” was basically a make-up name but
it derived from a motor-cruiser boat that I admired in
the marina near home.

et

I started showing Golden Retrievers when I was 11
years old, and have maintained my love and enthusiasm
for this beautiful Breed for over 40 years.

And so my love affair with this beautiful Breed began.

ph

Can you tell us a little about your introduction into the
Breed please?

or

(Kaparla Australia)

M

Interview with
Mrs Heather Morrison

Right is the owner of Sire and good friend, Jane Fall, Heather Morrison (left) (Kaparla) with Aust Gr Ch Kaparla Wicketkeeper by Aust Gr Ch Tulzean
Autumn Tango out of Xanthos Are You Talking To Me, bred and owned by Heather Morrison, and friend Jane Fall (Fernfall). Photo courtesy of Mrs Fall.
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Kaparla Legal Eagle titled in Melbourne and Kaparla
Guilty As Charged finished her title six days later in
July 2008. Kaparla Wicketkeeper and Kaparla Rhythm
Omy Heart were both titled at only months of age in

Aust Ch Kaparla Just an Illusion by Kaparla Standing Ovation
out of Aust & NZ Ch Kaparla Aran Moonmyth (Imp Aust),
bred by Mrs H Morrison.
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Kaparla One for All won Junior in Show at a Gundog
Specialty Show under International Breed Specialist
Mrs Valerie Foss, author of six books on the Breed.
Kaparla Winner Takes All won Baby in Show at the
Celtic Breeds Show.

Ch Kaparla Rumour N Innuendo, Aust Ch Kaparla Clan
McBride, Aust Ch Kaparla Hows That, her litter brother
Aust Ch Kaparla Who Says So and Aust Ch Kaparla The
Band Playedon. More recently Aust Ch Kaparla Live the
Dream, and 3 litter siblings Aust Ch Kaparla Stand N
B Counted, Aust Ch Kaparla Stand N Deliver and Aust
Ch Kaparla Such is Life.

or

his sister Aust Ch Kaparla LongKiss Gnight (Tas). Aust
Ch Kaparla Time Keeper (Tas) and Aust Ch Kaparla Its
Supernatural (Tas); Aust Ch Kaparla Strikeup Theband
(Tas), Aust Ch Kaparla Band Together (SA) & Aust
Ch Kaparla Bandmaster (Tas, WA), Kaparla Clan
McCafferty (Tas) and Kaparla Clan McLarren (Tas),
Kaparla the Statesman (NZ) & Kaparla What For Now
(NZ). Aust Ch Kaparla Rumour N Innuendo (Tas)
& Kaparla About That Rumour (SA), Kaparla Keeper
of Peace (Tas) and Kaparla Too Hot to Handle (Tas),
Kaparla Standing Ovation (Tas) and Aust Ch Kaparla
Just an Illusion (Tas, NSW, WA) and her daughter Aust
Ch Kaparla Live The Dream (SA, NSW, Tas), Aust
Ch Kaparla Such is Life (Tas, NSW) and her brother
Aust Ch Kaparla Stand N Deliver (Tas). Kaparla Team
Reader (WA) & Aust Ch Kaparla Who Says So (WA,
SA, NSW) & Aust Ch Kaparla Hows That and Aust Ch
Kaparla Legal Eagle (Vic, SA, NSW), Aust Ch Kaparla
Classic Catch (Vic), Kaparla Yeah Baby (SA); Kaparla
Wicketkeeper won Opp sex Baby in Show at the 7th GR
National in June 2008 (Tas, S Aust); Kaparla Hark The
Herald (Tas).
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The 30 Kaparla Champions are: Aust Ch Kaparla Malita
Gold, Aust Ch Kaparla Ragamuffin, Aust Ch Kaparla
Expression, Aust Ch Kaparla Star Edition, Aust Grand
Ch Kaparla Star Prospect, Aust Ch & NZ Ch Kaparla
Aran Moonmyth, NZ Ch Kaparla Aran Moonmagic,
Aust Ch Kaparla Loch Isle, Aust Ch & NZ Ch Kaparla
Loch Invar, Aust Ch Kaparla Time Keeper, Aust Ch
Kaparla Strikeup the Band, Aust Ch Kaparla Nonebut
the Brave, Aust Ch Kaparla Longkiss Gnight, Aust Ch
Kaparla Bandmaster, Aust Ch Kaparla Just an Illusion
and her brother Aust Ch Kaparla Its Supernatural, Aust

Aust & NZ Ch Arangold My Magic Moment (Imp NZ) by Aust & NZ
Ch Arangold Autumn Albion out of NZ Ch Glengold Crown Jewel, bred
by Arangold Kennels owned by Mrs H Morrison.

Aust Ch Kaparla How’s That by Aust Gr Ch Chaleur Acclaim to Fame
out of Aust Ch Dalius Band of Gold (Imp UK), bred by Mrs H Morrison
owned by M & J Hodges.

Aust Ch Kaparla Rhythm omy Heart by Aust Ch Giltedge Blackwatch
out of Aust Ch Kaparla Guilty as Charged, bred by Mrs H Morrison
owned by Mrs H Morrison.
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In November 2000 I was thrilled to have SIX Kaparla
Goldens represent my kennels at the Victorian Golden
Retriever Club 3rd National with Mr Ray Strudwick
(Burpham UK) as the judge. Five of these dogs were
placed, four of them in the first three, out of some
enormous classes of quality dogs.

At the 7th GR National in June 2008 in Adelaide young
Mason (Ch Kaparla Wicketkeeper) won many hearts
and also Opp Baby in Show; Annie (Ch Kaparla Rhythm
Omy Heart) came 2nd in the large Baby Bitch Class and
Lola (Kaparla Song N Dance) was shortlisted.

rt

y
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Four Kaparla Goldens were placed under Mrs Heather
Morris (Sandusky) in South Australia at their Specialty
in July 2001, and Aust Ch Kaparla Just an Illusion
won Res CC bitch and the Intermediate class under
Mr Mervyn Philpott (Westley)in Sydney in September
2001 whilst Aust Ch Kaparla None But the Brave won
the Aus Bred dog class and Kaparla Who Says So won
Intermediate in Show in Western Australia under Mr
Philpott a week later.

In November 2006 at the 6th GR National, judged
by Mr and Mrs Barbara and Peter Mills of Millwater
UK, no fewer than 10 Kaparla Goldens excelled with
wins and places. They were Ch Kaparla Guilty As
Charged, Ch Kaparla Legal Eagle and Kaparla Objection
Overuled, Kaparla Its Raining Men, Kaparla Backstreet
Boys, Ch Kaparla Its Supernatural, CH Kaparla Rumour
N Innuendo, Ch Kaparla Such Is Life (Best Opp Aus
Bred in Show), Ch Kaparla Just An Illusion (also the
winner of Dam and Progeny under Mr Mervyn Philpott
of Westley fame), Ch Stand N Deliver (winner of Best
Sire and Progeny under M Philpott).

et

Aust Ch Sandleigh Romulus, Aust Ch Ormesby
Karexon, Aust/NZ Ch Arangold My Magic Moment
(Imp NZ), Aust/NZ Ch Arangold Autumn Albion
(Imp NZ), Aust/NZ Ch Charterhall Laird O Aran
(Imp NZ), our beautiful Aust Ch Dalius Band of Gold
(Imp Scotland) and lastly my Belgium import Aust Ch
Golden RoseBays Drummerboy.

In 2004 in NSW at the 5th National under Mrs Ainslie
Mills from Canada, Aust Ch Stand N Deliver, Aust Ch
Such is Life, Aust Ch Kaparla None But the Brave were
all placed from huge class entries.

ph

There are 7 other Goldens owned/campaigned by me
to their titles:

or

There are many other Kaparla dogs on the way to their
titles.

Mrs Heather Morss of Xanthos kennels UK Aust Ch
Kaparla Just an Illusion and Aust Ch Kaparla Loch Isle
were placed. Aust Ch Kaparla None But the Brave won
his Aus Bred dog class AGAIN. He was the Res Dog
CC winner and Best Intermediate in Show at the 2nd
GR National in Queensland under Mrs Pauline Bevis in
1999.

M

Feb 2009 on the same day - the youngest Goldens from
Kaparla to ever get their titles. Wicketkeeper’s sister in
Melbourne, Aust Ch Kaparla Classic Catch is also now
titled becoming CHAMPION NUMBER 30.
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Biggest thrill of my lifetime was to breed the Best in
Show winner Aust Champion Kaparla Who Says So, at
the 4th GR National in Perth WA August 2002 under

Aust Ch Kaparla Winner Takes All by Aust Ch Kaparla Wicketkeeper out
of Aust Ch Kaparla Guilty As Charged, bred and owned by
Mrs H Morrison.
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I am proud to have been approached on several
occasions to have the dogs appear on commercials on
TV, on the ‘big screen’ in Napoleon, and had a Kaparla
representative (Kaparla Loch Swede) on the cover of
Adult Supercoat dogfood bags, and I featured in an
article in the Sept 2002 issue of Better Homes and

Aust Ch Golden Rosebay’s Drummer Boy (Imp Belg) by Eng Sh Ch
Goldenquest Ambassador JW out of Expressio v.d. Beerse Hoeve, bred by
C & B Breakman-Bracke owned by Mrs H Morrison.

BREED DEVELOPMENT

When I first started out in Goldens there were not
many people around in Tasmania to assist me in my
search for the ultimate Golden Retriever, so many of my
decisions were based on simple trial and error. Roger
Bridgford plus Bob and Delma Marshall were at hand to
give me some advice from time to time from interstate
though; my friend Kaye Klap has always had an unbiased
sound opinion to offer as a respected All Breeds judge
and purveyor of fine Golden Retrievers worldwide.
These days I consider myself lucky to have many fellow
enthusiasts and friends who I can call upon for advice,
and for this I am truly grateful.
Which Golden did you particularly admire in the early
years?
Aust Ch Kyvalley Kyva, Aust Ch Buffalo Kingpin, Aust
Ch Balandra Delta Darius, Aust Ch Queenlee Debonair
QC, Aust Ch Gaewynd Tapestry, NZ Ch Arangold
Marksman QC, NZ Grand Ch Charterhall Gaelic
Gold, Aust Ch Oaklodge Copperfield, Eng Ch Westley
Ramona, Eng Sh Ch Nortonwood Faunus, Multi World
Ch Standfast Angus.

Heather, can you tell us a little about the history of the
Golden Retriever in Tasmania please?
The first dog show held in Australia was in Hobart on
the 12th November 1862 and at that dog show an Hon
James Milne Wilson was recorded as having exhibited
“a lemon coloured retriever”. As this was six years
prior to the Nous/Belle mating we can only speculate
that it may have been some kind of Tweed Water
Spaniel or descendant thereof despite them having been
described as liver coloured. James Wilson’s parents were
prominent ship owners in Banff which is not far from
Guisichan, and it is documented in family records that
the Wilsons shipped specific breeds of dogs to Tasmania.

et

No particular person or dog is responsible for my
ambitions and inspirations of yesterday or today, or
for my many hopes for tomorrow. However a ‘cast of
thousands’ come to mind for influencing my decisionmaking throughout the journey so far.

ph

Who were your mentors in the early years?

Ticket to Kerrien (Imp UK) for their ability to produce
outstanding progeny from a diverse variety of bitches
whilst themselves winning consistently in the show
ring and lastly the most outstanding bitch of Dewmist
kennels Nu Ch Styal Silksilla for the having entire
package.

or

Gardens Magazine as one of Australia’s most respected
and top breeders.

In 1953 Mrs Betty Blaskett (wife of a Gunsmith)
entered her Golden Retriever Ch Ralchanda Vicky
(Imp UK) at the Royal Hobart Show and she continued
showing until 1958 when she also entered the Royal
Launceston Show, with a dog called Woburn Gold
Glamour.

M
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Aust Ch Fantango in Poppyfields for her soundness,
elegance and glamour even as a veteran, Aust Grand Ch
Chaleur Acclaim to Fame for his super showmanship
and animation, Aust Ch Giltedge Blackwatch for his
workmanlike, athletic conformation and movement,
Aust Ch Fantango Centre Stage for her super angles
and Breed type, Aust Ch Dobro Eternal Flame who not
only has superb conformation but the most humorous,
cheeky personality I have ever known in a Golden;
Aust Ch Goldog Alpine Highland for his ability to not
only succeed as a dog in his prime but also as a veteran,
Aust Ch Sandusky Klammer CDX (Imp Sweden) for
his combination of beauty and brains, Aust Grand Ch
Tulzean Autumn Tango and Aust Ch Standfast Dream

Heather Morrison established the Kaparla Golden
Retriever kennel back in 1969 by exhibiting a dog called
Aust Ch Sandleigh Romulus bred by Alistair Fitter and
belonging to a friend. He was duly mated to a bitch
called Taumac Saffron from Roger Bridgford’s kennels
in Victoria and owned by the late Mr/Mrs Annie
Quamby of Ormesby Goldens. The foundation bitch
for Kaparla was Aust Ch Ormesby Karexon; she in turn
produced the first Kaparla Show Champion Kaparla
Malita Gold. There have now been 30 homebred
Kaparla Champions. In the last 55 years Tasmania has
seen 115 Golden Retrievers receive their Australian
Championship titles with 3 gaining their Grand
Championship.
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Which dogs of others have I admired since since?

In 1961 a Mrs C. Gregory exhibited two dogs from the
well known Kyvalley kennel – namely Kyvalley Phillip
and Kyvalley Fair Lady Fiona. Mr Alistair Fitter and
Mr Reg Parry were other breed enthusiasts in the 1960s
but did not continue their breeding past that decade.

“For beautiful eyes, look for the good in others, for beautiful lips,
speak only words of kindness, and for poise, walk with the knowledge
that you are never alone.”
Audrey Hepburn
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Tasmanian’s 50 years of Golden Champions
Courtesy of Mrs Kaye Klap
Preamble

1966 Champions

The following awards were, to the best of my

Nawi Golden Ceasar (N)
Sundials Calpurnia (W)

knowledge, the only awards made to Golden Retrievers

1971 Champions

in Tasmania from 1966 up until 2006 .

Kyvalley Cassius (N)

The original listing has been updated to present time.
27th August 2007

Up to date

18th December 2007

Mr. W.A. Fitter
Mrs. R. Fitter

Dog

Mr. R.A. Parry

Dog

Miss M.C. Mitchell

Bitch

Mr. & Mrs. R.A. Parry

Bitch

Mr. & Mrs. R. Parry

1972 Champions
Sandleigh Romulus
Champions
Repaurum Livia
Companion Dog
Ch. Repaurum Livia
1974 Champions

The letters Ch preceding a dog’s name indicate they

Ormesby Karexon

Bitch

Miss H. Mann
(now Morrison)

Dog

Mrs. J. Walker

Dog
Bitch

Mrs. F. Brough
Mrs. L. Bailey

Bitch

Mrs. W.M. Charlton

Bitch
Dog
Bitch

Miss P.G. Pearce
Mr. & Mrs. R.E. Brown
Mrs. J.A. Stevenson

Dog

P. & J. Stevenson

Bitch
Bitch

Mrs. C. Clarke
P. & J. Stevenson

Dog
Dog

Mrs.C. & MissV.Beckitt
Mrs. P. Heazlewood

Dog

P. & J. Stevenson

Bitch
Dog
Bitch

Mrs. C. Clarke
Messrs. J. & M. Aiton
Mrs. F. Brough

Dog
Bitch

Mr. I. Walker
Mrs. C. Beckitt

Dog

Messrs. J. & M. Aiton

Bitch

Mrs. C. Clarke

Dog

P. & J. Stevenson

an Australian Championship title in the Conformation
or Show ring.

1975 Champions

Kyvalley Lorien (N)

or

have been awarded, after earning 100 challenge points,

ph

Explanation

et

Kaye Klap

Dog
Bitch

1976 Champions

Ring title and is awarded after 1,000 challenge points

Nordlys Jason (V)
Kaparla Malita Gold

M

Similarly Aust. Grand Champion is also a Conformation

1977 Champions

are earned.

Ormesby Pricilla

They are:

•

Obedience Champion

•

Retrieving Champion

•

Field Champion

y

Tracking Champion,

Miaura Ali Gretto (N)
Piarki Perfection (Q)
Bailinga Tiffany
1979 Champions
Pascale Sion Aur

rt

•

1978 Champions

of

Four other championship titles are available.

1980 Champions

Conformation Championship is entitled to record

1981 Champions

before their name the term Dual Champion ( ) with the

Pascale Siencyn Tyler
Thesally Happy Lad (S)

Pr
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Any dog which gains one of these titles as well as a

added initial in brackets indicating the extra title added

Ambria Odian Heidi
Pascale Merioneth

to the Conformation title e.g. Dual Ch (T) means Show

1982 Champions

and Tracking Champion.

Ferngold Cadet (Q)

If a dog wins additional titles after being awarded a Dual
Championship then those would be recorded separately
e.g. Dual Ch (T), Obedience Ch, Retrieving Ch etc.
Currently there are no Championship Titles awarded to
Agility or Jumping Trials.

1983 Champions
Heigleam Brio Verity
Tweedsmuir Fergus
Chantesuta Fantasia (S)
1984 Champions
Heigleam Brio Austen
Pascale Sioned
1985 Champions

Letters after a dog’s name indicate Trial Awards which,

Goldog Alpine Flashguy

depending on the particular discipline, may lead to an

1986 Champions

eventual Championship Title in that discipline.

Heigleam Magic Memory

For that reason all Trial Awards have been shown in this

1987 Champions

listing.

Tweedsmuir Sovereign
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2000 Champions

Heigleam Magic Moment

Dog

Castiewood Trulad (V)
Golbilgai Heath
Pascale Talisien

Dog
Dog
Dog

A. Armstrong and
C. Clarke
Mr. N.K. Dowling
Mr. & Mrs. J. Wadsley
Mrs. C.A. Beckitt

Bitch
Bitch
Dog
Bitch
Dog

Mr. & Mrs. J. Wadsley
Mrs. C. Beckitt
Mr. & Mrs. R. Townsend
Mrs. C. Beckitt
Miss M.& Mrs. C.Beckitt

Bitch
Dog

Mr. N. Dowling
Mr. G. O’May

Bitch

Mr. J.V. Walters

Dog

Mr. P. Stevenson

Dog
Dog
Bitch

Mr J. & Mrs D. Wadsley
Mr. J.V. Walters
Mrs. H. Morrison

Dog

Mrs. H. Morrison

1988 Champions

1989 Champions

Mr. J. & Mrs. D. Wadsley
Mr. J.V. Walters
Mr. B. & Mrs. S. Courtney
Mrs. M. Hean

rt

1994 Champions

Mr. J. & Mrs. D. Wadsley
Mrs. J. Jeffrey
Mrs. P.J. Middleton

Bitch
Dog
Dog
Dog
Dog
Dog

Mrs. H. Morrison
Mrs. J. Jeffrey
Mrs. H. Morrison
Mr. J. & Mrs. D. Hinchen
Mr. P. Stevenson
Mrs. A. Norton

Bitch
Dog
Bitch

Mr. J. & Mrs. D. Wadsley
Mrs. C.A. Grubb
Mrs. J. Winter

Dog

J.W. & Mrs. D.L. Wadsley

Bitch

J.W. & D. Wadsley

Pr
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Bitch
Bitch
Dog

1995 Champions

1997 Champions

Heathbrook All That Jazz
Tarastia Solonor
Lefstan Sofie Kalila
1998 Champions

Heathbrook Gaelic Quest
Grand Champion
Ch. Heathbrook Ladyothe Lake
1999 Champions
Dalius Band Of Gold (Imp UK)
Kaparla Time Keeper
Palkorra Kyran Flynn
Diogenes Light Snow
Kaparla Loch Isle

Bitch
Dog
Dog
Dog

Mrs. D.L. Hinchen
J.W. & D.L. Wadsley
P.F. & A.M. Sully
Mrs. H. Morrison

2002 Champions

Dog
Dog
Bitch

Mrs. C.M. Clarke
D. & T.A. Counsell
Mrs. H. Morrison

Bitch

Mrs. T.A. Counsell

Dog
Bitch
Bitch

L.J. Binns & M.S. Evans
Dr. J. Oakes
Mrs. N. Welling

Dog
Bitch

D. &. T. Counsell
Mrs. J. Jeffrey

Dog

Beaucroft Kennels
J. & D. Wadsley

Dunfriar Beauforth
Kaparla Live The Dream
Beaucroft Starry Night

Dog
Bitch
Bitch

Blazedngold Inocent Eyes
Kaparla Stand N Deliver
Fernfall Fox Trot
Oonahglen Onyx Magic
Aitchison
Kaparla Such Is Life
Toriade Timsbury
Ashiya Diplomatic Fellow (V)

Bitch
Dog
Dog
Dog

B.W. & Mrs. S.A. Courtney
Mrs. J.R. Grierson
Beaucroft Knls, J. &
D. Wadsley
Miss L.J. Binns
Mrs. H. Morrison
Ms. L.M. Leslie
J, D. & K. Hinchen, D.

Bitch
Bitch
Dog

Mrs. J. Grierson
B.W. & Mrs. S.A. Courtney
Miss K.M. O’Rourke

Blazedngold Ice Storm
Giltedge The Poet (N)

Dog
Dog

Golden RoseBays Drummerboy.
(Imp. Blg)

Dog

Miss L.J. Binns
Beaucroft Knls.,
J. & D Wadsley
Mrs. H. Morrison

Giltedge Angel Dust

Bitch

Mrs. D.K. Petterwood

Trigolden Misty Morn

Bitch

Mr. N. Dowling &
Ms. M., Miss D. Todorovic

Beaucroft Sorrento Sun

Bitch

Beaucroft Knls. and
J. & D. Wadsley

2003 Champions

Fernfall Addicted to Luv
Toriade Teinmouth
Ralun Paradisio (W)

M

Mr. J. Walters
Mr. P. Stevenson

y

Heathbrook Royal Image
Bitch
Quinora Leas Price
Dog
Heathbrook Beau Briar
Dog
Charterhall Laird O Aran (Imp NZ)
Dog

Kaparla Aran Moonmyth
Tarastia Proteus
Kaparla Star Edition
Kaparla Star Prospect
Tweedwater Blake
Sylrani MacGuyver

Chaleur Queen O Diamonds(W)
Heathbrook Balliholme
Tahlew Rushin Blue
Kaparla Bandmaster

2001 Champions

Bitch
Bitch
Dog
Bitch
Bitch

Clanaran Almost Famous
Kaparla Theband Playedon
Grand Champion
Ch. Beaucroft The Cadet (V)

of

Dog
Bitch

1993 Champion

Heathbrook Ladyothe Lake
Taandus Nikita (V)
Melvonroy Aztec Dream (Q)

J. & D.L. Hinchen

2004 Champions

1992 Champions
Sylrani Sylvester
Kaparla Ragamuffin

Dog

Waterwisp Dream Catcher
Kaparla Its Supernatural
Kaparla Just An Illusion
Kaparla Rumour N Innuendo

1990 Champions
Faiyabal Ulwin Viking (Q)
1991 Champions
Heathbrook Beau Bruin
Goldog Alpine Klassic (Q)
Arangold My Magic Moment
(Imp NZ)
NZ Ch. Arangold Autumn Albion
(Imp NZ)

Mrs. H. Morrison
J. & Mrs. D. Hinchen
Mrs. H. Morrison
Mrs. B. Best
J.W. & D.L. Wadsley
B.W. & S.A. Courtney

ph

Castiewood Goldstar (V)
Briden Illicit Affair (N)
Goldog Alpine Georgygirl (N)

Kaparla Long Kiss Gnight
Kaparla Strikeup Theband
Kaparla Nonebut Thebrave
Neikaglen Frosty Girl
Beaucroft Déjà Vu
Fellfarm Coterie McAllum
Grand Champion
Ch. Kaparla Star Prospect

or

Elsanore Brook Allirra
Goldtreve Bryn Myrddin (N) CD
Heigleam Mystic Man
Tiptree Tamarine (S)
Pascale Gwaethfod

Bitch
Bitch
Dog
Bitch
Bitch
Dog

et

1987 Champions

BREED DEVELOPMENT

Mrs. H. Morrison
Ms. C. Morris
Mrs. G. Harris
Dr. J. Oakes
Mrs. H. Morrison

2005 Champions

2006 Champions

2007 Champions

Dual Championship
Awarded to Aust. Dual Ch. (T) Ralun Gogetter CD,AD,AT,JD
Dog Peter & Veronica Hofto
Note – first dual champion awarded in Tasmania
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GROUP/SHOW WINNERS AT CRUFTS/WESTMINSTER/AUSTRALIAN ROYALS IN THE 1960s

Country

Name of
Show

Australia

Sydney Royal
Show

1960 BIG BOS Female

Aust
Ch

Edmay Donna

Australia

Melbourne
Royal Show

1962 BOG

Aust
Ch

Taumac Golden
Nectar

Australia

Sydney Royal
Show

1964

Aust
Ch

Kyvalley Bobbie

Australia

Adelaide Royal
1964 BOG
Show

Female

Aust
Ch

Whytehouse Rip
AOC

UK

Crufts

1965 BIG

Female

Eng
Gainspa Florette
Sh Ch of Shiremoor

USA

Westminster

1968 BIG

Male

Am Ch

Cragmount's HiLo OS SDHF

Australia

Sydney Royal
Show

1969 BOG

Female

Aust
Ch

Kyvalley
Charming CD

Australia

Melbourne
Royal Show

1969 BOG

Male

Aust
Ch

Anbria Sands
(Imp UK)

Female

Res Best
Male
Dog

Title

Name of Dog

Sire

Dam

Breeder

Aust Ch
Aust Ch Boltby
Halsham Hazel
Comet (Imp UK)
(Imp UK)
Aust Ch Boltby
Aust Ch Kyvalley
Comet (imp
Honey Bun
UK)
Aust Ch
Aust Ch Bonspiel
Kyvalley Kyva Goldglint
Aust Ch
Aust Ch Edmay
Alresford Major
Donna
(Imp UK)
Drosferla
Gainspa
Chancery
Glamour
Am/Can Ch
Am Ch Golden
Cragmount's
Pine's Aces Hi
Tiny Cloud OD
Aust Ch
Aust Ch Leoline
Kyvalley Kyva Golden Leonie
Taddington
Eng Ch Synspur
Anbria
Lunik
Temptress

Owner

Mr W Davis

Mr Lee Pithie

Taumac Kennels

Taumac
Kennels

Mr R Philp

Mr A Pickering

Mr Lee Pithie

Mr Brian
Nelson

et

Gender

Mrs
E J Metcalfe

Mr J Raymond

Jane Engelhard

Jane
Engelhard

Mr R Philp

Mr and Mrs
F Hession

Mr & Mrs
Barron

Mr & Mrs
W Mitchell

ph

Award
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Year

or

TABLE 2.8.15

Aust Ch Anbria Sands (Imp UK) by Eng Ch Synspur Lunik JW out of
Taddington Anbria Temptress, bred by M Barron owned by W & G Mitchell.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Mitchell.

Aust Ch Kyvalley Charming CD by Aust Ch Kyvalley Kyva out of Aust Ch
Leoline Golden Leonie, bred by Mr R Philp owned by F T & B J Hession.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Hession.
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Aust Ch Wildheart Wenan UD by Aust Ch Kyvalley Kyva out of Aust Ch
Kyvalley Sweetcorn CDX, bred by Mrs S Hartley owned by Mr K Petersen.
Photo courtesy of Mrs R Brown.
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TABLE 2.8.16
Gender
Female

CANADIAN NATIONAL SPECIALTY WINNERS IN THE 1960s
Name of Dog

Prima Donna of
Kerrdail
Gayhvaen Lldiel
Am/Can Ch Can Am CDX OS
Am WC
Can Ch

Sire

Dam

Breeder

Can Ch Amber
Crusader

Sandy of
Stoneholme

Mrs
T H Bauland

Am/Can Ch Gilder's
Wingra Beau OS

Am Ch Gayhaven
Harmony CDX OD

Sam R & Helen
W Gay

Year of
Birth

No
Spec

Rodger Drysdale

1956

1

Marcia Schlehr &
Diane M Lavene

1960

1

Owner

Pr
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or
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Male

Title

BREED DEVELOPMENT

Am & Can Ch Gayhaven Lldiel Am CDX OS Am WC by Am & Can Ch Gilder’s Wingra Beau OS out of Am Ch Gayhaven Harmony CDX OD, bred
by S R & H W Gay owned by M Schlehr & D M Lavene. Photo courtesy of M Schlehr.

Daring Greatly

It is not the critic who counts, nor the man who points out how the strong man stumbled, or where the
doer of good deeds could have done better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena,
whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood, who strives valiantly, who errs and comes short again
and again because there is no effort without error and shortcomings, who know the great enthusiasm,
the great devotions, who spends himself in a worthy cause, who at best knows in the end the triumph of
high achievement, and who at worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall
never be with those cold and timid souls who know neither victory nor defeat.
Theodore Roosevelt(1858-1919)
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How often do you hold your Specialties? When are where
are they held?

What were some of the dogs you admired in the early
years?
I had the pleasure of visiting England in the early 1970s
and met first hand some of the “greats”: Camrose
Cabus Christopher and Sansue Camrose Phoenix . I met
Joan Gill & Daphne Philpot of Westley and we became
firm friends and I consider them my true mentors.
Can you tell us who your mentors were in the early years
and something about them please?

I have had the pleasure of owning and breeding some
beautiful dogs. Certainly Ch Janville Delegate was my
first beauty. In the 1970s between my sister, Jennifer
McAuley of Chrys-haefen Kennels (originally my kennel
name until I purchased “Skylon”) we bred and/or
owned the top three Goldens in Canada. Ch Skylon
Lancelot was top Golden for three years as well as a
Specialty winner and his son Ch Nanno Chrys-haefen
Son of Skye followed in his footsteps for the next three
years. In the 1980s my own dogs took a back seat
for a while as personal issues (divorce, etc.) forced me
to take on professional handling & I showed a lot of
other people’s Goldens. I would also like to mention
Ch. Skylon Dakota WCX, a lovely dog that I made top
Golden in the 1980s.

of

Before I met Joan and Daphne, I had the opportunity
of purchasing the “Skylon” name and some of John
McNicol’s dogs in the late 1960s namely Ch Janville
Delegate (Int.Ch. Cabus Cadet x Ch Janville Renown),
Janville Jillian (Alresford Illustrious x Janville Diadem),
Ch Skylon Star (Alresford Carleton Kim x Janville Zora)
to name a few. I must say this started me on the road
to building a wonderful foundation to breeding English
style Goldens. So John McNicol, who was also an all
breed handler, was my first mentor in the Breed.

Please tell us about some of the beautiful dogs you have
owned and bred over the years?

et

My first Golden came from Beckwith Kennels in
the U.S. and I became very involved with the Breed
working with George Mehlenbacher of Mel-Bach
Kennels. I did import another dog from Beckwith
shortly after; but it was in the early sixties that I was
exhibiting at shows in Southern Ontario and noticed a
striking Golden that was handled by an exhibitor from
Bermuda! This is when I became convinced that it
was the English style I liked & I have to thank Jennifer
Johnson for introducing me to them!

National Specialties are held once a year with different
“Regional Specialties” hosting them. There are
Pdrovincial Specialty Clubs as well as some city Clubs
and then we have the Maritime Golden Retriever Club
that includes 3 provinces in the East. Each regional
Club holds a specialty in their area once a year and the
National Specialty is moved throughout the country,
much like the U.S.

ph

Can you please tell us about your first Golden? When
did you become involved?

or

(Skylon Canada)

M

Interview by Judy Taylor

In Canada, like the United States, we do not have
to compete against Champions in order to become a
Champion. We have several different classes: Jr. puppy,
Sr. puppy, Canadian Bred, Bred by Exhibitor and Open.
Sexes are split, with dogs first and bitches next. The first
place in each class then competes for “Winners dog”
& this is where you accumulate points towards your
championship. You need a total of ten points under
three different judges. You do not need “majors” like
our southern neighbours (U.S.) and you can be awarded
extra points by going “Best of Winners” (beating the
Winners bitch with a dog, etc.) & going over the Breed
“Specials” (dogs that are Champions already). We can
also gain extra points by aplacing in the Group. No
more than five points can be won at any one show and
you do need at least 3 judges at 3 different shows.

Now that I have retired from professional handling I
find myself with more Goldens than ever; but never
have I owned such beauties. I imported Ch Giltedge
Traveller from Kim Handley in Australia. He indeed is
making an impact on my breeding program as well as
a few others! Because of his wonderful temperament I
have become involved with field training and hopefully
in 2008 he will achieve at least his Working Certificate
(W.C.) & his Junior Hunter (J.H.) title. This past
summer I attended four Specialties, two in the province
of Quebec where our National was held and two here
in Southern Ontario where I live. At the National I did
win the Canadian Bred Class (daughter of “Gulliver”
(Ch Giltedge Traveller). I went third in the Bred By
Exhibitor class with a Junior Puppy (another daughter)
and I went third with a home bred bitch (nothing to do
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Can you please explain about the Canadian System of
gaining a Championship Title?

I cannot ignore Ch Saddleback Oberon O’Shea, son of
Ch Mjaerumhogda’s Flying Surprise, that I campaigned
& later purchased from Bill & Leiah Walls of
Saddleback. Shea (Ch Mjaerumhogda’s Flying Surprise,
an import from Sweden) was top Golden in the early
1980s. He was also the top producing stud dog for
many years and “Oberon” followed in his footsteps
as well, being top Golden in Canada and certainly an
influential sire in my breeding program.
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BREED DEVELOPMENT

How popular is the Golden Retriever in Canada ?
When did Goldens enter the ring for the first time?

The next day at the Quebec Regional with Jennifer
Johnson judging (she did not know me!) I won the
Canadian Bred Class again! My Junior puppy went
second in the Bred By Class and my Open Bitch won
the class going on to go Winners Bitch and Best of
Winners for five points! Gulliver won the Specialty, my
Bred By Bitch went Best Puppy in Show and Gulliver
won the Stud Dog Class! It was a breeder’s dream and
Karin Klouman of Kyon Kennels turned to me at the
end of the day and said “Congratulations Judy, you have
worked hard for this!”.

I am not sure when the Breed first entered the ring here
in Canada. I do know that when I became interested
in the Breed in the early 1960s, most people were
unfamiliar with Goldens. The Goldens started to
become really popular in the late 1970s and today are
still the most popular, second only to the Labs (why I
don’t know!). This, I feel has not done the Breed any
good at all: we see people breeding our Goldens only
for the sake of producing puppies to sell to the pet
market, disregarding genetic issues or temperament!

ph

Unfortunately a lot of our Canadian judges still prefer
the American style, ignoring structure, etc.; but slowly
the pendulum is swinging and we are seeing moreand
more judges, both here and in the USA ccepting the
correct style. I personally (now that I don’t HAVE to
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I have had a wonderful career pursuing handling of all
breeds in all of the seven groups. I have succeeded in
campaigning dogs to the top of their breeds and often
attaining placement in the top ten of their groups. I
was probably considered Canada’s foremost handler
of Rottweillers, Great Danes, German Shepherds and
Bassets. Never mind the Sporting breeds of course! In
1993 I was voted Canada’s Pedigree Handler of the
Year and in 1996 I successfully campaigned a Rottweiller
to Number One Working Dog & Number Two All
Breeds.

We see all styles of Goldens here in Canada, that
compete in the same ring. Please bear in mind, we
have only one Canadian Standard, which does differ
somewhat from the American’s. I believe that the
Americans have developed a “style” of Golden that
conforms more to their personality. They tend to be
more aggressive (not in a negative way); certainly
higher energy; at one point bigger was better; but that
has evened out; and of course the over abundance
of incorrect coat (more like an Irish Setter) with no
undercoat and sculpturing on the underline!

or

I understand that you have been a professional handler
of all breeds for many years. Can you please tell us
about your experiences?

Does one see Goldens which conform to the English
Standard and Goldens which conform to the American
Standard together in the ring in Canada ?

M

The following weekend was also a success with my sister
winning the first day with her home bred “Special”
under an English Breeder/Judge and the next day
I won the Specialty again under Connie Gerstner of
Malagold Kennels from the United States.

et

with Gulliver). This was under Marianne Holm Hanson
from Denmark.

Can Ch Skylon Clyde by Alresford Carlton Kim out of Janville Zoral, bred by Can Ch Janville Delegate by Eng & Ir Ch Cabus Cadet JW out of Eng Sh
Mr & Mrs Brian and Miss J Taylor owned by Miss Peters and Mr B Taylor.
Ch Janville Renown JW, bred by Mrs J Harrison owned by Mr J R McNicol.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Taylor.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Taylor.
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Which Standard do the majority of breeders in Canada
go by?
I think most breeders still like the “American” style;
but in Southern Ontario there is quite a group of us
that pursue good structure with lovely heads. Of course
Oprah Winfrey has influenced the desire for “white”
Goldens in the U.S. and puppy mills are going wild with
their prices, etc. Reputable breeders here in Canada that
do breed English, that include some cream, are very
careful when we sell to the U.S. now.

has become the emphasis and a lot of people are willing
to sacrifice too much for this. If, we as breeders cannot
produce a sound, healthy puppy, in both mind & body,
we are doing our Breed a disservice.
There is also the ever-growing popularity of “Golden
Doodles”, Golden Retrievers crossed with Standard
Poodles. An atrocity if I ever saw one! Again we must
educate the public!

et

go to every show) prefer to show to Scandinavian, some
Australian, New Zealand judges and European judges.
People that do not know me.

or

of

Are there any concerns you have for our Breed in the
future?

Can Ch Skylon Hadrian by Skylon Clyde out of Can Ch Drexholme Ling
OD, bred by Mr & Mrs B and Miss J Taylor.

M

I do know personally the incidence of genetic problems
such as hip dysplasia, eye deformities, epilepsy, etc. have
been drastically reduced. When I first started breeding,
the incidence of hip dysplasia was probably 70% in a
litter, now I very rarely see it (my fingers are crossed).
Please know that I am very cautious when it comes to
using outside stud dogs.

ph

In the 45 years you have been involved with Golden
Retrievers do you believe the Breed has changed around
the world? If so, in what ways?
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I think my main concern is their popularity & the
need to educate the public to buy responsibly. I live
in “Mennonite” country and our local newspaper has
tons and tons of ads for Goldens and all kinds of other
breeds, at drastically reduced prices! I think they have
decided that breeding dogs is more lucrative than pigs
or cows!

I do know that in North America I don’t believe shows
have done an awful lot in improving our dogs. Winning

Can & Bda Ch Skylon Lancelot SDHF by Skylon Figaro out of Can Ch
Chrys-Haefen Spring Entity, bred by Mr & Mrs B Taylor owned by Mr &
Mrs P Nixon.
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Can Ch Skylon Dakota Can/Am WCX CDX SDHF by Can Ch Skylon
General Patton out of Can Ch Nanno Shooting Sherry O’Skylon Can
CDX, bred by Mr & Mrs B Taylor owned by Mr & Mrs R Collins.

Can & Bda Ch Saddleback Oberon O’Shea SDHF by Can Bda Ch
Mjaerumhogda’s Kyon Flying Surprise CDX OS SDHF out of Can Ch
Saddleback Verity Forsooth, bred by L & B Walls owned by Mr & Mrs
Walls and Mrs J Taylor.

BREED DEVELOPMENT

or

Can Ch Skylon Kandy Kiss by Can Ch Skylon Great Expectation’derun out
of Skylon Kiss me Kate 2nd, bred by Mrs J Taylor.
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Can Ch OTCh Beau Geste Romeo at Skylon Am CDX Can WC By Can
& Bda Ch Saddleback Oberon O’Shea SDHF out of Synergold Beau Geste
Quand’ry CD JH WCX CGC, bred by J Bramhall owned by L Watson and
J Taylor.

ph

et

SECTION 2:

Can Ch Giltedge Traveller (Imp Aust) JH WC by Aust Ch Standfast Dream Ticket from Kerrien (Imp UK) out of Yellowfetch Pixie Dust CCD, bred by
Mrs K Handley owned by Mrs J Taylor. Photo courtesy of Garth Gourley.
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Interview with Barbara Dick

Which other breeders dogs do you admire?

(Charterhall New Zealand)

Margaret Hean and lately Margaret Kerr are breeding
typical UK type dogs.

It was in 1967. We had moved back to New Zealand
after six years in Australia and longed for a pet for our
four children. I purchased the puppy from Margaret
Evans, who had brought her stock in from the UK.
He was Vanrose Dante (pet name Bruno) whom I
started showing and made him into a Champion by the
time he was two years old.

Are there some breeders and friends in the Breed
who are no longer with us that you would like to
acknowledge?
Again, Margaret Evans taught me a lot about breeding
and showing.
Do you feel All Breed judges and Breed Specialists judge
differently?
Not necessarily. If a judge knows the Breed, he or she
will do a good job.

et

What year did you obtain your first Golden? Can you
tell us something about how this came about and what
your first Golden was like please?

Do you feel the Breed has changed for the better in
New Zealand over the years?

Ch Vanrose Vittorio (Imp UK) was the epitome in his
lifetime.

Yes. Imports have helped a lot.

ph

What dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing?

Do you feel our Goldens are currently being trimmed
and groomed excessively.

Margaret Evans.

Some dogs are somewhat over trimmed.

Can you please tell us something about your beautiful
Goldens?

Are there features of the Breed in New Zealand which
you feel need particular attention at present?

NZ Ch

Kyvalley Kyvasohn
(Imp Aust)
Camrose Xanthos
(Imp UK)
Camrose Pericles
(Imp UK)

of

Sire

Aust Ch Kyvalley Kyva

Dam

Breeder

Owner

Year of
Birth

Mr & Mrs Curry

6

1967

Eng Ch Camrose Lucius

Camrose Anbria Tamara

Mrs J Tudor

Mrs Hills-Smith

4

1962

Eng/Ir Ch Cabus Cadet JW

Camrose Wistansy

Mrs J Tudor

Mrs Hills-Smith

3

1965

Am Ch Charterhall Ivanhoe (Imp NZ) By Pinecrest Trooper (Imp UK) out
of Charterhall Baroness, bred by Mrs B Dick owned by Mrs L Taft.

Pinecrest Trooper (Imp UK) by Eng Ch Pinecrest Salvador out of Westley
Nerrisa of Pinecrest, bred by Mr & Mrs Balaam owned by Mrs B Dick.

“Only a life lived for others is a life worthwhile.”
Albert Einstein
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No
Chs

Aust Leoline Golden Leonie R Philp
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Name of Dog

y

NZ Ch

NZ SIRES BORN IN THE 1960s BY NUMBER OF CHAMPIONS

rt

Title

M

Some shoulders and toplines could do with attention.

They are clowns and best friends.

TABLE 2.8.17

or

Who were your mentors in the early years?

SECTION 2:

TABLE 2.8.18
Title

BREED DEVELOPMENT

NZ DAMS BORN IN THE 1960s BY NUMBER OF CHAMPIONS

Name of Dog

Sire

Dam

Breeder

Owner

No Chs

Year of
Birth

Vanrose Velvet (Imp UK)

NZ Ch Vanrose
Vittorio

NZ Ch Vanrose Victoria

Mrs M Evans

Mrs M Evans

7

1969

Ch

Penkori Debra QC

Stubblesdown Flynn

Vanrose Keepsake

Mrs W Reed

Mrs W Reed

4

1969
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or

ph

et

Ch.

Eng Ch Camrose Fantango (1951) paternal grandsire of the legendary Eng Ch Camrose Cabus Christopher, bred and owned by Mrs Joan Tudor, Tango
won the Stud Dog Cup for seven consecutive years. Painting by B P Olerenshaw. Photo courtesy of Mrs J Tudor.
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Are there some breeders and friends in the Breed who
are no longer with us or involved who you would like to
acknowledge?

Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing?

Who were your mentors in the early years?

Yes.I prefer an experienced All Breed judge with Gun
Dog experience as Breed Specialist judges tend to have
a pre-conceived idea based on the pattern of their own
stock.
Do you feel the Breed has changed for the better in
New Zealand over the years?
The Breed is sounder because of hip dysplasia recording,
eye-testing etc. But, temperament seems to have
deteriorated slightly.
Do you feel our Goldens are currently being trimmed
and groomed excessively?
Yes.

Are there features of our Breed in New Zealand which
you feel need particular attention at present?
Yes. The Golden Retriever should be golden, not white.
The temperament needs to be watched.

of

No dogs were outstanding when I first began showing –
very few Goldens were being exhibited.

Do you feel All Breed judges and Breed Specialists judge
differently? Which judges do you personally prefer to
show under and why?

et

My first Golden was in 1969. Knowing Golden
Retrievers well from living in England, near the
“Westley Kennels”, we planned to get our first New
Zealand Golden with great care. Instead we heard of a
rescued Golden Retriever desperately needing a home.
So, “Rani” came to live with us. The plan was to make
her fit and well and rehome her. However, as her health
improved, we realised we had a beautiful deep golden
Golden Retriever bitch, with almost complete English
bloodlines on all sides. She became a deeply loved
member of our family and her name was Champion
Shotaway Amber.

Margaret Somerton of Kimwhany Kennels, England.

ph

What year did you obtain your first Golden? Can you
tell us something about how this came about and what
your first Golden was like please?

or

(Makkovik New Zealand)

M

Interview with Mrs Curry

Lucille Sawtell, Westley Kennels and Thelma Theed.

y

Can you please tell us something about your beautiful
Goldens?

On an early spring morning on Amberley Common,
Stroud, I met two glorious Golden Retrievers walking
quietly with their owners. I spoke to the owner and
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They’re a joy to live with and to own.

Would you mind telling us please about the first Golden
Retrievers you ever saw?

Sweetwater Galant Boy (Imp Aust) by
Byfield Lindys Golden Gleam(Imp UK)
out of Dual Ch Sweetwater Courage,
bred by Mr & Mrs Hands owned by
Mr & Mrs Curry.
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NZ Ch Kyvalley Kyvasohn (Imp Aust) by
Aust Ch Kyvalley Kyva out of Aust Ch Leoline
Golden Leonie, bred by Mr R Philp owned by
Mr & Mrs Curry.

Elizabeth of Makkovik by Sweetwater Galant Boy
(Imp Aust) out of Kirstie of Makkovik, bred and owned
by Mr & Mrs Curry.

BREED DEVELOPMENT

Were there many Goldens in New Zealand at that time?
Very few. There were only about four or five being
shown at any one time.
I believe you and your late husband were instrumental
in setting up the Central Golden Retriever Club in
Wellington. In your own words, can you please tell us a
little of the early history of Goldens in New Zealand?

Sweetwater Gallant Boy and two bitches, which were
not up to standard.
Imported from England:
Nortonwood Kracker
Nortonwood Careao

What do you consider of greatest importance in our
Breed?
Temperament.

Do you feel the Breed has changed over the years? Do
you feel it is better now that it was 20, 30, or 40 years
ago?
Yes, it has changed. No, I don’t think it is better now.
In many countries today there are many very pale
Goldens. How do you feel about this?
Very sad.
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Because of the scarcity of what we considered
worthwhile dogs, the lack of soundness, it was necessary
to know and talk to all owners and breeders of Goldens
and learn from one another. When Margaret Evans
came to New Zealand in 1966 (we came from the
same village in England, and our husbands knew
one another), she brought with her five Goldens and
established a great interest in Auckland, taking over
the Golden Retriever Club from the South Island. As
Goldens multiplied in numbers, we found the necessity
of having our own club, our own shows, and competing
with Auckland. So, we started our the Central Golden
Retriever Club (date to be confirmed), and shortly
afterwards, the South Island Golden Retriever Club was
established.

Ch Kyvalley Kyversohn
Howley Benny-Parr
Howley Francesca
Ch Sweetwater Melody

et

From 1954 our interest was deep and our family was
young. At that stage we visited shows and learnt all
we could about Golden Retrievers. We did not own or
show a Golden at this time. Our first Golden was Rani
in 1969.

Imported fromAustralia:

ph

Can you tell us when you began in Goldens? From
whom did you obtain your first Golden?

Can you tell us a little about the dogs you have bred and
imported over the years please?

or

found that they were from the Westley Kennels. A
picture I have never forgotten – the sun on their coats,
they smiled and their tails waved gently as we spoke.
This would have been about 1954.

M

SECTION 2:

Do you feel some of the Goldens tend to be rather long in
back and short on leg, often with stronger heads than is
expected?
Definitely. More like Pyreneans in the head.
Do you feel some of the movement could be improved?
Yes.
Do you feel there are any issues which breeders in the
future should be mindful of?
Colour, temperament, and the dog’s working ability.

Aust Ch Alubyc Autumn Arwen and Aust Ch Brygolden Oatly Tyrone BIS
and RUBIS under Mr Ray Curry.

NZ Ch Makkovik Keynote by Nortonwood Kracker (Imp UK) out of
Nortonwood Kareao, bred by Mr & Mrs Curry.

“ No-one can make you feel inferior
without your permission.”
Eleanor Roosevelt
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Her name was Lucy, we loved her dearly, however, when
she turned out to be gunshy, didn’t have much coat,
developed severe HD, and generally possessed a rather
nervous disposition, she was given to some friends
where she lived in state and luxury until the age of 13!
As we lived in the middle of the forest, her life was full
of shocks and upsets at the shooting around us, and also
I realised right from the start that I wanted to breed at
least a few litters.
My next bitch was called Betty, she was mostly out of
the Anbria lines, having been imported by Denmark’s
first and most important breeder, Lizzie Brodersen,
prefix, Wessex. She is still way back in my present dogs.

Yes, I suppose I mostly agree. However, although a
Golden should certainly possess style, I do not want
too much fire or dash. It is in my opinion neither is
it desirable or typical for the Breed. I would rather
describe them as beautiful, gentle with soft expressions,
totally relaxed until you press the “ON-button”, loving
to perform but steady always steady. So I am not
convinced about the fire, which , as we all know, can be
difficult to control!
What is your opinion on inbreeding and linebreeding?
I would like to quote a Scotsman, that I once met,
who was second generation of sheep farmer, breeder of
Scottish sheep dogs, judge and trialler; linebreeding is,
when you succeed, inbreeding is when you fail!

of

Which dogs did you particularly admire when you first
began showing?

Mrs Charlesworth talks of Mrs Carnegie, Heydown, as
having one of the most celebrated kennels in the world:
describing her dogs as always true to type, keeping the
wonderful aristocratic appearance, that alas so many
Goldens lack today, with wonderful heads and true
lovely Golden expression and displaying that style, fire
and dash that is greatly to be desired, yet all too rare.Is
this your idea of what a true Golden Retriever should
be?

et

I bought my first Golden Retriever in 1967, a bitch.
I was recommended the breeder by the Danish Kennel
Club, however, shortly afterwards he was excluded
from this same Club because of irregularities with the
pedigrees of his dogs. I can easily believe it.

ph

What year did you obtain your first Golden Retriever?
Please tell us something about it.

or

(Tallygold Denmark)

with Pretty-Cici produced my lovely dog Mathew. I
also have to mention FT Ch Holway Greenfoot Zipper,
who taught me my first lessons about field trialling and
training (he was very patient, and very talented) bred by
Mrs M Waters, my lovely bitch, Gold.

M

Interview with Mrs Holm Hansen
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When I started by the side of the show ring, there were
in Denmark two dominating English bred dogs; Int Ch
Honeyat the Viking (Ch Sharland the Scot – Honeyat
Jane) bred by Mrs E J Cuffe-Adams, and owned by
Carl Bauder and his wife,Lizzie Brodersen (Wessex).
The other famous stud dog in the late 1960s was Ch
Byxfield Cedar (Daniel of Westley- Byxfield Fair Maid)
bred by Mrs E Henbest, owned by Mr and Mrs Carl
Hansen. Joan Gill of Westley, having bred the sire,
sometimes came to our Danish show to exhibit him,
and that was how I met her, and through her came into
contact with several of the well known English breeders.
Who were your mentors in those early years?
Lizzie Brodersen (Wessex) Margaret Barron (Anbria),
Joan Tudor (Camrose), Joan Gill (Westley),
Elma Stonex (Dorcas), June Atkinson (Holway)
later on also Ron Bradbury (Nortonwood) and
especially Hazel Hinks (Styal)
Please tell us about some of the favourite dogs you have
owned over the years.
To tell about all my favourite dogs would need a whole
book most of them have been very favourite and much
loved. My first bitch, Betty (Anbria Breeding) her
daughter, Tallygold Pretty-Cici, is still in my pedigree
today; my first real “success-dog”, Ch Crouchers
Xavier, who produced one lovely bitch after another
to most of the Danish bitches (and German), and who
320

Which other breeders dogs around the world have you
admired over the years?
There are plenty. In England as well as Scandanavia,
especially Sweden has been very strong, all over Europe,
Australia and New Zeland. There are very many
skilled and knowing breeders over most of the world.
Sometimes, after judging the Breed, I can feel quite
depressed about the lack of quality, lack of movement,
lack of good heads, but then fortunately, at the next
appointment, I get this deep sense of joy at seeing some
really lovely Goldens.
Are there some true friends and real personalities in the
Breed who are no longer involved or with us you would
like to acknowledge?
Again so many. But, apart from Joan Gill, Westley,
Ron and Madge Bradbury, Nortonwood and Enid
Minter, Stenbury most of my mentors and friends are
luckily still within reach, a fact that I frequently enjoy.
More and more so, as I am myself getting to be “one
of the old ones” in Denmark. I must add that to keep
going as a breeder, it is of great importance to have true
friends with whom you can share your own views, your
own doubts, and receive positive critique and honest
opinions.

BREED DEVELOPMENT

Tallygold Hot Chocolate by Nu CH Camillo out of Tallygold Cashmere, bred
and owned by Mrs Holm-Hansen. Photo courtesy of Mrs Holm-Hansen.

of

M

or

ph

Golden Joy’s Polly Peachum by Mathew out of Westley Dellajoy.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Holm-Hansen.

et

SECTION 2:

Friendship’s Classic Tattoo by Nu & Int Ch Mjaerumhogda’s Classic Sound
out of Nu Ch Perrimay Fadilla, bred by Mrs A Nerell owned by
Mrs Holm-Hansen. Photo courtesy of Mrs Holm-Hansen.
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Tallygold Toby Dog by Multi Ch Nortonwood Foregoer out of Golden Joy’s
Polly Peachum, bred and owned by Mr & Mrs Holm-Hansen.
Photo courtesy of Mrs Holm-Hansen.

Nu Ch Stenbury Waterwizardry by Eng Sh Ch Jobeka Jasper of Nortonwood out of Stenbury Water Music, bred by Mrs Minter owned by Mrs HolmHansen. Photo courtesy of Mrs Holm-Hansen.
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et

Yes! So if you are fortunate to start out with a Golden
with a good front, hang on to it for all your are worth.
Hind angulation is much easier to improve! Also
the correct front is more important to your dog’s
movement than is the hind angulation.
On the whole do you feel there is there large variation
in bone and substance?
Yes. However, this variation probably always will exist
and always has done. Also, the proportions of bone and
substance are very much a question of individual taste.
Neither does the Standard give any precise description
of weight, height, proportions, which would be
necessary, if we all should agree. It is a very subjective
matter.
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Some heads are certainly too strong, coarse in cheek
and skull, but then some are definitely too weak with
“Chinese eyes”. I believe that the type of head you
aim to breed is totally dependent on who were your
mentors when you started, what kind of Golden was
your first love? If that Golden had a good head, and a
sound body, then the chances are that you breed good
heads and sound bodies, because you know what to
look for. In short; quality breeds quality! If you are used
to watching quality heads, you aim to breed them, and
know when to improve them.

It is said that it is hard to eradicate poor fronts. From
your long experience with the Breed would you agree
with this statement?

ph

Do you consider some of the heads too strong in some
countries? If so, what is it specifically which makes
them appear blocky and coarse? How do you feel about
the expressions and eye colour, shape and pigment in
general?

Now, honestly! We have so many serious matters to take
care of healthwise, mentally, physically. So a few Goldens
with too long ears must belong in the department
of insignificance. As do long tails- as long as they are
carried and set on correctly! Both are easily corrected
over one or two generations with the right choice of
partner.

or

If we are talking conformation, the answer is no. I do
not believe that there are more unbalanced dogs today
than earlier. On the contrary. However, the anatomy
changes, just like the language, we improve the hind
angulation, and may have to pay by developing too
short croups and some overangulation in the process.
Then we lose the angulation of the upper arm, and
when trying to improve this, the payment could be the
spine and loin getting too long, and so it goes on. Just
like a pendulum. This is the real challenge! However,
like our children, also our dogs mainly owing to a better
knowledge of nutrition and exercise. And nobody could
honestly maintain judging from some of the very old
photos of Goldens, that the balance was always superb!

Long ears are something which are occasionally seen to
be creeping into our Breed. Do you see this as a problem
in the future?

M

Now to the current dogs. Do you feel that many of the
dogs today are unbalanced?

Are the temperaments as solid as they used to be?
Unfortunately no! I think too much endeavour has been
made to make Goldens in the showring look alert, firy,
to move with the wind, to stand free with a wagging
tail, attention at the highest, to win Groups! I also
believe that too many breeders own far too many dogs
to be able realistically and knowledgeable to recognize
their dog’s mental qualities, or lack of! If you have
20-30 Goldens in kennels, how on earth would you
know whether each one of them is steady, reliable,
gentle or solid?
Have mouths been a problem over the years in the
Breed?
Not in my experience. You find the wrong bite
occasionally, or maybe the lack of a couple of molars,
but it is certainly not a problem, and in my opinion,
never has been.
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Do you consider long backs, short legs and over
angulated hindquarters a concern at present?
Yes, at present it seems to be. However, some years back
every one was complaining about straight upper arms,
short necks and too little substance! So again, let the
pendulum work its way, while we penalise the long, low,
fat Goldens when we meet them in the show ring, and
in a few generations the problem will be most certainly
have corrected itself.
Do you feel that in general the movement of the present
day Goldens could be improved?
I think the majority of Goldens today move soundly,
balanced and stylish. Not long, low overangulated
Goldens mentioned above, with weak hocks, but all the
rest.
It appears that Mrs Charlesworth above all else had a
distinct dislike for weak hocks. Do you consider this to be
a problem with the modern Golden Retriever?
Well, the overangulated Goldens certainly mostly have
weak hocks, but I don’t find it a general problem.

BREED DEVELOPMENT

I don’t find it more problematic now than before. The
correct coat is a thick double coat, a good layer of wool
underneath not too silky and fine top coat. I prefer
the top coat to be long and wavy, rather than curly.
However, a coat that is lamost curly, is often of very
good texture and allows you to trim the dog to look like
a million dollars. A short coat, even if a correct double
coat, does not add the glamour.
Do you feel that some dogs are trimmed excessively?

Yes, I think that some improvements are here to stay,
and as mentioned earlier, I find their conformation
generally to be sound and correct.
Being on the threshold of the genome revolution do
you believe there has been an over reaction about
radiographing? Would it have been more appropriate to
look at those dogs which were symptomatic?
Yes, absolutely. I can never understand the rigorous
health schemes on conditions, of which the genetic
origin is completely unknown. It is like shooting wasps
with a machine gun! And why has life span of the
individual dog never been of any importance? It would
be a pretty good guess that a dog who lived until 1214 years, sometimes even older, would not have very
serious health problems, neither with heart, eyes or
limbs! It also turns out that a long life is found in the
same lines!

y
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Yes, and the only remedy I know is to punish it in
the show ring. I like a Golden to be tidy, showing off
his good points, but excess trimming just like excess
handling is giving in to excess showing, which is not at
all to my taste.

Do you feel the Breed is better now than it was 20, 30 or
even 40 years ago?

et

Would you mind explaining the correct coat type?
Is this a current problem in the Breed?

As we know today, muscles are what keeps the dog
sound, so of course I do not agree. It was religion
for many years. However, I avoid any kind of jumps,
not too many stairs, and a steady, solitary, pleasurable
walk off the lead of 15-30 minutes at least once a day,
preferably with some activity included, such as hiding
dummies, learning to sit, learning to walk to heel,
swimming, cross country. Exercise is necessary, but so is
exercise of the little grey cells!

ph

I frequently meet younger people telling me that in the
olden days, all Goldens were mid gold. No, they were
not! At least since the late 1950s and 1960s, there have
been all ranges of Golden, in the field and in the show
ring. The standard used to be very precise; all shades
of Golden, from pale cream to dark golden, no red or
white.

How much exercise would you recommend for a young
puppy?

or

Mrs Charlesworth also stated that all colours within
the acceptable range are correct. The perfect colour of
course being the happy mean. How do you feel about this
comment?

M
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Mrs Charlesworth stated that bitches should never be
bred twice a year and not even every year and if this
care is not exercised the stamina of the bitch is greatly
impaired and that of her progeny. Do you agree totally
with this statement?
No. It is true that if a bitch is bred from too often, she
herself would suffer, because nature has arranged to give
everything she has got to the puppies. I would consider
that every second heat (most Golden bitches I know
come into season every 7-9 months) would be suitable,
the last litter arriving around the bitch’s 8th year. Most
Goldens are such natural and gifted mothers, I am
certain from watching them over so many years that it
gives them the greatest satisfaction, also improving their
status in the flock.

Mrs Charlesworth talks of epilepsy as being common in
her book of 60 years ago. Has this been a problem in the
Breed throughout the years that you know?
In my experience, epilepsy comes and goes. There have
been waves of epilepsy, and then fortunately for many
years without it. It can often be pointed back to one
specific individual. When he or she is removed from the
breeding, the condition disappears. There is no proven,
or even guessed, hereditary pattern, and it is of course
also a fact that, there exist many different variations of
epilepsy!
In which countries have you judged Golden Retrievers?
Except Asia and USA, all over the world. A fact that
makes me feel very fortunate.

What do you consider to be the ideal time to choose a
puppy?

Are there any issues which you feel may be of concern for
our Breed in future years?

The later the better!

Temperament, cancer and allergies.

“Continuous effort – not strength or intelligence – is the key to
unlocking our potential.”
Sir Winston Churchill
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I believe you have imported some outstanding Goldens
over the years. Can you tell us a little about these
Goldens please?
In the 1970s, three Gyrima imports arrived to my
kennel, they were Ch Gyrima Rosamund, Gyrima
Moongleam and Ch Gyrima Zacharias. Both stud
dogs can be found in most of today’s Dewmist Golden
Retriever pedigrees.

At the GRC club show in Stockholm 2008 Ch Dewmist
Silverinda went BIS from the veteran class.
2008 has been a fabulous year and I am especially
proud to have bred the first Golden Retriever from
the Continent to win the CC at Crufts. This was Ch
Dewmist Leading Lady. This bitch is the Top Golden in
Sweden and a multiple BIS winner.
At the Euro show in Budapest she was BOS beaten by
Ch Dewmist Silk Screen for BOB and Group 2.
At the World show in Stockholm my 10 year old Ch
Styal Silksilla went BOB out of the top entry of 341
dogs. Also at the World show my 9 year old male
Ch Erinderry Gaelic Minstrel became World Veteran
Winner.

of

In the beginning of the 1980s I imported together with
Karin Eriksson of the Knegaren kennel the super stud
dogs, Ch Sansue Golden Arrow and Styal Samarkand
who did a lot for the Breed in Sweden establishing a
more uniform type and proved very sound stud dogs.

Back in 2004 Ch Dewmist Serenella won the CC and
BOB at her first Ch. Show at Three Counties. She was
one of the first overseas Goldens to win top awards in
the UK.

et

I had my first Golden in 1968. The foundation bitches,
both being a mix of Camrose and Stubblesdown
breeding came from two Swedish kennels, of the Apport
and Dainty fame. Both bitches won their titles and have
proved a very sound and genuine start of the Dewmist
line.

ph

When did you obtain your first Golden Retriever?
Can you tell us a little about it please?

or

(Dewmist Sweden)

In 1985 a fabulous litter was born by Ch Sansue
Golden Arrow out of a Ch Gyrima Zacharias daughter,
producing five champions, Dewmist Shardonnay,
Solitaire, Syretta, Santinella and Sonatina. Solitaires son,
Ch Dewmist Swinging on a Star was another All Breed
KC show BIS winner.

M

Interview with
Mr Henric Fryckstrand

y

Further famous stud dogs imported to my kennel
were Ch Styal Sheer Scandal, Ch Styal Santangelo, Ch
Marjamez Masterpiece, Ch Telkaro Diamond Dust - all
siring champions.
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At the end of the 1990s Ch Styal Silksilla arrived and is
up to date the top winning bitch in Scandinavia with 15
Gundog Groups during a period of 5 years and she is
also a BIS winner at an All Breed KC show. She is also
the proud mother of 13 champions.
Ch Erinderry Gaelic Minstrel and Ch Erinderry Jacobite
were imported in the beginning of the next century and
Gaelic Minstrel has been a wonderful stud dog and is
the proud sire of 25 champions.
In 2009 Ch Ralun Versace arrived from Perth, Australia
to join the Dewmist Team. He has had a flying start
by winning his Champion titles in all Scandinavian
countries in just three shows. He also was BIS at the
GRC Club Show in Sweden and Denmark.
You have enjoyed great success in the show ring with
many of your Goldens. Can you tell us a little of other
memorable wins please?
I am proud to have bred the very first Golden to win
BIS at an All Breed KC show. This was Ch Dewmist
Chrysander in 1980. He continued to win Groups and
BIS and so did his daughter Ch Dewmist Corindabella
who was top Golden for some years.
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Silksilla was BIS as well at the GRC Circuit show the
day before the World Show.
Her son Ch Dewmist Silk Screen followed in her
footsteps by winning BOB at the World Show in
Slovakia and even won the Group, and was qualified to
represent Hungary at the Eukanuba World Challenge in
California, December 2009.
You have had a very strong bitch line over many
generations. Can you tell us something about it please?
My bitch line is now on the 11th generation on a direct
line with many lovely bitches like; Ch Dewmist Solitaire,
Ch Dewmist Shade of Pale, Ch Dewmist Savannah,
Ch Dewmist Shaquille, Ch Dewmist Serenella and Ch
Dewmist Sandarella, Ch Dewmist Singing in the Rain
and Ch Dewmist Shangrila.
Also famous bitches like Ch Dewmist Deirdre Dee and
Ch Dewmist Corindabella can be found in some of the
pedigrees.
Amongst Ch Styal Silksillas most wellknown progeny
I would like to mention, Ch Dewmist Silkventure, Ch
Dewmist Silkmarillion, Ch Dewmist Silkchaser, Ch
Dewmist Silk Screen, Ch Dewmist Silk Symphony, Ch
Dewmist Silk´n Satin, Ch Dewmist Silk´n Sequins, Ch
Dewmist Silky Rainbow, Ch Dewmist Silky Morning,
Ch Dewmist Sky of Silk and my own Ch Dewmist
Strands of Silk.

SECTION 2:

BREED DEVELOPMENT

There are Dewmist champions and winners in almost
40 countries.
116 Show Champions are bred or owned by my kennel
plus 5 Tracking champions.
Dewmist has been the Top Golden Retriever kennel
since 2000.
Your reputation as a highly respected judge is known
right around the world. Can you tell us a little about
your judging experiences please?

et

Swe Sh Ch Dewmist Silky Rainbow by Swe Sh Ch & Norw Sh Ch Dewmist
Samsonite out of Swe Ch Styal Silksilla, bred and owned by
Mr H Fryckstrand. Photo courtesy of Ulrika Z.

ph

I have been an FCI judge since 1986 and I am now
a Gundog/Sporting Group judge, having judged in
more than 30 countries. I am especially honoured to
have judged on several occasions in the UK, Ireland,
Australia, New Zealand, in the US and having judged
the Canadian National.

of

M

Another honourable invitation is the US National in
Colorado in 2010.

or

I am the first judge from the Continent to have been
asked to judge our lovely Breed at Crufts in 2011.
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Swe Pl and Lv Ch Dewmist Shaquille by Swe Ch Inassicas Dandelion out of
Sw & Nu Ch Dewmist Savannah, bred and owned by Mr H Fryckstrand.
Photo courtesy of Ulrika Z.

Photo courtesy of Mr Fryckstrand.

Su & Nu Ch Erinderry Gaelic Minstrel by Eng/Ir Sh Ch Erinderry
Diamond Edge of Glenavis out of Ir Sh Ch & Int Erinderry Firebird,
bred and owned by Mr & Mrs A Collins. Photo courtesy of Ulrika Z.

Photo courtesy of Mr Fryckstrand.
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A picture of Ch Styal Silksilla’s Family. Photo by Ulrika Z.
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TABLE 2.8.19 SUCCESSFUL MATINGS FOR LITTERS BORN IN THE 1960s
Ch/Sh
Chs

Country

Year of Birth

Breeder

Sire

Dam

2

1960

Mrs P Robertson

Eng Ch Samdor Nimble Nick

Stolford Samantha

UK

2

1960

Mrs E Minter

Waterboy of Stenbury

Eng Sh Ch Waterwitchery of Stenbury

UK

2

1962

Mrs R Harrison

Eng/Ir Ch Cabus Cadet JW

Eng Sh Ch Boltby Sugar Bush

UK

2

1967

Mrs Clark

Eng Sh Ch Anbria Tantalus JW

Joriemour Lily Marlene

UK

3

1965

Mrs J Tudor

Eng /Ir Ch Cabus Cadet JW

Camrose Wistansy

UK

3

1967

Mrs Moriarty

Eng Ch Camrose Tallyrand of Anbria Cabus Boltby Charmer

UK

3

1968

Mrs D Dawson

Eng/Ir Ch Cabus Boltby Combine

Eng Sh Ch Whamstead Emerald

UK

2

1968

Mr F Dadd

Danespark Waternewton of
Stenbury

Danespark Dawn

UK

2

1968

Mr E J Metcalfe

Eng/Ir Ch Cabus Boltby Combine

Eng Sh Ch Gainspa Oonah

UK

2

1974

Mr & Mrs Tiranti & Mrs
Holmes

Eng Sh Ch Gamebird Debonair of
Teecon

Eng Sh Ch Peatling Stella of Teecon

UK

2

1972

Mrs E Borrow

Ir Ch Mandingo Beau Geste of Yeo

Eng Sh Ch Deerflite Rainfall

USA

11

1967/68

M Henderson & J Overley

Ch Sun Dance's Moonlight Gambler Ch Sprucewood's Harvest Sugar CD

USA

7

1966/67

R W Akers

Ch Golden Duke of Trey-C

Ch J's Kate

USA

6

1967/68

JE & JA Waggoner

Ch Duckdown's Spannew

Ch Dealer's Donation to Duckdown CD

USA

6

1966/68

W Beddingfield Jnr &
J Valerius

Ch Eastgate's Golden Nugget

Ch Eastgate's Golden Genie

USA

6

1964/66

G & G Abbott

Ch Sidram Simon

Ch Sun Dance's Vivacious Sock

USA

5

1964/68

C & I Gingerich

Ch Beckwith's Copper Coin

Ch Maple Leaf's Princess Pat

USA

5

1965/67

R B Simpson

USA

5

1963/65

J C Enloe

USA

5

1967/68

A & D Eckdahl

USA

5

1962

USA

5

1965

USA

5

1969/72

USA

7

1968/1970

USA

6

USA
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UK

Ch Brittby's Golden Sunset

Ch Featherquest Jay's Blond Tom

Ch Star Spray Enid's Glorietta

Ch Miaur's Baal Benefactor

Ch Honor Coed WC OD

Jane Engelhard

Ch Sun Dance's Bronze

Ch Rozzy Duchess

M Henderson & J Overley

Ch Sun Dance's Bronze

Ch Sprucewood's Harvest Sugar CD

W & S Worley

Ch Sun Dance's Esquire

Ch Sun Dance's Taffeta Doll

C Gerstner & R Beckkwith

Ch Beckwith's Copper Ingot

Ch Beckwith's Frolic of Yeo CDX OD

1969/71

A Roberts Dismukes

Ch Kyrie Daemon CDX WC

Ch Hunt's Annabelle of Vegas CDX TD
WC OD

6

1969/1973

L & S Grasso

Ch Misty Morn's Sunset

Ch Copper Kettle Cinnamon Glory CD

USA

6

1969/1971

M L Semans

Ch Misty Morn's Sunset

Ch Golden Pines Punkin Pi CD OD

USA

6

1968/70/72

L H Cummings

Ch Sunsets Happy Duke

Ch Cummings Golden Princess

Aust

11

1965/68/ 69/70

Mr R Philp

Ch Kyvalley Kyva

Ch Leoline Golden Leonie

Aust

5

1966/68

Mrs R Feast

Ch Gunwalloe Woodruff CD

Ch Gunwalloe Patricia

Aust

6

1970/72/76

Mr & Mrs R Brown

Ch Wildheart Wenan UD

Ch St Malo Brandy Mei Ling
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Ch Cragmount's Hi-Lo

“I’ve learned that a compliment is appreciated by everyone.”
Unknown
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IMPORTED DOGS IN THE 1960s
(THIS LIST IS NOT EXHAUSTIVE)

Imported
to

Exported
from

Storm of Sundials

NZ

UK

NZ Ch

Vanrose Vanity-Fayre

USA

UK

Am Ch

Meadowreen Radiant of Yeo

NZ

UK

NZ Ch

Vanrose Vittorio

USA

UK

Sundowner of Brambletyne

Sweden

UK

Ch

Stolford Sea Bird

Aust

UK

Alresford Major

USA

UK

Am Ch

Tinsel of Tanacre

Aust

UK

Enfant D'Avril

USA

UK

NZ

UK

Anbria Feodora

NZ

UK

USA

UK

Am Ch

Satinway Buckmarstan Amber

USA

UK

NZ

UK

NZ Ch

Camrose Xanthos

USA

UK

USA

UK

Am Ch

Orlando of Yeo

USA

UK

Aust

UK

Aust Ch

Broadmire Muffin

USA

UK

USA

UK

Am Ch

Ideal Model of Yeo

Aust

UK

USA

NZ

Am Ch

Vanrose Voysey

Aust

UK

Aust

UK

Aust Ch

Fergus of Westley

Aust

UK

Aust Ch

Camrose Antanya

Aust

UK

Aust Ch

Glennessa Seahawk of Stenbury

Canada

UK

Can Ch

Ambassador of Davern Can OS

Aust

UK

Glennessa Waterwillow of
Stenbury

Sweden

UK

Ch

Cabus Clipper

Sweden

UK

Ch

Glennessa Helmsman

USA

UK

Am Ch

Appollo of Yeo

NZ

UK

NZ Ch

Vanrose Victoria

USA

UK

Am Ch

Footprint of Yeo CD OS

Beckwiths Frolic of Yeo Am/Can
CDX OD

UK

UK

Am/Can
Ch

USA

USA

Aust

NZ

USA

UK

Am Ch

Chieftain of Yeo

Aust

NZ

Vanrose Gay Gordon

USA

UK

Can Ch

Janville Delegate

Aust

UK

Byxfield Lindys Golden Gleam

USA

UK

Am Ch

Showman of Yeo

Aust

UK

Sweden

Dennark

NorduCh
IntUCh
SJCh

Coxy

NZ

UK

USA

UK

Am Ch

Dangret Emerald of Yeo

USA

UK

Am Ch

Deerflite Sunset CDX

USA

UK

y

Aust Ch

rt

Beechy Tessa

Camrose Brambletyne Phantom
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NZ Ch

NZ

UK

NZ Ch

Camrose Pericles

USA

UK

Am Ch

Synspur Irah of Featherquest

USA

NZ

Am Ch

Vanrose Vanity

TABLE 2.8.21
Gender

Title

Title

Name of Dog

Weyland Volley
NZ Ch

Chieftain of Greatropers QC
Goldrange Fine Fella of Yeo

et

Aust Ch

Name of Dog

Halsham Hi Jack of Yeo

Honeysuckle of Yeo OD

ph

UK

Title

Am Ch

Royal Flush of Yeo

Aust Ch

Anbria Sands

Aust Ch

Calrossie of Westley

or

Aust

IMPORTED DOGS IN THE 1960s
(THIS LIST IS NOT EXHAUSTIVE)

M

Exported
from

of

Imported
to

TABLE 2.8.20

Token of Yeo
Aust Ch

Tangueny Rosalind

Synspur Beckwith's Stacey CD
OD

IRISH CHAMPIONS BORN IN THE 1960s
Name

Brierford Fionn of
Greenglen
Bryanstown
Camrose Gail
Bryanstown Gale
Warning
Bryanstown Jescott
Anita
Bryanstown
Shannon of Yeo

Sire

Eng Ch Camrose
Tallyrand of Anbria
Eng Ch Camrose
Lucius
Ir Ch Bryanstown
Shannon Of Yeo
Eng Ch Anbria
Tantalus

Dam
Eng Ch Boltby
Felicity of Brierford
Camrose Anbria
Tamara
Ir Ch Bryanstown
Camrose Gail
Jescott Boxfoor
Samara
Bineham Peggy
of Yeo

Breeder

Male

Ir Ch

Female

Ir Ch

Male

Ir Ch

Female

Ir Ch

Male

Ir Ch

Male

Ir Ch

Alresford Nice Fella

Male

Cabus Boltby
Ir & Eng Ch
Combine

Ir Ch & Eng Ch Cabus
Cadet

Female

Ir Ch

Alresford Nice Fella

Glorious of Leygore Mr E Massey

Buidhe Curragh

Cuan Grace

Ringmaster of Yeo

Owner

Year of
Birth

Mrs Harrison

Rev R Hutchinson

1964

Mrs Joan Tudor

Mr & Mrs M Twist

1964

Mr & Mrs M Twist

Mr & Mrs M Twist

1967

Mrs S Richards

Mr & Mrs M Twist

1966

Mrs W H Sawtell

Mr & Mrs M Twist

1963

Buidhe Dearg

Miss L Ross

Mr J Hayes

1963

Eng Sh Ch Boltby
Sugar Bush

Mrs R Harrison

Mrs Z Morgan

1962

Mr B Gilmore

1967
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Female

Male

Male
Male
Male
Female

Title

Name

Sire

Eng Ch Bellemount
Contoul Commanche
JW
Ir & Eng Ch
Ir Ch
Mandingo Angelo Bryanstown Gale
Warning
Ir & Eng Ch
Ir Ch
Mandingo Aquarius Bryanstown Gale
Warning
Mandingo Beau
Ir & Eng Ch
Alresford Nice Fella
Legionnaire
Mandingo Buidhe
Ir & Eng Ch
Alresford Nice Fella
Colum
Mandingo
Ir Ch
Alresford Nice Fella
Marianne
Ir Ch

Glenavis
Gwendolyn

Dam

Breeder

Owner

Year of
Birth

Ir Ch Mandingo
Marigold

Rev R Hutchinson

Rev R Hutchinson

1965

Ch Mandingo
Marianne

Mrs E Harkness

Mr V Gaffey

1969

Ch Mandingo
Marianne

Mrs E Harkness

Mrs E Harkness

1969

Mr A Baker

1966

Lucky Charm of Yeo Mrs E Harkness
Buidhe Dearg

Miss L Ross

Lucky Charm of Yeo Mrs E Harkness

et

Gender

IRISH CHAMPIONS BORN IN THE 1960s

Mrs W Sawtell &
Mrs E Harkness

1963

Mrs E Harkness

1965

ph

TABLE 2.8.21

Ir Ch

Mandingo Marigold Alresford Nice Fella

Lucky Charm of Yeo Mrs E Harkness

Mrs H Avis

1965

Female

Ir Ch

Mandingo Salome

Alresford Nice Fella

Lucky Charm of Yeo Mrs E Harkness

Mr E Massey

1967

Male

Ir Ch

MandingoBeau
Ideal

Alresford Nice Fella

Lucky Charm of Yeo Mrs E Harkness

Mrs E Harkness

1966

Female

Ir Ch

Seamourne Honey

Golden Boy of Lisbane Boltby Pall

Mrs Todd

Mr E Massey

1967

Female

Ir Ch

Weeton Witch of
Ouzedale

Storm of Hellicliffe

Mr Stewart

Mr Stewart

1964

Female

Ir Ch

Whitewater Jo

Ir Ch Brierford Fionn of
Sally of Whitewater Rev Canon Twaddell
Greenglen

Rev Canon Twaddell

1969

or

Female
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Camrose Golden
Lass

Su Ch Nu Ch Int Ch Sansue Golden Arrow by Eng Ch Gaineda Consolidator of Sansue out of Eng Sh Ch Sansue Wrainbow, bred by Mrs V Birkin owned
by Mr H Fryckstrand and K Eriksson. Photo courtesy of Mr H Fryckstrand.
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Timeline 1960 to 1969
Honor’s Golden Retrievers are founded in USA.

1964

Nelson Mandela is jailed in South Africa.

1960

The first episode of Coronation Street is screened
in the UK.

1964

Mao Zedong releases Quotations from Chairman
Mao.

1960

Elvis Presley records Fever.

1964

1960

Norwegian Golden Retriever Club is founded.

The Golden Retriever Club of Scotland publishes
Mrs Stonex’s article on her 10 years research into
Breed history.

1960

The Golden Retriever Club of Canada is formed.

1964

1960

The amended history of the Breed appears in the
Crufts Catalogue.

Mrs Donna Lance (Country Life Australia) attends
to founding meeting of the first GRC in Australia as
a teenager.

1960

Ch Danespark Angela is the first Golden to gain
Runner Up in Group at Crufts.

1964

Golden Retriever Club of NSW first Australian GRC
Club is formed.

1960

Am & Can Bda Ch Beckwith’s Copper Coin is born in
the USA.

1964

GRC of Illinois Inc formed.

1964

Val Birkin begins her famous Sansue kennel (UK).

1961

Female contraceptive pill comes onto the market.

1964

1961

The Twist sweeps the world.

Mrs Delma Marshall (Oaklodge Australia) begins in
the Breed.

1961

Carl Lewis, who is named Athlete of the Century by
the International Olympic Committee is born.

1964

Mrs Connie Gerstner-Miller (Malagold USA) obtains
her foundation Golden Retriever.

1961

Southern Berkshire Golden Retriever Club USA is
established.

1962

Marilyn Monroe dies.

1962

Long Island GRC New York is formed.

1962

Mr & Mrs Hession (Goldtreve Australia) obtain their
first Golden Retriever.

1962

Mrs Shirley Sullivan (Aunty Shirley Australia)
obtains her first Golden Ch Gunwalloe Woodruff CD.

1963
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1960

Am Ch Sunset’s Happy Duke is born in the USA.

1965

Sir Winston Churchill dies.

1965

The Sound of Music wins the Academy Award for
Best Movie.

1965

The present Canadian flag is adopted replacing one
which incorporated the British flag.

1965

Ch Gainspa Florette of Shiremoor is the first Golden
Retriever to take out Best in Group at Crufts.

Beatles first Album is released.

1965

1963

President John F Kennedy is assassinated in the
USA.

Am Ch Cragmounts Hi Lo is the first Golden
Retriever to win Best in Group at Westminster.

1965

1963

The Beatles become internationally known.

Mr & Mrs Phillipson (Ferngold Australia) purchase
their first Golden Retriever.

1963

Mrs Hazel Hinks (Styal UK) obtains her foundation
bitch Styal Camrose Gilda.

1965

Mrs Birkin (Sansue) obtains Eng Ch Sansue
Camrose Phoenix.

1963

Mr Alan Robertson (Lantana Australia) obtains his
foundation bitch Ch Castiewood Suzyanna.

1965

Mrs Hazel Hinks begins the famous Styal Kennel
(UK).

1963

Mr John Tombs (Chadsun Australia) obtains his first
Golden Retriever.

1965

Mrs Lyn Anderson begins her Linchael kennel (UK).

1965

1963

Mrs Judy Taylor (Skylon Canada) obtains her first
Golden Retriever.

Mrs Barbara Keighley (Colbar UK) commences in
the Breed.

1966

1963

Mr Hayton (Bellemount UK) obtains his first Golden
Retriever.

Frank Sinatra releases Strangers in the
Night.

1966

1963

Mr & Mrs Philpott (Westley and Standerwick) gain
the first of their Golden Retrievers.

Ladykirk House is demolished, however the gates
still remain.

1966

Mile Hi GRC Denver Colourado is established.

1963

The Great Train Robbery occurs in the UK.

1966

Am Ch Misty Morn’s Sunset is born in the USA.

1964

My Fair Lady wins Academy Award for Best Movie.

1967

1964

Beatles release Twist and Shout.

Sir Donald Campbell dies trying to break his own
world speed record on water on Coniston Water.
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1967

Dr Christian Barnard conducts the first heart
transplant operation in South Africa.

1967

Ch Camrose Cabus Christopher is born in the UK.

1967

Mrs D Hutcheson (Briden Australia) purchases her
foundation Golden Retriever.

1967

Mrs M Holm-Hansen (Tallygold Denmark) begins in
the Breed.
Mrs Margaret Evans (Vanrose) emigrates to New
Zealand from the UK.

1967

1968

Greater Twin Cities is formed.

1968

Potomac Valley GRC Inc is formed.

1968

Mr Bob Morris (Chantesuta Australia) obtains his
first Golden Retriever.

1968

Garden State GRC Inc New Jersey is formed.

1968

Sandra Patterson (Buffalo Australia) obtains her
first Golden Retriever.

1968

Wales Golden Retriever Club is established.

Mrs Barbara Dick (Charterhouse NZ) starts in the
Breed.

1968

Mr Henric Frckstrand (Dewmist) obtains his first
Golden Retriever in Sweden.

1968

Dr Martin Luther King Jnr is shot dead in Memphis
Tennessee.

1969

1968

Bobby Kennedy, brother of JFK, is assassinated in
Los Angeles USA.

Neil Armstrong is the first man to walk on the Moon
quoting “This is one small step for man, one giant
leap for mankind”.

1969

Ch Stolford Happy Lad is born in the UK.

1969

The Concord makes its maiden flight.

1969

Three times National Specialty winner Am Ch
Wochica’s Okeechobee Jake is born in the USA.

The Golden Retriever Club of Victoria Australia is
formed.

1968

Ulster GRC is formed.

1969

Eng Ch Deerflite Endeavour of Yeo is born.
This bitch produces one English Sh Ch, 3 Chs in
Europe and 2 in Canada.
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Race Horse Mill Reef winner of the Derby, Eclipse,
The King George and the Arc de Triomphe
is born.

or
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1967

Su Ch Glennessa Helmsman by Glennessa Crofter of Empshott out of Glennessa Moonshine bred by Wing Cdr and Mrs Iles and Miss J Iles and owned by
Ylva Braunahjelm (Sandemars Kennel). Helmsman took out an All Breeds BIS in Sweden from an entry of 2600 dogs. Photo courtesy of Mrs Iles-Hebbert.
Photographer unknown.
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